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CONFIDENTIAL

ERRATA
BEACON BILL REPORT

We regret that one page ot Chaptsr 3 was omitted a.nd several
pages of Chapters 3 and 5 were inadvertently transposed in
context in the assembly of this report. The correct sequence
of reading is as follows:
3
Read page Z6, 28, Z9, 27, new page 2.7a (attached). 30, 31,

n.

33.

Chapter 5

)
)

Read page 68, 70, 69, 7Z, 71.
We apologize !or any con!ll$ion this m1ly cause tile reader.

n
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This d(Rmment consists of
Z9~ pages. Copy
of 700 copies.
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PROJECT LlNCOLN
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PROBLEMS OF

. AIR :FORCE INTELLIGENCE

RECONNAISSANCE

15 June 195Z

This doettment contains Ut!ormation affecting the
national defense of the United St.ates within the
meaning of the !;;!J.pionage Act, Title 18 U.S.C ••
Sl!lctions 793 and 794. The transllliasion or the
revelation ot its contents in any manner to an
tma:u.tho:rizad person is prohibited by law.
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The Chief of Staff,
United States Air Force
Dear Sir:
The Report transmitted with

lett~n·

deals with Air Force intelligence and reconnais -

sance. A research and development program of considerable magnitude already exists in th.is
field. The purpose of the BEACON HlL.L Report is to point out opportunities f'or improving this
program by changes in
and extensions to new areas.
The study
and reconnaissance problems was first proposed to the
Massachusetts rnatitute of Technology in May 1951 by the Deputy Chief of Staff,
In July 1951, the subject o{
reconnaissance and
was included in the scope
of PROJECT LINCOLN,
As its initial activity in this field, PROJECT LINCOLN has assembled, under the chairmanship of Dr. Carl F. J.Overhage, a group

ot civilian consultants

!rem various fields to

reconnaissance and to suggest
directions for future technical effort. This committee bas
from January to April
195-Z as the BEACON HILL Study Group.
It was clear from t:ie outset that in the short time available this group would reach useful conclusions only by concentrating its attention on
problems.
The Report does not atte:npt to answer all the important
directed at the Committee by

..,I

the Air Force in the course of its briefings. A few major areas were excluded by prior agreement wit:.'l the Air Starr: {l) all techniques related to the covert
of secret
, (2)
those

• and (3) the detection or atomic

oi radio intercept

explosions. As the !ft"Ot.lp became more familiar with its subject, additional
set aside. It has given less attention to tactical than to

to be

the former have been closely studied by PROJECT VISTA.
The subjects treated in the BEACON HILL Report fall into two rathe.t' ditrerent !ft"OUps.
In one part of its study, the

g?'OUp

bas tried to stand back and view in broad nPr«nP<'t'!v"

problem of orientation, emphasis, and priority as it
to fae over-all job o.f Air Force intelligence. In the ofaer part, the. group has wrestled with the technical problems involved in the
collection, reduction and utilization
intelligence data. These are- the fields moat a.menable to
technological advance, and faey

the fields in which most members. of the group have spec·

±all.zed experience.
l. In order to
A 1!5-pa.ge summary of t.'le BEACON Hll,L a.eport is presented as
views have been stated in this summake this a brief and
rnary wi~"tout some or the necessary qualifications to be found in the more detailed chapters that

..

'

I

•

follow .
The committee recognizes that its

only a beginning. The purpose of

conducting a study of this type is to obtain the
tists and engineers not normally associated with Air Forc:e problems. In such a study, tbe adcan be secured
vantages of a new and uninhibited approach to a very broad :range of
.should accomonly by sacrificing the careful documentation and detailed support that

v

-CONFIDEN~I i\ b-

pany each conclusion. Therefore, the work. o! this group must be followed by future and mare
detailed studies, by laboratory work, and by field tests. Above all, it must be combined with
the operational experience of many officers and airmen before a real contribution will have been
achieved.
We are indebt•?d to our Air Force liaison officers for arranging frequent interchanges of
information between BEACON HILL and the interested Air Force agencies. It has been impos-

sible to give adequate credit for suggestions made in the course of such meetings. Many of the
ideas advanced in our Report represent views held by individuals or groups now active in the
Air Force intelligence and reconnaissance program. Exploratory experimental work in some
of the new directions here discussed is already in progress within the research and development
estabtishm~nt

of the Air Force as well as in outside laboratories,

Sincerely,

F. W. Loomis, Director
PROJECT LINCOLN

Cambridge, l'llaasach.usetts
Z June 1952
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PREFACE
The BEACON
Study Group, like similar com.w.ittees drawn together for
an intensive short-term survey of a particular
problem, comprised a cross section ot'
academic and industrial
ln fields that
from psychology to physics and optics.
~

1l
I

le

l

1
1,,

Fifteen members constituted the centi~at
vided needed counsel as particular problems were euc.ounnu:
Five Air Foc-ce liaison officers were assigned to the Group •. facilitating acc~sa to documents, making
contacts
with representatives of Air Force
agenfaes, and serving
or information. The complete roster of the BEACON HILL organization is given in A~pendiX A.
The Group received its in.formation on the current Air Force program at
Briefings
in Washington. and at various Air Force establishr:ients, between 1 January and 15 Febru.ary l95Z .. Thereafter the co:rnmittee
had proven
itself satisfactory in prertous. projects <ii ,M. I. T. """'""''"usneu in quarters separate from the
LINCOLN installiiHons, with a,dequate seclJ.rity
and a small administrative staff,
the group began i:ta activities
reviewing and exan~ining its impressions of the formal Air
Force presentations. The areas to which the gl'oup could profitably hope to contribute '.vere
then defined, and panels on the three major segments - intelligence objectives,
means,
and data handling - were organized. Subsequently, a group
vehicle systems was formed.
The working schedUle evolved around a three-day. week to allow members both
to serve the Study Group and to maintain academic and
commitments.
February and March, the panels met in working sessions,
perti.nent milit;ny and privare establishments, and received additional briefings from visitors and consultants (see Appendix A). Throughout this period of concentrated study, individuals and subcommittees issued
working papers covering their questions, findings, and tentative recommendations. These were
discussed in weekly joint sessions of the entire body, including the liaison officers,
By fae middle of April, the major conclusions had been formulated, and sub~
stantfal ag.reement reached, on the primary findings. An oral presentation of these was given
:first to a jury or consultants and invited Air Force pnsonnel and Subsequently (on 26 May 195Z)
final drafts of the relevant working
to the Air Staff, ··A.n editorial committee then combined
papers into a unified report which was submitted to each member of the Study Group for cor-

rection and comment.

•

1
I
'

I

1

le

l
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Since

minor changes o! wording and emphasis :resulted from thia
final review, the Report as presented in the following pages represents the
agreement and
bears the endorsement of the entire
group~
In any project aucha.s.this, the line of demarcation between committee struc,.
tures is a di!iicult one to trace. Similarly, the assigning of responsibilities and 1d1mtu1eaJCion
of authorship cannot be made easily. The cr'oss~fertilization
ideas, the evolvement.o! new
and different approaches among a group such aa this - all
a document that bears the
imprint of each member on every chapter and section. In
to this acknowledgment of
the contributions
individuals to the entire Retxirt, it is nece~sary to give particular credit
to certain persons who '1-SSUtned pd.ma.ry responsibility !or assembling and integrating the vari·
aus working papers into coherent chapter,s:

CONFID~rJTI.L'\L

Chapter

l - Saville Davis

Chapter Z • S.S. Stevena and Gordon P. Saville
Chapter 3 - Oordon P.SaviUe and S.S. Stevens

Chapter 4 ~ E.M. Purcell and S. E. Miller
Chapter

5 - J.G.J:laker

6 - J.G.Bake.r
Chapter 1 - E. H. Land

Chapter 8 - P.
Chapter S • E. M. Purcell and S. E. Miller
Chapter 10 - S. E. Miller and E.M. """'··~~~.,,
Chapter H - A. F. Donovan and L. N. Ridenour
Chapter lZ - J.G .. Baker

Chapter 13 - G.W. King
u:eeri.uu!s and Q. W. King

of lettered

has been included at the end o!tne Report.
These, in many cases, are working papers that serve to
the material in the Chapters,
or to present individ'..ial
that the group felt worthy of subi:nission to the Air Force. Ac.cordingly. each Appendix carries the name of the author,
No project or this scope could
functioned
without the support
and cooperation of its liaison
BEACON HILi,.
been more than rortun.ate in the
caliber ot'the men assigned to it, To all otthem, the Study Group is indebted !or th.eir willingness and patience, and foi:- the genuine contributions the)' made to this Report.

~--------------SUMMARY
CHAPTER l

THE IMPORTANCE

more .important to the United States by
orders of
magnitude than ever before. They are crucial to some of
the most fundamental a.uns in our national policy: our
to keep the American economy sol•1ent and sustain the
the ability of ou.r
force to discourage aggres ~
sion and
to keep the peace;. our capacity, if
comes, to ou.tmat(!h the enemy
OF INTELLIGENCE

and carry !he war
the Soviet
striking force with atomic weapons, to

I

in the face of a Soviet intercontinental
and master that force - and therebyJo

safeguard our people a;id our economic am:! military resources f.rom atomic destruction.
.\ll these tasks depend to a wholly unprecedented

THE American eoonamy is now
Give.n
less than adequate intelligence. there is an
tendency to
as
an insur:mce factor - to
without adequate knowledge of whatthe
Union has,
to counter everything we think it conceivably might have, With more exact knowledge, we
can decide which mihtary spending is directed accurately at the mark and whic.h is unnec·
essary spending-in-th.e,,.dark. Informed spending is the
means of economy.

We are
to meet this with an
technique, with
'
lirnited forces holding: the line at widely se't>J,(:ral:eo danger
zones across the world. Advance

THIS country is now an

We co.ru>,C:iC)U.Srly
strength now as an instrument of national
- first, as a peaceable deterrent to war.. .,.~•. ,. and second, to prepare for
There is no more
For the
first time in our history, we have co:me to accept the need .for a major rru·•n.arv

being,. during what passes nowadays !or time of peace.
BUT a large military force is not enough. Indeed by itself, it is utterly inadequate,
the Soviet Union has a large torce-in·beirlg also. And with two such torces matched against
each other, the question now
which is smarter? Which can learn more about th~
vulnerability o.f
other, and adapt its force most shrewdly and
to exploit the
other's weaknesif? This is the question that intelligence must

only if we
more - abouJ the enemy• s "'"'"'"'""m.
edge will enable us to match him or meet him on our own terms.
from intelligence. has an even greater
By showing

SUMMARY

to concentrate

our strength. where to plug gaps, where to ign.ore hls preparaticms, intelligence allows
us to husband our economic resources and to keep fit tor the long-term struggle.
LIKE any other problem, the study of intelligence begins
with a review ot fundamentals.. Vvlla.t are basic national ob.Basic intll!lligence data? Baaic
means?
&sic uses? J:low can a thorough exanu.u.;n;ani
these matters give a sense of direction to
the entire intelligence system 1
those responsible far program control and
APPROACH TO
THE PROBLEM

WE have gone through this kind of a,rutlysis ourselves, in order to
ou.r detailed study
oi various technical fields into broader perspective. We believe we have ploughed some
new g?'ound in doing so. We have come llp with
conclusions which cut acroas
whole segments of the intelligence picture a.nd
be reviewed in the ne.J!;t few
tioos of this chapter.
are struck. by the overridtngtm:r;iortani:::e. and the relaCOUNTER· FORCE

INTELLIGENCE

small supply, of current intelligence on two subjects:

be.sic .Soviet weapons and basic SOViet .combat forces. We
realize that intensive effort has been made to get at th.is kind of intelligence, and that some
2
of this efrort may well lie beyond the ra11ge of inquiry of thil!I stuoy group. But we under·
stand that, in terms of a really compre.hensive,
now of in£on::naUon, .the task ha.a
the Air Force intelligence
been peculiarly frustrating. We find that a
effort ts headed in. the somewhat easier.direction or improving our stock. .or industrial and
economic intelligence.
YET we regard data on Soviet weapons and forces as of.far greater

import~ce.

THERE will scarcely be argument over the reasons why. The missions of TAC are coun~
ter-force in nature. Two of SAC's three missions fall in the same .categor1• The ~eriod
when force data were less impo~tanf - whe;l we alone possessed the atomic bomb - has
passed. Now that .the SPviet Union has tl\e same kind of striking power, the military problem becomes more nearly one of basic weapons again.st basic
against striking force,

we~pons,

of striking force

greater effort should tie made to !wow
WE became convinced, therefore, that
the SPvi.et military force - what and where ii
how it operates, what
movements
are - and th.at this call!! for a redfatributioh of emphasis in the Air Force intelligence
effort.·

SUMMARY
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GENERALLY speaking, intelligence is
• NEED FOR
lNFORMA T!ON PRlORITlES •

Uiing, all the time.

broadly inclusive basis.

Ol:l.llf

collected on a

In the familiar but devastating

phrase, everyone wants to know everything about every-

The result is a collection of an indigestible mass

or

r-aw information

which even the best system could not wholly convert into useful finished intelligence.
WE can understand the reason for this; the collector cannot know which innocent looking

item might be the vital link in a pattem someone is trying to fit
So he collects
as much as he can, to fill the very long list or requests given bim. The evaluators will
sort it ouL

But, in pi:actice, this creates a fresh problem,

are swamped.

Collectors and evaluators

Instead of being free to do a sharply analytical job. going after what is

most needed and making sense out of what they get, the physical pressure of handling so
much mated.al tends to absorb their energy.
WE have come to the conclusion, therefore, that we must go back to the concept of the
"~Ual

elements of information." With basic intelligence needs more clearly defined

at the top, information pr-iorities can be set up for the whole system.
then be collected and evaluated more in terms of what it will be

m~ed

Intelligence can
for.

IT calls ior some tall thinking to set up intelligence prtorA METHOD FOR
ASSIGNING PIUORlT!ES

!ties.

By itself, the rmature judgment of

cers can do much in this direction.

But this same mature

judgment aided by a systematic analysis of the whole intelligence field can do even more,
SO we propose a possible working proceilli.re for establishing iri!ormation

is a method for gathering into significant

lt

all the subjects about which informa-

tion is sought and all the end uses served by the information.

It also provides a procedure

for rating the categories numerically in terms of their relative importance.
CHAPTER 3 gives a tentative example of such. a method.
or even that it is the best way to do the job.
some such method ea.n further the task

We do not claim it ls Wall.Ible,

But we believe it is good enough to showthat

of patting first things first in intelligence.

FRA1H<L Y, the discipline of a method like this may well be its chief virtue. Just the effort to think it th.rough may prove .mo.re useful than the particular numerical 011tcome. It
can assist in looking into corners that might otherwise be forgotten and can
cite a new depth of thinking.
gence problem.

ex-

We have found it so in our own review o! the basic intelli-

ln any event, we suggest that this method be tried out as an initial step.

SUMMARY
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then modified and improved

experience dictates.
VlE are convinced that the peacetime collection of informa-

.ELECTROMAGNETIC
INTERCEPT

can be significantly increased.
One promising means could sl\6:l"tly be in hand. U is electromagnetic intercept. spec.ifically adapted to this purpose. A
force with
its
of commurtications and e-lectronic equipment must assign frequencies to basic
weapons and combat units on an
basi.s. It thus gives off a multitude of tell-tale
emissions. Detection or these o«un..u·.uv of their mes!Sage content, but of their ex:- _

istern::e and approXimate location promising means of identification. It should be
possible to locate aircraft as well as missiles and control centers and,
watching the
pattern of emissions, keep a rough track:
combat units, their sizes and movements. In
Chapter 4, we
equipment and procedures for collecting this information. We
shall consider both radio and radar hit¢rc~pt, because we regard these as two inseparable
aspects of the same
intellige.ruze job.. But
have been brteted only on radar inour suggestions on
intercept a.re
a.dv~ced without Imowledge of
what may already be
operation .

.

TO get information on Sovi1at forces we need radio and radar intercept receivers
can
operate una.~ended, cover a wide bandwidth, and automatically detect and record approximate signal frequency, signal

~ection

and flight data.

FOR radio intercept, we
one
approach in which the advantages of
superheteroclyne receivers are sacril'iced in. order to gain. high interceptpcrobability.
PRESENT radar
was built primarily for eli~ct:ro1rnc coimt:erm~~as
where the chief requiremen,t
detailed analysis of Soviet ~lectronic
Such equipment is bulky and complex and requires manual operation. Since its intercept probability
is very small, it should be confined to
and specia.llied
the broader problem of comprehensive surveillance,
high probability
the chief requirement, crystal video techniques eould be promptly utilized,
FULL use of radio and radar intercept would involve
wellas from the air. The li:ne~of-sight limitation of
come with repeaters carried by aircraft or balloons in friendly

aur..rnn:: ..

Occurrences

of anomalous

SUMMARY
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BETWEEN the field users of photo-reconnaissance equip·
PHOTOGRAPHIC
RECONNAISSANCE

ment and the designers of it, a serious: conflict has grown

up.

\

l

el

Operating personnel want simple, small-sized, light-

weight general-purpose cameras, easy to handle by a single person under combat conditions, easy to mass-produce and to supply and repair.

The designer, on the other hand,

wants to provide the Air Force with the ultimate photographic performance that American
technology can produce.

Tt;e res•Jlting instruments are so large and complex that they

become ineffective in the hands of average personnel.
WE believe this conflict can be resolved. The solution is to separate the two functions of
stan_~~::,?_ization

1

l

and specialization and give each the equipment and working conditions that

are best for its own peculiar needs. Standardized equipment ought to be used, at a rough
guess, for 95 per cent of Air Force photo-reconnaissance, and this should not be handicapped by having specialized cameras mixed into standard use.
FOR the remaining 5 per cent, we shall recommend employment of specialized equipment
by specialized photo-reconnaissance units set up for the purpose.

These units would in-

clude highly trained personnel who alone can fully exploit the potentialities of the modern
photographic art.

The concept of specialized units is introduced at this point because the

need for them is peculiarly well illustrated in the field of aerial photography.

However,

we shall also recommend later on that specialized units be used for other forms of reconnaissance, such as radio and radar intercept.

We leave to those who are competent to

decide the question of how these units should tit into the Air Force structure.
FOR normal photo-reconnaissance tasks using standardized equipment, we shall make a
number of recommendations.

They include, among others, the following.

( l) Image-motion compensation and anti vibration mounts are now musts,
and, as the VISTA report has already urged, should be pushed with the greatest vigor.

Lack of them now is an intolerable limitation on quality.

(Z) A small, fast-cycling, wide-angle 70-mm camera with shutter
speeds up to 1/2000-second and with image-motion compensation is needed
for use in fighter planes flying at very low altitudes.
(3) No lenses of focal length greater than 36 inches should be mass·
produced for standard use.

Anything larger should be turned over to the

specialized reconnaissance units.
SPE:CL>\LIZED equipment must be designed to be less bulky and complex than what we now

5

--

-

I

have, particularly since many special photo·reconna1saance tasks in the future .will be carried out by guided missiles and rocket aircraft.
Ot.'E ot the most challenging
these speciallze:d missfon.s will be e.xtreme·altitude
oblique photography carried 0;11 from special aircraft at safe distances. on our side of the
Soviet peril:neter. The step immediately ahe:ad is to use a high-altitude turbojet plane at
70,000 feet, as soon as .it !s a..vailable. With proper c:amera equipm~nt, it sho\lld be
sible to
100
into Soviet territory from a
ZS
outside the frontier.

THE X-2, we are informed, ean be expected to reach an altitude of 4.5 miles b.e!ore very
long. I! it carried a
crunera of long focal length stH~h as we beli.ew possible. and
of much lighter weight than present 'i""'f!1'"""~'"·' it nouldm excellent weather photogt'aph details as small as 100 feet on a slde
30-0 miles inside the U.S.S.R.
up to zsp
THE WAC CORPORAL has
say. ZOO miles, we may ultimately hope to
with usable deta.iL

nnot(~i?'J'at1n

THIS amounts to applying the as.fronom.er's techniques to observing the surtace or the earth,

We recommend intensive further stugy of the feasibility of this approaeli: · lf it should prove
workable. we co!Jtd send up
safe points around the Soviet perimeter, and under
favorable weather i:::onditfonif search a large pa.:rt of tb.e U.S.S..R. Success
this vent\Jre
would provide a substantial a.mount of inforxnlition now considered
only by pene~
tration of Soviet airspace.
RETURNL'llfG from these highly specialized taska
of normal re<:ormaiSsance
operations. we shall discruis in Chapter 7 a new approach intended
ca.r1:y t1.tandardlzation
to its greatest practical limit. Thfs approach, which we
the ".}leconograph Sys~
tem," is based on a small general-purpose camera that
that smallness can provide. All the engineering wpuld be
that includes camera, mounting and automatic controls.

a stabil!Zing system in
THE camera would tu~ small enough to be mounted at the
such a way
to provide smoot)1,accurate i~age-motion compensation. This would make
possible a relatively long exposure, and with the right emulsion it should prod.uce atereoscopic pict:ure.s of much higl\er quality than< is now thought possible tor the small camera~
The film would pass from. the camera ..unit into a compact
automati1:: proctfssing device
from whl.c!:i it would emerge as a. negative or f;IOS~tive transparency. This would be direct-
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ly viewed by the interpreter in a var.iable-magni!lcation binocular mi.croscope.
\VE shall recommend the
major simplilkation o! photo-recormaissance.
TELEVISION and facsimile a.re
PHOT()ELECTRiC AIDS

to reconnaissance.

TO

ready to be ap-

Techniques are in hand, compo-

nents are on the $helf or can be easily developed. We shal.1

recommend systems:
( 1) To

"view~

the terrain under a reconnaissance aircraft or missile
and to relay the picture

inforrna~

tion back to another aircraft or to a ground receiver.
{ZJ

Similarly. to

(3)

Similarly, to relay radar-scope

reconnaissance photos taken by rapid-process cameras.

THESE systems would use line -oi -sight transmission with a relatively narrow video bandwidth {no greater than lSO kc).

Transmission over longer distances and code modulation

to minimize jamming should be "'""''"'·'n'
NTGRT and bad-weather capability is unquestionably one of
NIGHT AND BAD WEATHER
CAPABILITY

the greatest reconnaissance needs.

Existing radar fails

short of the goal; the picture it gives is adequate for naviFlash pbotog.raphy, even on the clear

gation but too crude to yield useful

nights when it is feasible. is severely limited in
hecause of the need to carry
illuminants. Use of the infrared, while helping to overcome the illum1n.ant problem, is
still limited to clear weather conditions. Pnotography in the near-infrared is not much
more promising. On the other hand, two methods or getting the capability we need show
great potentialities.

One is to improve radar resolution

by means now at hand.

The other is to tap a new source of earth pictures, microw.ave thermal radiation ..
AIRBO&"l'E radar, whether used for bombing or for aerial reconnaisRadar

sance, is now seriously handicapped

poor angular resqlution.

great improvement is to be expected from elaborate presentation

No

although a

modest improvement in the present basic equipment can be achieved through the use of
cathode-ray t.ubes with sharper focus.

A fundamental advance can be made by using nar-

rowe• radar beams, achieved by increasing the antenna aperture, or shortei:tlng the wavelength, or both.

Not only will this reduce the difficulty o! target identification in bomb·

ing - it w11l make radar reconnaissance useful for other important purposes.
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SUM MARV _ _ _ _..__,.__,.,,__~-----THE most hopeful development ii'.! reconruiissance radar is the fixed side~looldng array
combined with strip recording. It makea ltlgh-resolutiori radar feasible, even for flghtertype reconnaissance aircraft. A
directed at lilu<:h an applicatkm is made
in Chapter 9. Another very promising teclmique,nowin an early stage or development, ts
strip recording by pulse.o.Doppler analysis.
WE believe the time has come to treat l .S cm {the K~ band) as the b~ic wavelength for:
pictorial radar.
development of the Ka band{!L85 cm)
be
for use i.n
the near future; it will have important applications

EFFORTS to improve radar prediction should concentrate on .the simplest;
now used, which should be improved and validated by more extensive qpin:ational trials.
More elaborate methods are not promising. Users and plantiere must be 11w1u·e.-0f the ftirida~
mental physicJa.l limitations o! any prediction sctieme.
THE developmentof presentation gadgetry, now proceeding along several ,lines,
be allOWll!d to divert attentionfrom the need to improve Ule frlherent resolution Clf radar itself,
Pauive mfrared
IF: the reception of infrared and m:!.crowa'lre therm.al
Microwave Receivers to its promise, it wilfgtve
to the

experiments with infrared· already show e.xcellt'!nt

"•ee" through
clear darkness of course; but through overcast .it
Ji>Ui1HU.y better iha.ri Optical ln•
struments. Miero;ir;tve radtations<seem perhaps more promising, $'in¢e they could sthrough cloud as well as night, and would. in contrast to microwave radar, invPlve no active emission'rroin the aircraft. If
it will be possible over U.mUed ranges to
see through bad weather and darkness a picture that approximates a crude optical picture.
ThiB method is yet ttt be developed but we pell.eve it is feasible and we shall .recommend re~
search and development with great urgency.
the ma.:dmum use o:! border
esi~cia.lly emphasize bigh..oblique plloPENETRATION
tography and radio
range or these techniques. however, poses a. serious quHtion. Should there .be pre.,D-Day
invasion of enemy airspace?
PR£..l).0AY

THIS

re];>l.U't Jili.Kl!:li! .. lU'

granted

WE discuss this question reluctantly. We
national polit:y are involved, and. speaking as citizens, we should want these questions
treated with the utmost political w!Si:lom. On the other hand, ~presume that a decision
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on this question of high

would not be made without knowing what the various vehicles

cou.ld accompi!sh:
How well could they evade detection?

How well could they avoid interception?
How useful is the information they could bring back?

l

NONE of the more
be confidently answered.

vehicles has yet reached the point where these questions can
We shall propose, therefore, that certain of these vehicles be

pushed rapidly to the poLrit of feasibility trials,
would serve a much better purCONTROLLED search of the Soviet Union, in our
pose than random, uncontrolled search, Vehicles capable of precision search can be pro-

duced, with effort. in the time period

ahead.

They include the extreme -high-

altitude plane and the unmanned gu,ided uu"'"'"""' such as S~ARK.

If a simple guidance system sufficient for reconnaissance were installed, this vehicle could be tested fairly soon.

HIGH-altitude balloons have more limitations than vehicles with power. They can be directed only in the general sense that w1nd currents over the Soviet Union can be a.nticipated.

The resulting

from guided vehicles.
in detail.

search is inefficient compared with the coverage obtain.able
There are other technkal difficulties which we have not analyzed

But if balloons should prove polltically more acceptable than aircraft and mis-

siles as a means of pre-D· Day penetration, then every effort will be made to overcome
their limitations.
SINCE this "if" is beyond our range

or inquiry,

research on winds, equipment an.cl

we confine ourselves to suggesting further

and development problems before final-phase

engi.'1eering production is initiated,
ONE priority outranks all others: to restore the ability of
SURVIVAL OF
RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT

reconnaissance air"craft to live. Today's planes have a dangerously

attrition rate against a first-class air power.

This is the single greatest weakness in the reconnaissa..'1ce system now.
and both

a.'iead of all else.

and tow-aHitude

It calls f'or putting

Reconnaissance wtll

need the highest-performance aircraft available at any particular time.
WE are comrinced that the present vulnerability can be corrected in progressive stages,
beginning at once, using
recommend

and equipment now in hand. Among other things, we shall

fighter planes for reconnaissance, adapting the

F~84E

or F-84G as an

SUMMARY
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interim measure, giving high priority to the fotthcoming RF-84. Wherever possible. excessive fuel W&ights and the resulting poor target performance should be avoided by the
use of peripheral bases and a.ir-refueUng and
facilities.
is the i:mmediate problem - to improvise our- way rapidly out of the present inadequacy.
THEN, looking further ahead, we see the need for a more fundamental approach: an integrated. balanced designi.ng a! the package as•. a whole ..,. qf vehicle and equipment. Air~
craft perfarmimce is at a discount under a sys.tem o! accretion. where a mus o! equipment, independently conceived, in uncoQrdinated units, with excessive we.ight and bulk,
is forced on a vehicle not designed to accommodate it.

THIS need for integrated recori.na.tssance vehicle ct:slgn is well recognized in the AirForce,
and the current program on the.~lX 1626 illustrates .the type o! plaiuting that is needed.
Another impQrtant
io this
is the increasing aitent!on given to interchangeable nose;; or pods containing different sensing equipment !or the ditferent reconnaissance
tasks {photographlc, radar,
electromagnetic intercept, etc.). Certain types of
especially light equipment can go on c;onlbat u w~ll as on reconnaissa.n.ce planes, in order
combat nights for collecting; information.
to make the maximum use

R.ECOMMENOEO
VEIDCLES

WHAT, now, of the vehicles? Both !or border surveillance
•and as pos$fhle vehicles for penetration, pre·D~Day air-

craft have been diScu.ssed already, {Most of the.m wouli:t
as well.) .They comprise:
{I) High -altitude .manned turbojet air<::raft {mo.dified Canberra or RB· 66}.
(l) Ex~reme-altitude, 1.1.mited-I"anie rOcket aircraft of the X-z
for
border surveillance or limited J)enetrati.6n.
(3} Unmanned rec:Qnna.iasance aireraft,
SNARK. y,ith simple guidance
systems.
{4) High•altitude b'alloons.
Or later, after 1956;
(5) Extreme-altitude rocket aircratt with raoge between that of the X·Z
and the intercontinental missile.
{6) Supersonklong-range guided missile (NAVAHO}.

ot course, be used £ully in the poat-P·Da.y

FOR strategic operations in the post-D·Da;r period, if it comes he!ore 1956, we suggest
emphasis oni
(l) Modified. F-84E or F-340 with maximum range extension, as an
interim capab.iuty.

SUMMARY
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(2)

RF-84 or RF· 10 I for a radius up to 1000 miles. to be fitted with

interchangeable noses and given refueling or parasite capabilities.
( 3)

RB-47 for greater equipment capacity and range up to 2.500 miles.

For use after 19 5 6, we would add to the list:
(4}

A reconnaissance version of supersonic medium bomber - MX 1626

or MX17l2
(5) A termin::il missile like SHRIKE. with photoelectric scanner and
radio relay, to be used with the scpersonic medium bomber.
PROGRAMS should be undertaken to adapt vehicles such a::; the extreme-altitude fighter,
the SNARK, the X-Z and the SHRIKE to their various reconnaissance tasks, to give them
feasibility tests as soon as possible, to evaluate their capabilities for reconnaissance, and

to determine how well they could evade detection and interception.
IN the discussion of photo-reconnaissance, we have already
SPECIAUZED

RECONXA!SSANCE UNITS

suggested a means of unsnarling the confusion between general-purpose and specialized equipment: to separate out the

more complex: cameras and difficult missions and turn them over to specialized units.

The

same separation of' 1tstandard" and "specialized'' should be carried out for the other forms
In these fields also, there is

of rer:onnaissance: radar, electromagnetic intercept, etc.

need for simple equipment that can be used in interchangeable noses and pods, with combat as well as reconnaissance planes.

There is likewise as in photography, a place for

intricate equipment operated by trained personnel, which should be assigned to a few specialized units that can go all out for the highest quality of reconnaissance .

•

THE BEACON HILL Study Group has not concerned itself
WORD-OF-MOUTH

SOURCES

with intelligence obtained by the covert activities of secret
agents. Our primary interest has been in technical methods

of data collection. While we see great opportunities of improving these objective techniques,
we are not unmindful of the great importance of

word~of-mouth

intelligence and we cannot

help but reflect on the enormous expenditures of time and effort by ordinary data collection
means that could be eclipsed by reaching one Klaus Fuchs in the Soviet Union.
MEAN\VHILE, there are large numbers of European industrial con~erns and scientists

with access to current information about satellite and Soviet research and production.
They either make equipment or materials for the U.S.S.R. and satellite areas. or have professional and business friends who are doing so,

They often have direct connections with

industries and scientists behind the lron Curtain.

SUMMARY
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TRE systematic exploitation of these sources woul:d require the servkes ot qualified American busi.'lesl!Omen, engineers and scientists in copjimction with research and development
contracts awarded to European firms. We have not been able . to make a detailed study of
such a program or of other overt sci.11rces of wol'd-o.f-mouth intelligence,
cil"ic rec:ommenda:t.fons are offered in our Report.

THE entire procesi;; of rumdlin' intelligence daU4 from collection 11ll the way through to dissi!tmination and use, could
greatly benefit frQ:ln overhauling. Few efforts in the field
of intelligell£'.e offer more generous p.romise of rich rewards.
STREAM!..IN:ED
DATA HANDLING

,,

,,

CONGESTION in the present systemis understandable, because the.demand$ onit have ex~
panded rapidly at the sa.'lle time that intelligence has become teehnlta.lly more complex.

Despite a.11 efforts to control
the system iS no:w engult'ed by a deluge o.f raw data. It
clogs communications, causes l'll<Ul7 delay$, is eva.lua.ted.:t.t90 many difte:re~t levels, is
difficult to sort out conscientiously, is process;ed by hand fa areas where the time is now
ripe formecha.nind sorting and ha.ndli.Jtg. is requested by more people than need
is handicapped by the lack of enough c..lcet\l.lly chosen. well~trained eva.lu.ll.tors who can look:
forward to stable, rewarding careers in Air Force H1~ellliJtence.
or witbtn reach,
so that a smoother and more eflric:iet1t system is a reasonable P"'•!11>al•Qt.LuJr• and fa.il:'ly soon.
IN Chapter U, we propose a general tighte~gandstreamlining of data handling. It fol·
lows se~ral general prindple111,
1 ( 1) Sy greater use of intonnat:ll:m priorities, collectors of raw data
should be able to cor:tcentra.te more on what's needed, and eliminate more
of what's not needed, This would tend to reduce ~e 'volume of now at the
start of the process.
pt} Evaluation should take place as far forward in the intelligence process/ and as neal' the coLlection point, as possible. Only SE!lected, ~ttirpre,ted
information should be transmitted back through channels by the evaluators.
This would still further cut the
of flow at an early stage 0£ the process.
(3) There should be rigorous cuts in the now of information to persons
not func.tiomilly needing it. Corudderable duplication in the
through

which intelligence nows can be eliminated.
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FOR the mechanized handling of fragmentary information. we shall recommend an integrated system with the following salient features

at Documents and Dissernir.ation Branch
would, on receipt. be photographed on microfilm.
(Z) A simple and effective system (''coordinate
could idenlliy the material on each frame by a few key words, which would be recorded
en the film in such a way as to permit rapid mechanical sorting.
( 3) Ma.chines wo1.1ld speedily locate all the frames of interest to any
particular inquirer, and make for him prints that he would not need to return.
(1)

All material

THIS mechanfaed system can be given a restricted test, to work out the flaws, without

large expense o:r final commitment. If found success.fill, the entire system can be put
into operation

/

EVERY study group. we gather, comes up with this idea:
CAREERS
the particular Air Force activity it is
should have
!N INTELLIGENCE
the most able ar1d the best trained per.ac:irule!
The Air Force puts great effort into
and training the men who
We
believe It should do likewise for the men who enable airplanes to fly to tne
with
of the conditions
will encounter.
THERE a.re good reasons why !he Air Force has competent
(1)

It reserves certain jobs for apecially trained personnel (pilot,

bombardier, navigator. etc.);
( .?}

It sets up ways of measuring individual

ao•u1lu~H:i

for these jobs,

and selects its men thereby;

·I

Pl

It gives them specialized training;

(41

It checka periodically on their competence;

(5)

It eliminates the incompetent, and rewards the competent with

4

EVERYONE understands why this formidable list of safeguards is necessary for the men

who operate
cers; they
and as a result

We are convinced that it

likewise necessary for intelligence offi·

parti.cular talents that may not fit into the normal Air Force pattern.

cannot be selected

rotation or casual choice.

INTELLIGENCE officers have to be keen analysts, with a faculty for locating what are the

really sign.iii.cant facts in a mass

at data. They need the kind of judgment that can

SUMMARY
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ine sources of mformation

tell how reliable or unreliable they are.

They need the

sort of creative imagination
can relate !acts from different
and. tell when
they have established a pattern and when
not. They need a compelling mta1:-es1t
in the job. which wm carry them through the endless drudgery or combing over vast quan~
tities of material in ~earch Of nuggets, without their interest
These
quali~
ties not unlike those of a good police
and
be
quite di.f!erent from the talents making a

THESE
are needed not only by the men who interviewdefeetors or inte.rpret
photographs, but by administrative
personnel in. p~eraL Otherwise; men who
of mind
whose talents lie elsewhere will be
rotated in and out of intelligence and will fa.ilto appreciate l:he sensitive nature of the work.

do not have lbis sharp, investigatory

FOR air technical intelligence,. it is necessary not only to have these investigating qualities
but a technical backgrout1.das well, with br•e.at1th
or talent can be found in the

same

individual.

WE a.re told that a study of better career incentives for intelligence Ls being made, and we
strongly endCl:rse tha.ieffort. In the past, we are informed,

has

a general feel-

pected to make good with no training.
'WE recommend that the introduction of. bettercareerincentive.s for intelligence personnel be
accompanied by a system of selection and
that matches ttle program for flying personnel•.

W'E could not ha.ve ma.de tr.ia study without becoming
of
ORGANIZATlON FOR
.
. •tr . •· . bl
· Ai F.··. · · · · t ]l'
d
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT a very sens:t ve pro em ill
r orce l!l e 1gence an. recon•
how best to organize and

manag~

its research and

development. We understand this is an old
controversial problem, that the Air Force is
intimately familiar with it. has studied it and is now set to apply remedies. This Report
would be incomplete, however, without a few words on the subject as this Study Oroup has
encountered it.
WE have been told by qur briefing and liaison o.fftcers that many oi the leading proposals in
this Report have repeatedly been urged before::, in one form and degree or another. Night
and bad~weather capability, high*resol11tfon radar, standardized cameras. integrated
reconnaissance vehicle "pack.ages~ - these and many others have been recurring "musts~
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on someone's eager list.

But the task of overcoming the enormous inertias of a. big mili-

tary organization remains too obstinate, and these projects do not get done,

We raise the

question, then, whether it is enough for a group like this merely to make one more series
of specific recommendations.
TH!S group is not competent to suggest administrative rPforms for an Air Force manage-

ment problem.
to solve it.

We can, however, give our warmest support to the efforts now in process

Two possibilities suggest themselves.

complex that there is now a lack of

~lose

First, the organization has become so

communication between the two groups most int-

mediately concerned: the scientists and industrial producers on the one hand, and the
military planners and end users on the other.

It has been said that research and develop-

ment planning is a process of cross-fertilizauon which operates best when the one group
asks in effect, "What do you need?", and the other asks, "What can you produce? '1 Then,
by the interaction of these two elements, a third element is germinated - a military
requirement - which neither group could have created by itself. As things now stand, this
feedback process is the exce;ition where it should be the rule,

Development for intelligence

and reconnaissance has to travel a long and hazardous route through military channels,
where layers of intermediaries separate the creator from the user, inevitably interposing
their own ideas and confusing the process.

We need a way to provide clear direction in de-

velopment plo.nning, and flexible, direct two-way comm1mication between the persons most
concerned with development and the persons most concerned with the present and future use
of its products.

SECOND, as we see it, there is a need far a more closely knit over-all program control
for research and development, with well-defined functional objectives in the intelligence
and reconnaissance fields (such as night and bad-weather capability, pre-D-Day capability,
etc).

With a c::ear sense of direction. with management applying itself vigorously to

inte~

grated planning, it ought to be possible to come to grips with this vast and complex: organizational

problem and to correct a dispersal of effort which often confu:se:s essenlials

with projects of marginal value.
DOES

not

this all add up to a management problem of formidable size, which, if seized

firmly, could prevent important deficiencies in these fields from becoming chronic?
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CHAPTER?.
REORIENTATION OF THE AIR FORCE INTELLIGENCE EFFORT
ln the course of its travels, briefings and discussions, the BEACON HILL
Study Group picked up a variety of impressions - some probably reliable, others perhaps
questionable.

Although most of them concerned the detailed technical ingredients of Air Force

intelligence, we occasionally faced up lo the type of issue in which perspective is oi more consequence than inventiveness - namely, the over-all cast and character of the intelligence effort. In the course of time, we :icquired certain convictions about these broader matters. We
cannot, of course, prove their validity. But, because they concern problems o:f great moment,
we set them forth in the paragraphs that follow. 'rhey are in the nature of "working con~
victions" - of the sort that colors our judgment on many

or the

issues raised in this Report.

It appears to us that the big push in the present intelligence effort is in the

direction of polishing up our knowledge of the industrial layout and its supporting facilities in
the U. S.S. R. Although this program is well designed to further the effectiveness of one of
~AC 's missions - the "strategic air offensive• - it provides less adequate support for SAC's
other two missions - counter-atomic force and retardation. Nor does it do much for the
counter-force mission of TAC. It seems to us, therefore, that a redistribution of effort is in
order - one that will gear the intelligence program to the realities of the present situation, and
pay back fatter dividends for the dollars and manpower invested.
How the present program got fixated on industrial targets is readily understandable. There seem to be two factors involved:
{l) As of a few· years ago, this orientation on strategic
targets made sense in terms of relative weapon capabilities:
(Z) Information on strategic targets has been relatively
easy to come by.
Let us examine these two factors more closely,
So long as we atone had the atomic bomb, we were in the happy circumstance
of being able to ignore the enemy's military potential. If we could strike with atomic bombs
while he struck back with TNT, we could be reasonably assured that it would be "no contest."
Under ground rules such as these, our power to obliterate the enemy's industrial strength
could be decisive, and what the Air Force needed from intelligence, therefore, was strategic
target development. But the ground rules are now altered by the fact that both nations are
stockpiling atomic bombs, and the game becomes more serious. lt reduces to basic weapons
against basic weatJons and striking force against striking force, and our problem now is to ward
oft' a knockout in round one in order to come out for round two. Information about the enemy's
factories would help less at this stage. Information about his military forces would help a lot.
It can be argued that data on military force and basic weapons are hard to

I
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get, whereas industrial data are reasonably accessible. So why not make good use of what we
have? The danger of this argument is that it might lead us to mistake circularity f'or progress.

We might get ourselves in the position of saying we will use our bombs to hit industry because

19
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that is what we know most about, and we will ferret out more and more facts a.bout industry
because that is what we can hit. Clearly, however, if an enemy knocks out our own striking
force while we are trying to smash his rear areas, we may not be able to stand up for round
two.

Intelligence in support of counter-atomic operations and retardation is in
A reasonable "guesstimate, u der.Lved from the briefing of the BEACON HILL
Study Group by the Directorate of Intelligence, is that the operational adequacy of the intelligence coverage for the three classes of targets is as follows: strategic, 90 per cent: counter·
short supply.

atomic, 50 per cent: retardation, 10 per cent. We recognize that these percentages are but
rough approximations, and that the figure of 90 percent for strategic coverage does not mean,
for example, that 90 per cent of all the problems involved in delivering bombs on strategic
targets have been solved. This figure suggests that we at least know the location and general
characteristics of about 90 per cent of t.he potential strategic targets in the U.S. S. R. But
regardless of the questions that might be raised about these estimates, their general trend
shows in what respects the intelligence program needs attention, and in what areas we might
expect the greatest returns from a stepped~up effort.
It is probably reasonable to assume that military intelligence has its own law
of diminishing returns. It is relatively easy to get a certain amount of information on a given
aubject, but no magnitude of e!fort will ever assemble all t.he knowledge desired. We never
reach 100 per cent operational adequacy. Translated into graphical form, these facts suggest
a curve shaped something like that shown in Fig. Z -1. There we see that information on strategic targets may have reached a state of adequacy where a further small increase will cost a
lot of work; it is already up to where its curve appears to be flattening out. The other two
fields, however, are presumably down on the steep part of their curves where a rich return in
information can be had for a relatively small boost in effort. Whatever may be the detailed

shape of the curve, the general principle of dimiriishing returns is certainly operative, and,
with only a finite collection capability at our diSposal, lt is evident that a reallocation of effort
is in order.
If a greater part of the Air Force intelligence program is directed at
securing counter-force intelligence, with a reduction (if necessary) in the effort devoted to
strategic intelligence, there will be a greater rate of return per unit of investment.
Counter·force intelligence is, admittedly, hard to get. How should we go
about it? The first step, it seems to us, is one of decision. We must decide what information
we want on \'Llli1t subjects in ~priority. As outlined in Chapter 3, these decisions could conceivably be achieved in an orderly fashion with the aid of appropriate check lists of intelligence
purposes. intelligence data, and intelligem::e*collection means - all three integrated with the
help of numerical-rating procedures. After some such method has established intelligence
priorities, the next step is simply to get the intelligence machine locked onto matters of first
importance, and off matters of less consequence.
Such a reorientation of effort will pr~perly call forth two modes of implementation.
( L) Already-existing sources, means and techniques will be

lO
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"reinstructed" - reoriented toward the task of higher priority.
If the working conviction of the BEACON HILL Study Group

holds up under more rigorous scrutiny, this repainting of effort will be in the direction of acquiring more counter-force
information, which will then become the focus of attention
for all existing agencies and activities: defector program,

message analysis, literature analysis, secret agents, friendly
travelers, etc.
(Z)

Information sources and sensing means will be pushed to high

developn::ent

or discarded according as they premise returns

in high-priority intelligence.

!£what we want most to keep

track of is the basic weapons the U.S. S. R. has ready and the
basic forces built up around them, we must bear down on
sources and sensing techniques that will tell us these things.
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Fig. 2- l
A curve suggesting the manner in which the operational adequacy of intelligence information increases as a function of the effort expended on collection.
The positions on the vertical scale of the three labeled points are "guesstimated."
Their positions relative to the horizontal scale are not commensurate, i.e., a
separate effort scale would be needed for each.
On this point, the Study Group has a particularly strong working conviction.
Granted that the defection of the Politburo is a negligible p;;obability, we need a technique,
operated by us and at our volition, that will pierce the privacy of the Iron Curtain, and do so
without stirring up the political tempest that might attend physical violation of Soviet borders.
With these requirements in mind, we have reviewed the basic sensing techniques (cf. check
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list in Table V or Chapter 3). and we condude that
most promising potential lies with the
cc:;mtinuing surveillance of radfo and radar emissions. We urge the fullest possible e.iq,itoitation of this technique. All set forth in Chapter 4, "'.e haw in mind here, not the exacting art
of mes.sage-con.tent analysis, but the simple determination Of what emissions take place on
what approximate frequencies at what approximate l(>Ca.dons •.. Modern arrnieos must talk by
radio on preassigned. frequencies. Radio radiatl!U!I ... even.through curtains - and therein, we
believe, lies our opportunity.

In the face of growing Soviet force ca.pa.hilities, wore intelUgence effort is required on the qi.fantil;.y and quality of
baste Soviet weap<:ms, and on the comp0sition of basic
Soviet f;:.u.-ce11, at the expemie fii neeellisary) of the. e!fort
devoted to industtial i!ltelligence.

CHAPTER 3

A !VfETHOD FOR ESTABI..ISHL.'fG THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF INFORMATION
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A METHOD FOR ESTABLISHING THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF INFORMATION
A.

THE PROBLEM
It. appears imperative to the BEACON HILL Study Croup that the intelligence

activities of the Air Force be guided at all times by a statement of priority of the subjects about
which information is sought, together with a corresponding statement of the priority order in
which specific information is desired on those subjects.

This problem is extremely complex

because of the many factors involved and because no one factor is readily susceptible to exact

i:

I

1·

I~

ii

measurement. In spite of this complexity, ways and means must be found to permit us to arrive at a sound solution to the problem of priority of subject and information.
Priorities get set in two ways: by the exercise of human judgment and by de~
fault, If explicit judgments and decisions are not forthcoming at the appropriate time, default
takes over. Miscellaneous and irrelevant considerations then become the determiners, and we
E!nd up with a set of~~ priorities. Difficult as the problem of decision may appear, we
believe that it is better to exercise the required judgment than to leave priorities to accident
and to the competing interactions of special interests. We believe also that the problem of
relative priorities can be solved more easily if those who do the hard thinking necessary to
judicious decisions enjoy the benefits of a systematic method. Suggestions for such a method
are the subject of this Chapter.

le

In the field of Air Poree intelligence the adoption of a clearly
understood system oi relative priorities of required information will
of efforts and will lead to
intelligence returns !or the time and money expended.
A consideration of the priority problem leads to the conclusion that four
main factors influence the priority of the information sought:
(Z)

The time at which the intelligence is needed
The end-use for which the intelligence is needed

(3)
( 4)

The subject about which the information is sought }
The natut·e of the information desired

( l)

}

"Use" factors
"Information• factors

What we are looking for is a method by which these four factors, divisible in-

to two groups, may be made to interact in appropriate ways in the determination of intelligence
priorities. Since more "mechanical'' methods are not available, the specification of the nature
of these factors in terms of descriptions and check lists of' ingredients, and the weighing of
their influence and importance fn the priority picture, become of necessity a matter of human
judgment. Human judgment about complex issues can usually be made easier with the a.id of
simple 0 tools of thought" such as classification and quantification. In the present instance.
these tools of thought might well take the form of check lists and numerical-rating procedures.
The establishment of proper priorities is based perforce on
human judgment. The exercise of this judgment can be

B.

TliE TIME FACTOR

The question of the time at which the intelligence i.S needed involves both real
(or calendar) time, antl thrie in !:'elation to D·Day (D-Day min.us
). It becomes neces#

sary. therefore. to consider these two
scales in any evaluation of priorities. The ........,.. cal time scale of military planning
to a hypothetical D-Day. and plans and programs are
laid out in relation to th.at day~ Thu.a we say that final readiness and initial deployment should
occur in the period between D-Day minus ;so and D·Day;
we say that the force-prorrammg

actions taken
0- Day minus l years produce the f'orce
!or combat at D-Day. Since
all these functions are referred to an unknown D-date, they
endar ti.me. Prior to D-Day, all functions mu.st go on
the
real D-Day will
sufficiently in the future to permit the action being taken to be effective •
. It is only at the actual D· Day that military planning

coincidence. Hence, it appears
fix for the entire military esfablishro.ent, and .we

into
D-Day bEtcf:>mes a critical fime
divide our- evaluation into two

separate time-periods - pre-D-Oay and post:-D-Day - on the assumption that
know whlt::h of' these two periods we are in, and can govern ourselves

tion will therefore be undertaken as two separate and

shall at least

Our e•1aluaevaluations, covering the two

major time periods.

C.

USE CATEGORIES
The end uses l!lerved by intelligence are many.am;! varied, and too num.eroua
to list individually. On the othet' hand. if we are to evQlve a system tor establishing relative
priorities of information, we must .r.::ategorize end
in some mi!J"lller convenient for t.he
evaluation procesit. lt turns 01.tt that large numbers of end
can be assembled
teristic groupings. For example,
is used importantly to assist in. the establishment
of our international diplomatic posture, to serve as a, basis tor progran:UngJ'oreig;n aid,
guide us in our treaty relations, to serve as a
the national budget structure, and to
answer a myriad of other
and detailt'!d purposes. What is required .for all these purposes is, roughly. the same kind of in!orms.tion on the sa.m..e subjects, whl~ means that we can

group these ?urposes un.der one characteris~k heaml'lj called "high-level pdlicyand programing.a
By pursuing this concept, we can establish a relatively small number of end-use groupings to
serve as "use• categories in the process of establishing the relative value of information for
any one use or for "all uses."
In preparing use categories fot- the later evaluation or information, We found

it inadvisable to try to set up categories all haVing equal Lm.portance. On the other hand, we
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have tried to set up a list of use categories, each of which covers an important and character·
istic area or intelligence requiremer.ts, and all of which taken together constitute a reasonable
approximation to all uses. Then, in order to reflect the relative importance of these various
use categories, as they are served by and are dependent on Air Force intelligence, we have assigned to each category a numerical weighting factor proportional to the relative importance of
the category.
The list of use categories presented in Tables 3-I(a} and 3-I(b) will serve as an
illustration. It is a:'l attempt at a single master list of use categories covering the entire time
spectrum from long before D-Day (e.g .. research and development programing) to long after
D-Day (e.g .• target assault). Although this list contains some items peculiar to pre-D-Day
condi.tions and others peculiar to post-D-Day operations, many categories are common to both
periods but have different degrees of importance in the two periods.

Consequently, weighting

factors ex.pressing relative importance have been assigned to each category :Independently for
each of the two ti.me periods. Categories not applicable in a pa.rticular time period are simply
assigned an importance value of zero for that period.

Categories of greatest importance get the

highest weightings and those of intermediate importance get lower numbers assigned to them,
It is not suggested that the list of use categories drawn up in this study should

be adopted

~~by

the Air Force, nor is it suggested that the numerical weighting factors we

have assigned are correct.

What is suggested is that the procedure employed here offers some

promise of helping to solve an extremely complex and difficult problem.

The Air Staff might do

well to assign to those categories its own numerical weighting factors of relative importance,
substantially in the manner outlined.

t. The end uses served

by intelJ.igence should be grouped into

"use categories" and assigned a. weighting factor representing thei.r relative importance in different time periods.
D.

tNFORMATlON CATEGORIES

With a working list of encl uses in hand. we may next consider the kind of intelligence needed to serve these uses.
single factor.

Here we find ourselves again involved with more than a

It appears that the question we are trying to solve might be stated thus: "What

information do we want on what subject with what priority?" Since it is the priority we are trying to determine, we can leave it for later resolution in order first to come to grips with the
two
,, factors:

{ l) Wnat subject do we wish most to know a.bout 7
(ll What information do we want most about that subject?
As with the end uses, we need to reduce a vast array of subjects to a manageable number of categories.

One way to do this is to place in a category all those subjects about

which the same information is sought.

This permits us to set up a workable number of catego·

ries. each embracing many specific subjects about all of which we ask the same questions.
ln order to illustrate the nature of this problem, a list of information catego~
ries is presented in Table 3-rI. It will be noted that under each category the detailed subjects
about which we wish to know are listed first. and below them are listed the lunds of information
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we seek about all subjects in that category.
Consider as an example a particular category in Table 3-II, say, Transport
Systems (NetsL which Ls one of the four categories i.ncluded in the group covering Basic Trans portation.

Under Transport Systems, we find lhree main sub;ects about which we want to know

something:
(l)

Rail Lines,

(2)

Mo:or Roads,

(3)

Water Routes.

Each of these is in turn subdivided, but the reason these three main subjects
are grouped into a single category is that the same set of questions can be asked about each of
them.

Thus the nature of the information sought on each of these subjects is listed as:
( 1)

Identity data (type. location, etc.),

(2\

Characteristics data(physical and technical layout, system aspects, etc.),

(3)

Activity data (traffic rates, !:'/Pe of use, etc.),

(4)

Defile data (choke points, bridges, tunnels, etc.).

Tn other words, these questions asked about these subjects constitute what we call an "information category."
and the nature

The

should be col" suitable to the
eval'Jation
E.

THE EVALUAT!0::-1 PROCEDURE

Having arranged the use factors and the information factors involved in the
problem into two lists of categories, we are prepared to bring them together in the actual process of evaluating the relative importance of information.

The basic notion is to assign a rela-

tive-value number, on some suitable scale, to each category of mformation desired.

This is

done for each use category separately, and then, by summation of these detailed value assignments, the relative importance of the information categories is established for "all uses."

In our attempt to work. out the method, we proceeded as follows (see Tables
3-III and 3-IV. On a large sheet of graph paper, the "use categories" were listed across the top,
with one category covering one columnar space.

Under each use category we placed the "rela·

tive-importance weighting factor" {taken from Table 3-I). Down the left-hand side of the chart,
the "information categories" were listed, with one category covering one line space.

Each

square resulting from one column and one line space then pertained to one use category and one
information category.

After some experimentatton, a scale of one to lO was adopted and used

throughout the detailed build-up of the charts,

One use category was considered at a time.

The

number ZO was assigned to that information category that would be of most value for the e1se
under consideration; the number one was assigned to the information category that would be of
least value for the same purpose; and all other blocks in the column were filled in with numbers
between one and 20 (in such a way as to reflect the relative importance of the various categories

of information for the
under consideration). This process was repeated for each use
category.
plotting
were used for the Pre-D-Da.y Period (Tables 3;<UJ) and the
Post-D-Day Period (Table 3~1V);
were filled in independently of each other.
p:rocedllre wal::to take ai:count of the weighting facetors

that reflect the relative importance 6!
of one
20) entet'ed in the column under each

use

The numbers {on the scale

category were multiplied by the weighting
factor at the head of the column
order to combine the two factors - relative importance Q;f
information for a given U!'\'.e and relative UTinnrT:>
use. In this way, we !orm a basis
for establishing the relative
u! irnfor•m:ation
"a:ll us es. "
Then if we add all the

Ii
,1

divide

get a numerical impor-

ta.nee rating for each information category for all

of these numbers ls a measure of the relative importance - or
the various information categories, and
a priotity system for ourintefligence e!t'ort. By f'e!erringback
to Table II. we can nnwse~ what
are contained ma ca+.egory of a given priority
and what informaUon is wanted about

Tables 3-llland 3-IV are sample work sheets illustrative of the form and process suggested. It must be emphasized that the EEACON l:llLL Study Group does not belieYe that
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the use categories or the
categorieS'-Outlui!i!din Tables 3-1 and 3"U are necessarily
correct, or that the numbers appearing in Tables 3-I, l-!ll, and 3-IV are valid. We are cetiain
that neither the categories n.or the num.bers reUect the
and the considered judgment
or the Air Staff. Whafwe do bel!eve is that
A method ~
found for the systematic and continuous evaluation.
or
o! information dei:iire,;i; and
{2) The method outllhed herein can be adopted and used at once, aa a
starter, in the evolution of better
sounder procedures for ptlority evaluation.
ln ord.er to see what the outcome of this procedure rrJ.ght look like, let us ex·
amine more closel.y Table 3-III(this is for the pre-D'.'Day condition}.< Under eacll use i:\ategorr
is listed a weighting !actor giving its relative pre-D-Day importance. Som.e purposes, like
targ~t assault, battle -area mapp.ing, etc., are not relevant for the pre~D"Day peiiod, and the.ir
importance is therefore rated zero. Alli shown by the weighting factors, the purpose or end use
served most importantly by intelligence in this time period ta Judged (by us on!y, not .necessarily by the .Alr Sta!.f) t.o be Final Readiness and Deployment. This category is rated $ bt relative
importance as an end use for Air Force intelligence. A broad category like High Level Policy
and Programing rriay coneeival:!Iy be intrinsically more important, b11t,. 1ilince it is not so dependent on Air Force intelligence, we have given it a weighting factor 0£ z.. In other words, the
weighting factors attempt to renect both the basic importance of the end uses and the degree to
which they are critically dependent on intelligence in the time period under consideration.

Now let us consider a single use category, say, Force Progrrunfug (third
column in Table 3-!II). Its relative importance as an end use for intelllge:nc~ is judged to be 3.
In the column under this category are listed the numerical ratings reflecting the degree to whlch
the information categories, listed at the left, contribute to or Hrve the purposes of Force

I
I
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Programing.

There we see that two categories, Basic Wea.pons and Basic Force, are both rated

20, This means that. for the purpose of Force Programing, information on these subjects is
judged more important than information on a:ny other subjects. Information on Transport Equip•
ment is judged least important and is rated one. These two numbers, 20 and one, -define the two
ends of the scale, Categories that are judged to be in importance half.way between the categories represented by 20 and one are assigned the nurnber 10.
this column.

We find three such assignments in

The remaining categories are assigned values in proportion ta their apparent rela-

tive importance, and the result is a quantitative representation of the priority judgments of the
person who made the ratings.
With the entire table filled in, we are in a position to ask. what the relative
priority of each information category is for all usea combined. Each entry in the table is multiplied by the weighting factor at the top of its column and the resulting products a.re summed
across each row. This sum is then divided by the sum of the weighting f'actors (Z7 in this case).
and the result is shown in the last column of Table ln.
together, some categories

There we see that,. for all pu.rposes ta.lum

or information are most important (in this

example, Basic Weapons

and Basic Force), whereas other categories, such as Transport Equipment and End Products,
are o! least importance. Other categories !all between these extremes.
A numerical rating shouldbe assigned to the importance of each
in!ormation category for each of the various end uses served by
it.

By weighting and averaging these ratings, the over-all relacan be deter-

-

F.

THE EVALUATION OF SENSlNG MEA.'l"S

With such a table available (and with a better set of numbers Cilled in by judges
who are more competent in these matters). we are in a position to determine what it is most im•
portant to know about what.

We can then proceed to other decisions.

In particular, we can apply

an analogous rating procedure to decide on the relative effectiveness of various 11 sensbg means."
fn other words, we can compare the av:.tilable methods for gathering intelligence in terms ol
their intrinsic effectiveness, weighted by the relative importance of the information they might
yield.

We might proceed as follows. We make up other charts like those in Tables
III and IV, but we put the Information Categories across the top and Basic Sensing Techniques
down the side. An illustrative checklist of these techniques is presented herewith in Table V.
As weighting !actors !or the information

we use the numbers in the right-hand col-

umns of Tables Ill and IV for the pre• and poat-D-Day conditions, respectively.

Then we con-

sider each information category in turn, and for- each category we assign to each sensing technique a numerical rating (on a scale of one to 20) proportional to the ability of that technique to
yield data relevant to the given informa.tion category. This, like the preceding e:i:erci.se that
resulted in Tables Ill and IV, is an e:iracttng intellectual exercise and must be performed by
those most knowledgeable and competent in the field.
Finally, if it is desired to intereompare the various sensing means in terms

Z7a

e

of lheir

to yield

imnor'h•nf

in!ormaUon 1;1n important si;ibjects, the numerical ratings in

the appropriate weighting !actor {importance-of-information
cat.,.:;ory as derived from Tables 3·lli or 3-lVh and the results
each
means
be
summed up and
by
sum of the weighting factors. The resultingnumbers then provide
to the
importance of different sensing means for the production of Air Force
a
intelligence

Time did not permit the BEACON WLL Study Group to earry through an illustra.tive example of hdw the com1::i1Ene tabl.e of priority i:-atings .for sensing techniques might look,

in the task. Needless to say. howevi:;r. not
of all the

So much for what we conceive to be th.e basic nature of a possible method for
establishing the relative importance of
the means o( obtaining it. The
dlJ.re outlined can be thought of as an aid to the exercise of judgment~ "thinldng charts" we
sometimes call them.
the
tables can be no better thari
lhi.l thought and Wl"m~m
however, the tables have
real nature of the opinions
there were a method that

there can never be a method of priority assi:gnJm<mts
human mind is still our best integrating deviee,

of eumplex,
'tVhaf we need

mind to do its integrating
more reliably.
O. FURTHER. CONSIDERATIONS.
Although much more could be said
method such as is here proposed, we should like to comment on two of the more nl'lvHllH<
is to figure out l>l"''"'·'u':"""'

of the business,

Lists of end uses, kinds

or information,

and means of acquiring it do not

come ready-made. They have to be assembled and refined into
gro1.1.pings and
categories by careful surveys of t~.e rel.evant facts. The conclusions derivable from a cha.rt
like Table )-ill are clearly serusitive to the nature or the categories appearing along the borders.
The categories in turn must be capable or specification in eorte.rete detail, as we have tried to
illustrate in our partial breakdown of the "information categories" (Table 3-fi), We
that
some of the categories we might. have 11Sed, such aa "Soviet Intentionsµ
information category. or "Prevention or Technological
" as an end·use category, cannot readily be
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pinned down to a list of concrete components.

surprise is a;.itomatically preventto serve such other use categories as Research a.ttd Develop-

ed if we have intelligence

ment. Determination o! Assault Conditions, Final Readiness and Deployment, etc.

These and

other end uses are not properly served unless we know about Soviet technical achievements, cur-

I
t

rent and forthcoming; and if we know these achievements we are not going to be very much surprised technologically

Soviet lntemions, as an information category. seems ;o us to have the disadvantage that it is not a set of facts bu: a serii:::; of deductions.

what the Soviets

ha.VI!

and what they

and ambitions - may be of

only as

with it.

The- verifiable facts consist of

What goes on in their minds - their hopes, fears.

interest,

these "psychic contents" need concern us

1f a man st1cks a gun in our rib:;;, we deduce his

manifest themselves in actions.

intentions and take action without worrying about what really goes on in his mind.
tnink.s he is only joking, but we are justified in our sell-defense.

l

Maybe he

Wars have been started by

people who did not "intend" to fight, and would-be Napoleons have "ir,tendedtt to conquer the
world without
the arms to do it.

No doubt, the Soviets "intend" what most
(1)

To survive.

(2.}

To keep what they have,

(3)

To grow in

(4)

To be stronger than their potential enemies,

(5)

To

(6)

To

have always intended:

and prosperity,
others of their good qualities,

These intentions we can take for granted - for us, .for the Soviets, and for
most other nations - but what makes one nation's so-called intentions interesting and another
nation's of li~tle concern is the military force avaJJ.abl.e :o back them up.
rnay "intend" to dominate the Western Hemisphere, but we will probably not pivot ou.r policies around
the Argentine issue until intelligence discloses that the Argentine is bristling with aii-planes,
tanks and munitions, backed by a prodiJctive

rn<:m1oi,og:y

\"le start, then, with facts

weapons, munitiom, forces, production tacil·

ities,transport facilities.and the like. and from these facts we deduce intentions - implementable.
unignorable intentions,

a.

But we start with facts, nor with mental attitudes.

Numerical
of numbers to things

that cannot be measured by yardsticks of the ordinary sort. How do we attaeh numbers. to
something like relative importance? Problems in this field have been extensively explored in
psychological laboratories,• and the outcome can be most succinctly expressed by saying, "you
put numbers on such things simply by putting them on.. " We all use

freely - good,

bad. better, wox·se, important, top-priority. A-l, snafu, etc. - but we seldom try to translate
*For a fuller treatment ot these problems, and ot scaling procedures in
Stevens. Handbook of Experime.ntal Psychology, Chapter I (New York.
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these adjectives into posiUons on a scale oi something or other. Bei.>ig ww.ccustomed to it, we
may tend to think it ls
but a
practice with the procedure soon shows that it is
quite feasible - and often verj revealing. When we must
with the description of the
complexities in an area like that depicted in Tabfes m and IV,
is far easier to wrestle with
numbers than with au..1e·r.::uv
The choice o! a scale for rating relative importanc.e is basically
but certain considerations apply. It will be noted that we chose a
o to 5 for the
weighting
attached to the end-use categories of Tables
This scale needs a
zero to reflect the fact that some uses are not operative pre-D~Day and
some are inconsequential post-D-Day. For the rest or this scale, we can get along with small numbers moc"'"'"'"
the differences among the use categories are not large. As a matter of fact, we first set out to
choose categories that were all of equal
but it did not prove practicable, and we
had to resort to weighting
of course, that they can
be ahered as conditions change.
the main job of
the information
we chose the scale one
to 20 simply because we got ourselves accustomed to using
side oi Tables 3-Ill and 3-IV is not
dures, we
tried <Jut the method of setting
difierent number starting with one for the
important and going
This gotus started
using numbers from one to
In general.
considerations ought to appl;r. the
scale should
have so few numbers on it that
!eels that a category
3; and the scale should not have so
many numbers that most of them never get used because the rater cannot distinguish so
The
length of scale for a given problem canJ;iest be determined by
and
what
the rater likes to work with. Remember that'the only point to the rating procedure is ta get a
true reflection of the rater's considered jud.gmant,> and that the rater needs every ''break" we
can give him.

As pointed out above, we first explored the possibilities of
the method
of increasing
decreasing
sea.le is sometimes easier to
importance. This leads to what is .called an ordinal scale.
achieve, but H is a "weaker" type of s¢ale imd has the disadvantage that simple arithmetic
operations, such as averaging, are not applicable to it. A category
16 may be many
times more L>nportant than the next below it, butthe one below it would still be rated 15 on an
ordinal scale.
We therefore went to an interval scale. With 2.0 assigned to the most impi:n··
tant category and one to the least important. an interval
becomes possible in n,...,.,,,,,.,
of rank order. in whictn::ategories are merely arranged in

provided the number 10 can be assigned to the category
there is one) that appears to:
halfway between. (Actually, the mid-point between one and 20 is 10. 5, but we doubt that the
spilt that
) Intermediate numbers then get assigned to intermediate
hair needs to
categories in a manner that reflects the apparent size of the intervals between them.

We.have used one :rather than zero as the bottom of the scale, on the
assu.rnption that no category of informatl.ori would ever be completely useless. Whether this
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practice introduces some minor degree of distortion would need to be explored by more exten•
sive analysis than we have had time for.

Indeed, there are many details that need further ex-

ploration. but it is to be hoped that a concern for subtleties will not be allowed to obscure the
broad purpose of the method, which is simply to provide a rational basis for putting first things
first.
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TABLE !
USE CATEGORIES
With Weighting F<1ctors Giving Relotive Importance

Use

Weighting

!actor

High-level poll cy ""d programing

2

2

3
4

5
(o}

2

Pn.t·D-Doy

o
2
2
0

Sum of Weighting

w.,;9htin9
foe tor

Use

1.

Hlgn·level policy a ..d progroming

2.

War planning

3.

Forca programing

4.

R•seorch and Development progr!lllling
tlon "I auoult conditions

Final readiness and deployment
(b)

a.

Post·D·Doy

2

Tor9et development (Strot. Air Offensive}

3

9.

To,gel ru;uiult (Strot, Afr Offensive)

10.

Air Force deployment development

!2.

Counter Air Force torgel assault

13.

Ground force deployment deveclopmemt

14.

Tactical torget and area deve.lcpmen!
rg et os soul t

Bottle are;<) mapping

Sum of Weighting

·-----··

»m

2

0
0

Arn developmut {Strot. Alr Offensive)

oving target deYelcpnutnt and ossoul!

--·-·-------
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TABLE V
A CHECK: LIST OJt BASIC SENSING 'IECll NtQUES

A •

Direct Sensing M edla

n • lnd ire ct Sensing Media

1.

PHYSICAL POSSESSION

7.

2.

(fodlddii11! lnuttrogatioa Tea:::hr.d.qtti1t)

DIRECT VISU;\L OBSERVATION
a. Our alr crews
b. Other official observers
c. Unofficial observers
d. Ocher visual observers

a.
h.

c.
d.
e.
f.

3. REFLECTION OF N,.&,TURE·PRODUCED WAVES
a.

Natural Light Reflection
tD• y Ii& ht photography)

b.
4.

\
I

'

I

a.
h.

-

S.

REFLECTION OF MAN-PRODUCED WAVES
Electronic Reflection
Light Reflection

Friendly Travellers
Emigrees
Agents and Resident Defecrors
Non·residene Defectors
Residents
Others having, or having acces:> to, special knowledge

TELECOMMUNlCATlON MESSAGE CONTENT ANALYSIS
"Clear" Message Analysis
Crypcographic Analysis
c. Other Message Conrenc Analysis

a.
b.

Cosmic Ray Reflection
Other Wave Reflection

c.

•

PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE DETECTfON AND AN.'iLYSlS

9.

TECHNICAL LITERATURE CONTENT ANALYSIS

10. OFFICIAL DOCUMENT CONTENT ANALYSIS

(Nish• plloro;raphy)

:9

c.
d.

5.

Hear Reflection
Other Wave Reflection

DISTORTION OF NATCRAL FORCES
Magnetic Distortion
b. Gravity Discorcion
c. Ocher Force Distortion

a.

I.....
6.

a.

b.
c.

EMISSION DETECTION AND ANALYSIS
Telecommunkacion Emission
Heat Emission
Electric Power Emission

n•.iucrio n)
d. Noise Emission
e. Light Emission
f. Chemical Emission
g. Radioactive Emission
h. Other Emi:>sions

Alt ud 11 ....
S.wpUos.
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CHAPTER 4
SURVEILLANCE OF RADIO AND RADAR EMISSIONS

NOTE: Radio and radar intercept ar:e jointly discussed in
this Chapter because the proper exploitation of both in Air
Force reconnaissance operations can provide important information on enemy strength and deployment. Because of
special clearance requirements, the BEACON BILL Study
Group was not briefed on Air Force activities in communi·
cations intercept, and on only those aspects of electronlc
warfare generally that are not limited by classifications
beyond TOP SECRET. The group was assured that its suggestions would be welcomed in all fields, but it must be
understood that in radio intercept they were formulated
without knowledge of current operations.
A.

INTRODUCTIO~

This Chapter ls concerned with the technical mean.a !or exploiting one of the
sources of intelligence provided by enemy radio and radar transmitters. We shall discuss here
an aspect of electromagnetic surveillance distinct from the specialized ferret operations now
carried on by the Air Force. Where ferret intercept seeks to determine the information content and the type of equipment used - in short, to analyze the emissions - we propose methods
for search and broad~band interception.
A military force uses radio for communications; it uses radar for air defense;

it may use radio emissions of various sol:"ts for special purposes such as navigation or missile
guidance. Any such activity, if we are able to detect it, is a direct, immediate disclosure of
an up-to-date fact about military force and its deployment. As pointed out in Chapter 2, it is
precisely this kind of information that is most crucial, and in shortest supply.

;,

''t

We believe the radio communication activity of enemy units is the most important electromagnetic source of information needed to put together a picture of the immediate
strength. deployment and intentions of the opposing military force. This is true even if we ex~
elude message content. Obviously. messa~e interception and analysis, considered as distinct
from the detection of a radio transmission, can yield valuable intelligence of the classical variety, but that is not the subject of discussion here. In the past, it has not been so obvious that
the bare fact that a transmitter at a certain place was on the air on a certain frequency at a
certain time is a piece of information that can•be assembled, with hundreds of similar pieces,
into a revealing pattern.
We are faced here with a curious anomaly; a single piece of information to
the effect that a single transmitter emitted a given signal at a given time and place means noth•
ing in isolation; but a set of properly collated bits o! information regarding!!.. transmitters emitting.!!. signals may neatly disclose what the enemy is doing. Military forces cannot operate
without talking, and orderly communications require an orderly assignment of transmission
frequencies to military units. The continuous surveillance of the use of these frequencies and
of the day-to-day changes in the pattern and location of transmissions will provide a large
measure of our required information on the enemy's force and deployment.
ln much the same way, the detection of radar transmissions contributes to

-CONFtDENTIAt
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the estimate of enemy strengt'h and deployment.
again, tor
a picture of force
disposition, for discovering unsuspected concentrations of air
!or estimating the enemy1s investment in basic radar equipment and. the like, an elaborate and precise
of
each radar signal is not needed and is not, in fact,

We w;mt

independent

pieces of information, each of limited cont•en1t.
important, and certainly the most neglected,
There ls also the very imJJQrtant and specific task of analyzing i1;
particular target against which an operation is planned, This task needs
attack, in order to plan the attack and prepare suitable

radar defenses of a

to be .done before the
it

to be

done during the attack in order to use. the countermeasur.es effectively. All this
countermeasure (ECl\tO function of radar interception,
r;i.dio-wave interception. in general, is a way of ~larding

ag~i,,,.

tech:oolo1riccal

need only recall the antisubmarine campaign of 194Z and 1943, mwrlich
the threat solely because the Ge:rman submarine force was unaware that
were l'aeing
used agaim>t it - a fact that could have been
thfl' most rudimentary and primitiv.e
receiver.

our
will
to delimit rather
have just described:
FW'lction A:

Qfview, it

of data revealing force strength and disposition

(radio cflmmunication and radar transmissions):
Function B; - Analysii> of radar target defenses for countermeasure
purposes
intercept, mainly}.
of electromagnetic activity, such
Function C:
as the use of
new wavelengths (surveillanee of
the entire spectrum, including those parts we hav~ not
ourselves exploited),
Collection, analysis, and ---'-'-a.re the key words here; each emphasizes the main purJJQse
of the respective activity,
special functions that do riot fit neatly under

not be !lllowed to confuse the issue.
any one cf the above definitions, but these
All three o! these Jµnctions ean and u:nist be exercised both
and
Day.

In fact, during the period before il is possible to penetrate enemy territory, radio and

radar surveillance will prove a rewarding technique, even
they are limited to border
ai:-eas. As soon as penetration is in order, the full force oft.he technique can be brought to
bear. Since the various features of the surveillance problem are mcnat clearly revealed in the
design of a post-D-Pay capability, we shall first consider this aspect of the issue in the following discu.ssion.

Thereafter, we shall examine some of the ways ln which surveillance

#'

-.

.
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B.

PRESENT CAPABILITY
The equipment in the Air Fon~e 1 s ECM program is the embodiment or a more

specialized

of radar l!!urveillance than that outlined above. It is not hard to understand how this has come about. One reason, a natural and valid one, bas been the emphasis on
the strategic bom!ling mission, in which the radar-counter-radar battle is of crucial importance.

Another reaso:r.;, more or less histol"icaL has been the preoccupation, in the ECM field,

with superheterodyne receivers of high sensitivity, narrow band, and ever-increasing complexity.

Still a third reason has been the tendency to overlook the significance of random emissions in
sacrificed tn order to permit a
in many important applications.

with equipment capable of
received, but having

frequency measurement for which no real need exists
For these reasons, and
others, we are left at present
very
the characteristics of a signal once it is
probability (Jl
any single random signal. This

equipment requires a. large airplane to carry it, specialists to operate it and to interpret the
data, and has no capability of
type required for Function A.

a

sigm!icant. quantity of information of the

This equipment makes sense only in terms of Function B, and

even for that purpose we suspect a better comprmnise might be struck between complexity and
capability.

Function C is one, among others, that the ferret equipment is intended to perform;

it Ls inadequate to perform it.

How inadequate can be indicated hy pointing out this fact:

not

until five years from now, according to present plan, will the Air Force possess any receiver
whatever capable of detecting radiation of
higher than l O, 750 Mc. In other words, if
the enemy should have fire-control radar operating on the Z.5-cm wavelength - a good wavelengt."1
for the purpose, incidentally, the development of which would require only a slight scale-down

of 3.Z-cm components - we would have no way of detecting its use
cisely 1n the position or the German U-boats in 1943 - this

us. We would be prethe fact that a simple receiver

capable ot detecting such radiation could have been constructed in 1945 from standard components.

We feel that the lack of a receiver !or the region above 10,000 Mc is a serious gap that

must and can be

that a few wide-band

receivers he built at

once As for the radio intercept part o! Function A. we do not know of any equipment
planned for that special purpose and able to collect, as a routine operation, data in the quantity
required.

An operator with a conventional radio receiver, or even a panoramic :receiver, does

not !ill the bill.

What is needed is an unattended receiver that will cover a wide band and auto-

matically log signal frequency, signal direction, and immediate flight data. It may be objected
at this point that what we. have just described has been the goal or intercept receiver development all along, and that the ideal has not been attained only because the technical problems involved are so formidable.

We believe, on the contrary, that there bas been too much emphasis

on signal analysis, and too little emphasis on signal detection and the estimation of radio com-

munications activity.
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C.

SURVEILLANCE OF RADIO EMISSIONS

We shall describe one approach to the problem of how surveillance of radio
activity might be done, not with the idea that it is the best or only way to solve the technical
problem, but rather to define the problem by giving a concrete example of a possible solution.
The example may also help to suggest how a reasonable compromise can be reached between
the demand for complete information and the need for reliable, adaptable equipment.
We want to be able to fly over enemy territory and return with an easily in*
terpreted record showing the location and frequency of enemy transmitters active during the
period, and the times and duration of their transmissions.

That is the ideal.

We recognize at

the outset that the transmissions of greatest interest will not be long-distance command communications, but rather the short-range communication activity of local units, ground-to-air
communications at an airfield, and the like.
Soviet ground-to-air and air-to-air communications are believed to employ
mainly (perhaps exclusively) frequencies from Z.5 to 12. Mc,* with a normal channel spacing of
25 kc. Little seems to be known about the application of higher frequencies to air comnmnication, but, according to the report cited, there are established three other systems o! channel
assignment, namely: "System Two," Z.5 to 14 Mc. 101 channels

or

115 kc width: "System

Three," 25 to 40 Mc. IZ6 channels of 125 kc width; •system Four,• 40 to 60 Mc, 41 channels

of 5()() kc width. No information on U.S. S. R. ground-force frequency assignment has been available to us, but the above is perhaps a valid, if :rough, indication of the territory we have to
cover in routine surveillance. Of course, we must keep alert to the use of still higher frequencies. On the whole, the picture with fewer and broader channels is le!i!! diverse than that of our
own military radio communications. This simplifies some of the technical problems of surveil1ance.
Let us consider the 2.. 5 to 12. Mc band as an example. To simpliiy certain
radio-frequency (RF) problem,Et it might be well to divide the band roughly into two parts.

Let

us take the band from 6 to 12 Mc, and treat it as follows. Two separate antennas are connected
directly to two converters fed from a common local oscillator. The output of the local oscillator is amplified at a fixed intermediate frequency {IF) in a separate amplifier with a pass
band of about ZS kc (see Fig. 4- l). By sweeping the local oscillator only, we can thus scan the
6-Mc band and discriminate frequencies with an accuracy comparable to the channel spacing.
Actually, we are not interested in knowing the frequency of a given transmitter to this accuracy,
for we are not so much concerned with finger-printing the individual as with measuring the
activity of the population. We need to sort the channels merely to reduce the probability of
being confused by simultaneous transmissions from two or more sources. Experience and accumulated intelligence may show that an even coarser division is acceptable.
The output of the IF amplil'ie rs, with the modulation removed, is .fed in to a
phase comparator. Since the relative phase of the IF signals is the same as that of the RF signals at the two antennas, this measurement oi relative phase provides an interpretable bearing
determination.

The result o! the bearing determination is immediately printed on a tape,

*ATIC Report lOZ .EL 19/51·l4.

~'L/\:b-
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M!XER ...._,.._-!LOCAL ,_._,.._..,MIXER

osc.

I. F,
AMPLIFIER

PHASE
COMPARATOR
TAPE

----1 RECORDER
BEARING

Fig. 4-1. Schematic diagram of system for surveillance
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together with a record of the frequency to which .the local oscillator was tuned at that instant,
and the position and heading

or the aircraft.

With

a bandwidth o! 25 kc,

it should.be possible to

complete the phase comparison. to the accuracy required, in no
than one to two milliseconds, and hence it should be possible to
6-Mc band in about one second. Any traru;.mis~
don of duration longer than one second
in the net and tabulated. If the same
transmitter is heard some time later, when the plane is in a different position, the tabulate.cl
record will contain information from which two different lines of bearing, and hence fiX, can
be deduced.
The two ante1m••s
separated. by a distance comparable to, hut somewhat less than, a quarter-wavelength of the highest fre.quency.
lll,1tn:er-n·e{ru~1nc:v

band.

This appears feasible for tbe

it may be somewhat of a squeeze

below 6 Mc, but, by

phase comparison more accurate there (at the expense of
determination ought: •till to be possible.
Con.fusion or ambiguity o! interpretation can readily arise in
simple

somewhat slower scan),

moi-.rin,,

system if two transmitters

frequencies; also, phase comparison
between two omnidirectional antennas ""'""''""'1'"''" two.lines of bearing. a.n ambiguity that can be
avoided by a slightly .more elaborate scheme. Simultaneous phase comparison among three
antennas, for example,
Even with these limitations, a typical record should
contain enough f)ossibilitles for cross-checking to enabie a great deal of
unambigu·
otts information to be extracted from it.
Obviously, this
outline of a system
untouched many difficult
technical problems,• The antenna installation is
ari eaay problem, and the, method of record~
ing the information. at the output of the phase comparator, fr!entifying the frequency channel on
the record, etc., needs.c.areful study. These do not appear to be ~oluble problems.
The radio receiver just described is not a good radio l;ecei:ver'by the usual
standards. It is not very selective and, even worse, it does not have image rejection. But it
is a better receiver for the intended purpose than any conventional superheterodyne receiver
however refined. Widening the band has shortened the sc1mning cycle so that the intercept
probabiUty is high, without throwing away useful information: The i!lllt:rifice of image rejection
has eliminated tracking RF e.m;plifiers,
would not only complicate eai;h receiver but would
ate frequency.

The appearance o! the
on the record will, or course, increase somewhat
this disadvantage is partly pffset by the corroborative fum:tiori cf

the probability of

the image, but in any case the disadvantage is n!llmportant in comparison with the .simplicity
ancl n;xibility thus purchased.

*one possible use of radio intercept that has not been considered in otiT study Is exploitation of
enemy electromagnetic. (EM; emissions as
aids by cruF ownbombing tnissions. l'hii:;
is the reverse or the situatlon discussed in
VI of the PROJECT CJIARLES Report {VpL I),
where plans to deprive the O.
R. of
by means o! our radiatio.ns were discussed.
Thorough study of the possibility of our navigating by thb: means might prove the mli!thod l.Ul".'
feasible or of no value, but it might serve a good purpose by allowing the enemy to believe that
we are prepared to navigate by his radio transmitters.
---
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CON
The description above may serve to show the general direction that, in our
opinion. might

be taken in the development of a radio intercept system aimed at per-

forming Function A. It l.s a major undertaking, and o.ne that will s1.1cceed only i! guided at
every stage by a cai-eful weighing of iritelligence requirements against technical possibilities.

D. SURVEILLA.......;CE OF RADAR E.MISSIONS
We shall concern ourselves here with Functions A and C only, tnat is, with
radar surveillance not tied directly to countermeasures.

What is called ECM falls mainly in

our category labeled Function B; it has received the chief attention in the past. and partly for
that reason and partly for lack

or time,

we have given it rather scanty attention.

The first point ta be made in any discussion of radar intercept is the heavy
advantage the interceptor enjoys by
Receiver

at the end of a one-way,

is almost the least or U1e designer's problems.

in mind is that most radar antennas .scan.

than a two-way, path.
Tile second point to keep

To intercept with high probability, one must, there-

fore, have the receiver sensitive to all likely frequencies most of t:he time, in order not to be
looking for the radar signal when it is being directed somewhere else."' A third observation,

pertinent especially to the ultra-high-frequency and microwave
narrow-band receiver capable of scanning a

of the spectrum, is that

large frequency band is

P

a

tricky device, and the diffl.culties increase with the frequency,
that is very

Fortunately, there exists a technique,

wen adapted

to the peculiar requirements

or radar surveillance.

and extremely simple. It lends itself to the const.rucU.cn of

is well known

very-wide~ba.-1d

continuously sensi-

tive receivers at all frequencies from 50 ,000 Mc down.

An early example o! the technique was the "Auto Search" intercept receiver,
APR-L

during World War II for reception in the range 90 to 1000 Mc, with automatic

recording of frequency and time.
developr:id, mainly for

During the same period,

radar~bea.con

ceivers were made on a

reception, at still

Microwave re•

basis (UPN ~4, for example) which had a sensitivity of 10-B

watts. quite adequate for radar surveillance in most circumstances.

The application of' this

"'""muo:ue to radar intercept has com.e about slowly, but· at least some work in this direction is

now under way, under both Navy and Air Force sponsorship,

We believe, however, that the

widely enou.gh. In the tabular

capability of fae crystal receiver is still not

"' From these two observations,

the opposite conclusion can be and has been drawn,
let
us make a receiver so sensitive that it can detect the radar by its back lobes even when
radar antenna is pointed another way, and then we need not worry about the scanning cycle.
Some such
seems to have guided mo.st of the post-war development of intercept re~
ceivers in
It may have its place ~n certain special situations but, in view of the
complexity and inadequacy of the rec:eivers to which it has led, we cannot accept it as a guiding
doctrine.
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presentation of the ECM 1'.Jroiram given to us in our
a column headed •In Five Years.• considering
m.:t L"l l 945, one must conclude that this classification
are not much good for radar
to the subject, that the

It is

we find "w!de-band crystal rewell. worked
receiver's

belief, and we find it shared by others
solution to many of the technical

lems of radar surveillance,

detection
than analysis is the important
We, therefore, recommend that this technique be vigorously developed and exploited.
There is little doubt 1hat the basic technique can be improved. There is evidence that a good converter crystal
is still ausceptible to improvement. It is our underetanding.tbat the crystals now
used as detectors are those originally developed for converter use, and that full advantage has not yet be.en taken of the work that hq been done on defector crystals as such. Apart
function.

itseli'~ there is a great opportunity here for the ingenious use of mu.ltkha.nnel
RF circuits and simplified video amplifiers, looking eventually toward surveillance receivers
that work moreJJke an ear and less like a conventional. radio set. It is the
virtue of the
receiver that the specialized RF circuits end at the input to the amplifier: everything
beyond can be a standard unit. Moreover, i:I' we
ahead to the use of.transistors, every
tube in a crystal video receiver ls replaceable by a
this would m!lke multiplication
of channels pouible on a scale far beyond anything that could
with receivers
dependent on RF oscillators or amplifiers. U is in this general direction, we believe, that deaf radar intercept techniques should be concentrated.

from the

Turning from the basic techniquea to the systems, we are impressed with the
need
and the
of, airborne intercept equipment capable of collecting and recording the
elementary information needed for Flmction A. What are the elements of this information?
Every active radar within range ot the reconnaissance vehicle should generate automatically a
record of:
(1) The detection of a pulsed signal and the position of the
reconnaissance vehicle at the time of detection;
(Z) The approximate frequency of' the signal (within
ZO per Cent t for ~L. .<UIJ.U\;>l.,JCUU Of the ClaBS O( equipment
involved);
(3) Approximate true
(4)

ueanm.,

Pulse-repetition rate;

(.5)

These items are by no .meana of equal importance. Certainly (l) ·~ th.e most important bit of
information; with {2)
(3) added. we have perhaps Ill) per cent orthe useful information.
Items (4} and (S) are really ll.IXuries, and are listed only because they come fairly easily, and

t
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are of some help in identifying the type of equipment.

We could '"'"n:n .. n the list by other luxury

items, such as;

strength;

(6}

(7) Pulse envelope;

(8) Precise

(9) Polarization,

Adding these requirements iru::reases the usefulness of the informat1on only slightly. compli-

cates the

data~hanclling

problem, and

the airborne equipment.

is that it is far better to be able to collect data

HL (Z) and (3}

The point

-0nly, for all active radars within

that does not require a B-36 to carry it, than to determine (1) through

range, and with

(9) for a !ew examples by means or a nying laboratory.
Of the important items,

{3) poses the most di!!icult technical problem.

lt may even turn out that, by omitting this requirement for direction finding - or

it to

given total effort would be increased. This is hard to predict, and certainly one ought to try
very hard to deYelop a simple method for .instantaneous ut«etn.rw determination. One very promising approach to the problem has

been made in the APD-4 development.
strength in the "luxury• category because, in practice, a

We have put

reliable measure of this quantity is usually hard to get.
might be wholly invalidated by some clever invention,

This is an

point, and one th:i.t

The infeJ;'pretat.ion oi a

-strength

measurement is not simple either, but under some circumstances a rough estimate of rang!? to
the transmitter might be possible.
The best illustration of the approach we are here advocating is, happily, a
development already under way at Federal Telecommunications Laboratories, sponsored by
WADC - the development

toward the A.PD-4 system.

places and clever in the right places.
radar intercept as an

This

is simple in the right

It seems to us to represent an imaginative approach to

problem, not merely as a set of receiver specifications,

Whether it represents the best compromise between all the conflicting requirements is hard
step in the right direction.
tell at this point, but it seems to us a
Our own efforts to explore technical possibilities by

to inveni a system

led to the scheme ll lustrated in Fig. 4-2., which we include here only as an illustration of the sort

or information that can be obtained by very simple means
transmissions is used to advantage.

if the inherent nature of pulsed radar

This system does not give

but it does give ap·

proximate frequency, repetition rate, and scan period, and, if it is receiving signals from

several radar transmitters at the same time in the same channel, that fact can be ascertained
from the record, One or more omnidirectional antennas are connected through a
RF fUters to crystal detectors.

Each filter defines a

of

broad channel and each channel has

its own video amplifier, timing and counting circuits. Each channel is continuously sensitive to

pulses in its band, except !or short periods
receiyed, it is counted

11

~

signals have been received.

When a pulse is

l" and a 5000~µ.sec gate is started; a.ll following pulses within this gate

are counted, up to a maximum of lS; the receiver is then blanked for one second while the result
of the count is recorded as a binary number on. Teledeltos paper by simply discharging the
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Fig. 4~2. Schematic diagram of possible
system for surveillance of radar emissions.
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scaling tubes from their final configu:-ation.

The one-second blanking period is shorter than

the scanning period of most radar antennas, but long enough to ensure adequate separation between adjacent nurnbers on the record.

At tl1e end of the one-second blank, the receiver and

counter are ready to handle the next incoming signal, whenever it may arrive.

From the record

on the tape the following information is directly avallable:
(l) Reception of pulsed signals in a certain frequency band,

at time and place to be recorded on tape from flight data.
(2) Whether the radar was scanning or continuously trained
on the receiver.
(3) II scanning, what the scanning rate was.
(4)

Approximate pulse-repetition rate, or approximate number
of radars operating simultaneously in the band, once
repetition rates are identified.

The sample records shown in Fig. 4-3 indicate the way in which these characteristics are revealed.
This scheme has very obvious limitations - as any tolerably sirrple scheme
must have - but it has certain instruc:ive advantages.
performed by standard low-frequency circuits.

It involves a sequence of simple functions

The signal analysis, such as it is, is carried

out by the most natural and reliable form of amomatic measurement - namely, counting; foe
only point at which the system requires calibration is at a preset intensity discriminator ahead
of the counter.

The record is in digital form and contains no superfh10us information.

The

sys~

tern is flexible: the blanking time, channel width, number of channels, can be changed as experience dictates without altering the basic units of the system. \Ve do not urge on anyone this particular scheme.

We do assert that a sensible solution to the problem is most likely to be found

somewhere in this general direction.
ln all this disc11ssion of radar sunreillance, we have been thinking mainly of
pulse radar.

We have lo reckon with the possible use of continuous-wave (CW) radar of some

variety, and this presents somewhat different problems.

With certain modifications, the crystal

video receiver may be useful here, also, for achieving continuous sensitivity over a wide band.
Tne use of locally imposed RF modulation, or "chopping" at a frequency high enough to avoid
excess crystal noise, appears to be one promising approach. The recently developed• gyrators,..
may provide the means for such modulation. A rough calculation indicates that, if excess crys·
11
tal noise can be avoided, a sensitivity en the order of l O~
watts may be attainable with an
averaging time of one second.

This would make the CW sensitivity and the pulse sensitivity

roughly equal on an average-power basis.
The full realization of the

of radar surveillance

requires the development of airborne equipment capable of
automatica:ly recording the information collected.

*C. L. Hogan,

Bell System Technical Journal. January, 1952.
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SURVEILLANCE FROM OUTSIDE: AIRBORNE REPEATERS

The interception of radio and radar emissions by means of vehicles that pass
over en.emy t .. ,.,.;,,...,..", involves enough risks t.o place a premium on means that operate entirely
over friendly
or areas controlled by us.

tr~ws.mi:tte·d

what will be received.
In the area marked "primacy
waves a very high percentage of the time,
factor {Ti, where h is the altitude ot the

receiver.

Tyµ~cal

numbers are1

D

100,000
10,000
A signal will be

"'"''""''"'"''ri

radar, microwave, etc.
This minimum is very li.kely to be avai1ao.te;
should
a readable signal at a
At di.stances D where the re.ce!lv~~ralt.l,ttide, i
area (beyond HO miles at 100,000-foot altitude}, a

:received at certain tre!quen1c:1e,s
part of the time. 'The communication-band trE~qu.enclEU:!
likely to go considerably beyrind
the distances given above, and the verywhigh-power tremamicu~~r

produce readable signals at much greater distances.
Pr'l)P<il;l!ation effects to be expected are
not defi.nitei.y known !or these unusual conditions.
appear at altitudes
greater than 150,00-0feet. The general situation i.s promising,
The interception could best be done by putUng a ,..,..,,..,,,,. on a vehicle .that can
stay at high altitudes !or long periods. The repeater is merely a broad-band receiver and a
single transmitter, operating at a very high frequency, modulated by all lnt:oming signals within the desired lower'-frequency band. The received waves would be rebroadcast to a ground
station fo.r analysis and recording.
Very-broad-band repe.aters can be built with
simple repeater with

techniques. A very

a bandwidth of 10 Mc is a possibHity,

and such a repea.ter would relay all
to 30 Mc. ·to the ground station
simultaneously. This means that a whole battery oi receivers and operators at the ground station could examine the band simuitaneously, and record whatever s:e!?fued to be interesting. The
10-Mc bandwidth could be
banda on the order of aoo Mc afthe cost of a modest effort.
Most of the complicated gear involved in electromagnetic surveillance is included within the recording apparatus and in the selective apparat~l:! required to examine one channel at a time.. It
appears mcst sertsible to put this re<:otdJ.ng
ground'. .The equipment r<:rquired
in the vehicle can then be reduced to an absoluJe .m1inim11m and can be carried to the maximum
possible altitude for the purpose of extending the
of .interception.
Several ofthe vehicles discussed in Chapter H ~ight
suitable for this
application.
(1) The X'-l at)d X-Z airplanes are expected to go to altitudes of 110,000 and

·1;£\tr
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SAMPLE RECORDS
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Fig. 4-3, Sample records of typica1 characteristics obtained
!rom system illustrated in Fig.4-Z,
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Z.30,000 feet, respectively. They are rocket-propelled, however, and would stay at such
altitudes for only very brief periods.
{Z.} Ex:isting propeller or jet-driven aircraft could be taken to altitudes of at
least 40 ,000 feet and kept there for periods of the order of lCJ hours.
(3)

r: a

lighter-than-air vehicle were to be employed, it probably would be

impractical to try to maintain it over a fixed location on the ground,

Such a vehicle might

be allowed to run free, however, and, on the average, be within approximately 50 miles
from a fixed ground station for-. a period of about Z hours.
A B-3b, for example, could probably be taken to an altttude of 40,000 feet and
Fighter aircraft could probably be kept at &Uch altitudes for a period of a few hours.
The 40,000-foot altitude would gh•e a line-of-sight range of over 250 miles,
kept there for the 10-hour period indicated.

meaning that transmitted waves could be intercepted with virtually 100 per cent certainty for
such a distance. ln addition, the stronger signals would be heard for greater distances.
This approach has the advantage of being directly applicable on a pre-D-Day
basis without international complications, and has the post-D-Day advantage of being able to
ope:-ate in one 1 s own territoi·y and to still obtain the desired Ln!ortnation.
Although some new equipments Will be required to carry out electromagneticwave interception in this manner, the key point is the operational procedure of using the groundbased location for the majority of the equipment.
It is recommended that feasibility studies be made on the use
of airborne repeaten to extend the detection tanges of border
stations for radio and radar surveillance of radio and
radar emissions.

F.

SURVELLLANCE FROM OUTSIDE: USE OF ANOMALOUS PROPAGATION
Without violating Soviet airspace, the methods for radio and radar surveillance
discussed so far are limited to ranges of Z50 to 300 miles beyond the border. It wo\lld obviously
be useful if we could, without making any unfriendly intrusion, hear what was going on much
deeper in the U.S. S. R. Even i! it could be done only occasionally. the intelligence obtained
might be very valuable. It is suggested here that the anomalous propagation effects known to
occur- at times in the very-high-frequency (VHF! and microwave spectrum may make this possible.
Microwaves are sometimes bent around the horizon by a "tr-apping" phenomenon that occurs in the lower atmosphere. The determining factors are usually the water-vapor
gradient and temperature gradient in the lowest several hundred feet of atmosphere.

The

"anomalous" behavior is not reliable, but in some parts of the world it occurs now and then.
Radar ranges of seYeral hundred miles have been recorded under such conditions. How far a
radar can be heard is not well known: certainly it should be somewhat farther. Abnormally
long ranges are also observed in the ultra-high- and very-high-frequency bands for somewhat
different causes.

For the purpose of gathering intelligence, we can afford to wait for an

' I

occasional freak of propagation. if we are

to take full

of it when it occurs,

A permanent listening post on the ground in northern Turkey, for example, might occasionally
up microwave signals from most of the Ukraine.

If it were properly eoru1ooea

and analyze the signals, one m.ight collect in one
a very large amount of Wormation.
The equipment r.eeded for such a
part.

The present ferret equipment is well suited to the purpose. except for its antennas.

Such a listening post should be

'"-1th large,

both the range and the precision of bearing determination.

trainable antennas, to increase
Since thls would be a permanent

in this respect.

ground installation, there should be no

One could also afford con-

sider-able elaboration of receiving equipment, far more than could be reasonably effective in an
airplane, and it ia practical to
training.

a continuous watch •1rith operators of very specialized

by the speci.ali:t.ed units recommended in

This function might well be

Chapter lZ.
We understand that the British have attempted some work in this field: as a
!iret step, their experience can be studied.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC RECONNAISSANCE

Chapter 5

Photographic Reconnaissance with Standard
Equipment

Chapter 6

:f'hotogt>aphic
Equipment

Aeicc1nna1:>1><1n•:e

with Specialized

Reconnaissance
Ae:rial photography is the classical
technique used by the Air
Force !or the coUecUon of intelligence data. It is an
power~
developed into a whole range

ful technique, which has been

of establi$hed :reconnaissance procedures.
The BEACON HILL Study Group has divided
reconnaissance problems into three chapters.
present and future
and techniques su•n<1m~e
reconmiissance units. In Chapter 6, we
with equipment of a more
advanced and highly apecialhed
which, in our
should be
used only for
missions by much smaller units or
trained
of sµecialized reconnaissance unit.!lfa further
veloped in a separate part of our
itto be applicable to a wider
aerial photography. Chapter

(Chapter 12.l. since we believe
reconnaissance problems than
with
on
challenging

9blique photography from extreme altitudes.

In Chapter 7, we have eonsidered the opportunities inherent In the use
of small images. Small cameras and small film. sizes are not a oovel
program has
idea in aerial photography, but the general
cameras thaHhe proposed
smallness can nevertheless claim
atic exploitation of the
to be a new approach.
problems o! the photographic method are treated in Append ix C, especially those relating to lens quality and emulsion properc onsidera.tlon is given fo foe e!:fects of atomic
ties. In AppendiJ!.' D,
weapons on aerial photography.
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CHAPTER 5
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECONNAISSANCE WITH ST AND ARD EQUIPMENT
A.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
In the field of photographic reconnaissance, the tour of Air Foree installations

made by the BEACON HILL Study Group, together with the extensive briefings, has served to

f

demonstrate important gaps between technical progress, operational practice and final intelli·
gence usage.

In the laboratories, we are knee-deep in elaborate equipment that is perhaps a

whole order of magnitude more complicated than what we find in use in the field.
equipment is of researd1 interest only or suited for special operations.
behveen the design of the equipment and the final inte:ligence needs.

Much of this

The gap is even gre:iter

The designer feels that,

by going to larger and more expensive construction and to maximum quality, he is i.n so:ne way

benefiting the final intelligence officer, but the trail in between is obscure.

The inte Lligenee

officer often finds that precision results are unnecessary for what he wants to know, and thus
he may be tempted to discard all the unwanted large equipment.
Throughout our review of photographic reconnaissance, we have borne in
mind the need to simplify Air Force problems and no: to complicate them further.

Our philoso·
phy in the recomm~ndations we shall present will lie in the direction of taking away some of the
• burden from the normal reconnaissance units in the interests of standardization, and of com:en~
trating the specialized equipment in the hands of much smaller units of specialized personnel
(see Chapter 12 for a full discussion of specialized reconnaissance units),
We assume that incidental small hand-held cameras, motion-picture cameras,
miniature cameras, enlargers and the like are more or less satisfactory.

No doubt an improve-

ment could be effected here and there, but no tremendous dividend in our reconnaissance is
likely to result. Hence, for the purposes of this Report, we confine ourselves to cameras that
are airborne in more or less permanent installations and that are operated by intervalometer.
It is obvious that the problem of standardization is paramount in installations

in the various operational aircraft.

Specialized equipment cannot be considered except as an

occasional need.
There are two immediate improvements that will raise the level of performance of aerial photography and will cope with the enhanced problems raised by the faster higherpowered new aircraft. The first is image-motion compensation, and the second is the antivibration mount.* These problems are discussed in the sections that follow. Pending their complete solution, we recommend that the new and faster sh1Jtters be put lnto service as soon as
possible,

1. Image-Motion Compensation
No extremely careful attack, comparable to the techdcal accomplishments of
*In aerial photography the word "vibration8 refers usually to the angular vibrations rather than
to translational vibrations. However, if the camera system is non-rigid - such. as a lens with
loose elements - translational vibrations may a.lso cause a displacement of image relative to
the emulsion. Translational vibrations can cause trouble in multiple·camera installations
where internal an.gular vibrations may be introduced.
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this na!ion in the
field. ha.s been made on the problem o! image-mot:ion
tion. The A-14 magazine is the nearest approach to a solution, but it is not desirable to have
heavy and fairly delicate equipment in the
Also, at
eycluig
rate is inadequate. The sweep mount developed during World War II was correct in nr·i.,,.-t.,1 ..
but needs improved construction. A
engineering effort is
for this problem.
ln the past,
motion has been
as
o! the
factors
of aerial photography, along
vibration and lhe longer-period mo'vements of the optical axis
o! the c!lmera. However, the problem has been in a kind qf twilight :tone where the limitation
was not so apparent. Now, airplanes are more than twice as fast orerationaUy as in 1945, and
the near future will bring planea much
still. We must face the problem and we mu.st
have a solution ready.
One of the
the Study Group, haa been
compensation. Where in the pa.st we had zero compensation, specificatii::ms now require perhaps 99 per cent perfection. Actually, U would be a really great help to achieve 90 per eent
realized in practice.,
compensation. This we believe is a. figure that

z.
A great deal .is known about the characteristics of dil'f~rent kinds of mounts
and about airplane movements, and it is time to put this lmowledge to work. Current development of suitable vil:rration filters is to be encouraged. Several center-of-grs;vity mounts ba.ve
been built and
effectiveness. proved, What 'lfe need
tl'le use of these pri.nciples and
devices in operational aircraft. We realize that installatJi:m problems are often diffl9ult. HoVt:ever, it is ha.rd to believe that we must still mount cameras in frames
ordinary shock mountiJ
which protect the equipment but do not damp outJhe angular vibrations.. Many types of mounts
such as gimbals, center .. of•gravity, plywood, and rubber-in-shear have been studied in detail..
It is recommended that installation pri>blems heneeforth

include antivibration as a major requirement, and that our
extensive technical Jmowle<!ge ot mount clla.raeteriJ:ltics be
utilh:ed in the antivibration features of these installatim:is.

An example typifying the two problems discuued 111:Jove, was shown to the
These
came:raa ·were equipped with 36-inch f/S telephoto lenua whose laboratory resolution is known
to exceed an average of :30 lines/mm. The camerw; were mounted in a welded tubular frame,
which l.n turn was mounted in the airplane on Lo:rd shock mounts. The cameras use between•
the-lens shutters that have a maximum image-stopping exposure of l/HlOth second. The moment
of inertia of a· single camera is moderate, and the 5-camiu·a unit is not sufficiently rigid to have

Study Group in the i:tstallation of a 5·tamera tnultiple .. station systelll.ln an RB-36.
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the moment of inertia of the assembly apply.
One needs only a glance at tbis equipment to know that the pictures cannot be
very good and that the standard 2.4-inch lens in such circumstances could deliver almost as
much information.

1

The only reasons for continuing to use the 36-inch installation in the RB-36

are that a small percentage of the pictures will be really good and that, at altitudes above
40,000 feet or on bad photographic days, these lenses will deliver information not realizable

with the .H-inch lens.

The fault is not in the 3&-inch lens but in the lack of image-motion com-

pensation and in the mounting.
The effect of image movement on resolution patterns is a subject requiring
comment, whether the movement is due to plane movement along the line of flight, or to roll

or pitch, or to vibration. Unless a reLatively high vibrational frequency is at work during the
exposure time, one can consider that the shutter exposure intercepts a short straight line segment of the pattern of wandering of the image on the emuls(on.

Hence, during the eicposure the

image of a three-line resolution pattern will be given a vector shift in some azimuth.
Let us suppose that the vector points along the line of flight.

If the three-line

pattern is shifted by the width of a single line during the eicposure, where for purposes of discussion we assign an efficiency of l 00 per cent to the shutter, the rectangular profile of the
individual line is changed into a triangular profile with the same total range of exposure from
ridge to trough.

One will still observe three lines in the pattern and can call the pattern resolved.

However, something definitely unsatisfactory has happened to the lines in changing their profiles.
If we are photographing from the air a vehicle with a rectangular projection on the ground, our

photograph in the presence of the vector shirt would show a truncated pyramidal structure in the
one coordinate.
If the amplitude of the vector shill amounts to 1-1/2. single-line widths, one
still will see three separated lines but the S?aces are partially filled with light.

Also, the pro-

file of the three-line pattern will bear small resemblance to separated rectangular profiles.

U

the vector shift amounts to two single-line widths, then three lines can no longer be distinguished.
The profile of the

three~line

pattern becomes a truncated pyramid with a broad top.

Hence, in

setting a lirr.it to the observed resolution, we can drop back to the next larger pattern.

If IM

(image motion) represents the amplitude of the vector shift in inches per second, if N is the
line number, and if t is the exposure time in seconds, then
N~0.035

t ·IM

'

Thus, if the exposure is 0.01 second, and if image motion amounts to l inch/second, the limit-

ing resolution observed will be 3.5 lines/mm.
Actually, in assessing the effect of image motion on the quality of the aerial
photograph in this way, we are being very conservative.

His evident that at much coarser

levels of resolution the motion has affected the character of the line profiles, even though we
still see three lines.

The microscopic contrast suffers, and as a result objects of low inherent

contrast stand less chance of being recognized. It may be that the concept of •acutance• will be
useful in measuring the effect of image motion on picture quality and interpretability (see Ap·
pendix C).
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Figure S-1 presents the situation graph.ically. We assume that tbe airplane
at 400 rnpb., which corresponds to
of 5.S !eat in O.OL second. We
also assume that we are dealing with verticals at 0 .O I -second expo$u.re, and that
5-camet>a
installation yields an average image movement on the
from vibration in roll and pitch, of
4 mils per second. 'The full curve on the
N.tpnsents the image: movement as a function or
for the RS-34 with the. 36-inchler\s, and the dashed curve shows the same tor the
inch lens. On the right we have only the transverse vibration. in
the expected
frequency distribution of image
due to vibration is
is

mean

The vertical

the

tolerance for the

or IO lines/mm orbetter.

dashed vertical line;;i
near the origin g.we the
the H·inch lens for a performance of 15
or
better. The tolerance for the 24-inch lens is taken as
and ol the 36.-inch lens as
10 lines/mm in order
compare the two lenses !or the same ground performance.
It is
from a study
5-1 that
the
performance of either the H-tnch or 36~incll
in terms of both resolution arid contrast.
rfcirn1ar1c"'

be done not or.ly about the

tnovement but about the vibratl0'1lillso

The present dexelopment o!

shutter havi;!}g an e:<posm:•e of
C}. la terms of inforri.u:i.tion

a;,µ~mi;ax

return, installation of this shutter in the ..,.., • ..,·"'''
in performance by a factor of nearly three.
Both
and vibration can be takensare of simultaneously if a
!h: 18. magazine incorffeorating
compensation along with a focal-plarie shutter at
1/600 ,second were to be
No one expect$ to use the ;6-inch
mapping purposes, and hence a focal-plane shutter is<satisfac,to.ry. lt the development of thi.s magaz;ine and shutter combinatio.n were pursued, the majol7ity8f pictures taken with the present
camera installation would have a performance well in excess of IO lines/mm, and the rnm:i""'"
would be much tmprovecL The effective performance in terms oi information return could then
be increased
a factor of perhaps 5 on all counts at the ceiling of 40,000 feet, and by an even
larger factor at lower altitudes. Even on poor
t:bere would still be a g;iin in results because of the importance o.r keepfug contrast aoove minimum -irdue:1 needed
recognition of
various objects.
The problem of image motion will be evtm more serious in the case of the
RB-4 7 airplane, and cannot be neglected. Weare dealing with elt:p;u1sive airplanes, costly mis-

sions, and men's lives. An in.crease in results up to rive.,fold cannot be dis.missed

B.
L

Low-Altitude Techniques and Esuiement
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For on-the-deck sweeps With fighters shortfocal length Wide-angle cameras
with high cycling rates are called for. In the range
altitude from 100 feet to ZQOO feet, a
small camera can accomplish
everything that may be required. Inthe interest of quick
cycling, 70-mm film is to be recommended in conjunction with 1enees of focal length from 50 to
100 mm at f/3.5 to £/?., e.nd with focal-. plan~ shutter speeds
l/ZOOO second. lmage-motfon
cornpe.nsation is a must, 4ut vibration can be ne~lected if the camera is installed in a favorable
part of the airplane. U
is limited, the camera should be installed tn a mount that will
permit the
to be used in any
of several orientations, including
forward oblique
and vertical
l! space permits, a. multiple~camera station,

obliques and vertical coverage, is to bl'!' recommended.
of' t.1le
of incorporating
compensation into the camera for
views, it is recommended
that the fastest shutter speed be set at l/lOOO second with a 50..cmm lens
f/3. 5 and with imagemotion compensation tied to a mean iniage moveme.nt over
favoring the more distant
objects. The four cameras could he mounted in about ;;i. cubic foot of space and might conceiV!il•
bly be combined into a single unit for ease of
and installatii::m,
If such a camera has image-motion compensation good to 90 per cent of
ideal value for at tea.st the vertical installation, a !J.hutter
of l/aooo second, and a 50-mm
lens, then in
traveling 600 mph at 500feet altitude, a pedori;nance of ZS
lines/mm should be realizable on at least 50 per cent oi the pictures. The ground resolution in
this
corresponding
ZS lines/mm, wUl amount to <!.4 inches, which in
turn will permit objects of .about 10
on a side to be recognizable.
to avoid thee starting and stopping of the !Um. :for
60 per cent overlap whei:e
provided for by moving the film, one
can consider use of5-ineh wide film moving uniformly tor image-motion. compe-nsation. Saeli.
a film would be equipped with two taking lenses of 50 mm
length at
mounted side by
side, each covering a 60·mm wide format with pll:;tures
parallel strips along the film.
The
will be staggered in time alopg
of flight. The pictures will then be made
with 50 per cent overlap. The
of film movement is then tied in.with the .i"ate oC image
movement, and the
time !or the shutters will
;set by the time required for the film to
travel a distance of about 60
At 600 mph, with a 50-mm lens from an altitude of !iOQ feet
for a. torm<it of 60 x 60 mm, the image movement amounts to BB mm/sec and the recycling of
the shutter to approximately 1.5 times/second. If a rotating:c1>?ctor type shutter is employed,
the recycling time can be set at a much higher .valul':! and the filmmovement ~ill not be excesimage movement, faster cycling corresponds
sive. Inasmuch as eveeythingJ.s tied in
to the use of even a faster llirplane, a
altitude, or both.
LI' 70-mm film is
wit):t a 50-mm f/3.5 lens
an altitude o! 500 feet and
plane speed of bOO mph, the cycling rate Will amount to 3. 7 f'rames/secofta for 60 per cent over~
in this case, will have to move intermittently, in which
case the..motions
compensation and. film transport
be separated ln several
ways. A cycling rate up to IO frames/second ought to
which will provide
either
a faster airplane, lower altitude, or both. There is in "'... ,..,,,.,,.,. a successful 70-mm magazine
witb Geneva movement, a rotating-sector shutter, and
of 10 and ZO frames/ second.
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on the camera discussed above are not excessive.

The 6-inc h Metrogon in the present K • l 7 camera is not suitable for use in low
fighter sweeps because of !ii low cycling rate and excessive focal

beyond actual needs.

M reover, the 91/Z-inch Ulm is not really needed for low-altitude a.µplicatlons {Le., .less than

z .oo

feet).

little combat flying will be carried on in the range of a1t.itudes from 2000
'o 10 ,000 feet over well-defended areas. Where
must be taken in this range of altitudes, the 6-inch lens on 9x9 format will deliver the most imformation.
The existing K-17 camEra with 6-inch lens and A-14 magazine can do quite a
There is a need sooner or later for
the
good job with the lens stopped down to
task of improving the €>-inch lens
The present
lens is doing fairly well in
covering a 90 diagonal. but better laboratory performance is highly desirable. If the present
performance at f/8 could be worked into an f/6.3 design. the
would l:;e noticeably
improved. The present limitations on performance with the R>n and A-14 maga:l.ine are set
by the lens quality n:u:ire than by any other singie factor. Vibration is more or less
owing to the short focal length and
shutter speed, Image motion would be serious except
that the A-14 magazir1e eliminates iL However, the A~ 14 magazine or equivalent needs to be
used more generally by the reconnaissance •Nings,
2. High-J\.Ititude Verticals and Obliques
For altitudes from 10,UOO to 30,000 feet, the standard lenses of focal length
from 6 inches to 36 i.m:hes are preferred, with the bulk of the work being accomplished by the
lZ-inch and 24-inch lenses. Whe:re apace permits, a Tri-Met installation should also be used.
It is risky to use only a 6-inch camera 1n the attitude range from 10:000 to 30,000 feet, owing
to reduced infoin:nation returns and to the great
of aborted missions on bad photographic
days,

At the other extreme, for most purposes the use of a 36-inch focal length in lhe altitude

range from 10,000 to 30,000 feet will result in detailed information at the expense of coverage.
However, for oblique pictures the 36-inch lens is to be preferred.
As described earlier in this Chapter, image-motion compensation is mandatory for aood performance of the standard equipment along the line of .flight. The A-14 magazine
takes care of this problem reasonably well but has only a 9x 9 format.
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lenses cover both a 9x 18 format for whlch image-motion compensation is badly needed. An
earlier recommendation takes care of this deficiency. Similarly, mount vibrations become important for the longer focal lengths, and the recommendations given earlier in this Chapter
should be followed.
The higher the altitude, and the worse the haze, the more one should make use
of the 36-inch lenses. Similarly, !or high oblique pictures, the 36-inch lens is preferred.
Once image-motion compensation and vibration have been reduced to unimportant residuals, the lens quality of the &-inch, 12-inch and 24-inch will be found deficient
at full aperture. Consequently, attention should be given to improving the performance of the
standard lenses, provided this improvement can be obtained at only a moderate increase in
cost and complexity.

The photographic details are discussed in AppendiX

c.

ln the range from 30,000 to 60,000 feet, the 24-inch and 36-inch lenses will be
required to maintain adequate information return.

Again, image-motion compensation and anti-

vibration mounts are mandatory, as proved by the typical data of Fig. 5-1. As mentioned
earlier, it is desirable for the performance of the standard 24-inch f/6 lens to be improved after
the mare ir:lportant problems of image-motion compensation and vibration have been surmounted.
For high obliques, the 36-inch lens should be used almost exclusively in this
altitude range.

As described previously, the faster shutter soon to become available will do

much to improve average picture quality.
Although lenses considerably larger than the standard 3&-inoh v.111 deliver even
more fine detail at great altitudes, their wide-scale use is believed to be UT.llecessary.

These

lenses are more suited for the special purposes described in Chapters 6 and 12.. Moreover,
the uncertainty of focus of large lenses, coupled with the use of mirror installations, flexure,
special installation problems and the like, all argu.e against having these manufactured in
tity for use in the regular reconnaissance units.

9 x 18 format be

quan~

I
I

reconna.issance units.

Equipment larger than the 36-inch camera and special equipment of all kinds can be more
ized units described in Chapter lZ.

C.

the

NIGHTTIME RECONNAISSANCE
The war in Korea has placed extremely strong emphasis on the importance

of night photography, and on the need !or a night capability in aerial photography that can yield
quick assessment of a fluid battle situation. Time after time, day photographs will show an apparently deserted countryside or village. Night photographs of the same areas may show beehives of activity.
To some extent, we shall have a reconnaissance capability through our regular night photography employing verticals, or from drones or from terminal missiles.

These

techniques are discussed below. However, there is another rather difficult technique of special
interest, which involves cooperative planning between the Army and the Air Force.
We consider that one or more night photo-planes will be flying behind our own
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lines far enough back to be safe from all enemy ground fire, and high enough to obtain a clear
photographic line of sight of critical enemy areas or of enemy terrain to be photographed.
photo-planes are in suitable communication with ground artillery officers.

The

The artillery is then

to fire high-illumination photo-flash bombs in suitable shells to burst at suitable altitudes over

the areas to be photographed. In this technique, the photographic airplanes are spared the necessity of carrying flash bombs and of risking enemy antiaircraft fire.
As a typical operation, we can assume that we are using a liaison plane such
as the L-5 developed primarily for daytime spotting purposes, and under Army control.

ln ef-

fect, we are extending the already existing daytime arrangement to Oight use, a capability we
do not have at present. Let us assume that this particular operation will have the L-5 flying at

5000 feet altitude back of the immediate battle lines over friendly territory. When the pilot
gtves the word that his plane is in position for photographs according to his flight plan, the artillery will fire the flash-bomb shells at even intervals of perhaps 10 seconds to burst at 10,000
feet over preselected areas to be photographed.

The cameras will be operated by photoelectric

trigger and will be aimed at the known oblique angle laid out on the flight plan. It would be helpful in spotting and timing if the artillery were to fire a preliminary star shell or shells in offset
or in a pattern to guide the camera observer without tipping off the enemy that photographs are
to be taken. The opportunities for spoofing, diversions and the like are obvious, and should be
employed.
We note also that the RF-S4F is not equipped for night operations with flash
bombs. If the artillery handles this bulky problem, one sees that the RF·84F will become
available for night photography when this capability is needed.
Wherever possible, the photographic airplane should be at a distance close'r
than 10 miles in order to obtain scale and increased information. Even at J 0 miles distance and
at 15,000 feet altitude, with a 36-inch camera, one can expect to observe vehicles of all kinds
that are in the open.

The transverse scale with such a camera at such a distance would be ap-

proximately 1 :20,000.

The ground 11 detectability" at the same distance would be of the order of

6 feet on a side for t_he size of object detected.
Stereo pairs can be obtained if the artillery fires photo-flash shells several
seconds apart. Different aspects of the target can be obtained from either successive photographs minutes apart, or from different airplanes using the same flashes.

It might even be

possible to have pictures made all night long over an active battlefield hundreds of miles in extent, the expectation being that the technique will prove so useful as to be in constant employment.
The photographic processing might be carried out in the airplane and the pictures might be
dropped by parachute. Greatest tactical returns are indicated from procedures that get the
requisite information to the battlefield commanders within the shortest possible time after the
pictures are ta.ken.

Certain operations may permit Land-type quick processing wifa photo-

interpretation done in the airplane and the information radioed to the field officers.
A tactical plan of operations can be worked out when the use of such a technique
is given detailed study. For the present purposes, we merely outline the possibilities.
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brought to bear by Korean needs, the customary
development in a
;n·ornises before
to give u.s an adequate
in so far as flash bombs a:nd camera equipment are concerned,
Night cameras for the 2.4·inch a.nd .36·inch lenses now under development will have 1m,a,se-m,ouon
compensation. As discussed under daytime photography, these cameras should be mounted in a
proper antivibration mount. In fact, because exposure titnEL9 used in the flasn..:bomb type of
night photography are appreciably longer than those uaed in daytime reconnaiSsa.nee, it is aU
the more important for t.'te mount characteristics
be
However, when we speak of
"perfection" here, we do not mean absolute lOO per cent perfection. but an attainment that is
within a reasonable tolerance and that is practicable.
The present program on night photography ha.a emphasized the use of flash
bombs, with most or the illumination concentrated in the red and infrared portions of the spec'trum. Concurrently, z.,1-inch f/3.5,
and 48-inch f/4.S lenses for 9x 18 format
As a result of the

vertical night photography has been

have been
the first two of
be in production in
quantities before long.
In addition. we have the old.er lZ-lrn:n
tor a Sx9 format, and the 1-inch i/2.5 ior a 5x:5
forr..:at. A 6-inch i/2 lens for
5 format is under development. This list of equipment
seems ta
entirely adequate for any contemplated nighttime
employing conventiomil
photography. Once again, it is recommended that the 48-inch lenis not be used in regular recon·
naissance wings, but be set aside for use by the special units discuued in Chapter l.? of this
Report.
It is
that the above lenses are of l!lttfl'klent quality to be satisfactory
for some time to
in our night aerial
techniques. On the wllole.
the inherent quality of
uneven illumination, to haze directly
beneath the airplane, and to the longer exposure times. The present night photographic quality'
is low also because of lack oi image-motion compensation and of antivlliration mounts.
Members of the Study Group have examined a roll of <negati'tes taken during
the daytime Ul'lder poor photographic conditions where image motion is pronounced. In addition,
the lens is out or focus. The pietuN?s are
''flat" and lack detail to a gross
In fact,
the
motion amounts to approximately
along the. line Qt' flight. There is no
doubt that the quality ol these photographs
be greatly improved, even. with the bad haze,
ii the
motion were eliminated and the i'ocus property set, The photographs would still
be o! low quality owing to the nan, but would nevertheless 1show much interpretable detail. The
phot~grapbic quality of this roll o! negatives is very simila:r to what one would obtain with present night techniques, which
can be very considerabl;>• improved.
As in the case of daytime photograpl}y, imagewmotfon compensation is a must.
Antivibration mounts are a must also because of tli.e slow exposure times, fast airplanes, and
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long !ooal len-. Rooornnd•tioM h•f• ore identical with tho•e mode in the soelion on daytime reconnaissance.

1. Low-Altitude Techniques and Equipment
There are at least four techniques suitable for night photography at low altitude
(i.e., below 2500 feet}. The first of these is already in satisfactory operational use. This is
the system of ejecting flash cartridges at regular intervals sequenced with the film and interval.
If image-motion compensation and the antivibration mount are sufficiently achieved, it is likely
that the flash cartridge will yield night photographs of good quality. For these low altitudes
down to on-the-deck sweeps, it is recommended that the 70-mm camera described earlier
under the discussion of daytime reconnaissance be adapted to night photography by replacing
the 50-mm f/3.5 with a 100-mm f/2 for the 60 x 60 mm format. By proper sequencing, one can
obtain the usual stereo pairs. Alternatively, the camera described in the same section, making
use of 5-inch film with two lenses, can be used for night photography with flash cartridges. Here
again, we recommend the use of a 100-mm f/2 lens for each of the two lenses needed for the
stereo pairings.
The second technique that needs renewed emphasis is that of the Edgerton
flash unit. Developments in flash techniques since 1945, in the direction of more illumination
for the same weight of equipment and less weight for the same illumination, promise to pay new
dividends in night electric flash photography. For low-altitude work, quite adequate illumination
can be obtained with equipment of moderate weight. Moreover, the same 70-mm or 5-inch film
cameras described earlier can be used quite successfully with the Edgerton flash.
The third technique that may be of significance, when combined with the ultra·
fast emulsions soon to appear. is the ni.ght transverse strip photography introduced during the
past war by Dr.O'Brien o! the University of Rochester. Following the war, a very intensive
program was carried through on night strip photography, but the results were inadequate. The
level of illumination and the limited speed of lens and film combined to prevent obtaining an ade quate exposure level. Now, however, by making use of all the improvements since 1945 in
optical systems, illuminants, film and processing, we should be able to obtain usable photographs for altitudes from l.00 to Z.500 feet. The original development made use of infrared illumination. However, it is debatable whether the plane would be any more detectable if ordi·
nary yellow and red were included in the illumination, rather than infrared alone. For an observer on the ground, there is only a flash of light equal to the exposure time of perhaps 1/50
second. Before and after the light passes over him, the same observer could more readily
see the plane silhouetted against the slightly luminous night sky background or from its exhausts
than from the strip of light beneath the plane. Of course, all light from the illuminating system
not in the transverse strip - that is, stray lighf .. should be eliminated by suitable design of the
equipment.
The fourth technique that may be of importance involves the burning of magnesium powder, or perhaps ribbon, at a constant rate from beneath the wing of the airplane.
This technique has been tried out recently by Brig. General George W. Goddard. Owing to the
hazards of low~altitude flying of this kind where the plane is far more brightly illuminated than
the ground, it seems th.at this technique may be prohibitive for a manned airplane over enemyheld territory.

For tactical purposes, it may be feasible to employ the techr.ique in combination with a drone either for visual reco~sance or for strip photography
the :flare. The
magnesium burns wi.th a.n intense green light to which the eye is
However,
the observer in the
pla.ne may
that will
the
value of his visual reconnaJ.ssanee.
adapted for night use in e.tandard reconnaissance units
replacing the SO~mm f./3.5 lens with a IOQ-m..'11.
(bJ The present pos.sibillties of the Edgerton flash techniqµe be explored and the
.-..."u•·"I~'" perfected for
night photography.
fo) An engineering study be made of the present
!or night transverse
stripphotography. Combinations of visual illumination with Tri-X film, visual illu.mi.natiort
with infrared mm, and infrared itl11mination
compared.

z.
In the altitude range from ZOOO to 10,000 feet, it seems deskable to make use
ot' the ejection ca.rt.ridge technique as the.standard
in the regular reconnaissance units.
In this range of altitude, it is no longer advisable to
the lOIJ·mm
with the TO-mm or 5~
inch film, but instead to use the 6-inch f/2 and Lt-inch f/2.5 cameras. It is not considered
advisable to use the Edgerton nash technique because of the vulnerability of the airplane and
because the flash equipment .must be much heavier. lt1s
not considered desirable to use
either the transverse strip technique or the burning magnesium: technical limitations rule out
these methodac anyway,
At altitt!des a! from 10,000 to Z0,000 feet, it set? ms advisabie to use mostly
the Z4-inch f/3,5 lens except where need for
de~ail demands resort to the '6~inch f/3,7 lens.
Above Z0,000 feet, only the 36-inch f/3.7 should be used, if avail.9.ble. or, otherwise the :>.4-inc:h
f/3.5 lens.

Above 10,000 feet and for some operations below 10,000 feet, it will be necessary to use !lash bombs for the iUuminant
as the standard technique in regular reconnaissance units. This Red L.ight program fl~H~ms to be well in hand, and in need oC no other rec.om·
mendations except that image~motion ctrmpensation be used with the 24~inch and 36-inch cameras
and that antivibration mount.a be used.
3. High-Altitude Night Obliques
At the present.time, we have no capability for nlgll1; oblique photography. Yet
anything that can be done to perm.it Ute plane to avoid strongly defended areas is worth while.
Night photos made in such areas by means of verti.calphotography
a type of aetivity
with a high attrition rate a.nd, therefore •. a
picture.
There are four techniques o[ import&'lce for night missions seeking photo•
graphic coverage of well·dei'ended attfaa. The first and
productive of thes.e techniques
involves the use of a drone airplane equipped with
cameras and cartridges. controlled by
a mother a.irplane
many miles away. The drone technique in the foreseeable future seems
confined lo tactical usage because of the recovery problem.
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The second technique makes use of a terminal missile which sends information to the airplane by photoelectric methods (see Chapters S: and 11).
The third t~chnique fs one . that makes use o! high~altitude oblique photography
fro.m distances up to 20 miles from the target. In this caiu.'!, the naah bomb m:ust be lobbed over
the target several minutes before picture time. Because of haze a.rid the need to keep the direct
bomb illumination out of the field of view, one must provide for powered flight for the flash bomb,
lllith its terminal altitude over .target of perhaps 10,000 feet. It may be that the terminal missile
or the preeed:ip.g paragraph could carry the flash bomb.
The fourth technique .is the tactical use
night oblique pi:u:itagraphy {described
above at the begi..n.ru.ng
this section on night photography) where the flash bomba are sent over
the areas to be illuminated by the ground artillery. Because of the taetieal !lnpoctanee or this
technique. the description that would normally be given here has been placed earlier in the discussion.

._
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CHAPTER 6
PHOTOORAPH1C RECONNAISSANCE WITH SPECIAL
A.

EQUIPME:-1 T

The
of
photographic method tor aerial recormaissance go far
beyond those of the conservative and standardized equipment described in Chapter S. We have
sance units of the Air Force and what can be

missions.

equipment on

probably. 95 per cent of what the Air

needs to know can be sat!S·
i'ied by ih?? standardized equipment discussed in Chapter 5. The other 5 per cent can
collected
by means of nonstandard equipment ot
technical quality designed !or a particular purpose
and used by
personnel.
interesting to
it may
Before considering "'"''""'''"""""''"'
speculate on the ultimate possibilities of
reconnaissance. Uthe photographic
method we:re to be
with no holds barred, we could bury ourselves in eru::irmous masses
or photographs of large 1!lea1e and
quality. We could gather a quantay of data a thousand or
more times our actual needs. We could carry our PhOt•:nt1ra1~hjr. ,•.,.,...1.. ti,..,..
as three seconds of arc as seen tram the airplane, which corresponds
one foot at a distance of 14 miles,
horizon !o.r thousands of miles.
we could cover all

this angular reso,au:•1on

in daylight at 35,000 feet at 350 mph,
Given heavy bombers
portion of China at a scale varying

1:20,000 to 1:100,000 in about 150
time. Thus, 15
airplanes
pattern under CAVU {ceiling and visibility unlimited) conditions could cover this area

in

of square miles and photograph, in about 10 hours' total elapsed time from bcirder crossing,
Actually. enemy
and weather prevent such a miscS.ion.
several rocket flights on U.rnvrol:labl;~J perfect vhotographic days

everything we might want to know dpwn to objects several Ieet square in size.

information on the existence and location of all the air bases and
small towns in all or t.'ie Soviet Union and parts of China, Let us assume that the rockets will
flights from the Arctic Ocean south over the Soviet Union. The rockets might be
go in
recovered in the near East and in the Indian Ocean. The maximum altitude can be taken to be
700 miles. With a. r<X:ket vehicle fitted with a specially
36-fach panoramic camera
with 9·inch !Um, an uncamoutlaged air field might be detectable at ranges up to 1500 m.iles (to
be conservative) in excellent weather.
extreme !or balloon flights
Photographic methods carried similarly t9
could cover strips 300 miles wirle transverse to the line of flight and for as. long a.s daylight
and film hold out along the line of !light. Night
.with the balloon
witb a 36-inch
f/6 lens of telescopic quality, might photograph
lights from streets, houses and
todes from hundreds of miles away, For example, a telescope of 6 inches aperture can photo·
a 100-watt 11.ght from a distance of Z50 miles in. an exposure of one second. A suitable
could return to us

camera can detect lights oC cities at very great distances. Wintertime nights with b"!lloons in
northern latitudes {Moscow is only 700 miles from the Arct.ic Circlia} could pkk up lights at
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great distances (300 miles), covering a strip 600 miles wide and perhaps 5000 miles long at a
vertical scale of 1;30,00!L The balloons themselves would be almost undetectable by any ordinary means because of the
nights.
It is evident that, to t>e practical, one must always im::lude weather and equip-

ment side, we do not as yet have vehicles that
and intercepted. Our balloon techniques a:re still in a primitive stage, compared to what ts
needed. We do not have the type of rocket mentioned above, .and none is expected for many yeats

to come.
Nevertheless, we do have many types of equipment, vehicles and techniques
that are nonstandard and unsuited to mass use in the regular Air Ifor<:e reconnaissance wings.

And there are intelligence needs of critical importance that can be satisfied by a few missions
in a tew aircraft and with a few well-selected. possibly elaborate items of equipment. ln Chap-

ter l Z of this Report, we discus$ the need for special reconna:tssam:ie units to handle special
equipment and special operations,
L

perform the usual pictorial photography with the help <if
fast-acting shutters:. The lenses are large on the three counts ofaperture, !ocal Iength and
format size. The lens types available to us or beyond the lens design stage. are:
{al 36:~inch f/8 .O apochromatk lens tor 9 x 9, format. Two exist.
(b) 40-inch !/S.O telephoto for 9 x 9 with automatic !ocu!iing. thermostating.
This lens is available for use in quantity of about 150 units.
In limited production of about ioo units.
{d) 48-im:h !/4.5 lens for lh: 13. Prototype being built. Intended primarily
for night photography in the infrared.
(c} 48-inch f/6,3 telephoto for !h: 18.

(e) 48~inch f/8 lens
9-x 9. Apochromatic and interu:ied !or use with color
film. Expertmental model partially built but discontinued. Could btl'
!i.'lished a.t any time, and ia a top-quality lens•
One built and U!'led in World

ff) 60-inch f/6.0 telephoto, folded, for 9 it 9.

War

II~

Could be produced at any time..

Small enough for fighter plane.

{g) 60~inch f/5.0 telephoto, for 9x 18.

Evacuated to prevent internal heat
waves, and sealed against moisture and dust• Experimental model discontinued.L"I. 1945 but could be finished.

(h) 72 ~inch f/5.6lens for 18x18. A, Canadian lens i.mder development.
(i} 96-inch !/8.0 lens for 18 :d6. Experimental model nearing completion.

(j) tOO-inch !/HJ lens tor 9x 18, fofded. Six have been made a.'ld are in use.
to be folded. E'¥perimental model nearing
completion.
(l) 240-ineh f/S.O lens for !Sic3b, folded. Onemodel completed, in uu.
Two more sets of glass blanks available.
Of the lenses listed abo'lfe, only the 40-inch f/5 and the 60-inch f/6 are perhaps
(l<) 144-inch f/8.0 lens for lSx 36
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small enough to be used in fighter planes, and were designed for this apecific purpose in l94L
Both lenses are capable of averaging i!5
on good photographic days when carefully
focused and used with a K-ZZ body and a shutter speed of
second. For best results. they
should be used by specially trained personnel.

II
Ii

The other lenses on the list are too large to be used in figt:ters and are suitable only for use in bombers.

The 96-, 144-, and 2.40-inch are so large as to !it only into the

heaviest bombers - such as the RB-36 - but even here the installation is a special, costly

job~

The I DO-inch has been used in open bomb bays of a plane a.'J small as the B-17. but not under

;

l

good circumstances for precision .....~ ..,"''
All the lenses on the list are suitable for use in either verticals or oou1<1u.e:"'
The expected average performance in the air in terms of v.verage results on good and bad
is portrayed on the curves of Fig.C-1, Appendix

c.

We can anticipate resolving powers of

three to five seconds of are should be obtainable on good photographic: days if trained personnel
ha..'ldle the cameras.

Apart from considerations of weight, size and cost, there is another reason
for not using large lenses in the regular reconnaissance wings.

A lens such as the 100-inch

f/10 requires that good men be trained to use the camera properly and that these men be
laboratories. Moreover,
equipped with certain aids not commonly available outside
these men should be under the supervision of individuals with thorough scientific backgrounds

in the field.
For example, the \lsua.l photographer is aware that a lens must be properly
focused.

:However, the practice wtth standard aerial lenses is to focus these lenses in their

cones at the factory, a job that is thought to be done once and for

au.

Quite often in the field,

the tec:hriician may reset the focus by his own standards, but he also will hope to focus his
camera once for all time, In practice, different observers
widely as to the correct

foeal setting, owing to wide discrepancies between visual and photographic focus. One ha.s to
focus for a given aperture, color of light source, emulsion, target contrast and target si:i:e.
If these coriditions change, the focal setting may have to change. Hence, the observer in the
field is vuy likely to disagree with the factory setting, but is probably not any closer to an
optimum answer in view o! variable conditions.
For the larger lenses listed above, the focus itself becomes sufficiently variable with temperature, air density aud ground distance to be troublesome. For these lense.:t,
the ground is not at infinity. Many photographers may be aware of tile need to focus !or ground
distance, but !l'.J>ny are not. For the smaller lenses, it does not cause an important effect except at low altitudes. For the Z40-inch lens, the effect is very impcortant even at 40,000 feet.
For this reason, the 40-inch

r/s

telephoto has built-in automatic focusing, and can go down to

2500 feet or up to 100.000 feet and i;till maintain its toeus, Automatic focusing devices, however, are too complicated for even specialized use.

The
is not commonly known. When the camera is taken
to higher altitudes, the a.tr leaves the lens and the individual elements become more highly refracting. The focus is shortened, The effect for the 144-inch lens amounts to z. 5 mm at
40 ,000 feet, a considerable error at !/8,
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Temperature causes trouble on two counts.

There is a change of focus with

ambient temperatures under equilibrium conditions which must be allowed for adequately.
Thus, if the U4-iru::h lens. is in thermal equilibrium at 10• F, at -3o" F there will be a change in
focus of about 4. Z mm.

This change is quite substantial

~d

cannot be neglected.

The other thermal change of focus is caused by thermal gradient, and this
ef~ect

can become very serious indeed. For example, if the 144-inch lens l.s cooling at the

rate of to• /hour, the focus will be shorter on this account by perhaps 3 mm. If the cooling rate
increases to 204 /hour, the focus may shorten by 6 mm. Finally, as the lens settles into thermal
equilibrium, the focus may return to the equilibrium value quite rapidly, perhaps at the rate of
one mm every five minutes.
order of Z mm.

The depth of focus at

r/s

for a resolution of 10 lines/mm Ls of the

Lens systems from 40 inches to 7Z inches can be placed in thermostated
compartments or heated within the cameras or focused sufficiently well according to known
conditions. However, the thermal gradient remains troublesome.

For such use, the cameras

ought to be in a constant temperature space for over four hours before picture time and focused
for this temperature. This temperature should be maintained in the camera compartment.
It is clear that unless 1Jpecial attention is given, a large lens may be out of

focus, to the extent of 3 mm or more, at any particular time in the air. The pictures taken
under such circumstances are likely to be very poor and wlll not justify use of an expensive
large lens. Sharp focusing is an absolute essential of good aerial photography. Untrained observers with the large lenses are usually not even aware that the focus shifts around over a
large range. E'1en trained observers must know how to take into account the various factors.
The Boston University Optical Research Labot"atory has devised a method of
focusing in the air. One takes a Land photograph wlth a small test camera on a tilted plane and
reads the focal setting as from a. ruler. This is an excellent way to simplify the focusing problem, and to make it possible for average observers to get good results.
on all lenses of 96-inch focal length or larger.

Its use is recommended

Large lenses cannot receive ordinary maintenance. Disassembly, for example,
of the 60-inch telephoto by unequipped technicians has made this lens of no value for photography.
Trained workers require test plates, flats, collimators, special film holders, microscopes,
gauges etc. to accomplish adjustment of' the largest lenses even in the laboratory. We cannot
expect untrained personnel to do this kind of work. Large equipment requires a certain amount
of "nursing• and will not perform properly except in the hands of a trained operator.
Large lenses should be used in suitably designed camera bodies, with imagemotion compensation in antivibration mounts. It iS even more important to have image-motion

compensation here than it is in the case of standard equipment. There is little point to using
the larger expensive equipment only for the purpose of magnifying the aircraft's motions.
Some of the larger cameras tor example, the 60 inch f/6 telephoto, and the
100- and 240-inch cameras - are folded up with two mirrors to achieve compactness. Mirrors
4

can be both an advantage and a disadvantage. If they are loose in their cells. mirrors become
portable seismographs and magnify the plane's vibrations. If tight in their cells, mirrors may
not have an adequate optical figure and may spoil the picture quality. Considerable care mu.at
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go into the

of mirror cells to avoid th.ese two

e average

looseness and is tempted to tighten bolts until the mirror ls badly warped.
stand that the warping of a mirror surtace by only a few millionths of an inch
optical performance

~y

impair the

Even if mirror cameras are properly made and adjusted, it is vital that field
technicians be restrained from ta.king the camera apart and readjusting it. All our experience
!rom the past war indicates that it is a rare event for a reassembled
sults for which it was

lens to give the re-

. Usually the quality falls so drastically as to destroy the etrec-

tiveness, and the large lens made at

cost and with great care is considered a bad piece

or

equipment and ciscarded.
The only cure for this situation is to insist that all the lensee !Uld accompanyequipment listed above be used by and under the constant control oi'trained personnel of
specialized reconnaissance units.
2.
Cameras
Form.any purposes, the cameras listed above cover a larger area than is
really needed. and are suited to survey work of
tracts of
where it is not known
in advance what the important reconnaissance details may be. Such cameras can be used, for
example. for peripheral surveys of enemy
where the plane is
ZO miles or more
offshore. These same large-coverage cameras are
or in an unma!'.ned vehicle.
For spotting purposes, another class of cameras ta useful. Here, the reconnaissance details to be observed have been se.lected from photographs made earlier and more
information is sought.

Moat often, the focal length of the

by implication one is

camera will be large because

more detail. Also, on poor photographic

(compare Fig. C- l.

Appendix C) it takes a long focal length lens to give adequate information return.
another point of view, for
even on
days, the

Or, from

oblique photographs where haze is practically always present
lens is a necessity.
at the present time we have no spotting camera distinct from the
lOO~inch

aerial cameras listed above. We have been using six

folded systems

for experimental oblique photography. These photographs are capable of showing many areas
of interest, but of small
size. It would be worth while to be able to keep such areas
under surveillance by means of spotting cameras of focal length up to 1?40 inches, but
to be extremely compact with a ne·ce:ss:!lr:u

small angular field.

In 1945 at .Harvard's wartime optical research laboratory, a spotting camera

was designed; in those days it was called a "scout" camera.

The lens was a 48-inch

t/8 tele-

pi-.oto covering a 3-l/4x4-l/4 formaJ. The
were folded in a Z-shape with two mirrors
so that the instrument was of the order of lZ x lZ x 7 inches. With the accompanying 10 x 50 binoculars mounted in correct and rigid
25 pounds.

on top, the instrument would have weighed about

The scout camera was never finished because the war ended.

Nevertheless, the

conception was a good one and would be useful even now.
There are available a number oi optical means !or obtaining small·field, com•
pact systems of high quality,

The simplest

-

ot these is the ordinary Cassegrain tele.scope with

-
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two mirrors. However, there are others with a.11-spllerical surfaces, moderate-size formats
and fiat image surfaces, with speeds from f/3 to f/ZO or so, according to what is desired,
Spotting cameras of 240-inch focal length can best compromise on speed.g a.round f/15 to keep
weight to a minimum. For such a c~era, it would be worth while toe use the very f:i.stest
emulsion in the red and in!:rared to offset the low lens speed.
As a typical example of a
camera, there extsts
compact design
of a 60-inch f/3.l covering a l~J/4 x 3-1/4 formaiwtth images ol telescopic quality throughout.
Here, one can use a fine-grain slo.w emulsion to maintain contrast 11.lld to obtain resolving powers
in the air up to 30 lines/mm. Or, one ean use a shutter speed of 1/lOOO second with Super·XX
in ord~r ta minimize vi.b:ration.
Obviously, there is no point in using a long focal length lens for spotting purposes if image motion or \tihratmn gives low reso1uticn values. The great danger of using a.
Z40·incb. f/15 is that.vibration will spoil the. W.gh oblique work. Onia can build a lDO·inch f/10
tor a 5 :x: 5 format .... a lens that can be mounted in a box measuring ZZ x: 22 x lS e,nd that will weigh
about 60 pounds or so. Whe.re mirror.systems.are used, great care mu.st be exercised in the
mounting details to prevent the mirrors from being warped by their cells or, conversely,
prevent the mirrors from rattling and exaggerating the already bad vibration;

Once in a wh~le, ii will~ necessa.cy for the spotting camera to do hi.gh
oblique work over new territory where a large.!eoverage lena :is more to be desired. Such will
be the case with flights o! rockets.• the x.,.1 and X-l, fighter ptanes, and the.like, where smallness of equipment is es:sential. Consequently, great oa:re must be exercised.to prevent an
aborted mission due to inadequate: directing of the spotti.:ig cam,era~ Where a plane can haye a
separate observer to handle the camera, the observer should have a regular sigh.t without
lens~s and a pail' of binoculars bore 7 ,sighted with the camera. The observer should be able to
see both for'l!!'ard and to either side of the airplane in order to detennine where he is and what
. he wan.ts to photograph. For planes with onl,i a pilot, the spotting camel'i will have to be very
small and hand-held, or. the pilot must be equipped with a simple sight servoed to the cam.era..
Uthe plane has a bomb·director periscope, Ute camera should be servoed into the system. Ir
it is necessary to have the camera fixed in an oblique position rigidly in the airplane; the pilot
or extra observer should have available 11. sight aligned with the eamera. and. the airplane itself
must be directed.
Work should be continued en ways and. means of reducina the
llliite and cost of long focal length lenses or mJ.rrur systems
and on the optimum designs for spot:til;lj cameraa for focal
lengths from 48 in<:hes to. Z40 inch.ea •. The installatfon and
use problems should receive full attention for each kind of
~rcraft to be used. Image motion. vibration, and shutter
speed must oo given full weight 1n assessing ~ssihledesies.
3. Panoramic Cameras

The most cogent criticism of large panoramic cameras is th<it they give too
muc:h inlormation, rather than too little. If th• u:Itimate possibilities of panoramic cam.eras
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were realized, we would be using enormous quantities of film far beyond our capacity for processing the data into intelligence. Consequently, panoramic cameras become special tools to
be used for wide-area reconnaissance over more or less unknown territory.
There are several kinds of panoramic systems but all have in common a transverse sweeping motion relative to the film, whether the camera is fed by a rotating prism or
mirror, whether the camera rotates as a whole, or wllether the lens rotates inside the camera.
We need not go into details of construction here,

The photograph taken by a panoramic camera

has cylindrical distortion, brought about by the projection of the practically flat surface of the
earth through a point of perspective onto a concave cylindrical surface containing the emulsion.
There are several ways of rectifying the negative back onto a comparatively undistorted print,
and one can work up to withln 10 degrees of the horizon in a useful way. On an original print
taken with the existing 48-inch panoramic camera, interpretable detail can be followed to within

5 degrees of the horizon on what must have been a first-quality photographic day.

The altitude

was lO ,000 feet; the most distant interpretable detail on this print lies 45 miles from the plane,
yielding a 90-mile-wide strip from only 4 miles altitude.

The panoramic method becomes even more spectacular from altitudes of 45
miles, such as would be available with the X-l.
on a strip 600 miles wide.

Here, one can photograph interpretable detail

In excellent weather, there is no significant change in haze between

ordinary night ceilings of 7 miles and 45 miles altitude.
Two types of panoramic cameras are available - the 6-inch and the 48-inch -

and a 24-inch is under study,

The 6-inch wieldable camera is a strip camera mounted in such

a way that the entire ca.mera rotates on an axis and completes a transverse sweep.
has been used successfully in the air.

The camera

The 48-inch is a vertical installation, making use of a

scanning prism that can be at the bottom of the compartment.

The size and cost of the 48-inch

panoramic cameras has tended to make the panoramic camera an unpopular type, whereas a
36-inch panoramic camera would be far smaller and hardly any larger than the existing K-40
camera.
A 24-inch panoramic camera of another form is being studied, so that we
shall shortly have three types.

Before constructing additional 48-lnch cameras, it will be well

io consider a 36-inch camera for 1000 feet of 9-1/l inch film.
makes use of a scanning mirror.

The Z4-inch panoramic camera

The resulting camera cannot include the horizon on either

side in its sweep unless the camera is either close to the floor of the compartment or unless
large enough windows are provided.
The film consumption of panoramic cameras is very considerable, a fact that
puts a burden on the power needed, weight of film, and size of equipment.
panoramic camera uses 5000 feet of film 18-l/2 inches wide.

The existing 48-inch

The result is a spectacular but

too-bulky camera installation costing a great deal of money and usable only in the RB-36.

It

would be more practical to confine panoramic cameras to the range of focal lengths from 6 inches
to 36 inches and to use not more than 1000 feet of film 9-1/Z inches wide.

By special emphasis

on weight and size reduction, one can design a quite compact panoramic camera with a lens of
3&-inch focal length.
It is suggested that, after the possibilities of the Z4-inch panoramic camera
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have been studied, an evaluation of competing panoramic camera systems should be made and a
course of action determined~ Uthe panoramic camera
to be used,
should be taken immediately therea.fter to develop .the most useful rectifying apparatus.
4.
There exiets a wide dif!el'enoe of opinion over the utility ot the strip c&111era
in aerial photography. The arguments. P.,ro and con are as follows.

{l) Electronic synchrtm.ization ot film speed with image speed permits
the strip camera to be used aui;;ct~1:1::,1u."uy even fa supersonic· airplanes and

fighter the image spee(i

at very low altitudes,
is high.

(2.) The strip camera
one direction by pat"allel
perspective. The. camera
down streets" In side views
and verticals, whereas a point-perspective photograph o:f ordinary eamerti
. causes buildings to hide the
(3) Stereo-strip
altitude reveal e~eellent ground
detail. One ce.n even see
.li7i1ey1~.1.e wheelsfroin 2.00 feet altitude
at a speed of 400 mph.
(4) Projection of !Jte.reo-strip pictures reproduces the feeling of 11 ftying"
very realistically as the picture is moved slowly across the screen.

One gets views even dovm tnside bombed·out shelliJ. of buildings~
(S) Because of good image syru::~ronization, longer exposures can be
made on very poor photographic days.
(6) The strip camera is the only device we have .at present Jor lowaltitude use ln jet planes.
Con~

camera dou not stand.. al.Ga for phct.ography from fast
airplanes. Once we have developed the !ast-cyclmg W~mm camera, or
the 5~inch film c.amera described in Chapter 5, we shall be able fo use
these in Ute fastest alrplan13sat any aLUwdes, and hence can compete· on
even terms with the strip camera.
--(1) The strip

(Z} 'The strip camera cannot take forward. obliques. (dicing) whereas a
fast-cycling 70-mm camera
be used.very successtullyin this way.
(3) The strip camera shows a progressive deterforatiqn with altitude,

owing to the random traverse o! theJine o.f sight on the ground as caused
by .roll, pitch and yaw of the plane. Anothtu· way of describing the. problem
to say that the scale becomes smaller at the higher altitude !:or the same
degree of rall, pitch and yaw.
(4) The existing atrlp

~mere.$

do not have the

close enough to

the film for high-altitude use. Therefore, the motion.stopping ll.bility of
a given photographic expoa'Ure time is mJide worse through inefficiency of
the slit shutter.

-

-

,
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{5) The strip camera cannot be used for purposes of measurement
along the line of flight to a desired degree of precision. In vertical use,
one cannot know with accuracy what plane movements have been super·
imposed on the picture. rn oblique use. a
process of
reduction ls required, and even then the calibration is not exact. The
strip camera can bl! used for measurements of heights of buildings,
sea walls, etc., in side obliques.
(6) In a strip camera, film synchronization is possible for aide obliques
ms. Therefore. near objects
only for' a chosen direction, say, the
and dh;tant objects are stretched
are compressed along the line of
Th.is distortion l.s objectionable. If the slits are
along the line of
narrow and the disparity in distance not too great, there is danger that a
photo-interpreter will be misled. into furnishing measurements that seem

to be correct but
are not.
( 7) In side obliques the stereo view ts distorted. Some of th.is distortion can be eliminated in practice by tilting the slits. However, the tilt of
the slits must be varied according to tb.e oblique angle, and !or the verti-

cal the slits must become parallel

lines.
(8) "Looking down streets" ciumot be accomplished if the plane happens

to be flying at a 45-degree

to the streets. European cities are not

likely to be laid out in rectangular patterns for controlled flying.

(9) High-altitude photographs made with

focal length lenses in stereo

can also look down into streets and into bombed-out buildings. Therefore, the
strip camera fulfills no need that cannot ultimately be taken care of by ordinary cameras, once the 70~mm camera or equivalent has become available.
{1(;}

The pre•ent strip cameras are useful o.nly for daytime reconnaissance.

reconnaissance units.
B. OPERATIONS
1. Peripheral Missions
The most important photographic means available to us on a pre~D-Day basis
is one of peripheral or border photography from non-enemy territory or ol! the coasts of the
Soviet Union and China.

·e
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High Obliques:

6·10 Miles Altitude
Although long-range oblique

photograph;~

accomplished to date is spectacular,

it is not the perfection of the photography but the intriguing character of high obliques that causes
the pictures to be considered successful. From a photographic point of view, the photographs
shown the Study Group a.re substandard in quality and well below what can be obtained by equip·
rnent of better design for the purpose, and used by personnel trained to know the internal troubles of optical systems.

To a large extent, the 100-inch f/10 folded camera with 9x: 18 format

has been used; however, this camera was designed primarily !or vertical photography and is
structurally weak in the position used for oblique work. Also. the two mirrors are a possible
source of trouble and, if improperly used, may affect picture quality.

There are considerable

changes in focus {due to temperature, altitude, and temperature gradients} that must be evalu-

ated and compensated. The camera has no image-motion compensation, which for high oblique
work is not too vital, and is not mounted adeq,uately against vibration. The result is that the
average photographs resolve only 3 or 4 lines/mm and the contrast is very poor. We are told
that, when a trained photographer operated one of these cameras, the resolving power went up
to b or 7 lines/mm. In the laboratory, the same equipment resolved 45 lines/mm over the entire format for each of the six lenses.
We have made no effort as yet to realize the possibilities of peripheral

photog~

By using high altitudes and remaining somewhat out to sea, we can choose the best
The flights
must be planned to achieve the very best contrast in the distant details. This contrast depends
critically on choosing clear weather free ot ground haze, and the proper picture time relative
to the sun.
Long-Range Obliques: 10-45 Miles Altitude
Most of the atmospheric haze on good photographic days is confined to altitudes
below 10,000 feet. The basic atmosphere free of water vapor and dust is quite satisfactorily
transparent to red and infrared light, as is well known ln desert regions of the world. Nevertheless, such scattering as is produced in the pure atmosphere on good days above 10,000 f'eet
is hardly any more pronounced at 45 miles altitude than at 1 miles.
raphy.

photographic weather and the best lie of the sun with respect to Soviet territory.

It seems that our highest-altitude photographs may eventually be made in unpowered portions or the flight of a rocket or rocket-type vehicle. If balloons are used, there
will similarly be no power to introduce vibration. Under these circumstances, we can expect
our extreme peripheral obliques to be more or less free of vibration problems, and can expect
our photographic performance to be better than average. It is not unreasonable, therefore, to
expect a performance in excess of 15 lines/mm from 45 miles altitude, provided we have proper
focus and a shutter fast enough to stop random motions. It is important that the shutter does
not cause vibration or recoil of the camera. Assuming that we have good weather and that the
personnel handling the photographic installation have adequate testing equipment at hand and are
trained for the purpose, an average quality of ZO lines/mm should be our norm.
Thus, if we revise our thinking to include extreme-altitude obliques, we find
that we can see far into the Soviet Union without violating frontiers. Furthermore, the rockettype vehicles required could fly farther from the border and would probably be more difficult

for the Soviet Union to find and intercept.
Figure C-1 of Appendix C demonstrates that choice of a good

day

makes a great deal of difference in the amount of interpretable detail obtained at a given large
focal length. If the weather is of excellent
we can look twice or three times as far into
The weather must be good over the entire area to be photographed.
with the severest requirements given to atmospheric layers near the limit of the oi::lique, say
st a 5-degree slope angle of the line of
to the ground at the target area.
The vehicular
missions. is discussed fn detail in Chapter lL At the present time, we have th,e X-1 with a

of ZO miles

up to 45: miles. Currently, there is no
suitable camera equipment for the X-2 for the long-range high oblique missions. The
is
that short focal length cameras will be used because of the natural need for smallness. whereas
long foe.al length equipment of light weight and compactness ca.n and should be developed. The
extreme value of the
long-range oblique should not be sold short because there is
apparently room for only short focal
equipment. Stiitable equipment should be designed
in which long focal length is combined with smallness.
of 100 inches at

r/10,

should not

This camera should have a focal length

more than 60 pounds, and should not be larger than

ZZ x zz x 15 inches. The pilot should be able to direct the
camera toward any clear area
in the distance he may wish to photograph. The camera should be fast-cycling to permit a maxi-

Contrast gradations would permit

of crops,

would not only be recognizable but could be charted quite accurately.
The Study Group has been shown a winter~time scene in a vertical picture
made from S0,000 feet altitude showing railroad beds and
with the taking lens
focal length of only 44 mm.

a

This is a d.istance o! I 1 miles. If we wish to obtain the same de·

tails at 300 mile-s. we have a factor of 17 .6 transversely which appiied to 44 mm yields a focal
length o! only 30.5 inches. Thus, if we use a. 36-inch lens on a good day with snow cover, we
could expect to see rail beds, towns. roads and other such details 300 miles inside the U .s. S. R.
The development of the X-2 airplane indicates that the means for such operations may be dose
at hand. A very light-weight 36-inch camer:'a can be built for the job.
Long-Range Panoramic Obliques: 45-250 Miles Altitude
If we further revise our thinking to include still greater altitudes than those

discussed above, the possibilities become even more spectacular.

The WAC CORPORAL as a

second-stage rocket has been up to .?50 miles. With a larger rocket at 200 miles, carrying a
light·weight camera, with lens of long focal length, we can think of photographing 1000 miles
into the U.S. S :a. (see Table 6 ~ l).

The haze problem will not be significantly wo:rs e.

At

1000 miles, a 100-inch focal length can potentially show airfields, towns, rivers. crops, forests,
and the like .

Let
consider thephyaical conditions at a point ZSO miles ab-Ove the earth's
surface. Practically all the atmosphere lies below this point,. The/horizon lies at an angle of
depression from a horizontal plane of about ZO degrees, owing to the spherical
of the
even though
earth. Above this horizon, the sky will be dark enough to .snow the brighter
the stm ls well above the horizon. The atmosphere and earth's surface below
brightly illuminated all the way tro.m the. darkish areas of the
to the white surface of ex:tensive cloud layers. Where there are oo clouds, indicating clear weather over the area, the
earth's sntrface will show darkish and hazy coloration, varying from the g"eu.s of forests and
crops to the brownish reds of the deserts, all the colors being washed out artd left unsaturated
by the overlying bluish atmosphere. Visually, the contrast will be pool' excep.t for ground areas
directly below. In infrared light, how11ver, the contrasf will be much improved. The basic atmospheric Rayleigh scattering will be penetrated by the Wra:red light rather well. even for light
leaving the ground at the target area at a 5~degree slope angle to the tangent plane. In Table ft-1,
the target area is calculated to lie at
a distance trom the rocket that the line of sight actually does have a 5-degree sk1pe angle with
tangent plane. Pl:lotogra.phs afhand indicate that
on good days,
such a low angle, there remains much interpretable det.aiL
Table 6-1 presents the results of calculations made from Fig. 6-I. We see
that, at an altitude ofl!il'.LO
we can penetrate a disti:l,nce of 816.f miles along the i'round
from the rocket takeoff point !Jefore the line of sight reaches the
limiting angle with the
tangent plane at the target area. To preserve approximately the aame photographic scale
the
revealing pictures ta.ken by E. P. Ney (at the University ot .Miru:reaota} tro:m 17
with 44-mm
6-4). we have only to provide a focal length of 77 inches. This appears quite tea01.l'••~:•u techniquH are adequately exploited.
One of the most promising techniques appears to be a fuller exploitation of
vertical rockets. We visualize simply a rocket-i:amera combination, as elementary in character as will do the job. The rocket will serve H!Hmtially as a motor to drive the camera to as
high a.n. altitude as possible. The camera is to be a one-pii:ture affair, consisting of an optical
arrangement o.1 panoramic type but nonsweepJ.ng. The picture is to be ona single
of
where the whole solid angle beneath the rocket has bee.:l turned into an a.nnular area on the film.
By employing distortion, one can use an equivalent focal length or perhaps lOQ inches in the
areas near the horizon varying down to perhaps 50 inches at 45: degrees off the vertical~ In this
way a refat:ively small picture can be obtained and a long focal length retained where sea.le is
needed. The camera should take in the entire horizon by means or a single .shutter movement,
spring-operated. One 11eeds only to have some means, such as rocket spin, tor the rocket to
preserve a vertical axis up to picture ti.me. The peculiar pictures that are obtained can be reduced by mapping methods into the usual charts, and can be used for reconr.aissance purposes.
Weather observations will be a byproductbecn:use such pktu:res will contain perhaps a million
square miles, only a portion ot which may be clear.
There are distinct possibilities for a panoramic-type camera employing a
single sweep, spring-driven. The rocket may be spinning to preserve a vertical axis, with the
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Fig.!}. L The basic geometry of long-range oblique photography, as shown in meriodional section.
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TABLE 6 - l
ALTITUm•;.msTANCE RELATIONSHIPS FOR LONG-RANGE OBLIQUES
(the earth's eurvature is taken into acc,ount}

Altitude

Focal Length
for Constant
Scale

b (miles)

f {inches)

Horizon Dis;.
tanc• Along
Ground

Horizon Dis·
lance Along
Line of Sight

ROH (miles

SH (miles)

Angle of
Depression
of Horizon

'rarget Distance Along
Gronnd

en (degrees

RST (miles)

Target Pista nee Along
Line of Sight

Angle of
Depression
of Target

141.5

z.o

27,5

199.9

ZQ0.1

283.0

Z.9
4.0

53,l

ZSZ.6

99,9

53.3
100,5

399.2

400,5

s.1

180,8

!82.4

7.6

563.3

567,l

s.1

313. l

317. l

9.5

793'4

804.0

".>l.7 .1

lZ.4

ll.42.6

11.4
15,9

516,9

111:3.0

IH6;l

846,0

16.7

1549,3

163 l. 7

l.Z.2

1237, l

13 Hl,9

U.7

zus.a

2351.5

30,5

1802.5

,2028.6

30.8

284.0

Z.844,8

3446.5

40.8

2513.~

3115.S

4, 1.0

443.3

3660.2

5199.4

52A

33ZZ,8

4862.5

52.,6

2,5

z.sz

5.0
10.0

4.86
9.2.

20.0

ir,.6

40.0

2.8.9

80.0
160,0

48.l

77.l

no.o

IZ.0.3

640.0

185.0

1280.0

2560.0

141.5

., altitude of rocket in miles to peak at

t

"'focal length of lens required «>give $ame scale as on balloon pictures shown by Ney with 44-mm lem;
"' radius ot earth, adopted as 40(10 miles
.. angle at center of earth between horizon point

= distance

from peak rocket altitude L

6,4

~

h
R

5.B

of tangency

along line

11
"" angle of depression of II as seen from l,h

and rocket takeoff pt'.llnt,

or sight to horizon point of tangency,

H

= angle at center of earth between target point T and L 0
"' distance along !foe of sigh l from

111

to T
"' slope angle of line of sight to tangent plane at T, adapted here as 5 degrees to go with photographs at .hand
showinginterpretable detail at this limiting angle
6T "' angle of depression of T as seen frpm Lh

J
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single photograph made near peak altitude, gauged by a timing device. Just prior to picture taking, the film is made stationary in space by the inertial properties of a transitory. springdriven gyroscope. Gyro precession c.an even prepare the camera for the picture.
If these techrJques can be wo1·ked out on a sufficiently inexpensive basis, we

I

have a means for maintaining a kind of patrol of Soviet areas.

Perhaps there could be a number

of well-located stations, such as in northern Japan, South Korea, Formosa, Turkey, Greece,
Yugoslavia, West Germany, and the like, where rockets are sent up at frequent intervals. One
advantage of the high-altitude peripheral approach for pre-D-Day surveillance deep into the
U.S. S. R. is that we can choose days when the weather near the border on either side is very
bad, but when the weather beyond is good !or photography.

The rocket vehicle can go up through

this bad weather and look into clear areas far away in the Soviet Union.

Figure 6-2 illustrates

the technique.

t

U·S·S·R Territory

160 miles

I

"\(·": ..
· ·· · : " ·
'

·~

cfoud·s
·.storm cover.

•

"

<

- - - - - - - - - - - -....y
816 miles

Fig. 6'-2.

A schematic representation of the long-range oblique
from altitudes obtainable with rocket-camera combinations.

The photographic equipment needed for the long-range oblique from high alti·
tudes, the installation problem, the planning and the carrying out of the missions should all be
handled by special reconnaissance units such as are described in Chapter l 2. In any case, a
high level of technical results must be attained on these special reconnaissance missions.

Poor

photographic results need not be tolerated in view of what is now feasible.

By the fullest exploitation of rocket vehicles. camera equipment
and weather, we can create a pre-D-Day capability that will enable us to photograph large portions of the Soviet Union and China
without violating their airspace.
Z.

Penetration Missions
Two types of vehicles for possible

particular emphasis in Chapter 11:

pre-D~Day

penetration missions are given

high-altitude balloons and guided missiles of the RB-62

(SN ARK) type. The views of the BEACON HTLL Study Group on the relative merits of these systems are stated in Chapter l l.

With high-altitude balloons, it has already been demonstrated that even lenses
of short focal length can return valuable information from 17 miles altitude {see Figs. 6-3, 6-4,
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and 6-4).

Pictures taken from 18 miles {95,000 feet) with a 36-inch focal length lens are of

first quality and reveal a tremendous amount of detail (see Fig.6-5). Power and duration are
both factors to be considered. A single storage battery weighing 30 pounds at a 200 amperehour rating can cycle a 36-inch camera for as long as the film holds out, the latter having a
practical quantitative limit too.

A panoramic camera requires much more power, and a study

would have to be madti to determine how much is needed. It should be possible to employ a 24inch focal length, compactly designed panoramic camera, using 9 1/2.-inch film 1000 feet long,
which together with the power plant would weigh less than 300 pounds. From t8 miles altitude
from balloons, one can obtain 160 photographic strips 300 miles by 6 .7 miles with a large amount
oi interpretable detail.

The camera problems for SNARK are similar to those discussed in Chapter 5
for high-altitude photography from manned aircraft.
era designs with focal lengths up to 36 inches.

92.

The emphasis should be on compact cam-
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Fig. 6-3. A contact print of a picture taken from 90,500 feet with a
6-inch Metrogon wide-angle lens and yellow filter. The atmospheric conditions were good but far from excellent. Later pictures in the balloon
flight show extensive cumulus clouds. The target point where the line of
sight makes a 5-degree slope angle with the tangent plane !.s approximately
O.Z inch below the horizon line. The curvature of the earth is clearly
shown. The picture is by no means top quality, owing to imperfect weather,
use of a yellow filter and Super-XX instead of a red or infrared filteremulsion combination, and to insufficient scale. Table 6-1 recommends
use of at least a 16-inch focal length lens in the direction o:!' the target
point instead of a 6~inch. As discussed elsewhere in this Report, focal
length is of prime importance for penetrating the horizon haze.
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Fig. 6-5. The picture is an erilargement of a negatj.ve
yrith a
1- l/Z-mch focal length lens !rem a balloon at 10, 000 feet in the summertime. The photograph shows much interpretable detail at an original
scale of 1:~60,0QO, .The minimum scale
in Table 6-1 is 1:600,000
at the 5'·degree slope angle and limiting
in the transverse
direction to the tine of sight.
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Fig. 6-7. A zx enlargement of a portion of a 9XlB-inch vertical photograph made from a balloon at 95,000 feet with a 36-inch i/8 telephoto. A
yellow filter was used. The exposure time was approximately l/ll5-th of
a second. The photograph is of high quality and demonstrates how little
haze there is on an excellent photographic day. The scale is 1:32,000.

CHAPTER 7
A NEW APPROACH TO PHOTOGRAPHIC RECONNAISSANCE
Aerial photography pr:esents two great problems. The !'irst is that the ground
as seen through 10,000 feet of hazy air presents a range of brightness of only five to one on. good
days and of less than. two to one. on poor (but
Because phot1;graphic emulsions

are really layers or pigment, fine lines with small contra.st between them are blurred out at the
time of image formation by scattering in the emulsion. Hence, resolving power from the air,
for targets on the ground, drops from the 40w to !OO·line range that we achieve in photography
in our everyday life to a 3. to 14-llne range from the air.
The second problem in aerial photograph_y is that the bnage slides around on
the film during exposure - slides in one direotl(ln because the airplane
moving, and slides in

...

all directions because the
axis o! the camera vibrates within a s~rtously large an.gled
cone - Ui.us pointing the camera to a variety of slightly differe.nt places during the time of ex~
posure. It is intuitively obvious that even without the h.a.ze, and even with a photographic film
that did not sc.atter light, this angular vibration of the camera would be objectionable, But it
is almost disastrous wheu compounded with these other difficulties, because the already~low
contrast is diminished still further, leaving it
so few lines per millimeter
that the whole camera must be large to provide a
with detaH gross enough to be
recorded. And now the vicious circle closes, because the big: camera demands big :mechanisms
to stop the image from sliding around. These are as yet unavailable or not in use, so the resolving power goes down - and the camera size. in an inflationary sort of way, goes up once
again.
How can this trend be ~91.mtered? There is one happy combination of opportunities. If It were possible to use a small camera, it couldbe mounted with its center of
gravity at the center of a gyroscopic system (or the equivalent, which we shall discuss later).
It is interesting to consider the advantage of the integral system, that is thus made possible,
over so-called stabilized platforms, These involve gyroscopes and servo.systems that are
characterized by associated oscillatory motions, whereas the small camera integrally stabilized
is free !rQm these minute but opticrui, dangerous excursions~ Now, if we do succeed in freeing
the camera from all angular vibration, and if we use the
stabilizing mechanism to rotate
the optic axis for image-motion compensation, then we should be able to bring at least a SOline..,per-millimeter image to the film.
The proble.rn then would be to. obtain an emulsion competent to resolve such a.
flne
at the low contrasts that mu.st prevail because ol aerial haze. Such emulsions would
he fine-grained, contrasty,
somewhat slow. The slight slowness. however I.a not an obstacle,
since the stabilized image in this camera makes possible longer exposures. Thus we see tha.1
the small camera make.s possible a stable image, the stable image makes ieasible a small film.
a small film makes possible a small camera, and a small camera can be stabilized,
In the cour!le oi reviewing photography as it is now known or contemplated in
the Air Force, we came to·visualiae this new, systematic 1tpproacb, extending from the emul·
sion manufacturer to the photographic interpreter. '!his approach, which we have designated
a.s the "Reconograph System." unifies in two or three relatively small •black b~es" the
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handling of @ tasks in aerial photography.
Box I
Box I. whichis·primarily the camera placed over' a window in an airplane, is
de.signed to solve within itself all its own problems: antivibration mounting, image·motion
compensation,
control,. orientation, and programing. The b<lx is small. enough to
go in a fighter, and
no 11 systems 11 demand on the plane other than volumetric.
It derives its co1rni:i1actm1ss
and automati<::.ity from t11ree proposals:

(a) The Reconograph can make feasible good photography at high altitudes
(30,000 feet) with mm as small as 35 to 70 nun.
{b) Processing is accomplished by one of the ne<w instantaneous techniques.
(c) The image is viewed (in Box Ill) through a magnitying binocular as a

transparency, the transparency being either a negative developed for high contrast and
for being viewed directly, or a p¢Sitive made by revers:!tl.

Box II is spectacularly compact.

it is expected that in the near future Box

ll may become

so

compact as to make the processing step an almost spontaneous transition from exposed
film to illm ready for obaezyation.

an

a binocular .microscope of variable magnification. The :film
tl1e reel - exposed in Box
I, processed in Box II - feeds into Box m where the stereoscopic pairs may be examined
with magnifications as low as z times and as high as 30.
one of the dominant
image to be exai:nined
should be in as primitive form as possible. Every departure from this primitive record
undertaken for
reasons - such as
to 11se a positive :rather than a negative - must be
by careful comparison of what is gained aesthetieally with what
must be lost from the initial information content.
Box m
be elabor;tted~ By using a sequence of viewing stations, 'a group
of specialists in different
of interpretation can work at the same table on the same
reel or film, A projec.tion
projecting an enlargiXJ picture on to standard photographic paper for subsequent development and distribution can be so built that the observer
using the microscope can decide what frames and what portions of trame:o he wishes recorded; by depr~s"slng an indicator he can have these records made without pausing in his
continued observati.in of' the reel.
Of course, many of the purposes

the Reconogra.ph Systam have been con-

sidered in the past. When examined one by one~ tbey seem to lack novelty, and many of them
have a .history o! impracticability. We shall tcy to show here that. by aggl"egating all the good.
purposes and by undertaking in a determlned way to solve at CIJ:le and the same time all the prob0.f making photography an elegant and compact tool or reconnaissance. the problems are
simplified and the impracticability eliminated.

-Gf>N~··
Let ua proceed to the study of the heart of Box I. We have already indicated
that the format is small. The lenses range in focal length from Z inches to a ll-inch telephoto.
The film frame, where the image ia formed, and the lenses are mounted rigidly together, and
this rigid mount has its center of gravity at the center of double gimbals. From the film frame
to the !'eels the film travels in opaque, flat, flexible tubing.

The position of the gimbals and

their rate of change of orientation is determined by special "motors" on the appropriate axes or
the gimbals.

We have seen that one of the mast serious sources of degradation of quality
in aerial photography is vibration, but what must be emphasized is that it is not the transla·
components of the vibration but the rotatorv that are damaging. We have also seen that
the other importa.'1t source of degradation at the time of image formation is the sliding of the
Both these sources of
degradation can be eliminated by the gimbals mou.nting and the associated motors. When they
are eliminated, fast shutters and - what is more important - fast film become unnecessary.
It is in thls way that an opportunity is created to select emulsions and to create new emulsions
designed particularly for high resolution even when the target manifests low optical contrast.
The motors provide the controllable restoring torque and dampJ.ni in the
mechanical linkage between the camera and airplane. At the same time, they provide a means
for sensing relative angular position on the basis of which the appropriate restoring and damping torques are electronically controlled. A third function of the motors is to provide a con#
trolled angular impulse just prior to exposure to effect the required image-motion compensation. In effect, the motors are a pair of hands connected to a rudimentary brain and are able
to provide a position control that is at au times appropriate to the function.
optical image across the film because of the progress of the airplane.

It is the ability of Bax ! to bring a perfectly stabilized image to the emulsion
that is the first basts for our hope of a revolutionary si.mplification of aerial photography.

The
existence of an apparatus that will take advantage of every improvement in resolving power and
sharpness. and at the same time permit the use of slower emulsions, will be a most powerful
stimulant to the development of films eapable of exploiting all the virtues of such a system.
Indeed, it appears that films do exist now that would be satisfactory. Preliminary observations
that we have made during the eourse of this study indicate that some of the fine-grain, hlghcontrast emulsions now available, if uaed in Box: I, and correctly exposed, would provide
stereoscopic pairs in the form of negative transparencies that a.re amazingly rich in reconnaissance information and ca.n be profitably viewed in a high-magnification (ZO:d binocular micro·
scope.

tn summary, then, Crom an apparatus point of view, the Reconograph System
would use 35- to 70-mm :film. Z- to lZ·inch focal length lenses, a camera stabilized for rotatory vibrations with image-motion compensation deriving from the stabilizing system. It would
feed the film continuously through a processor that would instantaneotrnly convert it to a contrasty transparency which would be viewed as s1.tch in the variable-magnitication stereoscopic
microscope.
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PHOTOELECTRIC AIDS TO RECONNAISSANCE
A. INTRODUCTION

The adaptation of certain proven photoelec~ric techniques to reconnaissance
missions can, we believe, be o! great use in picking up and transmitting information from an
airborne vehicle to another aircraft or to the ground. At the present time, reconnaissance
aircraft must deliver film by landing at a base or dropping a container of film by parachute;
the film must then be processed, prints must be made, and these must be sent to the appropri-

ate destination by carrier or by facsimile transmission similar to that used for newspaper
photography (this latter technique is in an experimental evaluation stage at SAC), The limita·
tions of present procedures as they afiect combat capabilities are:
( 1) The reconnaissance aircraft may be lost to enemy action and hence
not return to base; thus, no advantage can be derived from any information it has
secured.
(2) There is a long time lag if, after the photographic intelligence is
processed, the courier aircraft has to make a long fiight, or if weather conditions
delay takeoff.
Both limitations can be overcome by application of photoelectric techniques.
In addition, certain advantages, other than speed and insurance against loss, can be derived
from use of the proposed procedures.
We shall discuss here only the use of well-known methods in conjunction with
equipment and components already in existence (or essentially ready for use). The methods
we propose are neither television nor facsimile as these are currently known, but are customtailored to reconnaissance needs. By their use, information could be obtained from an aircraft in flight in a fraction o! the time now required for the vehicle to return to base, land, and
deliver the results of its mission. Photoelectric techniques could be utilfaed in several ways:
(l) Direct photoelectric pickup, enabling a distant receiving station to
"see" on a screen the same terrain aspects observed by the reconnaissance aircraft.
(l) Transmission of visual photographs to another aircraft or to a
ground station
(3) Transmission of radar-scope photographs to another aircraft

or to a ground station.
We shall recommend that each of these methods be developed experimentally
and evaluated for use in reconnaissance missions.
B.

INSTANTA.'tEOUS IMAGE VIEWING
The advantages of instantaneous pickup and transmission of visual images are

numerous. Some

or the more important ones are:
(1) The shortest possible delay between observation and interpreta-

tion;

(Z) Great light sensitivity:
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(3) An electronl.c link within the plane permits obser:Vation of the
ground by the pilot in flight.
Instantaneous in::ta~ viewing lends UseU: particularly to .Me by low-flying
fighter air.craft as a means<o! qtUck.ly obta.inir1!! information on targets of opportunity. ;\!so, if
the aircraft fai1s to return from the mission, a record of the terrain S'\lrveyed will have been
made at a distant safe point.
When short-range eXpendab.te terminal; missiles become ~Vlillable, the instantaneous image pickup and transmission l!ystem wilt permit pre- or post-liltrike observations to be made o.f heavily defended areas from relatively saie distances.
In order to illustrate the ~sibillties of instantaxux:ius image Viewing, a
specific system will be suggested here for reconnaissance. missions wh~n weather conditions
make it necessary that the aircraft ny at low altitudes (around Z.000 feet).
Because or the $rreat fiying speeds inVQl-ved, some form of image .. motion
compensation will be necessary. Therefore. scanning in the giredfon of tra:1rel orthe aircrait
will be carried out by the aircraft itsel:f, while scanning at right anglea
the motion of the
aircratt will take place in the pickup device and will be referreii to as line scanning.
Using a standard
orthicon camera tube; and with the aircrait at an
altitude of ZOO() feet, the maximum length of the sca.'1.tling Une that can be utilized in the image
plane - that is, on the photo~ca.thode of the image orthicor>.tube itself' about Z inches.
Hence, a lens with a focal length not much shorter than Z inclies is recommended. The Z·i.nch
long scanning line on the image orth.ic.on cathode will resolve approximately 1000 picture ete~
ments, whi.ch corresponds to Hl photographic. lines per .rriilllmeter. The .strip on the ground
that will oe imaged by the il-inch lens wiU be 2000 !eet wide and the mi.'limum resolvable object
dimension of the ground will be 4 feet (correspondi.ng to one photographic line or two televisio1l

to

lines).

I! the sa.me equipment were used in clear weather at an altitude of Z.0,000
feet, the system would cover a strip on the g;ound app:n;ndmately 4 miles wide, and the mlni·
mum resolvable object dl~nsion on the ground WQutd be 40 feet.
The image motion in the plane of the pickup tube can be calculated as follows.
V,,, 1.46:x:MxF

where

V "' image motion in camera plane (inches,Asecond),
M" aircrafl ground

(mph).

F :: focal length of optical system {inches}.
"' aircrait height above ground (feet) ,

f

Thus, fQr instance, if the aircraft at ZOOO feet· altitude were flying at a speed
of 700 miles per hour, the resultant image motion with a Z-inch .focal length lens would be one

inch per second. Since the resolution. of the system is 500 lines per inch, the number of llnes
scanned per second is also 500 (for this particular ground sp"d).

A picture Z xZ inches square

will be scanned in two seconds. The video bandwidth required Ls
soa~1000"' 250 kc.
[f the aircraft were to travel at a ground speed. of 1400 mites per hour, tb.e

tine-scar.ning frequency would have to be 1000

per second i! the full resolution of the system is

to be reali::erl. The required video bandwidth in that case would be 500 kc. It' follows that, i!
wide variations are expected in the speed of the aircra!t, the line-scanning rate should be va.riable, and provision should be made to handle the upper limit of the video bandwidth corresponding to the highest tine ~scanning rate to be employed.

The horizontal-scanning frequency

C::t.'l

be obtained

the following exp res -

sion
L"' 730xMxF

where
L "' line-scanning frequency (cycles per second),

M= aircraft ground slJeed (mph},
F "' focal length of optical system (inches),
f "' aircra!t height above ground (feet).

The above assumes the resolution capability of the pickup tube to be 500 tines
per inch.

The video bandwidth can be calculated in cycles per second a.a

One advantage o! using a standard image orthicon tube fol' this application is
combining storage with electron multiplicatlon.
that high light sensitivities can be obtained
It is stated thllt the Baston University photoelectrf.c scanner which uses the photomultiplier tube
produces good pickups. with a gro.und illumin.aUon of approldmately LS foot 1ambe:;ts. The sys~
tem suggested here will have even greater sensithrity.
In order to avoid burning-in of the scanning line on the image orthicon target,
a slight vertical deflection at right angles to the direction of line scanning would be applied at a

slow rate. Specifically, the height of this vertical scan would be approximately one-half L>i'Ch,
and the time required to move the line scan across this distance would be approximately Z
minutes. A sawtooth-shaped deflection current could be applied, provided the fiyback tirn.e
were fast enough; otherwise, a symmetrical sawtooth would be adequate. The slaw vertical
scan would result in spreading the electron beam over a larger area, equivalent to approx:ima.tely
ZOO lines. This is known to prevent burning-in conditions. The extremely slow vertical scan
will not cause a detectable image distortion.
It is important that, after each line sea.th the target of the in;iage orthicon be
almost completely disclw.:rged so that no image information ts carried over to the next line. Use
ot the ima.ge orthicon tube in color television bas resulted in techniquel;I by which this can be accomplished.
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The output of the image orthicon camera would be amplil'ied and combined with
synchronizfag signals. The latter would be normal line~synchrol'lizing signals generated in
routine fashion which would drive the line scanning
at the same time, Nrnish synchroniz~
ing means for the remote receiver. Line-btanking signals to eliminate reti-acewitl.be gi::ner~
ated too. The composite video and synchronizing .signals modulate a tranamitter, As stated
earlier. the modulation bandwidth for the specific values chosen would be approximately Z50 kc.
The method of transmission will be dealt with later.
The equipment so far described employs existing and known techniques and
componen~s

and could therefore be readily assembled and tried out. The operation. is simpLe

and the total space required would be $mall.

This equipment dl.:t!ers !rom that now under development at Bos~on University
and at Halter, Raymond l.t Brown .in that it attempts to meet the very much taster flying speeds
proposed for future recou.naissa.nce operations.
At the receiving point, which could be either :in a.not.her aircra.!t or on the
ground, four types o! presentation or recording are possible.
Method 1: .- The first method involves viewingthe ground information
as a sequenc.e of stationary images. For this purpose, one or more cathode·ray
picture tubes with long-persistence phosphors can be used. The line~seanning in!armation would be applied to the horizontal scan whi¢h would be sym::hronfaed by
means of the transmmed synchronizing pulses. The vertical·seanning freqtiency
could be chosen more or less arbitrarily, depending on the extent t.o which the vertical scale (the scale in the direction of flight) is to be matched to the horizontal one.
U, for instance, the aircraft at a ground speed of 700" mile.~ per hour at 2000 feet
and u;sing a Z.·ineh lens were to transmit the picture W<:!rmatton to a distant point
where a vertical sc!Ul of once every two seconds is utilized, there would l:ie produced on the picture tube an image where the scales in vertical. and horizontal
second for the
directions are equal. If the vertical scan were changed to once
:same image dimensicins on t.he viewing tube, the vertical scale would be stretched
in the ratio o! ;z, to 1 as compared with the horizontal scale.
Because the persistence of the phosphor screen ,may still
be appreciable after one or two seconds, it may be desirable to use a bank o! view~
fttg tubes consisting of two, three or four units adjacent to each other, in order to
permit reception of additional informa.ticn without ea.using l;llurring and confusion.
The video information is switched du;i;ing successive frames from one picture tube
to the other, thereby giving sufficient time for the screen. to decay. Storage-type
receiving tubes, U available and capable of halftone rendition with adequate detail,
could also be employed for this purpose.
Method Z: -1Vhi1e it is of interest to produce fugitl.ve images, which
permits an observer in the pl.Me or on the ground to follow the flight as it takes
place, it would be of grut value to produce a permanent record of the transmitted images. This could be accomplished in a number o! ways. One method would
be to modulate the beam of l1 fiyinl{-spot cathode-ray lube that scans in 1.ine direction
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only and is synchronized with the Une scanning in the aircraft where the pictures
originate. This tube should be capable of' at lea.st 1000-line resolution a.cross the
entire scree!l diameter. Th.is resolution can now be obtained with conventional 7-

With a suitable optical system, t.he line scan is
onto a moving sensitized tilm, which can be of the Land or the conventional type
and tn which accelerated
could take
at
temperature. The
velocity of the film a.gain detennines the vertical scale. In order to avoid burning·
tube screen, a
similar to the

in of the single-line scan in the

one employed at the pickup tube should be appiied. A slow n:n''""·• scan will move
the line
over an area of a:pproximately one inch at such a slow rate (once
per two
that the change of sea.le would be imperceptible, yet the electron
load would be distributed over an 1iu·ea large enough ta assure
long screen
life. The slow screen vertical motion at the receiving tube need not svncJilr1)nJ.ze with
that of the camera because of its extremely slight effect on the scale.

===-::;: - A Uiird method of image presentation would be recording
through the use of an optical scanner consisting of a rotating mirror polygon that
deflects a light spot at line - repetition rate across the moving film to be
The light source could be either a Philips-type gas
candescent filament modt1lated
Baird Associates,

an ADP/80 ce!L

lamp or a suitable inThis type of modulator bas been

lVtassachusetts.

Method 4: - A fourth methcd of presentation of the picture information
of l 00 inches per
second can record frequencies up to a.l:!out ZOO kc per second. If the frequency spectrum is spl.it imo two halves through suitable beat-frequency methods, the picture
signal can be recorded as a double track, each track having to handle a maximum frequency of 12.5 kc.
The possibility exists also of recording the entire spectrum
by means of simultaneous modulation ot a number or heads (a.bout 3) a.>td of using a.
tnlormat!on is fed to these heads. Eight posmethod whereby only ~and
sible combinations can be produced with 3 heads, which wot1ld correspond to 8 dif!erent intensity levels of the gray scale. The necessary signal-to-noise ratio with this
type oC recording would be quite low (approximately 6 db}.
ly adaptable to

It was pointed out. at the outset that instantaneous image viewing is most readiaerial reconnaissance, and that the amount of area covered on the

ground is relatively small.

For such limited ground coverage, the resolution of the system will

be adequate. lf it is necessary to transmit more picture information with acceptable resolution,
a facsimile-type system, as described in the following section, is suggested.
C.

TRAc~SJVIISSIO~

OF mGH-RESOLOTION PHOTOGRAPHS

The data-transmission system envisaged for high-resolution photographs is,
in effect, a fast facsimile method, capable of handling the bare 1ninimum of photographic in~

;:;::::::::=======:-:-:-------~-----------
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formation with a minimum of bandwidth and time. It is proposed that no more than 10 seconds
be used for the transmission of each photograph and that the bandwidth requirement does not ex-

ceed Z50 kc.
There will be Z.300 scanning lines with the same number of elements per line.
Thus a 9 x 9 negative can be transmitted with a resolution of 5 photographic lines per millimeter.
Ii the contrast of the system is maintained throughout its ultimate resolution, the average aerial
photograph in the field will not lose appreciably in quality. Electronic techniques for maintaining high contrast ratios in the finest detail of the photoelectric system are known and are available.
!ncidentally, if the image to be transmitted is a 70-mm negative, the resolution of the transmission system wilt be equivalent to 17 photographic lines per millimeter.

The image pickup system could be arranged in a number of ways.

For a 10-

second transmission time, the tine-scanning frequency is i30 per second. A rotating reflecting
polygon system could be used with 15 reflecting surfaces rotating at 900 rpm. The vertical
scanning motion would be carried out by the movement of the photograph itself. A suitable illuminated aperture would be imaged by the rotating scanner on

~he

photograph to be transmitted.

Straightforward optical layout and photomultiplier would take care of lhe light collection.

At the receiving point, the pictures can be re-recorded, using the Haller,
Raymond &: Brown type recording device which employs the Philips gas-discharge lamp as a
modulated light source, or the combined optical scanner and modulator developed by the Bai.rd
Associates for Boston University. The electrical information recorded at the receiving point
on unexposed film or paper can be developed rapidly with the Land process, thus reproducing
the photograph at a. distant point within less than half a. minute a.!ter it is taken in the aircraft.
Here, again, an effort has been made to use existing techniques and equipment.

As an alternative (or in addition) to the preVious recording methods, the picture signals coul.d be
recorded on a magnetic tape using a system similar to that outlined in the previous section. With

a. tape speed 0£ 100 inches per second, approlCima.tely SO feet would be required for a. 9x 9 photograph.

D. TRANSMISSION OF RADA.R·SCOPE PHOTOGRAPHS
The purpose of the system described in tlus section is to permit the viewing,
at some distant point in the air or on the ground. of radar images as they appear in bombers,
fighters, or reconnaissance aircraft. With line-of sight transmission or with airborne relays
0

of orbiting aircraft. considerable distances can be spanned. (For example, two aircraft flying
at 40,000 feet will have a line-of-sight for radio wavea of approximately 500 miles.) tr a coded
transmission system were used, jamming by the enemy would be difficult.
The

~

the end of World War II.

retransmission of radar Video signals was first explored towards

The system discussed here utilii.es a much narrower bandwidth and

slower transmission time, which are made possible by an intermediate photographic process in

the aircraft itself.
lt is important that the bandwidth and' the transmission time in a radar repeater system be kept to a minimum. By keeping the bandwidth low. the communication ire-

quencies chosen can be such that larger distances will be spanned and. at the same time, the
power requirements at the transmitter (which would usually be airborne) could be moderate. The
reasons for keeping the transmission time at a minimum are fairly obvious: radar information
as seen in fast -nying aircraft should be conveyed to the distant point with as little delay as possible; furthermore, communication channels are apt to show least changes in their propagation
characteristics over short periods of use.
As to equipment requirements, all phenomena, methods and components required to put such a system into operation are known; no fundamental development is required.
A repeater scope in the aircraft is equipped with an aluminized sharp-focus tube using the new
P 18 orange phosphor. A Land-type camera, using 35- or 70-mm film, is trained at this repeater scope. It is assumed that it would be sufficient to photograph every fourth or fifth x·adar
scan - that is to say, approximately one picture would be produced every 10 seconds. The developed film, which can be a negative or positive. then automatically enters a special compact
flying-spot scanner. This scanner operates at a vertical scanning speed of one-tenth of a cycle
per second (the vertical scan lasts 10 seconds} and with a horizontal line frequency of 60 per
second. Thus each frame of 10-secand duration wi.!l contain 600 lines. The film frames emerging from the camera remain stationary in front of the flying-spot scanner for 10 seconds, after
which the next frame is moved forward rapidly. The video bandwidth employed is 18 kc. The
lowest frequency component will be that of the line-scanning frequency, namely, 60 cycles.
Through the use of DC insertion at the beginning of each line, suitable synchronizing pulses will
be generated and the composite signal will be transmitted over a modified communication transmitter, preferably FM-type. Applying the 18-kc modulation to AM-type transmitters, provided
they are adapted for this wider bandwidth, would also be suitable.
The aircraft will have a permanent record of its radar mission in the form of
the motion-picture frames and, at the same time. it will have transmitted the essential information to a distant point.. At the receiving point, a more or less conventional wide· band AM or
FM receiver, modified to handle the 18-kc modulation, can be employed. The synchronizing
information is stripped from the composite video signal and employed to synchronize a flyingspot scanner, the intensity of which is modulated by the video signaL

Motion-picture frames

are e:i..-posed by this flying-spot recording system and developed in a standard continuous rapiddeveloping system or through the Land process.
The incoming signals can also be converted to reproduce the original radarscope images at this receiving point !or direct viewing. For this purpose, two loops of magnetic
tape are used. Each loop is approximately 8 l/Z feet long and ls threaded between a series of
rollers in order to conserve space. An automatic switching system provides for the tape to run
first at a speed of 10 inches per second for lQ seconds' duration. During this time period, the
incoming radar picture signal is being recorded on the tape (and also as a permanent record on
the film strip mentioned before). At the end of the 10-second recording per-iod, the tape loop is
automatically accelerated to run at a speed of 40 inches per second, and the resulting signal is
!ed to a scope using the long-persistent phosphor with rectilinear scanning which is Synchronized
from the signals off the tape.

With the tape's reproduction speed of 40 inches per- second, the

vertical scanning on the scope would be once every l i;i seconds, and the horizontal scanning

.e

tfONFlu:::
rate would be ?40 lines per second, This scope image c,im be viewed for another 7 1/z seconds,
during which time the second loop or tape mentioned earlier is being used to record the incoming
picture signaL At the termination or the IO~sei::ond period, the liil;Ope starts showing the next
radar image from Loop I 4 whielt then is run at the higher •peed, .while Loop ff 1 is .switi::hed to
low speed to record the next radar image signal.
To summarize
process, the radal>image data tran.smitted :from the distant
aircraft can be utilized s.imultaneous1y in lwo ways at
receiving point: both a. permanent mm
record and an intermediate tape
are made, the latter permitting direct scope observation,
As an alternative, the magn.etic-ta.pe intermediary vtewmg system ca..'l be dis pensed with, and, if Land-type film were used in the recordfog camera, the developed film
frames can be projected immediately on a screen.

E.

BA.i.'iDWlDTH Ai.'fD CODING

The adaptations 0£ television Md facsilllile systems outlined above were purposely designed around a narrow enough video bandwidth (230 kc and 18 kc.) to facilitate long"
distance transmission and to minimize multipath. and jamming susceptibility.
Essentially, the problem becomes that of providing the necessary transmitting
facilities in the aircraft, under severe limitations of space and power, to assure usable long•
distance reception. Work has already been carried on in the direction of long-distance transmission of voice communicatum although. of course, the bandwidth re.quirements were much
leas than lSO kc. It is urged, therefore, that investigations to explore the long-range transmission possibilities with bandwidths up to 2$0
initiated. Special consider!ltion should be
given to coded transm3.ssion, wh.ere the picture amplitude range is broken down .into a number of
discrete steps corresponding to combinations derived from a number of subearriers. These
need only to be turned on or off according to the.
code, rather than modulated in the r:on·
ventiana.l manner. For instance, i! it were found that 8 discre.te density steps would be sufficient to convey the necessary information of most aerial photographs, only .three subcarriers
would be required. This type of modulation can operate witb very low signal-to-noise ratios.
Moreover, multipath effects w1U be minimized, since one can e.m:ploy amplitude clipping at the
receiving point a.nd select the strongest signal, rejecting the echoes which are usually of lower
intensity. Because of the small signal-to-noise ratio require.men.ts, such a type or transmission
will also be less susceptible to januning.
Since compact and light we.tght of equipmentare essential, this type of trarui·
m.Lssion permits high transmitter e!f!ciertcy, for linearity is of no consequ.enee. The power is
either fully on or off. The picture amplitude coding and decoding techniques are well .known and,
where. a permanent record is desir-able (such as at the receiving points), the coded method can
be carried on to the magnetic tape, as outlined earlier.
F. OPERATIONAL ADVANTAGES

The use of photoelectric: techniques as de!icribed in preceding sections offers
varied advantages to reconnld$:&ance operation:;;. First and foremost is the over-all reduction
in transmission time. Added to this is the insurance factor inhe:N?nt in the recording: ot neon·
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naissa.nce information at a receiving station shortly after it is obtained by the aircraft. Other
obvious advantages are inherent in the immediate availability of reconrui.issance information

at theater headquarters a:nd bomber wings, enabling continuing e'laluation of targets to be made.
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CHAPTER 9

RADAR
A.

INTRODUCTION

Looking at t'le way in which radar is used today i.n the Air Force, we are impressed by two

things~

first, the reliance on radar as a substitute for visual observation is

greater than ever; second, the inherent capability of the basic radar equipment is not growing.
but is actually shrinking. Few will quarrel with the first observation. High-altitude operations
under existing weather conditions and high speed at low altitudes have nearly put the human eye
out of the bombing business; and cloud cover over the target areas will render both camera and
eye useless much of the time in reconnaissance operations.
The deterioration of the basic radar capability has not been so conspicuous
because it has been offset by the strenuous effort in

sac to improve

the whole operation of

radar bombing by rigorous training and more elaborate auxiliary devices.

Radar is actually

used more effectively today than it has ever been before, and nothing we say is meant to disparage this reai achievement.

But we must not let it obscure the downward trend in the infor-

mation-gathering ability of the instrument itself.

Resolution and range are still the essentiai

measures of a radar set as a sensing device. The present standard equipment, APS-Z3, has
an angular resolution only about twice as good as that of the radar used by the Eighth Air Force
in 1943, and less than half as good as that of the now-abandoned APQ-7, We learn that designers of future aircraft look forward to further reduction in antenna size and radar resolution.

The present plans ior the MX 1626 call for a 45-inch radar aperture - compared to 60

inches in the APS-23. It is as though, in aerial photography, one were obliged to use cameras
of shorter and shorter focal length, with no compensating increase in film resolution. This
compromise, we are told, has been forced by the exigencies of modern aircraft. design - in
other words, the problem of designing a high-perfoi:mance radar into a high-performance aircraft has not been solved.
Acceptance of this situation seems to have been made easier by two notions
that appear to underlie much that we have heard: (l) •No more E!i, advances are possible in
the microwave elements of the .radar system: what radar ~· apart from the means of presentation, is defined more or less finally by the APS-i?3 components. (Z} "Radar - again defined by
APS-23 - gives us a lot of information that we don't recognize and use: if this latent information could only be eictracted, we wouldn't need a narrower beam to distinguish what we want to

see."
These notions. if they should really exist, would strike us as expressions of
an attitude of despair. ·We believe that both are fundamentally incorrect. We believe that
higher resolution is both attainable and necessary. A considerable pa.rt of this chapter will be
devoted to that subject.
Airborne radar, whether for bombing or for aerial reconnaissance, is now seriously handicapped by poor angular
resolution.

Much of this is due to the forced reduction of

antenna s.ize in modern aircraft.

lZS

Radar reconnaissance and radar bombing have been so closely linked that it
is hard to separate them ir. any general disciussfori, 'rbere ls a tendency to think of radar reconnaissance solely as the operation of gathering prestrike radar.scope photofi for the purpose
of enabling the :radar bombardier to correctly identify his aiming point.

'this conception of

radar reconnaissance leads naturally to the notion that the reconx1aissance ra.da.r had best re.,.
semble the bombing radar as closely as possible, Once this doctrine is established, the ability of the reconnaissance radar to collect other important intelligence ls pretty well restricted,
and the circle is complete. Whether radar can perform other important reconnaissance functions is a question we need to discuss; to approach it as an open question we must Uft it out or
the narrower context of the bombsight problem.
Even while radar antennas in bombers are being squee.zed down in size, there
is a growing recognition of the desirability, perhaps the necessity, of using fighter-type aircraft for many reconnaissance operations. One could scarcely take seriously the notion of
carrying a high-resolution radar in a modern fighter so long as the ~ar set was concEtived
along conventional lines. The situation reminds one of an ever-tightening knot.
One o! the most encouraging - indeed, exciting, things Wt!) have learned frorn
our study is that there is an escape from this seem.friglfhopeless situation. The way has been
opened by two essentially very simple ideas that have found.embodiment in the e::cperimental
APQ-38 radar, One idea is that of using the aircraft's
the ground, thus gene.rating continuouslya strip map. The other idea is that of using a fixed array runninglO!lgitudinally along the aircraft to form the
beam that is
of attaining much
higher resolution v;ithaut penaU.zing the performance O.f' the aircraft; it
a system that is ll'e•
tually simpler, in some important respects, than a conventional radar. This impresses us as
the most important advance in pictorial radar Since the war.

We have explored some of its

possibilities and p:t'opose, among
things, tile development Ola simple high-resolution
radar for nose installation in a f.ighter ..type reconnaissance aircraft such a.a the RF-HF or
RF-101. It appears fe11sible to achieve angular resolution of 0.4• or.be;t.ter at little cost in aircraft weight or performance.

It is too early to say how tbe introduction
side-fooldrig technique will
change the radar bombsight problem. Certainly side·looking radar is very poorly adapted to
the present bombing procedure. and naturally so, for present bomb.frig procedn.res have evolved
frorn the exclu!!ive use of forward-scanning
We see no reasful why effective bomb.frig
techniques~

on side-looking radar.cannot be devised. In fa.et, .. this approach offers certain
advantages, especially iii connection with the use onerm.frinl missiles. We are informed that
the British are developing a method of this sort.
Even if bombing continues to he done by

fm~w1~r1:f.i1camr.rin11 radar, prestrike
radar reconnaissance can usefully be carried out by the side-looking strip-recording method,
This is a rather unorthodox idea, in. view of the present emphasis on uact duplication in the

.,, ''"'"''"·" reconnalssa®e tun of the eventual radar situation during the bombing run. This em·
we believe to be somewhat misplaced for reasons that .will be discussed in detail in
nection with the problem of radar prediction. The moliit essentialand reliable radar facts about
the target can be obtaini:td with any radar of sufficiently high resolution, properly ust1d. In
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particular, a reconnaissance aircraft equipped with side-looking radar can fly a course at right
angles to the eventual axis of attack and thus see the target fr;:im approximately the same aspect from which it will be seen in the attack.
We believe, too, that a substantial improvement in resolution in the prestrike
pictures, even it not accompanied by a corresponding increase m the resolution of the bomb-

sight radar, would benefit the whole operation by
gets and aiming points more certain and accurate.

the identification an.d location of tar-

type reconn.aissance aircraft.
Looking a little further ahead, one naturally asks whether high-re.solution
radar will be able to substitute for photography in the collection of target intelligence. If the
question is very narrowly interpreted, the answer is probably no. We doubt that it wl.ll be
possible to reduce the smallest resolved
on the gr-ound much below 50 feet in sf2e, at
ranges as great as 10 or 15 miles. There will always be a wealth ol detail that photography,
under good conditions, can record and radar cannot. Granting thls, however, there is reason
to believe that if we can reduce the width of the radar beam to one or two-tenths of a degree which seems within reach of the side-looking method - the radar map will contain a significant
fraction of the
intelligence for which we now have to rely on photography. At the very
least, the radar will distinguish sharply between natural features and man~made installations;
it should disclose roads, railroad right-of-ways. airstrips, isolated factories. How mucn more
it may see we can't know until it is
All these considerations
in the direction of sh.orter wavelengths, as well
as larger antenna apertures. One must therefore consider very carefully the inherent disadvantages of the shorter wavelengths., with respect to propagation through the atzr.osµhere, These
factors a.re treated in some detail in Section E or this Chapter. We reach the conclusion that
shorter wavelengths are. on the whole, to be strongly recommended, and that, in particular,
the Ku band, around 1.8 cm, ought now to be established as the basic airborne-radar wavelength.
The vulnerability of radar to jamming calls for some consideration in connee •
tion with any radar development; th:is question is treated in Section G. We do not believe that
jamming will be a serious threat if the development of airborne radar proceeds in the directions
recommended in this Report.
B.

THE NATURE OF RADAR INFORMATION

Pictorial radar has been in use in the Air Force for nearly 10 years. Its
main features are not much more mysterious than those of the internal combustion engine. Since
most of the readers of this Chapter have be:en closely concerned with radar, a. review of the
elements of radar is hardly called for.

But certain facts are worth reiterating. and there is

one point - a subtle but essential point - that seems to have been rather widely misunderstood.
We begin by recalling some familiar facts.
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Radar is a suhstitute f'or optical vision, but it is not ·~ optical vision. In
fact, it is dif!erent in so many ways that we tend to forget some of these ways, and are tempted
to make assumptions tnat would be valid in the optical cal!1e but
incorrect or irrelevant in

the case of microwave radar.

is the very obvious difference in the primary method or
in radar, by two angles

angular discrimination in radar, as
to in optical perception, Radar
raphy.

A more important

vision or photography.

The

w" now

it, is much coarse:r than we are accustomed
the dimensions of color, but so does ordinary photog~
in radar is that the source of Ub.unination is necessarily

at the observer. An
ii\! perceived only by the
the source, There is some rese.mblance here to the

it scatters

m flash

back toward
photography.

Radio waves, induding microwaves, are .reflected more strongly by most

substances than are light waves. Metals, whether painted
are practically perfect reflectors: a dry insulator, at the other el(:treme, may
normal incidence as little as
IO per cen,t of the energy that falls on it. But this is a range of only ten to ooe in intensity, at
most, and it is not really ver';/ significant,
reasons we shall discuss shortly. For micro·
waves. most ma.n-made surfaces are 11 shiny 11 in the sense that they contain areas both
compared to a wavelength a.nd smooth on the scale of a wavelength. Ex:cept for some dHference
in average intensity, a building made of
an exact replica of the. same building in wood,
and a replica in solid glass, would give pretty much the same radar return. As a very crude
optical analogy to the radar situation: imagine almost every surface in ·!ii. city - every wall,
roof, and chimney - to be chromium-plated, but with a few buildings coated with poll.shed
glass. Imagine a night
photograph of the city taken from a considerable distance wnen
the city is "blacked out." Then imagine trying to discoYer in the photograph which buildings
were chromium-plated and which were coated with polished glass. The surface-material contrast available to radar is even less than
We come now to perhaps the most esaemial and least-understood difference
between radar and vision (or photography}. This ha.s to do with the nature of the radar echo
from a complex target. The signal entering tt.e radar receiver at a particular instant is the
sum of individual wavelet~ reflected from different points within a certain patch ot terraln. The
dimensions or this patch are determined by the angular width of the radar bea:t;n, by the range,
and b;y the pulse duration.; At 15 miles from an APS-Z3, for example, the patch is about <?OOO
feet by ZOO leet in size. Usually such a patch will contain not one reflecting element but several, whose lndividual reflections can be thought of as combin.big at the receiver to give a sin.gle
one echo cannot give detailed
result, just !2!!!.; signal of a certain. .intensity. It ls clear that
information about the individual scatterers, and that, of course, is why the ?000 x 2QQ:...£oot

puLse packet sets the limit to radar resolution in this case. What ia not so obvious is this: the
sum of the individual wavelets that make up the echo is subjectto large and essentially random
fluctuations when the geometry of the system. changes on1:)1 sUg?Jtly. II' the identical collection
o~ seatterera is vlewed !rom a slightly different angle, for e~ple, the total echo may llasily
be twice as intense. as before, or hall as intense. The chMce that it will be three times as
large is by no means negligible. The variation is due to the lnterference among the wavelets
that make up the total instantaneous echo. It is for all practical purposes Wboll:t random -
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that is, unpredictable from one sample to the next.
It is a mistake to assume that, when the pulse packet contains many reflecting
points. the statistical fluctuations will be

minor.

and we sympathize with anyone else who does so.

One oi' us once fell into this error.

But the sad fact is that the probability of a

given percentage fluctuation in the total echo Is the same, however large the nu.mher of scah
terers contributing.
scatterers.

Neither is the

of fluctuation dependent directly on the n1,1mber of

These facts and the reasons behind them are well established.*
The practical consequence of all this is the ''scintillation" of radar echoes,

which, in one way or another,

every user or radar.

There is !!.2 very close parallel in

vision or photography; the processes are fundamentally different.
We have labored this point because it ia absolutely bask to an understanding
of the capabilities and limitations of radar.

What does it mean? For one thing, it means that

the intensity of a single radar echo, no matter how complex the target from which it comes.
contains only a very limited amount of information.
statistical significance.

The intensity of the echo has only a rough

That is why, if we look at one echo, the difference in reflecting power

between various substances is not significant as a
by the random factor arising from the interference.

it is masked

For the same reason, we cannot hope to

predict the strength of I.he echo, from any complex target. except in. order of magnitude.

We

can. in principle. make a more accurate prediction about an average echo intensity from a
given •patch.• and rather elaborate theo.retical analyses of this sort have been carried out.**
But this is largely beside the point, tor radar, as nO\v used.,. does not perform such an average,
but presents to the radar observer as a rule only one random

of an elementary patch,

not the average of many independent samples. This is because the fluctuations do not occur
rapidly enough under the usual cqnditions of speed, altitude, range, and wavelength, to prov1de

many independent samples within the effective "memory" period o! the radar display.
There are certain ways in which. we
hope to get a representative average, and thus to increase the significance and the predictability <>t the echo. The double-fre·
quem:y radar is a step in this direction, but a very feeble step and a very costly one; it only
dauble;:i the number o! samples
There are other possible approaches to the same
problem that seem to us more effective, At best, these schemes can only moderately increase
the basic information content of the radar picture by softening some of the unpredictable fluctuations, so that more-predictable target characteristics can emerge.
There is another important cause of echo variation in the »flat plate" and
"corner reflector" effect which causes a flat surface norm.al to the line of sight. or two sur·
faces meeting at right angle to the line of sight, or an "inside'' corner in almost any orientation
to return an exceptionally strong
This effect is most conspicuous, of course, in builtup areas. The ••cardinal paint" effect which shows up in the radar returns from rectangularly
laid-out cities is only a special case. The return from any clui;;ter of buildings is, to a con·
siderable degree, in!luenced by these special mirror properties, the accurate prediction of
•See, for example, Radiation Laboratory Series, McGraw-Hill (New York, 1951), Vol. 13, Chap. 6.
**For example, Theory of Radar Lrltelllgence, Aircraft Radiation Lab., WADC, Map Display
Unit, Technical Proceedings, DUZ:L
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which would require very accurate knowledge of the relative positions of the varicnus surlaces.
Much o! the detail that appears on any single radar-scope ptctut"e
on
Such detail is to that extent meaningleiJs. lt is like
the shape of a cumulus cloud, Which is al.so rich in meaningless detail. It is the !allure to rec~
ognize this, perhaps, that accounts for the prevalent notion that the radar picture is full o!
latent information .that we are somehow railing to exploit. Anyone who clings to this notion
should examine carefully and objectively the re:sults o! the study by Engineering Research Associates• of the degree of correlation of radar-signal
wit.'1 target characteristics.
Possibly we do not get
maximum :i.mou.'lt 0£ information out of a ra·
oar picture by merely looking at it carefully, but the additional amount to be gained by elaborate analysis is sligh.t. There i<m't much information in a photogmph that doesn't meet the eye,
and there isn't much on a radar picture either. lf a Jtt.ot.ograph of unknown terrain has been
taken With the camera out or focus, one cannot restore to the picture the information that has
been lost. One can dub color into the picture, create a pseudo.-afereoscopic effect, crosscorrelate this with that, but
can't increase the amount of information in the picture.
We believe the emphasis on
as the key to radar interpretation
is very much misplaced. It is time to stop spending money on
to
from the
radar picture information that isn't
in thll'
place. and to face the
fact that What
is needed to improve airborne radar
resolution.
Because of the fundamental limits set by the nature of radar
information. no great improvement is to be expected from
elaborate presentation schemes.
C.

RADAR PREDIC'rtON ANO RADAR INTERPRETATION
Lack of radar photographs of strategic targets has created the immediate and
serious problem of radar prediction. One mt.1st somehow decide, using maps and vertical
photographs, what the radar echoes from a city or .o.ther target complex will look like. Then
by some means - the supersonic trainer, for example - one has to present this hypqthetical

scope picture to the radar bombardier in a .nalistic form.
last step is radar simulation,
and it should be carefully distinguished from the !int step, which is radar prediction. Pre ..
diction is the crucial step: if the prediction is wrong. the simulation will only embellish and
reinforce the error. The predkted scope picture must be accurate enough to enable the bombardier to match. it properly to the actual radar picture, which he sees for the first time on his
bombing run, and so to identify his assigned aim:mg point among the constellation o! echoes.
We a.re .impressed by the progress that has been made, by hard work and
practice, in the prediction problem. At the same time, we are disturbed by certain things.
We feel that too much confidence is placed~ prediction methods as such. We belie~ that
there are fundamental limitJS to the reliability of any ra;iar prediction - limits that have not
been clearly recognized, We do not say that the present pN:41.etion scheme gives ba.d results,
but rather that no prediction scheme is feasible that WQUld justify the confldence - or hope *(Contract AF33(Q3S)-14H7)

SECRET •
--tBN-F iDENTIAbthat radar prediction appears to inspire.
ln the document Radar Target Prediction Procedures,* the statement i:> made
(page 5) that radar prediction is now 11 90 per cent accurate, ij Turning to the ~comparison of
a predicted with an actual scope picture that illustrates th.at report, we find in the middle of the
actual rada.r configuration of Birmingham, Alabama, a great blob that is missing entirely from
the predicted pattern and that markedly alters the radar face of Birnringharo, as seen at that
particular moment.

One must not forget that the addition or subtraction of a

strong echoes

can change the appearance of a cluster of returns in a way that will defeat recognition,
The fickleness of the radar map is due to the nw::tuations mentioned in t.'te
last section and to the extremely sensitive dependence of the radar echo upon the geometrical
details of the target. To make a really reliable prediction, it would be necessary to go over a
city with a micrometer, determining the position of all details to the nearest eighth o! an inch.
to survey in the position of t.'te aircraft, and to feed thls mass of data into a large computing
machine.

Since we can't do this, we must recognize that any practical prediction scheme will

be liable ta substantial errors.

It will predict some strong echoes where none are seen, and

vice -versa.
Some o! the statistical fluctuations can be reduced

averaging, and in that

way a more stable and predictable pattern may be achieved. Present radar indicators do this
more or less inadvertently, as a result of inadequate focus in the cathode-ray beam. Several
otherwise resolvable patches are smeared together (i.n range) on the tube face. Whether the
gain in "stabilityff is worth the cost in resolution is very doubtful.:1'"' Some further considerations
oi the echo fluctuation and means for increasing the l"ecognizability of targets are contained in
Appendix E.

Despite any such palliative measures, the inherently unpredictable elements of

the rad;:ir problem remain, and with the present equipment they represent a basic limitation on

what can be achieved in the way of

nreo1e1nc•n

procedures t.\at have been worked out are, in the last analysis, empirical in nature, and our
only criticism of them ts that they a!"e, it anything, too complfoated.

The standard method is

so elaborate, with many different factors and. long tables of numbers, that it looks more acien·
tific than it is - and thls alone tends to engeoder false confidence.

The trouble with an

empir~

ical formula containing many variables is this: It is practically impassible to perform. even
under laborator-y conditions, enough different experiments to verify all the factors separately.
l'nless the variables in the formula can be tested independently, th.ere is no assurance that th.e
formula will not fail unexpectedly in a new situation.
To take one example. the prediction doctrine outlined in
anuus"·'"''v

and wood construction.

assigns :relative factors of S and 1. respectively, to steel

It is <:ertain!y reasonable to expect some difference in signal strength

*Directorate of Intelligence, DCS/O, December 1950

**If one is obligt!d to smear out the spots, it is probably better to narrow the video band accordingly, in order to effect the averaging in a linear filter rather than on the phosphor.
***lbig.
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on the basis of mAterial alone. Whether it should be
as this appears doubt!ul to us,
hut the question is wholly academic, for the only practical test posstbt~ is 11 comparison of two
areas, one coritainlng steel buildings and one containing wood buildings which necessarily differ
in other respects as well. In other words, the geometrical factors and the material factors
are not separable by direct radar test: any theoretical separation of them shmtld be treated
With extreme suspicion.
To illustrate the point fit another way, suppose we wanted tirallow for the effect of glass surfaces, such as l~rge window areas, on the radar echo of a group of buildings.
Now a . sheet or glass 5/3Z-J.nch thick very
reflects 3.2-cm waves incident on H per·
pendicularly. Owing to the reinfort:'ement of
the reflection. ccet:ficient i~ bi,per than that or a solid brick wall. A sheet ~wke as thick will
reflect nothing .at normal incidence, but will renect
some other an.gles. It is oo~

vious that the effect of glass windows on th~ ra,dar return cannot be expre515edf)f any simple
formula, even if we tutd complete information on the thiei!ness or all windows in our strategic
targets. Any formula that pretends to allow, by so.me factor. for the presence of glaH is absolutely specious. 1t would be even
erroneous to treat
areas as. tht'lugh they did not
reflect at all.
only s'ound procedure !s to treat them
any other surfaces.
The point here is that i.roprovement in
will ~come through
the .introduction of more !actors into the for'mu1as. Th~ formulas already contain more factol:'S
than can be experimentl:tlly validated.
by tbe ultra.sonic-tank technique,
The prediction problem ,Will not
either, The ultrasonic tank is strictly a simulator
a predictor. 1t is .quite irnpOssible
to duplicate the target in such a way as to create an accurate l\lcaled-do~ replica. of the whole
physical situation which WiM.~utomatkally produce a correct riu:l!ir predfctiori. •• We seriously
question the wisdom o! further investment in ~nement of the. supersonic trainer. It. would be
justified only if the "realism" of the simulation is inadequate for tl"ainlng purp(>sn. The !s.:
curacy of tb.e simulation depends on the radal" prediction, and to that problem the ultrasonic
technique ha.s nothing to contribute.
What is really now needed ia more e~nsive. testing of the predictions, under
realistic conditions, against all so~.1t of target
Some or thi.s has been dcn:te, we
know, but not nearly enough to .e.stliblish reliable.confidence limits, A cold·blocided, ak.eptfeal
analysis to the operation might well reveal ways in whl.c.lt the prediction method could be. simpli•
fied without loss of reliability. Bu.t quite apart from thQt, it is essential to~ how much represtrfke- radar
liance can be placed on radar predieU14n, and hence, conversely, how
reconnaissance is absolutelt necesa:ll.ry+ Specific suggestions related to prediction and evalua~
~

of prediction methods are made in Apperu:!iX G.

*At Rapid City AFB. only one hangar .is metal-encased. All the other •trw::tu;res are of wood,
yet all returns are or about equal intensity; at least it is not possible to distinguish the steel
structure.
**A very cogent discusafon o! the inherent limitations ol the supersonic method has been given
by D. E. Farmer in a report entitled
ra
Radar Simulation b Ultra~· Rad<u- Target Section, .Oiree

Turning now to actu~l radar reconnaissance, we meet the problem of radar
prediction in reverse. We have the scope photos, and the question is: Where is the target and
what shall be used for an aiming
This is a problem in radar interpretation. It is not
always an easy problem, and, as has been emphasized elsewhere in the Report (App. Gj, misinterpretatlon at this stage makes an irreversible contribution to the CEP.

the funda-

mental di!f\culty arises from the
unpredictable elements ct the radar view. Indeed,
t.rnpredictable and
are here nearly sy.nonymous. The only way to improve the
situation very much is to imprcr,•e the resolution of the picture. Even a modest gain in resolution may make recognition and identification much more positive. If the radar map of a city is
a collection of amorphous blotches. gross errors in the identification of a blotch are
As soon as a few streets, roods or railroads can be recognized, the correlation \vi.th a map or
photograph is established

any doubt.

In much the same way, improved resolution in the radar bombsight will simpli!:y the problem of radar
We refrained from injecting this into our earlier dis~
cussion of radar prediction, whicb was directed toward problems as defined by existing
ment. Anything that makes the radar view of the city look. more like the plan of the city Will
make proper recognition more certain.

The real trouble with radar prediction and i:-adar bombw

as presently done is the wretchedly crude picture that one gets at 15 or 2:0 miles from the
target city, and the confusing "break

which gets worse as distance to the aiming point de·

creases.

D.

RADAR RESOLUTION
This conclusion seems to us

matters stand now,
Within, the fundamental limitations set by nature, putting aside, for the present, the artificial
limitations created by particular vehicles and by the convention.al conception of atrbqrne radar.
The dimensions ot the smallest resolvable patch on the ground, in ordinary
pulse radar. are set by the pulse duration T , and the angular beam.width 9. It is true that
further deterioration of resolution may occur in the radar presentation if the spot on the cathode
ray tube }s too large, but this is another problem, disi;:ussed separately in Appendix F. At the
present time, the pulse duration is not a limiting factor, compared to beamwidth, In the APSZ3 radar, the shortest pulse available has a duration ,. "' 0.4 microsecond, corresponding to a
range interval of .?00 feet. There is .no technical problem in generating and handling pulses as
short as O.l microsecond, if that were desirable, Actually, extremi!ly short pulses may have
some utility in dealing with complex targets. Uthe accompanying sacrifice of average power
can be tolerated or avoided by a special trick (see Appendix E).
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But this does not bear directly on the picforial resolving power, wllieh a.t
present is most seriously limited by the beai:iiwidth a ,
The beamwidth in APS-23 (1.4•} results in a minimum resolvable patch width
of about l/40 of the range,
is, about 1500 fe~t at 10 nautical miles, 3000 feet at Z.0 miles,
etc. (This is roughly 100 times coarser than th~ resolving power of the eye!) The narrowest
radar bearn used operationally in aircraft is that or the APQ-7 radar, whose beam.width is 0.4
to 0.5". Both these radars, of course, employ a wavelength of 3.Z cm, .The recently tried
APS-48 whi:cn uses a wavelength of 1.8 cm (Ku. bw:td} it equipped with a 60-:1.nch-wide antenna
similar to that of the APS-23. would have a beam width of ®out O. 8°.

that

So far as we know, the narrowest microwave beam that has been carefully investigated was the 0.1• beam used in the transmission experiments
Crawford.• This beam
was achieved with an antenna o! 20-foot aperture, Qperating on a wavelength of l.Z5 cm.
Crawford's experiments indicated that propagatioo effects: did n.ot s.erious1y affect the resolution
even under much worse conditions than would be encountered high in the air. We can safely
regard the air as a ho.mogeneous medium for beams as narrow as Urls - and probably a good
deal narrowe.r, (The Mt. J?ajoma:r telescope manafe$ to work with an "antennau ®out as large
as this and a beam ao,ooo times narrower!)
The real obstacle to higher re$olution, as everybody knows. is the size of the
antenna required. The elementary relation between antenna width d, beam.width e and wavelength >.. is approximately

ot

To make a 0.1° beam at X-band {3.Z cm}
aci::rirding to tilts formula, an aperture about
60 reet long; at Ka band {0.85 cm) on the othet' hand, the aperture required is only 16 feet..
Is tllere any way to beat the rule expressed by this formula 7 Since World
War II, at least two notions have. attracted some attention. .A bnei' flurry of inte]:"est was
aroused some yean ago by the so~ca11ed 11.super gain" antenna,. a thtioreticall}' correct scheme
for achieving a beam narrower than the above formula would Ollo.w <With an antenna of given
physical size. U W'lllil soon recognized thatthe scheme, from a practical standpoint. is utterly
useless Cor achieving a veey narrow beam. and tile idea bas been decently int.erred in the litera.tu.re. **
the scheme imperfectly described
by the term "m<>nopulse." Two versions of this have. been. developed, by General Electric and
Maxson. respectively, under.Air Force corit.racts. Roughly speaking, botb attempt to "undo•
the smearing caused
finite beamwidth by operating
the signal after it bas been received.
There is no doubt whatever that by such methods .isolated point targets can be located with an
error much smaller'than a beamwidth. We are far from convinced that. in pictorial radar
applied to complex targets,
schemes will indeed be equivalent to a narrower beam. There
~s nc need to argue th.e point, !or both methods a.re reported to
nearly r~dy for full trial.
For completeness,
should mention a proposal, due to L. W. Alvarez, for overcoming the

•A. B. Crawford and W. M. Sharpless,

:Further Observations of the Angle of Arrival of Microwaves, Proc.l.R. E. 34. 845(1946).
••L.J.Chu, Physical Limitations ofOn:lflidirectionalAntennas, J.A.P.
H63(194S).
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beamwidth-anter.na size relation by the use of frequency multiplication.

This is especially per-

tinent to certain low-frequency problems: it does not appear to have any usefulness 11ot the
111.icrowave limit of the spectrum,

Another proposal, advanced by C, W. Sherwin, is discussed

in greater detail in Section J of this Chapter.
It is our firm belief that the best and simpl.Est

tion is to use a wider antenna and a shorter wavelength.

way to improve radar resolu-

The mere change to 1.8-cm wavelength,

as the comparative tests of APS-23 and APS-48 have already shown, brings a significant increase in meaningful target information. Surely it is not being very bold to imagine an antenna
5 inches high - on a plane as large
apert1re no bigger than that of the APQ-7 - 15 feet long
as a. B-36. Operating such an antenna at LB cm. we would obtain
resolution of about

o.zs•, This would be an improvement by more than five times over the APS-Zl; it would radand of aiming-point recognition.

ically simplify the problems of radar

These seem like timid steps indeed when we consider the progress that has
been made in aircraft performance. At the very minimum, one should expect an increase in
bomber speed by a factor of two to be accompanied by a redui::tion of' the radar beamwidth by a
factor of two because of the consequent increai;e in the distance between target and release
poin!.
The radar bombardier in a B-Z4
had a better view of his target than has the USAF bombardier nf 195Z.
Let u.s consider briefly what the ultimate limit of radar resolution may be. As
explained in the next section, atmospheric attenuation will probably limit us to the use ot wavelengths of 0.8 cm or longer where ranges of the order of l S or ZO miles are required under
average conditions, Now i! we do not limit the antenna apertur& d, there is nevertheless a
limit on the resolving power for a given maximum range R. This comes about because, unless
the antenna is
on some nearer point, the antenna beam goes out as a parallel ribbon
from the antenna., for a distance of the order of d 2 /'/... The result is that, out to some range
R:.dz:/><, the width of the resolved patch is constant and is simply d. For R "' 15 miles and
>. =0.85 cm, this rough relation gives d'.!:50 feet. In other wor-ds, once the Ka wavelength is
chosen, 50 feet is about the maxi.mum resolution obtainable over a 15·mile range, and 50 feet
is also the maximum antenna length of interest.
For shorter ranges and higher resolution, we ought to look forward to the
eventual use of a wavelength in the neighborhood of 0.35 cm. Although the range will be severely limited in comparison with conventional long-wave radar ranges, millimeter waves are still
vai1tly superior to light and infrared for penetrating clouds (see Tables 9-3, 9-4, 9-5 in Section E).
For example, low·level reconnaissa.'lce cover of a. strip lO rr.iles wide (5-mile range} should be
possible under all conditions except moderate to heavy rain. It we choose >.. = 0.35 cm and
R: 5 miles, we find d~ 20 feet - that is, a ZO-foot antenna would project a 20-foot-wide ribbon
beam out to 5 miles. With an appropriately short pulse, which presents no serious problem,
this would enable a 10-mile-wide map to be recorded in Z.0-foot by ZO-foot elements. A 10-mile
square would contain as much detail as a 70-mm film resolving 2.0 lines per millimeter. On
the basis of What we know today, this is about as far as radar resolution can go. It is by no
means a fanciful goal; there is no apparent obstacle except the hard work: needed to develop
suitable 0.35-cm components.
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Resolution is the kez to radar reconnaissance. The beat
and simplest way to imerov1t radar resolution Ls use of a
wider antenna and .a shorter wa:velength. Some improve~
ment in pt'esent radar eq\ri.pmentmm be achieved by the
use of cilthcxhhray tubes with sharpef' focus.
E.

RADAR WAVELENCTHS

In. tile spectrum below the 3-cm wavelength, there are three bands thatJook
promisi.ng - in dille:rent ways - for airborne radllr.
Ku band (around 1.8 cm) i.ncludes the
shortest wavelengths substanf:i.ally unaffected by the water,,.vapor absorption line centered
around 1.3 cm. The Ka .band (around 0.85 cm) Ls the moat favorable: location between the regions of water-vapor absorption and the oxygen absorption line at 0.6 cm• .Below the oxygen
line, there is another absorption minimum, in the neignbornooci of
cm, whic!l is probably
the last useful "window11 in the microwave spectrum.
We now. have accurate and reliable labontor;r measurements o1 the oxygen
and water vapor absorption lines. Fcir 'any specified meteorologic.al conditions, the absorption
in the . Ku and Ka. bands caJ1 be calculated more accurately than it could be measured by radar
methods. More work. is needed in the 0.35-cm region, btlt even there the present estimates
are not likely to be very far wrong. The ma.i.ndftficulty in assessing the etr~ct o1 atmospheric
attenuation on radllr performance arises
incomplete knowledge o1 the meteorological fac•
tors.
The effect o1 cloud1nmd min in attenuating radar sign.als can likewise be pre•
dieted t'airly reliably if the liquid water content and drop si:i:.E! are known." Tha work of Ryde,
and others since, has establisheda satisfactory empirical correlation between attenuatioirand
precipitation rate for various wavelenJths. In the case of ordinary cfoud c6Yer or fog, only
the water content is significant.
We have tried to assemble the best available Wormation on these effects and
to present it in such a way as to bring out the practical consequences of the attenuation. For
this purpose, we have chosen three representative surface canditions of.tempe.rature and humid*
ity. These a.re called conditions A, B, and C, and are s.pecified in Table 9 ~ 1. S.ome knowledge
of the variation of water vapor concentration 'with height is .required; our as$.imptl.on, which is
based on rat.her limited data, is that the total
eontenUn a. vertical column is equiv*
alent to that in a 7000"f'oot horizontal column
the ground. As a very rou~ indication of the
prevalence of' conditions better or worse .than one of these arbitrary •standards, 11 we show in
Table 9. 2 tiirires based on monthly averages recorded
the N.1.S. meteorological tables**
!or the four cities of Eastern Europe.
Fog (or cloud) and rai.h are treated separately, i.n Tables 9 - 4 and 9
that
is, conditions A,
and and Table 9 .,. 3 in. which they are used, pertain oruy to the gaseous
absorption. The attenuation due to various causes is simply additive.
w ;,

*.For

~xample,

see Radiat.ion Laboratory Serie!:J1 Vol. 13, gp.cit .• Chap.!},

••Nati.anal Intelligence Survey, AF-202118, NIS Z6~IV, Section 23.
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TABLE 9 .. 1: .REPRESENTATIVE WEATHER CONDITIONS
(A is more favorable than B; B is more favorable than C)
Ground
Relative Humidity
(per cent)
Condition
50

85
80

68

75

A
B

c

TABLE 9-2; MONTHLY AV.ERAGE GROUND CONDITIONS*
(Number o! Months per Year at Various Localities)
Condition
Moscow
Warsaw
Kharkov
Archangel

--3

6

A (or better)
B (or better)

6

7

9
12

ll
12
C {or better)
*E ual to or more favorable than one of the selected standard conditions.

4
7
11

TABLE 9-J: EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION ON RADAR RANGE"'
(Rain and Overcast Excluded)

Radar at ground .level
or only a few thousand
feet above

Radar at 30,000 feet

A
B

>500
450
lZS
>500
340
100
c
>500
200
75
"'Table gives range to target, in nautical miles, tor 10 db attenuation on round

45
36
25
trle path,

TABLE 9-4: ATTENUATION BY CLOUDS AND FOG*

\ =0.8

\"" 0,35

>500

150

30

zoo

75

15

3

30

IO

2

\ " 3.2

\"' l.8

> 500

0,3 gm liquid water per ml
optical visibility 400 ft
2.3 gm liquid water per ml
optical visibility 100 ft

o! Cloud
0.03 gm liquid water per m3
optical visibility .ZOOO ft

0,4

"'Table gives thickness, in nautical miles, of fog or cloud, measured along radar line of
sight, for which 10 db of attenuation is added to round trip path.

TABLE 9-.5: ATTENUATION BY RAlN*
Characteristics of Rain

).. .. J.2

>..

= o.a
12

\" 0.35

3
300
light - l mm;hr
3
l
60
moderate - 4 mm;hr:
0.7
0.4
10
heavy - 16 mm;hr
Table gives thickness, in nautical miles, of :rain, measures along Une o! sight tor which
10 db attenuation is added to round trip path. {Note: Effects o1:
and !:&i1
clutter are often worse than those of attenuation!)

•
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We adopt, as a. measure oJ the seriousness of the attenuation effects, the radar range tor which 10 t;1b of attenuation is accumulated in the round trip path. This range, 1fi
nautical miles, is entered .for each assumed condition .in Tables 9<t 9-4 and 9-5. The tip.res
for altitude 30,000 feet
to the slant range from a .radar set at that altitude looking at the
ground. The 10-db !igure
course, arbitrary, but it represents perhaps as well as any
one figure ca.n the dlviding
between a lo!is that is serious and a los~ th11.t is not.
The use
the tables is best explained by an example. Suppose we have a
Ka ·band radar at 30, 000 feet, the grmmd conditions being nearest to Condition B. In the ab~
sence of rain and cloud, a gro®d target. at 100 miles slant range (entry in Table 9. 3) will be
subject to 10 db attenuation, 5 db ciu\and 5 db 9ac~. Targets at twke this slant range will return echoes ZO db weaker
inthe absence Olan atmosphere, and so on •.. Now suppose that
somewhere below 30,0llO feet we have a cloud layer one mile in vertical thickness. with

condi~

tions tn the cloud corresponding to 0.3 grams of liquid water per cubic: meter, whic.h is J:'oughly
correlated with a lcical visib:ility of 400 feet. The corresponding entry in Table 9-4, 15 miles,
means that the radar has tf) look through15 miles of cloud to suf!e:r 10 db attenuation, round
trip, from that cause alone. A ground target at slant range R is separated from the radar by
a slant thickness of doud amou:ntlfig to
R(

or R/5 miles in this case. Hence the cloud will contribute IO db attenuation when the slant
range J.s 75 miles, We can combine thit¥.result w:H:h. th.e effect of' the gaseous attenuatiQn, by a
little arithmetic, and thus find thafa tot~! attenuation or 10
from cloud cover and atmos•
phere. occurs for a slant range of 4l miles.
The figures in the tables speak for ""'~"u"'''""'" but we wish to call attention
especially to the importanc.e of taking into account the relative frequency of various weather
conditions over the target areas. We suggest that it is not wise to requ.ire that all radars give
maximum range 95 per cent of the ti.me, if we thereby exclude the posai.billty of getting much
better information by means of a ntdar that wiUwoi-k at
best only 75 pet" cent.ct the time.
After all, visual photography over the U. S, $. R. is not e::tpected to be feasible at. all 90 per i:ent
of the ti.me, due to prevalenc.e of cloud eover. We suggest also that a radar showd be judged
by What it will do over the Soviet Union, not what it will do over Florida. Let us not handicap
radar reconnaissance over northern Europe and Asia b,Y the equivalent of a "tropicalization"
requirement.
It ia our conclusion, and 6ur strong recommendation, that the Ku band be
henceforth treated as I.he bask airborne radar wavelength. for all applications involving longrange ground mapping, Under extreme conditions, the range will be somewhat r~uced compa.red to an equivalent X~band radar.* Thls Qcca.sion.a1 disadvantage will be much. more trum
offset by the immediate and certain gain in resolution. That Ls the most important, but not the
*One must be very careful not to blame range deficiencies: o.f new equipment - such as APS-48 e.x.clusively on attenuation. without checklfig against Ute known attenuation factors expressed in
Tables 9-3, 9-4, and 9,5 .. Experience has shown that radar on a new wavelength with new components is likely to suffer for a while from other troubles also.
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only, argument !or the adoption of the Ku band; pertinent jamming considerations will be mentioned in Section G.
We further recommend vigorous development of components in the Ka band
looking toward its use for high-resolution radar reconnaissance, especially from low-level
high-performance aircraft.

Finally, we believe the prospect of semiphotographic resolution,

at relatively short ranges, by means of 0,35-cm waves, is bright
and development in this band.

~uough

to warrant research

This recommendation is reinforced by our strong recommenda-

tion concerning passive microwave techniques (Chap. 10), since much of the development in the
0.35-cm band would be applicable to both problems.
We believe the time has come to treat the Ku band as the
basic wavelength for airborne radar for long-range mapping.
We further recommend the

of the

band for

future use where extreme range is not a requirement.
The 0.35-cm wavelength offers sufficient promise for relatively short ranges to justify vigorous re search and development.
F.

SIDE-LOOKmG RADAR

The side-looking radar, exemplified in the APS-38 experimental set, will be
known by now to most of the readers

or this

Report.

To describe the system very briefly, a

linear-array antenna, running lengthwise along the aircraft, sends out a fixed vertical !an beam
approrlmately at right angles to the aircraft's course.
by the forward motion of the aircraft.

This beam is scanned along the ground·

The radar range sweep Ls recorded as a transverse trace

on a slowly moving strip•• In this way, a strip chart, in approximately true Cartesian coordinates, is generated so long as the plane flies a straight course.

Means can readily be provided

for stabilizing the data fed to the chart to remove the distortion that would be introduced by yaw
of the plane.

Pitch introduces only a minor error. and roll no error at all.

Provision of a

second antenna, looking out the other side, will permit the chart to include a strip of terrain of
a width equal to twice the radar .range.
From every point of view, future requirements for radar reconnaissance appear to demand high-resolution radar and high-performance aircraft.

The side-looking radar

development makes the combination really feasible for the first time.

That is why we recom-

mend so strongly that it be encouraged and expedited,
We do not intend to review here all details of' the problem, but we should like

to caU attention to one or two advantages of the new technique that are not perhaps so widely
recognized as they deserve to be.

We shall then outline a sped.fie proposal for side-looking

reconnaissance radar designed for fighter-type aircraft.
One of the most interesting differences between the fixed-beam radar and the
conventional revolving-beam radar involves the time distribution of pulses on a given target.
The revolving-beam radar looks at the same target at well-separated intervals scattered over
a period of time of the order of magnitude of the radar range divided by the plane speed - a matter of several minutes at the very least.
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Echoes collected from the same targel over this interval are not brought to"'.
gether in the same place, nor do we possess means tor addU'Jg and averaging them over so long a
time if they were. Therefore, we cannot make the most of the information we have, The tixed
side ·looking beam is on a given target only for a time equal to the beam width at the target di·
vided by the plane's speed - a fraction of. a second in a typii:al situation. But
the target during this period contribute to the same spot on the record and can be effectively
averaged together. With a pulse· repetition rate as low a.s 100 per second, for example, it is
possible to have the equivalent of 50 to mo pulses per beam width
the more remote targets.
Ti';is means that side-looking r.adar, can, iI necessary, operateat very much lower average
power than a comparable revolving*peam radar, without :running into difficulties in the matter
of pulses-per~beamwidth. To put it another
side-looking radar uses the. radar information available much more efficiently than cioe1S,
present, conventional radar.
The side-looking radar antenna is much simpler, in
than . any
scanning antenna. There seems to be a tendency to regard linear arrays
complicated, and
as requiring.extensive developmental wo.rk:.
the
of~ waveguide arr:i;:ys.
and their construction. once designed, is the ultirn.at@ ill simplicity - a pipe with. holes. The
radome problem is simpler, too, becavse it involves fixed cylindrical optics only. The usual
radome problem. for a scanning antenna. is many problems in one. For si®~looldng radar,
the relatiou of radome to antenna is !ixed once and for all,
it is a partictilarly happy
tion also, in that the waves travel almost perpendicularly
radome. One must be
careful not to let the fact that the APQ-7 antenna was
fol" the APQ-38 J.ash.'"up create the
that the
side-looking antenna will be a tricky
It can be the simplest microwave radar antenna ever flown.
The possibilitiesotthe aide-looking te.::hnique are most vividly apparent when
we tackle the problem of the fighter~type reconnaissance aircraft. A narrow. spar is an Object
that can conceivably be carried on a fighter,
ways. On.e simple and elegant soluFig. 9-1, with the rest.of the radar
tion is to moun~the spar on thenose of the fighter, as
gear carried within the nose directly behind the ant!rnna. We propose, as a modest but 1Jfiective
beginning, a spar
to 9 feet long by 7 inches outside diameter, containing an 8~.foat Unear
array to operate on Ku band or perhaps also, eventually, on Ka band. This antenna, used at
1.8 cm, would give a
of width practically the same as that of the APQ-7
at 3.,2 cm,
a little under o.s•. Its
would be 60 per cent greater than that of the APS-~48 system, for
the same vertical pattern. Actually. the.re would be two such llntenna.s within the spar, one
looking right and
looking left,
a switch to connectthe antennas alternately to the radar

at

transmitter.

A cross section through the
spar is sl'.t>wn in
9-l(d}. The vertical aperture ava.ilablefor eat::h antenna is twice as great. relative to the wave.length. as that
in the APQ-7 antenna, and the re should be no difficulty in shaping the beam properly. The design of this antenna presents no new electrical problems - indeed, it eliminatu many old problems. The radome. a tibergla.ss cylinder possibly, is integr-al with the antenna, and the whole
Interior or the pipe can. be sealed and pre.ssurized, There is• room lot a refueling pipe down
the center of the structure. if that should be indispensable, Mechanically, the spar does not
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appear to pose a very di!!icult problem.

Aerodynamically, it is at least not pi:-eposterous, and

the preliminnry opinion of those e:oncef'ned with such problems is that the. effect will not be ser-

ious.
The radar transmitter, receiver, . and strip recorder are contained in the
ni;nae. In !act, the nose assembly as a
might well be interchangeable with other reconna.1ssance noses. The radar equipment. exchlsive of spar, should not have to weigh more
150 pounds; if necessary, the o.verage power demand can be reduced
taking advantage of the
low pu.lse rate permitted
·looking radar.
function of this radar is the
gene ration oi the strip chart.
radar must be designed to run unattended. Whether
pilot
needs or can use an auxiliary radar indicator,
cannot foresee.

we

In recommending
developmen~ be undertaken, we have in mind two
goals, First, the development of a
system, for an application to which the new technique is uniquely suited, will focus attentio11 and effort as will nothing else.
and more
important, the development can provide the Air Force, and fairly soon, with a real capability
for radar reconnaissance with fighters.

G. SOME REMARKS ON JAMMING
There appear to
two extreme Views on i.lle susceptibi~ity of p:esent radar
to jamming. The recent tests, in.which the APS-Z3 was blanketed by a hig;h,..powe:r, narrowbeamjammer steered onto the radar by
SCR-5a4, are
by some as showing how
easy it is to jam and by others a.s showing how hard
to jam. We want
out here that,
however the problem ill! viewed, a careful analysis
one to about the same conclusions as
to what ought to be done. We h:ave already
without reference to the jamming problem,
that shorter wavelengths. high-resolution
in particular, side-looking radar for reconnaissance, ought to be the mafu lines of future de.velopment, Let us assume that it is im ...
portant to reduce vulnerability ~o jamming. and see
these recqmmendations look in that
respect.

{l}

- SAC haa opt? rated on the same ?'S.dar frequency
one band in whiC'h the U.S. s. R. is well supplied

~~,!!;~~:'.!!~i:!~

with prototypes. If they are prepared to· ...·. •.. ··. anywhere, ~y are
certainly pt'epared at: X-band. A sWitch to: l<u would at !east livoid
handing them ev~rything on a platter. Possibly they have already
developed equipment on K11 {oor ECM program certainly does ll.ot reflect this possibility!}; but. even if they have, the shorter W1f.Velength

is de.Cinitely disadvantageous to the jammer. The radar beam is ruu·rower and it is easier to reduce the minor lobes that arise from mul.·
tiple reflections Within the radome Qnd that otter tl'le jam.mer his best
opportunity to blind the radar wfauUhe radar is looking the other way.
(2) High resolution: - Any increase in. rlllsolunol\ makes jamming ni,ore

HZ

difficult by increasing t:he ratio of the gain in the beam to the gain in au
directions.
(3)

SidelookL"tg: - Side-leaking radar has two specl.al advantages against

jamming.

First, it.does not advertise its presence long ahead of ti.me,

but. passes

and

over a given spot. This means that it
tton the beam" except by a continuous

cannot be
string of jamming stations.

Second, the kmg fixed array lends itself

ideally to the reduction of minor lobes, a reduction that, once achieved,
can be maintained because of the fi.xed relation of radome to antenna.
T!us makes it much harder to

"off the beam•.

We believe that progress along these lines will go much farther to reduce the
jamming threat than any desperate alteration of the X-band equipment. In particular, we regard the development of

high~power

tunable

systems as a very poor remedy, a vecy

costly remedy, and a development that, by its inherent complication of

and emphasis

on the wrong things, will do more to set radar back. than to advance it.

H.

STRIP RECORDWG FOR RECONNAISSANCE RADAR

If the possibilities of
radar for reconnaissance are to be
exploited, there will need to be some deveiopment of appropriate methods for recording the

radar information as a strip map,

The problems involved have already been recognized

by those

who have been concerned with the APQ-38 development, and there appears to be no serious
technical obstacle.

One rather straightforward solution to the

is available: a continu.

ems-strip photograph of the face ofa cathode-ray tube upon which is painted the electron beama single intensity-modulated trace.

In this scheme, the stabilization of the data against air-

craft yaw is easily accomplished by an electronic tilting of Uie trace.
photographic link over oth!i!I."'

An advantage of the

availabl.e means is the wide dynamic ran.ge available,

which should make it possible to record the full radar Information without manual gain adjustIt appears that the
power of the photographic film is admirably matched to

ments.

the
resolution.

requirements that would be presented by a
radar of extremely high
70~mm film will be capable oi recording faithfully all the informa~

Io particular, a

tion that even a rather advanced type of side*looidng radar can provide.

In some cases, it

might be desirable to include rapid processing of the film as part of the automatic recording

system.
The requirements placed on the cathode-ray tube for this application are not
the conventional ones. In particular, we require
focus in one direction only - the direclion parallel to the trace - s.ince it would be

to shrink the other dimensions of the re-

corded spot by appropriate

or b:y a mask. It may therefore be feasible to achieve higher
range resolution than would be possible in a normal PPl. It is even conceivable that a flat
cathode-ray tube could be used here to some advantage, although any possible advantage would
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have to be weighed very carefully against the obvious disadvaritage of a new tube type.
What is really needed is a well-thought-out developmen; or a. complete recording system in which the video-response law, the electron optics of the catnode'"ray tube, the
recording camera with its drive
{possibly, with the extra featlH'e of!mmediate processing).
will be matched to one another.

l.

FORWARD-LOOKING HIGH-RESOLUTION RADAR

It is evident to us that the side-looking radar already described will produce
great advances in the ability of radar to gathll!~ intelligence-t;earlng information; however, it is
not now self-evident that the side-looking radar will meet the requirements that exist for a
bombing set. 'tf forward-looking .radars continue tobe required, we must !ace the problem of
obtaining higher resolution in order to increase their intelligence-gathering ability - which is
synonymous wil:h improved bombing accuracy. The over~allrecommendation hi that it be
clearly recognized that improved resoJ.lltion requires more: horizontal antenna aperture as well
as, perhaps, the use of shorte• wavelengths !n the rada.r ltseU'. Circuit complexity, as represented by the monopulse ruolution improvers, is 11t best. means of ma.king the most of an unsatisfactory situatiofi with regard to antenna beam resolution.
Lookin.g at th~ prciblem generally, we may ask whet.'ler the radar antenna requirements are inconsistent with the airplane. For sig!\lficant. improvements in. radar resolution, an antenna. aperture having a dimension on .the order ofS or 10 feet horizontally, and on
the order of 8 inches verti.sally. required. If seems c.lea.r that the airplane itself has dimensions that are greater than this; therefore, there is no obvious incons!stency, For the u.me
resolution, an antenna 'that scans through the full 360" µecusarily makes a much greater demand on space in the aircraft •. Thinking of the radar as a b.ombing instrument, one Ulllst keep
in mind that the sacrifice in flexibility - in particular, the restriction
offset aiming points
within the scanning sedor - may be more than counterbalanced by that .gain in resolution attainable with the larger section .Scanning aiitenna.
More specifically, let us consider the type of high•resolution scanning :antennas that i:rJ'.gh~ be employed. The line-feed type antenna represented by the. World War tt Eagle
(eventually embodied in APQ-7} was originally <:onceived as being installed in the leading edge
or the airplane wing. This stl.ll seems
a very good idea. It!: the caseJ:if airplanes with the
sweptback-type wing, it would be desirable to have such an antenna in the leading edge of bodi
wings, and there seems no obVious reason why thia also {snot a. possibility,
lt is rei;:ognized th<l.t line-teed antennas that scan {e.g., the Eagle}are very
difficult to build and will scan over.a limited angle oruy. The Eagle antenna at X-band scanned
an angle o! oo• and, there.fore, we might assume that a 1.8-cm version of the Eagle antenna
might scan an angle of 10•. In the sweptwing installation, this may be entirely satisfactory, but
improved antennas are needed.

a
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lt is

that the antenna sketched

~'f~
i~Q~~:
be easu::r to bu.ild

than the Eagle antenna, would ""'",.,«" over a broader frequency band. and might be adapted to

a
angle. The antenna shown is an adaptation of the ~Rocking Horse" antenna
which has seen ""ide Service use It embodies a hoFn feed, a parabolic reflector, and an emit·
ting aperture which might be shaped wmewhat to approximate the desired vertical beam distribution. The polarization of the electric field is parallel to the mde dimension of the antenna,
and, therefore,
struts might be placed at frequent intervals across the aperture as
well as across the pillbox itself. Two alternate methods of scan.n.i.ng are suggested by the section drawings of :Fig. 9-2. In 9-l(a), the entire
surface and a portion of the top and
a portion of the two sides oi the pillbox are moved in the plane of t.'1e wide direction o! the anterma. Energy would not be
to pass through the
because the gap forms a waveguide beyond cutoff for the polarization employed (horizontal, as the antenna would be used). In
the arrangement sketched in
the parabolic surface would be rotated in the horizontal plane. Again. the energy would not be expected to leak past the
reflector
since there wocld be formed a waveguide beyond cutoff. We are informed that the antenna of
Fig. 9-2 would fit into the mng of a B-36, for example.
1t is recommended that a scanning antenna o! the type sketched in Fig. 9-2. or
of any other type permitting a comparable aperture, be developed for high-resolution forwardlooking airborne radar.
It is further recommended that the radar antenna be regarded as one of the
essential components of the aircraft, ln much the same way that tbe gasoline tanks are now
considered. Speciflcally, we emphasize the need for integral
of airframe and an.tenna.
tank of adequate volume is essential to flight over the required distance,

J.

GROUND M.APPlNG BY DOPPLER A.'liALYSlS

A novel and extremely promising method for obtaining a radar map of very

high resolution has been discovered in the course of work on airborne moving-target ratlar at
the University of lllinois.
Dr. Chalmers Shermn.

The method has been described to the BEACON HlLL Study Group by
In this scheme, a very broad microwave beam is directed at a fixed

angle of some 30 or 40 degrees with respect to the aircraft's heading.

The tninsntltter and re-

ceiver operate as in a conventional. pulse radar, but the pulse duration is quite short and the
pulse-repeti.tion rate is
range only.

than usual.

A narrow range gate selects returns at a discrete

The effective echoing area, at any instant, is a curved strip or arc, defined by

the range interval selected and the angular width of the beam.

within this arc are distinguished fre>m one another by

th~ir

Ground targets lying at positions

Doppler frequencies.

audio filters, in effect, divides the arc into many small angular increments.

A series of

Frequency dis-

crimination, in other words, is made to serve the purpose of angular discrimination.

As the

plane moves, the arc is swept along the ground, and, by means or a suitable strip recorder, a.
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strip map is generated Whose final appearance should in moil!t respeats resernble the strip map
generated by a

side~looking

radar.

This is a very inadequate explanation of the proposed de-

vice, and hardly does justic!!! to its tngen:iily,
report by Sherw~ we

Since complete details are available in a recent

to limit the discussion here to the relation o!' this proposal to the

other developments we are recommending.
For low-level radar:- reconnaissance by fast small aircrat't, the Doppler method
is extremely attractive.

The range of the system is limited in a way that ordinary radar is not

and, although this limitation may be circumvented bey further elab<Jration of the system, lt appears that a range of 5 to 10 miles is about the most one should count on !JcOW. We have already
argued that there is an important use for relatively shnrt-ra.nge reconnaissance rlJ,dar,
resolution and can be carried in a small

provid~

high~speed

However attractive the propose.d scheme may be, we do.not believe that it re·
moves t.':l.e need to proceed also with the development of the high-resolution side-looking reconnaissance radar. Side-looking reconnaissance radar has, at present, two important advantages
that we cannot afford to throw away. lt is not subject to the peculiar range limitation of the
Doppler method, and it is a combination of known, proven. and simple elements that will give

us a high-resolution radar~ Enthusiastic as we are about SherWin 1 s proposal, we feel that
it would be m.ost unfortunate if it were treated as an excuse for once more postponing a direct

,

attack on the problem of high-resolution radar !or reconnaissance,

*C. W. SherWin, High-Resolution Airborne Radar Employing Dapple• Frequency Analysis, Control Systems Lab., University of lllinois(Contract DA· ll-022-0RO· 174), 24 March 1952.
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CUAPTEB 10

PASSIVE INFRARED AND MICROWAVE RECONNAISSA."lCE
A. INTRODUCTION
A spectacular .new technique for aerta.l reconnaissance is on the. threshold of.
practicality. This technique involves the. reception of. thermal electromagnetie·W'ave radiations
from objects, without the use
transmitted power at the sensing device. Most outstanding
among the potentialities of this technique is its ability to "see• through clouds and at night.
What is nseen" may approximate a crude opticat picture far more
than does radar in~
formation..
B.

THE PHYSICAL EFFECTS

The elementary concept involved in this technique is the measurement of the
apparent radiation temperature of an object. This type of measurement has been made by K. G.
Jansky, H. T. Friis and C. B. Feldman in connection with. radiation from objects in space,
G. C. Southworth in connection with sun-noise measu:-ementa, liUld by R.H. Dicke at the .M. LT.
Radfation Lahora!ocy in connection with atmospherk~absorption measurements.* Figure 10-1
shows a simplif'ied block diagram of a
The temperature T 1 at the receiV<!r is compared to that o! the absorl::>ing body B which is at T 2 , and the difference signal is shown at the
indicator. When body Bis pe:r.fet<?Hy absorbing at the wavelength used and is large. enough to intercept the entire anten.-:ia
the receiver indicates the temperature difference Fl' z. -T 1}.
l!, however, body B is totally reflecting
is metal at radio wavelengths). the energy received
the anten."la is lhat from the aµrrounding l'egion A which is presumed to be completely absorbing (see
10-Z}. In Uus case, the receiver will i.ru;!icate {T - T Jeven though U is
1
3
directed at
B which is at tempera.tu re T Z; These simple cases illustrate ~hat three important !actors determine the apparent temperature of an object:
( l) The temperature of ihe object;
(Z.J The emissivity (or reflectivity} of the object;

I
I

(3} The teniperatuN! of the ab$orbing medium surrounding the objt!ct.
On a clear day, the temperature of outer space, as seen by an infrared receiver in the 8 to 15 micron region, is low - probably less than tc10• K. In most of the microwave spectrum. the temperature of outer.space may be 10" or ZO" K, Clouds attenuate infrared
waves bu~ not microwaves, and interfere with i.nfra.red reconnaissance but not with microwave
reeonnai!fsimce. Hence, when viewed by an airborne receiver, smooth bodies of water, metal
roofs, and other highly reflecting objects wUl have a low apparent temperature. Other materials absorb energy to a greatel:' extent, and take on an apparent temperature T of:

*See, for example:
R.H. Pl.eke, Atmospheric Absorption Measurements with a Microwave Radiometer, Phys. Rev.
1_0, 340 (1946): The Measurement of Therma.LRaditl,tion at; Microwave Frequencies, Rev. Sci.
lnst.
No. 1 (1941>).
Final Report of PROJEfT VISTA, Chapter 9, Section BF, "Passive Infrared Devices for detection and Guid,a.neeA; a.ls<> Chapter 8, Appendix VIII C, "Tactical Uses of Infrared."
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where

Tz

and

are the temperatures of the object and its surroundings, respectively, and<

is the emissivity of the object.
emissivities are
order of

ioo•

A typical temperature for objects on the ground is Z!lO• Kand

on the order of ():.5.

Thus

temperature differences on the

K or more are expected to exist in
on this terrain are almost the same.
is at a truly elevated temperature and simultaneously

air, even though the true thermal temperatures of
A few cases may occur wherein an

is highly absorbing (or highly emissive, which is the same thing) at the wavelength employed;
only in such rare cases will the system act as a heat detector. Most apparent temperature differences will be determined by differences in emissivity or reflectivity an.cl. the low temperature
of outer space.

is that rivers, land, and

on the land will have

By observing these temperature differences and recording them as brightness variations on a film or cathode-ray tube, we obtain a picture that is
a reasonable substitute for a visual picture.
widely different apparent temperatures.

C.

PASSIVE L'<FRARED RECONNAISSANCE
Wh.ile investigating the ability of infraced radiations from ground objects to
a camera system for night photography, scientists o! the Servo Corporation of America
noted rather appreciable radiation di!!erences. They thereupon
potentialities of the
thermal-radiation recel.ver for aerial surveying, an.cl they converted the system to make it scan
in the manner sketched in Fig. 10-4. The scanning system had a resolution of 0.5' xo.'i~, x: 0.5',
ard swept an ttng1e of 60• total at right
to the direction of aircraft
Scan rates on
the order of Z. to 6 per second were employed: thus 2.40 to 720 elements were scanned per second.
by t
With z channels - Le., Z scanning beams and l completely separate receivers,
was doubled.
the

The forward motion of the aircraft produced thf! second dimension of scan and
was created by synchronizing the motion of a paper recording chart with

the forward motion of the airplane.

A lZ-inch diameter li!fllerma dome was employed.
for this is the region in
Wavelengths in the regi911 8 to 15 microns were
whlch the atmospheric absorption is quite tow.• A silver chloride filter was used in the receiver
to block off wavelengths below 0. 7 micron in order to exclude the large visible reflections that
a.re not usable tor the purpose of

The detection element employed was a thermistor

which has a much broader band than that from 8 to 15 micror:i>.

A thermistor time constant on

*For the region below 8 microns. Dr. Ovrebo briefed the BEACON .HtLL Study Group on the use
of the near-infrared radiations for the detection of tanks and other objects. We do not know of
an interest in the near~infrared for the pictorial display of terrain features; and, without giving
detailed consideration to the problem, we
that the 10-miccon region is a better choice.
The transmission loss through clear
in the vicinity of 3.5 microns may be lower than

in the band near 10 microns, but the
pass band is narrower. The near·infrared
wavelengths would be just as subject to overcast and cloud attenuation as are 10.-micron radiations. A detailed discussion of the use of near-infrared in connection with TAC problems is
gwen in the Report of PROJECT VISTA.

Fig. 10-3

'---::e:~::.......- --+-Forward
Produces

Motion of Aircraft
Forward Scan Motion

Fig. 10-4
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the order of 0.003 sec was

in the system, and the present technique for ma.king

thermistors limits the time constant to the order of 0.001 sec minimum.
An indication or the strength of the signals received during flight tests is
given by Table 10-L
TABLE 10-l

Magnitude o! Signal
at a Reference Point in the Receiv<!lr
Signal Source

l

(Microvolts)

Total {set and thermal noise)

Hangar area

I

.5

30 - 90

?SO

Small factory
Burning trash dump

1000

These data indicate that moderately smaU objects produce signals well above the noise level,
and that the dynamic range or the recording mechanism should be about 40 db in order to make
futl use of the available information.
The aerial survey of the New York area made with this equipment by the Servo
Corporation reveals that a tremendous amount of detail bi a.vaila.bie. Thei day.and night record·
ings of the same area were notic:eably di!ferenL In particular, at n!ght certain highways appeared brighter than the surrounding terrain, whereas in the daytime they appeared darker.
This may be due ta the fact that the highway signal remams coostant, while the signal from the
surrounding terrain !luctua.tes widely. This general behavior is probably inherent in the use of

the 8 to 15 micron region, and has an important
on the significance o! the information namely, that the information received from a given area will depend appreciably upon the time
of observation as well as upon absorption conditions in the atmosphere above the target.
There is a serious atmospheric propagation problem in the 8 to 15 micron
region. .Rain clouds of suffi..cient density are certain to produce high attenuations and, therefore,
wiU screen an airborne infrared receiver from all ground objects (i! the cloud is between the receiver and the ground). This may be the outstanding reason for seeking a therma.l·radiation receiver tbat operates at short radio wavelengths, where clouds have relatively little effect. The
infrared, however, is :reported to have a notic.eable edge over optical wavelengths with regard
to seeing through overcast, and this is to be expected from the nature of absorption er!ects.
D. PASSIVE MICROWAVE RECONNAISSA.'iCE
Although proposal for the use of microwave frequencies fn a thermal-radiation
receiver system was made* and specifications !or a proposed development contract were drawn

*craven, W .A., Jr., and Genoud, R.H .. Detection of Thermal Radiation at Microwave Frequencies, Hughes Aircraft Company Report, Feb, 8, 195 L
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up,* no further progress appears to have been made.
1. The Receiver
We consider first the sensitivity that might be expected of a microwave thermalradiation receiver. The work of R.H. Dicke has been interpreted to show that the smallest observable temperature difference t:.T is related to the parameters of the receiving system as follows:

"-T)Z

t Af ( FT

" 1 •

where

t"' averaging time for the measurement in seconds,
,o.f " receiver intermediate-frequency bandwidth in cycles/sec,
.o. T" observed temperature difference,
F " receiver noise figure,
T = absolute temperature at receiver (approximately 300"),

The smallest observable temperature dlfference is here defined to be equal to
the rms statistical fluctuation in apparent temperature, which one might call the "background

noise".

From this relation, it can be seen that the figure of merit of the receiver
is

Both bandwidth and noise figure aid in detecting the temperature difference. The frequency of
operation does not enter directly into the receiver figure-of-merit relation. However, there
are important factors that dictate the use of Lhe highest possible radio frequency.
(a) In order to get the best resolution, we need the smallest antenna beam possible; with the limitations on antenna size inherent in airborne applications, this means
we must use highest possible frequency.
(b) The size of many objects that we wish to detect on the ground is smaller than
the cross-sectional area of the antenna beam at distances of about 40,000 feet, and, therefore. the actual signals delivered to the receiver will be largest when we use the smallest
possible beam. This is a consequence of the fact that the receiver will "seeR a temperature
that is the average temperature over the entire cross-sectional area of the beam.
We must avoid significant atmospheric absorption in order to avoid attenuation of the sign.al and in order to take advantage of the low surrounding temperature of outside
space. Therefore, we must certalnly avoid the oxygen-absorption region near 5 mm. Wave•Wright Air Development Center, Weapons Components Division, Exhibit No. WCER-139,
dated 16 January 195l.
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lengths longer than 6 .5 mm will probably be ""'"''"'"'
the po9aible exception of the region near l .3 cm.
Let ue consider the kind of receiver that is now available in the region between
6.£> and 10 mm and determine how much area can be scanned in a given time.

Using components

available on a research basis, we can build a superneterodyne receiver having a 20-Mc bandwidth

as small as 10" K can be
meaiJUred at the rate of 22 elements per second (where an element is the area included within
the beamwidth). Use of two polarizations or a multiplicity of receivet"s would incuase this information rate. The effect of the
band has been included.
and a noise figure of 15 db. It follaws that temperature differences

In Ot"der to evaluate the long-term implications, suppose we now consider the
kind of receiver that might be made available after .some years of research and development.
It is likely that traveling-wave tubes will ultimately provide the best figure of merit as defined
by the relation given above.

Traveling-wave tubes that operate over a 3:1 frequency ratio havil!
This means that a tube having a top frequency of 46,000 Mc, corresponding
to a wavelength of 6 .5 mm, would have a lower frequency limit o! 16,000 Mc and a total bandwidth of 30,000 Mc. Traveling-wave tubes have also been built for the region around 3000 Mc
(mid-band), with a noise figure of about 10 db. Suppose that we now assume that further development in the millimeter-wave
makes available tubes with noise figures of 10 dp. We then
find that we can measure a temperature dil'ferem:e of l O" K at a rate of 90,000 elements per
second.
already been built.

z.
Consider fit"st fae line-scan system of Fig. 10-4. Assume a

O.zs•

antenna

beamwidth (this requires an antenna about 1 teet in diameter}. a 40,000-foot altitude and a
mph aircraft speed.

boo.

Th;ei size of the element of area that is resolved directly beneath the air·

plane is ZOO feet in diameter The forward motion of the vehicle ts about 1000 feet per second.
or 5 elements of area per second. Tne transverse motion of the beam must then be 5 one-way
sweeps per second, and S elements of area or a 1000-foot wide strip may be examined by the ZZ
elements-per-second receiver discussed above. A very modest portion of the forseeable t"e·
ceiver improvement would ma.Ke possible the aca.nni.'lg of an area 2 or 3 miles wide.
If the forward motion of the aircraft causes the sc.anned area to move past the
receiver (Fig. l0-3). a total of 5 elements may be continuously examined.

Arranged in a square

picture, this means that an area about 1000 feet square with a resolving power of 400 feet could
be examined with the "existing" set,* I1 the beam scan is arranged so as to track a given area
on the ground as the aircraft approaches the target area, then the full 2.l elements per se.cond

meaaut"ing time could be utilized, corresponding to an area approximately ZOOO feet square for
the pat"ameter values selected above.

By taking longer than a second for the measurement or by

using more bandwidth, more elements may be utilized (in dlrect proportion to the increase in
bandwidth Ot" increase in time of measurement) Again, a rather modest portion of the forseeable improvement in the

r~ceiver

wotdd make available an area several miles on a side instead

of the 0.4-ntile square at"ea indicated above.

*This assumes an angle of

between the scanning beam and the hori7.ontal.
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3. Stabilitl of Microwave Thermal Signals
The best way to learn about the stabiHty of n:dcrowave thermal signals is to
observe them, and we propose that this be done. In the :meantime, we may try to anticipate the
results.
It is very likely that. there will be no day-to~night 'llllriation in the observed
signals, since true temperatures are not expected to play a large part in the contrast betwef!n
various objects,. Similarly, overcast should not influence the p.icture materially. The sun
should influence the picture only in the rare case where its mlrror image appears at the receiver.

It is quite possible that a recent rain wi!lalter the r~!lectivity of objects

enough to change the picture, and there may be seasonal dii'!eFences due to growth of vegetation,
freezing ct rivers. snow, etc.
The best evidence on this subject, we repeat, is experimental evidence:.
4. Other Applicatfons
lt should be noted that a microwave thermal system may offer advantages to
ground~based operations u well as fl.) th,e .airborne aerial operaUi:ms we have been considering.
1n particular, it is quite likely that a g:rbtma-based receiver can dfite\:t airplanes by virtUe, of the
fact that ni.diation. from the earth is renected from
under side of the airplane toward the recompared to that from the cold
ceiver. The radiation from the earth would be r"''"'r"'"'
space bordering the airplane as viewed from the reeeivE!r.

I

'

I

"""'""'-"''" n:dght be deh.•cted by the
paasive·radiaH.on receiver because the tanks have higher refledivlties than bushes or other
foliage that might be in the backgraund.
These speculatfons are subject to evaluation by means of very simple experiments.

E. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION$

l. Passive Infrared Reconnaissance
A veey interesting piece of work
been done on the use ot infrared thermal:rad.iation reception as a pictorial display system; this amounts to a slmirtelevision viewing system in which optical wavelengths have been replaced by infrared wavelengths. Two major shortcomings have appearedr (a) the picture recehred in this manner varies greatly between day and
night; and (bLllie utilit;}' of the system is limited by clouds and atmospheric conditions although
this liwtaHon is not
severe as it i.s at visible w11velengths (photography). In addition, it is
not now possible to bUild a really fast-acting infrared radiometer {to produce essentially continuous viewing of an entire area)hecause there is not \'l.vailable a really fast-acting infrared
detector. On the other hand, the infrared system has the trementlous advantage of ex.ii;tence.

so

lt is recommended that the existing infrared
eguipment be used t? determine the bask
characteristics of airborne infrared reconnaissance.

ii

In particular, a serious attempt should be made to obtain quantitative information on the transmissio.n losses through various types ot clouds viewed from various altitudes,

and to determine how frequently an infrared thermal-radiation receiver would be rendered inoperative
clouds or
rain conditions. Flights should be made at h.igh altitude to demonstrate
the kinds of pictures that can be obtained under these conditions for comparison with the pictures
that have already been taken at low altitudes. An attempt should be made to ascertain the relative importance of absolute temperature and emissivity in deten:nining the intensity of infrared
radiation received i'ro:m various abjects. While carrying out this study, consideration should be
given to the type of signal that probably would be received by a microwave thermal-radiation re~
ceiver in similar circumstances. The objective would be to try lo determine the areas o! ap~
plication in which the infrared system performance would clearly equal or excel that of the
microw1;1ve equivalent.

n has

been suggested, for

that factory gases may give a. posi-

tive indication on the infrared radiometer, but no indication on a microwave radiometer.
Until some preliminary work has been done on passive microwave :reconnaissance, and some of. the work recommended in the above paragraphs is carried out, it is suggested that no new infrared thermal-radiation-recepUcm equipment be developed for reconnaissance purposes.

This recommendation does not apply, of course, should there be discovered

a.n application that is clearly not met by the proposed passive microwave system.

l.
lt is possible to build receiving equipment capable of detecting the differences
in apparent thermal radiation that are expected to emanate from buildings, trees, rivers and
land in the short-wavelength end of the radio spectrum.

lf such receiving equipment were used to aetuate a pictorial display system,
it is quite probable that the picture would be informative as to the nature of the terrain.

It is

certain that such a picture would differ from the corresponding one obtained at infrared

wave~

l.engths (since the emissivity of many materials differs greatly at the two widely different wave-

lengths}; it would also differ materially from a radar picture.
In order to realize o.s· resolution, the microwave system will require a l.5·
foot aperture, whereas the infrared system employs only a one-foot aperture. The beam angle

can be reduced by increasing the antenna aperture in the microwave case; in order to reduce the
beam angle in the infrared system, it is necessary to x-educe the size of the thermistor detector, for this is the limiting element in the present equipment.
Compared to the infrared system, the outstanding a.dvantage of the microwave
system is greatly reduced susceptibility to cloud interference. Tile microwave system may also
become !aster than the lnfrared system, and capable of simultaneously viewing more elements,
when forseeable improvements l.n receivers materialize.
The potentialities of the microwave system appear ta us to be great, and it

seems unfortunate that a year has passed since the initial conceptio.n without actual work being
started.
We recommend t.hat a vigorous e;ploration of the potentialities ot microwave thermal-radiation reception be undertaken
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3.

Airborne Passive Receivers versus Airborne Radar
The thermahradiation reception sy$tem has the following advantages comto radar:
(a) It does not advertise its presence {as doelil' rad;tr).
is employed.
(b) It is probably ti'bpervious to jamminK slice: {l) very small side lobes can be:
reali2:ed in the
antenna whlch has practical size( tn. the millimeter region; and
(Z) the jammer is located
the system (the jammer
will be a bright
{c) The
of the ~hermal~rs.diation receiver system is such that it will tend
to show the true shape of buildings or other large
Radar, on the other haru:l,
tends to show
sharp comers of objects rathet' than the true shape ol the objects.
(d) The thermal system is at its best wben iffs looking straight down, whereas
radar provides no information whatsoever when used in Uus way, (Airborne radar 4l
virtuaUy useless for viewing angles out to about 30" from the vartical, for
is very
little range di!fe7'ence between objects on the ground plane in this sector.)

{e) By virtue of its resembling normal vision mot•e closely than does radar, the
passive display picture may be more easily interpretable than is the radar picture.
{f} There is no scanning loss associated with the passive-radiation receiver
since thethennal radiations are continuous. Therefore, with a suitable integrating arrangement on the face of the cathode-ray tube or other viewing mechanism, it is quite
possible to use a rapid-scaruHng presentation which allows the viewer to obtain the maximum of information from the system.
On the contrary side of the eomparison, it is not clear that
:reception
can provide enough sene:iU.'ritY or resolution ~t la:r~ distances to re place radar as a bombing
system. Passive receiveC"li resemble low"r~~iolution
in tl:>.is respect.
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-CONFi&EN
CHAPTER 11
RECONNAISSANCE VEHICLES
A.

THE NEED FOR RECONNAISSA..l\'!CE

In the current world situation, the need for the sort of information obtainable

through aerial reconnaissance is many times more urgent than it was before and during World
Wa.r II.

This urgent requirement for effective reconnaissance can be met only by a correspond*

ing increase in the emphasis placed by the Air Force on the development and effective employment of aerial reconnaissance systems.
different needs.

Such systems must be designed to meet two rather

Prior to the outbreak of acknowledged hostilities, it will he useful to supp1e-

m.ent our present information on the Soviet economy, military capabilities, and order of
battle - so far as this can be done - by up-to-date information gathered in politically acceptable
ways, Should hostilities commence, we must be ready for an immediate and continuing reconnaissance effort conducted without regard for the political niceties prevailing earlier. The
dual nature of the reconnaissance task for which we must develop equipment and systems suggest that, other things being equal. a system having both a pre- and a post-D·Day capability
will be preferable to a pre-D-Day system whose utility is limited to that period.

In what follows, the general requirements for reconnaissance vehicles are
sketched, and the recommended program is set forth in brief fashion. The recommendations
are intended more to indicate the general shape and direction of a future program than to present an exhaustive and infallible analysis of desirable developments in reconnaissance.
B.

CURRENT RECONNAJSSANCE VEHICLES

Reconnaissance aircraft types now in service include the RB·Zb, RF-51,
RB-29, RB-36, RB-45, RB-50, and RF-80. To these can be added the RB-47 and RF-84F,
which will go into production this year.

Many of the current reconnaissance types have bee~

obtained by modif:ymg for reconnaissance airplanes that had been made obsolete by a later
model of the same type. Reconnaissance has often been forced to use the handed-down equipment of the combat branches of the Air Force.
The dangers inherent in this approach to reconnaissance have now been
recognized.

ln the programs tor the MX'. 1626 and MX 1112, the requirements for reconnais-

sance are being taken into account during lhe design stages.

Nevertheless, to illuminate the

reasons behind later recommendations in this Report, it may be useful to :review here some
of the major requirements applicable to the des1gn of reconnaissance systems.

C.

RECONNAJSSANCE REQUIREMENTS
1.

Need for Pre-D-Day Aerial Reconnaissance

We have reached a period in history when our peacetime knowledge of the capabilities, activities and dispositions of a potentially hostile nation is such as to demand that we
supplement it with the maximum a.mount of information obtainable through aerial reconnaissance.
To avoid political involvements, such aerial reconnaissance must be conducted either from vehi-

cles flying in friendly airspace, or - a decision on this point permitting - from vehicles
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whose performance is SllCh that they can operate ln Soviet a.inpace with greatly reduced
chances of detection or i.nterception. The political obstacles to performing reci:>nna:issance of
the latter type are often mentioned as justifying a lack ot effort on equipment and systems for
pre-D-Day reconnaissance Involving penetration of ,<;k}viet airspace. This is i>robably unwise.
Without realistic trials of such systems against friendly air defense, without realistic evalu-

reconrui.issance information that such systems a.re able to gather in ac.tttal field exwe do not have all the facts that are needed to reach sound political decisions conuse of 1>uch systems.
Survival in th<? Face of' Modern Defenses
The classk.al reconmi..issa,!lce mission is perlormed by the swiftest means,
whether the light-foot soldier, the cavalry, or the high,-speed flying machine, In Wortd War
n. it was genera.Uy performed by a single aircraft, .often unarmed, which :relied on high performance to evade enemy defeni;;es. The concept of using the neetest means for reconnaissance is still sound, We know that~oviet interceptors compare favorably wi.th the: best we ha.vei
we suspect that their local ground-to-air defenses may ialso be formidable. Under these circumstances, we shall not wish to use obsolescent aircraft for :reconnaissance.
'.Furthermore, the fuel and airframe weights necessary to fly the vehicle over
long distances to the enemy airspace inflict a pe.nalty on target performance, which should be
avoided wherever possible by the use ot peripheral bases and. air refueling and paraslting
facilities. The highestpossible spe:ed and altitude performance will be r~quired of reconnaissance aircraft: a capability for obtaining in!ormatfan
important.
ation of the
periments,
cerning the
Zr

3.

'ftigh performance in. 11ircraft
with it ever-increasing penalties in
terms of the ratio of gross weight to payload. Foreseeable
speeds and long qperating ranges will in some cases
an increase in aircraft gross
of more than ten
pounds for.every additional pound of equipment weight. This being iro, tt is of the greatest
importance to minimize the size and weight of the sensing equ!pment: to be carried by reconnaissance aircraft - .maintaining, of .eourse, performance adequate to obtain essential intorma•
tion - rather than to pufcostly or even
requirements on the airframe and engine
designer for want of sufficient attention to the
of
payload. Thia has not always been
done in the past.
Perhaps the greatest opportunity for better balance in reconnaissance system
design is in electronic intercept installations in ferret aircraft. In Chapter 4, we have examined
the several functions o! electromagnetic: intercept, and pointedout that the present electronic
equipment is aimed
tne predse analysis of a limited numbe :r or signals. The com-

at

plete installation needed for this fine analysis resembles a flying laboratory and requires a very
large plane to carry it. Other important functions of electromagnetic intercept - particularly
the effective surveillance of broad regions of thE!i spectrum - could be $erved by less elaborate
equipment, which would lessen the demand on afrcra!t gross weight.
In addition, it is operaUonalty sound to design alternative equipment installations for the different types or reconnaissance missipns (photographic, electromagnetic

intercept, high-resolution radar, etc.}, rather than to overburden the reconnaJ,ssance aircraft in
the hope o! obtaining all types of data on a single sortie. Equipments designed to make special
obse:r-..ratior.s required only rarely in a campaign can be excluded from the standard systems design, with provision !or alternate use when such special observations may be critically l.mportant. Again, data Un.ks and relay systems can be used, when their reliability is high enough, to
permit

simplif~cation

and weight saving in the airborne equipment.

The important consideration is to design the reconnaissance system as an
integrated whole: vehicle, sensing equipment., and organization for reducing and, distributing

the data obtained. This process must
at the incept.ion of the basic aircraft type, whether
bomber, fighter, or special vehicle. Whenever airframe and equipment are developed mde*
pendentiy, there is a loss of over-all economy and good performance.
4.

For obvious reasons, it is best to have the smallest number of specialized
reconnaissance aircraft types consistent with adequate accomplishment of the reconnaissance
task. Three rather different capabilities appear l.:mportant to us, particularly at the omiH?t oi
acknowledged hostilities.
(a) Fi.ghter or superior performance.
the ability to go down to low attitude near a target, out to radii as great as iOOO
rr1iles.
(b} High-altitude, high-speed performance in an aircraft capable of cai-ryL'1g a substantial
(say 4000 or $000 pounds) to radii up to Z.500 miles.
(c) Limited-range {about 100 miles). very-high-speed perlormance at
low altitudes, in a terminal missile that ean be launched near a target.

Recon-

naissance data from such a missile would be relayed back to the launchin.g air'craft.
In so tar as possible, the first two of these aircraft types shoui<:i be able to

carry an installation of any important data•collecting equipment: day photographic, night photo. graphic, high-resolution radar, electromagnetic intercept, passive infrared and microwave

detection, specfalized weather instrumentation, and so on. In the fighter type corresponding
to (a), this is probably best accomplished by means of interchangeable noses containing dif!erent reconnaissance-equipment installations.

For this reason, U is essential that the fighter-

type reconnaissance airplane must not have an air intake in its nose.

Either side airseoops or

wing-mounted engines must be used.

The larger reconnaisl!:lance aircraft described by (b) will tend itself even
more readily to alternate installations of different observing equipment,
I

I

l
I

rn the case ot a modi-

fied bomber, interchangeable packages can be prepared for bomb-bay stowage: in later aircraft,
detachable and interchangeable pods can be provided in other ways.
It is not required that the full gamut of instrumentation be provided for the
terminal missile (c),

The most important capability for this vehic:le is that of photoelectric

sca.'lning o! the target, with a radio data link back to the launching aircraft.
By no means all the wartime situations deml!!.nding special information will
be met by the three equipment typas recommended here; some :;ituations, indeed, cannot even

.I
I
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b? foreseen. It is felt, however, that the vast majority of the demandlii for
reconnaissance information can be meO:iy the recommended types, and that the situations demanding
other equipment will be !flO special that they: can and should be met by special modifications of
existing equ.ipment.
D.

A RECOMMENDED PROGRAM

In this section there is sketch~ a possible program a.imeil at improving the
Air Force strategic and pre-D-Day reco~sance capability in accordance with the gene.rat
considerations that ha~ been outlined. lt is not claimed that the program recommended hete
is to be taken as final or ideal: other
of which the BEACON BILL Study Oroup

1Iowever, it is felt that the general out-

has been ignorant, :cr.ay m<1.ke modifications

lines of the program are sound.
For convenience in discussion, two time phases are distinguished: the immediate time period. defined as extending frotn<the present to 1956: and a future time period
covering 1956-1960. Within eaeh ofthese periods, a further distinction is drawn between a
cold-war situation before D-Day, and the situation prevailing aJt:er D-Day.
The pre-D-Day reconnaissance vehicles CO?l!iidered in
!lect.ion are intended principally for penetration to varying dei;iths of UO!rieridly airspace; the vehicle requiremen~s tor border air s'U.rveilla.nce ..!rom friandty airspace
generaUytess ex:a,cting, except

for altitude perhaps.
1. Pre-0-Day, 195Z.- l9S&
A high-altitude free balloon !or prt?-D;,.;Day penetration is an extremely
teresting and promising vehicle for a
or military and scientttii;: uses, a.nd reHarch
sho11ld continue on the many problems connected with its further imp.rovement.
We think the utility of the ra.n<lol'J'i'-ile•u·<:h m,tormation that balloons would
bring back is of minor value co.i:iipared.with the increasing potentialities of other pre-D-Day
systems. According to the briefings given the BEACON Hn~t. group, what ls needed is not so
much general area-search information a.s specific information
Soviet mi.Uta.rye forces and on
targets whose location and general featur.ii.s are known.
1.tter sort o! in!orrilation can be
gathered With good efficiency only by controlled search; th.e uncontrollability and small payload
or the free balloon makes it less suitable !or this task than powered s1stems.
Nevertheless, we believe that general ari:;a-sea.rch h:tformation obtained "'ith
low efficiency is preferable to no information at all, and we a.re told that balloot'llil may be the
only politically acceptable pre-D-Day vehicle. We therefore advocate further experimentation,
especially to obtain data. on winds
probable recovery rates and to explore tight and compact
camera techniques. We expect balloons
be found useful to carry repeaters for electromagnetic intercept operations at the border (see. p, 16.8 olthla.cha.pter
Chapter 4).

and

may

and

The current balloon program appears to

delayed by technical difficulties

which we have not been able to analyii:e in detail. We suggest giving much greater emphasis to
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the development aspects of the program before attempting final-phase engineering for production.

e

It is recommended that:
(a) Research be continued an the fundamental problems
of high-altitude, long-duration balloon flights;
(b) Data be obtained on wind and recovery rates, and

experiments be made with light and compact camera
equipment:
(c) The development aspects of the balloon program be

emphasized before final-phase engineering production is attempted.
Two types of vehicles capable of pre-D-Day controlled search offer promise
for the immediate time period.

The first is a turboJet-powered, photographic, manned aircraft

(subsequently dronable). in which altitude is sought at the expense of all other performance parameters. Such an aircraft might be made operationally available in the l95Z. to 1956 period as a
crash modification of an existing type.

(A survey to select the most satisfactory type might in-

clude modifications of the Canberra, or the RB-66.)

With high-altitude performance

substantfaily in excess of 60,000 feet, with a penetration capability of 500 miles or more, and
with the elements of surprise and initiative acting completely in our favor, we would have in
being an instrument of extreme value for several years, which could be used should cold war
political considerations permit or should the imminence of full hostilities dictate the dispatch
of such a reconnaissance force.
The second type of controtled-search vehicle is a modified guided missile.
Since the guidance requirements involved in using such a vehicle for reconnaissance are less
difficult to meet than those that characterize its use for bombardment, there is every reason to
suppose that rather simple guidance systems would suffice. The B-62. (SNARK) i.s fairly well
developed and satisfactory as a flying machine; a less-refined guidance system might allow the
use or this missile for reconnaissance purposes at an earlier date.

In planning for any con-

templated use of a pre-D-Day reconnaissance vehicle, the followil1g factors should be taken
into consideration: To what extent can the likelihood of detection of such a vehicle visually or
by radar be minimized? I.f it is detected, how readily can it be brought down by interceptors or

anti.aircraft artillery? How effectively can such a vehicle be programed to photograph an installation of known location (such as Peenemunde, for example) and return home with its 'pictures?

It is recommended that:
{a) A survey be made to detennlne the manned turbojet
aircraft most suitable far modification to operate
above 60,000 feet, and that a limited number of such
reconnaissance vehicles be subsequently procured.
(b) The reconnaissance version of the SNAR.K be given
priority over the bombardment version.
(c) A small number of SNARKs be fitted with camera
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installations and. simple guidance equipment - perhaps .
only a dock-programed autopilot'- to serve as un·
manned photo-reeonrutissanee aircraft.

(d) ~In~~!!!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Command, either USAF or RAF, can detect and intercept
them.

After development and test, these vehicles could be made pa.rt of a small
pre-D-Day force-in~being, should political considerations permit their use.
,
With regard to air border surve.illance by photographic, electromagnetic
or radar techniques, adequate volumetric. capacity and speed
vehicles flying up tQ 50,000
feet is not critical and is readily obt~ed by modification qf existing- cargo or bomber types.
Much deeper and very u.se!ul photographic and electroma.g;ietic penetrations could be obtained
from border vehicles flying appreciably in .e11;cess of 50,000 feet. Rocket,.propeUed research
aircraft, such as the x.1 and X-l, are
decided interest. The X·Z airplane is to be capable
of reaching an altitude of more than 200,000 feet, and has a duration of sevet"al minutes above
• 70,000 feet.

It is thus capable of

long~range

day {>hotography with modified Cassegrain-type

optics from extreme altitudes near the Soviet border, and could eTiin make limited penetrations

or Soviet airspace at altitudes

so high as to render interception virtually impossible. High-

altitude balloons on border flights could probably serve better than. short-duration rocket aircraft as eiectromagtieue-intercept relay stat.ions, providing line-'bf-sight ranges reaching
hundreds of miles inside Soviet territory. Such vehicles operated on the friendly side .of the
border would not raise the difficult political problems attending the vi.ola.tion ot another nation's
airspace.
It is reeommended that

the

USAF undertake an immedi-

ate program o! feasibility triahi intended to develop existing rocket aircraft as reconruussance vehicles for
border nights and limited penetration. This could be
linked with the NACA resea.rcli pl:'Ogram. When electromagnetic :relay equip.ment is av&ilable, b-Uoon fl.igOts
should receive operaU.orial evaluation for this oorder•
surveillance purpose.
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Post D·Dax. 1951.-1956
Should war come soon, the greatest unfilled need in. the reconnaissance

field would be for a fighter-performance reconnaissance plane capable o! obtaining information
out to a radius of about 1000 miles.
Lf an opportunity for an interim

of this sort exists, we believe

it.
Some of the F-84E or F-04G aircraft now attaclied to SAC as escort fighters
could be modified for photo-reconnaissam:e, with range extension provided by the use of pylon
tanks and by refueling,
The RF - 84 or RF - I 0 l programs will provide a later and better capability
of tllis sort, and should be given high priorHy, It is recommended that these programs be
carried on with the SAC reconnaissance requirements in mind;
this means the
attainment ot: an operating radius or 1000 miles,
of a
sign of interchangeable nose installations for various groupin.gs of data-collection equipment.
It also appears deair-able to give these aircraft the capability of operating as parasites.
For larger radii, or in cases where the bu!JI:: and weight of the reconnais sance installation cannot he carried in a fighter type, especi.ally in more lightly defended areas,
the RB-47 will provide adequate capability. The small difference between RB-47 and fighter
speed makes it seem preferable to use the RB-47, rather than a fighter parasite, when radii
longer than 1000 miles are wanted, except possibly when low-level recoonaissa.nce over the
target is required. In this fatter case, the fighter's higher load .factor, greater maneuverability, smaller size, and lower vulnerability may justify the complications of parasite or re fueling operations, In those
cases where the problem is bulk and weight of payload,
rather than range, the fighter cannot be used, of course.
A successful RB-62. unmanned reconnaissance aircraft will be useful after
D-Day as well as before, particularly for special missions,
In discussing the needs and requirements far long.-range reconnaissance, we
have been impressed with arguments supporting the view that the RB-47 can meet the mal(!mum
volume and payload requirements of any properly designed reconnaissance system, a.nd that its
range Ls sufficient to cover the essential target areas from peripheral bases or with refueling
techniques, However, we ha.ve not considered it part of our assignment to examine alt aspects
of the current requirements
aircraft larger than the B-47. The only important con.sider·
a.tion we wish to advance is ba111ed on our study (in Chapter 4) of electromagnetic intercept
techniques, The recommended development in intercept receivers can substantially reduce
and volume of equipment required in electromagnetic
the number of operators and the
intercept operations.
that every effort should be ma.de to

3,

In the future time period beyond 1956, the extent and character of Soviet
air'

defense capabilities can only be guessed. It may or may not be possible for unmanned

reconnaissance vehicles such as SN ARK to operate with success over unfriendly territory prior
to D·Day, However, the performance of such vehicles will also improve, and they may continue
to be useful. It is possible that the NAVAHO will become operational during the time period of
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interest here.
!t ts therefore recommended. that the development program
on the NAVAHO vehicle include a reconnai.Ssa.nee vet"sion of
this aircraft.
It seems
likely that extremely high speed at extremely high altitude
will continue to
eI!ective protection over hostile territory. <Such performance can. so far
as we know now, be attained only by use of a rocket power plant. The present rocket program
displays a curiou.s gap. There are under development ballistic rockets o!rather short range about 150 miles. From these we
ranges of 5000 miles, and even satellites. Practical realization of these latter progra.qµs ts
clearly many years off.
There seems to be a place in the program for a rocket~propelled aircraft
with characteristics between those oi the X-2. atrplance and those or long-range ballistic rockets.
Such an aircraft would have c.Oiisidera.ble endurancec above, say, 80,000 feet: this would defend
it against any foreseeable air· breathing interceptors, while its power•crn performance should
enable it to contend with rocket interceptors at least on even.terms. 'rhis airc.ra.ft might have
alternate piloted and drone versions, and would be able to penetrate enemy airspace at extreme
altitude or perform border observation at
altttude. The <!evelopment and use of this
aircraft would appear to present fewer diftie:ulties than wouldatterid the dev1alopment of a ballistic rocket having the same capabilities, and the operational utility ofthe rocket aircraft
would seem much grea.l.er.

Based on progress with the .?'eeonna.isaa.m::e X-;! recommended for the 195Z-l956 period, a desi~ studx should
be initiated for a more advanced rocket-proe!Ued recon'."

naissanee a.irct'a!t.
In view of the Vfllry slow rate of pr9gress with ballistic rocket development
ovec- the past six years, it is believed unlikely that - even with a high-priority program of
development - useiul reconnaissance vehicles cou.td be achieved by 1960 in . the Corm either of
the intercontinental ballistic tocket or of the satellite. At ihe present ti.me, we betieve the
ap;:n::'opriate course .1$ to conti1'!;Ue thll' existing program of components studies on such items as
a small sell-contained power pl.ant; as results ue achieved, their possible application to a
t'uture satellite development should be further examined.
4. Post D-Day, 195.6-1960

As fighter types continue to be deve16ped, the performance of the fighter*

type reconnaissance plane. em be improved.
It is recommended, in this conneetion,that all prelimimlry

design 11Jtudies of fighters, other than short-range interceptors, be accompanied by design studies of a reconnaissance
version of the airplane, as has been recently done for future
bomber types.

--·--····~--------------------------------1

J
The place of the RB-47 as a long-range reconnaissance airplane will presumably be taken by one of the supersonic medium bombers now commencing development, either

the MX 16Z6 or the P;IX 171Z.

Reconnaissance versions are under study for both these types.

Low-altitude reconnaissance over targets with strong local defenses is a
difficult and dangerous job, yet it is often of vital importance in connfiction with bomb-damage
assessment, for example. A small, very fast, i.mmanned terminal missile with maximum
range of a.bout 100 miles appears to be a very promising vehicle for penetrating local defenses
at low altitude to perform reconnaissance. The sensory equipment of such a missile will ordinarily be photoelectric in nature: its indications must be transmitted back to the launching airplane for recording and use.
It is recommended that an existing missile type, such as

the SHRIKE, be chosen for this use, that a vigorous program

of development of sensing and relaying equipment be established, and that actual trials of this technique be commenced
as soon as possible. When the technique is in hand, realistic
trials against hea;:y concentrations of antiaircraft defense

should be conducted in cooperation with either the Army: or
the Navy.
In addition. a full reconnaissance version of this bomber should be planned

during the design phase.

'Whether it will ultimately be produced will depend on program fac-

tors unforseeable at this time.

It will be a question of whether the low-altitude bomber is
suf!iciently advantageous when compared with the low-altitude capability in the RF type, in

the terminal missiles. a.nd in high-altitude RB type to justify an additional model in the SAC
reconn.aissarn:e inventory. The RF type and the high-altitude RB type will continue to be
necessary in this time period, for our experience indicates that many reconnaissance tasks
calling for area surveillance and search will still have to be done at high altitudes.
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CHAPTER 12.
SPECIALIZED RECONNAISSANCE UNITS

A.

INTRODUCTION
The Air Force is a huge organization in which standardization is paramount.
Many items of equipment such as radios, radar sets, bombsights, cameras, navigation equipment, gun cameras and the like must be employed in terms or thousands of units. U is obvious
that as many as possible of these items must be standardized, inexpensive, rugged, and suitable for- mass production. Otherwise, the present strain on the nation's economy would be much
increased.
By the same token, standardization and simplicity very often prevent the
fullest use of the nation's technical skills on which our survival may well depend. Quality and
quantity are here in conflict. Are we to discard the high peak of teclmicaL achievement in order
to satisfy mass needs? Are we in danger of confining ourselves to the mediocre quality we sup·
pose our enemy to have in many respects 1 We know that our enemy has numerical superiority.
Are we losi.-lg out on quality as well?
Even in cases where efforts have been made to supply the Air Force with
equipment of unusual proficiency, can we be sure that the equipment is properly used? In
World War Il, a photographic mission was often rated merely by the fact that pictures were
taken, not by the quality of the pictures. We have learned, however, that training is fully as
important as equipment, and that complicated equipment requires special training on the pa.rt
of the users.
We ()all use the weaptln systems approach in choosing the most suitable stand·
ard equipment for general use, which implies an over-all study of requirements, from the conception of a mission through to completion, and the selection of optimum equipment for the job.
However, we can suppose that our enemy is equally intelligent and is also attempting to produce
optimum equipment !or his own mass use. Certainly, no one can doubt that the MIG-15 is a
valuable fighter for general use and that the U.S. S. R. is sending its pilots to ,.school" in
Korea to achieve a better plane-pilot combination.
If we a.re to assert a qualitative superiority over the Soviets, it is essential
that we adopt the concept of Specialized Reconnaissance Units set up for extremely important,
even th<iugh relatively few~ missions. Here we appear to be deviating from our belief that one
of the most ii::-portant tasks of this Study Group is to make recommendations that will simplify
the problems. of the Air Force. Here we seem to be pleading for retention of complicated
techniques and equipment, and for a departure from standardization.
We believe that both ends can be served at once, in a thoroughly practical
way. On the one hand, we seek to relieve the Air Force from burdening recol'.naissance with
speciali:ted tasks and equipment that go beyond the training and ability of I.ts regular personnel.
On the other hand, we should like to gather special1:r.ed equipment, personnel and tasks together
into units where concentration will lend effectiveness. We also fully expect that, when competent men are assigned to these specialfaed units, they will quickly exploit the possibilities
of their equipment.
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We realize how complex is the oripniZational problem of setting up such units,

and how important it is not to disturb existing Commands.

The members of this Study Group

are not qualified to decide such internal problems of the Air Force, and in any case the matter
requires prolonged study.
Conseq.iently, the foUowing comments on the position of specialized units
within the Air Force are to be regarded simply as a starting point for more serious study
carried out by the Air Force itself.
At the present time, owing to the static nature of the cold war, it has been
possible for intelligence personnel charged with strategic target work to be assigned to the
Director of Intelligence in the Pentagon.

Here, the intelligence information from numerous

sources comes to a focus, so target work can be done with maximum effectiveness.
After D-Day, the bulk of intelligence data will come from the operations o!
the Strategic Air Command.

Consequently, target analysis will be shilted from Headquarters

USAF to SAC. The need for fast action by combat forces will have increased to such an extent
that target work can no longer be accomplished efficiently at higher headquarters.
In the case of the Tactical Air Command, some target work is done at Headquarters USAF, mainly for planning purposes.
kept in the theater.

But even now, target folders are prepared a.'ld

During actual operations, the need for specialized reconnaissance will thus be
recognized first at the comb.at command headquarters.

It will be necessary, then, for the SAC

Commander or the Theater Commander to have at his own dis;::>osat the facilities and personnel
to do this kind o! work. Specialized reconnaissance units must then operate from TAC or SAC
bases, use their facilities, etc., to such an extent that nothing will be gained by having the units
under a separate command elsewhere. The concept of the •team" is of the utmost importance.
Hence, we presume that specialized reconnaissance units would be established by the Air Force
as part of the team at any particular theater or command.
In World War II. a Director of Technical Services at each major headquarters
had a small staff of well-qualified scientific and engineering personnel.

This officer was

empowered to be in direct contact with research and development agencies without being required necessarily to clear through Headquarters USAF, and only to a minimum extent through
the Air Materiel Command.
The need for such a. Director of Technical Services now seems greater than
before. This officer would be the logical person to control the technical aspects ot th~ reconnaissance units assigned to his command or headquarters. He would be in a position to demand
quick fixes from research and development agencies. He would see that all members of the
specialized units were technically qualified. It is extremely important that such an officer be
empowered to maintain as direct contact as possible with laboratories in the United States, and
that he be able to call specialists to his headquarters to advise on equipment and missions.
The actual operations of the specialized reconnaissance units would come under
an agency to be designated by the Commander at the base or headquarters. In like manner, the
assignments of the unit would be determined by the same or another Air Force agency al com-

•
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Most important of all, we can rightfully expect that in time

e

personnel from regular reconnaissance outfits will be assigned to accomplish the specialized
work.

In some cases, unusually good crews might be assigned to the units en masse.

At the

higher-officer level, there should be men of excellent training and ability. They might be
drawn from the best technological schools and allowed to take advantage of any educational opportunities that would further their work. We can expect that they would have access to the top
scientists and laboratories of the nation through their Director of Technical Services. We can
expect the units to maintain scientific consultants from qualifi.ed institutions, on a quondam
basis, who at times should give formal series of lectures on selected subjects.
Qualified officers among the units should be assigned to the task of setting up
requirements, new procedures, new equipment, novel installations. etc. They should be aided
by selected technicians who would operate the specialized equipment and maintain it. This
equipment should cover the entire !ield of reconnaissance instruments, including radar, photography, ECM. passive infrared and passive microwave surveillance, high-altitude peripheral
obliques, and t~e Like. The personnel of the units could also aid in special missions arising
outside their particular headquarters. Thus, for example, if Headquarters USAF decided to
try out a new type of vertical rocket for high-altitude peripheral oblique photography and sent
engineers from the parent manufacturer out to a base to set up the rocket, the personnel of the
specialized unit should cooperate fully.
We anticipate that the new specialized units should have any and all equipment
deemed necessary for their missions within reasonable budgetary limitations. There will be
many times when standard equipment can be used to accomplish a special mission of critical
importance.

Similarly, some missions at the other end of the scale might require the procure-

ment of a very specialized piece of equipment.
Safeguards must be instituted (perhaps by appropriate authority in the United
States) to ensure that these specialized units are not stranded at the ends of long lines of communication. Similarly, means must be provided for communication among units, for often the
units can accomplish little if they are not fully aware of activities of similar units elsewhere.
The whole structure should be integrated through a central agency which can route questions
and answers, information, new equipment. and even personnel to the various units. Close and
continuous cooperation will be necessary between this central agency and Headquarters USAF.
B.

EXA.'\<1PLES OF SPECIALIZED EQUIPJ\.IENT A.'iD MISSlONS
1.

Photography
In Chapter 5, we recommend that the regular Air Force reconnaissance units

should not use lenses of focal length greater than 36 inches.

This is not to say that larger

equipment should be prohibited altogether. Certainly, the regular units may have to undertake
special assignments from time to time, and may need to use large cameras. Our only purpose
here is to prevent unnecessary quantity production of this large, expensive equipment, and to
prevent misuse and poor yields by relatively untrained personnel.
We visuali:te that the new unils envisioned for photography would have at their
disposal a limited number of cameras of all sizes and types, large and small.

The unit should

have adequate space for requisite laboratory testing, and for auxiliary equipment of all kinds
that may be needed.
Typical equipment for such $peeialized UJ'lits might include t.he following.
40-inch f/5.0 telephoto for 9 x9 format with
automatic focusing and thermostating (can be
used in fighters).
48-inch f/ti.3 telephoto for 9 x 18 format.
48-ineh f/4.5 stra.ight lens for 18 x 18 format
(intended for night photography in infrared
light).

48-ineh r/8 straight lens for 9 x 9 format
(apochromatic and intended for use with
color film).
M-ineh f/6 .0 telephoto,
for 9 x 9 (can
be used in fighters),
60-inch f/5.o telephoto for 9 x HJ format.
7Z-inch r/5.6 straight lens for 18x:l8 format.
9(:)-inch f/8.0 straight lens for 1Sx:36.
10.0·inch f/10
for 9x18 format, folded,
I H ·inch t/8. 0 strai1ht lens !ol' 18 x 3 6 for mat.
folded.

?40-inch fft.O straight lens for tsx36 format,
tolded.

36-inch apochromatic lens for 9x9 format
(color film).
lZO·degree wide
e 1:1pherical shell ca.me.ra with
5.95-inch focal
with rectifier.
J?anoratrJ.c cameras
lengths~

Strip cameras.
Special mapping
Special cameras
special instiUat.iOns. The speci11,}units should not
be without image-mot.iOn compensation except in the few cases where technical considerations
indicate the need is negligible. 'J;'hey should use aniivibrat:fun. .mounts, center-of-gravity
mounts, gyroscopically stabilized mi;:iunts, or whatever else
necessary; at all stages,
they should know their equipment exhaustively.
If the
a.re to achieve maximum effective.riess,
should be able to in·
nuence the development ol' all kinds of reconnaissance vehicles and their equipment. In some
cases, a single model equipped experimentally can bring back essential information without
waiting for moderate or mass production. For example, we are told the existing x. t has been

on about 100 n.lghts. It ought
be poHible by now to fu.ake use of this airplane for reconnais·
sance for high-attitude peripheral obliques, even if it were equipped only with a 6.inch camera.
With a spotting- camera or 48-inch focal length, the X~ l would enable Us pilot to obtain photogi-aphs far into ewstern Germany without entering Soviet-controlled territory. The X·l might
permit us to obtain peripheral obliques next year lrom. altitudes or 45 miles {see Chapter &}.
If we are to delay until such vehicles become operational, we may have to wait for tlve years

l7l:I

or more.

Meanwhile, one aircraft properly handled could accomplish a great deal.

This could

properly be a function of the specialized reconnaissance umts.
2. Other Reconnaissance Missions
We have discussed the manner in which specialized units might handle special·
ized tasks in photographic reconnaissance.

Similar assignments might be made for unique mis-

sions or equipment in other fields of reconnaissance - radar, electromagnetic intercept, photoelectric, infrared, etc.

Specific references to such specialized tasks are indicated in the vari-

ous chapters dealing with these subjects.
It should be kept strictly in mind that the primary mission of the specialized

reconnaissance units is reconnaissance and not research and development. The latter is not to
be ruled out, but the burden of research and development can more properly be carried by
agencies established f'or those !unctions.
The size of the individual specialized unit should be adjusted for maximum
return.

There will be a natural growth in size as the units undertake more and more types of

missions.

Quality of output is the important consideration. and we believe that this quality

will be related directly to the training and ability of the personnel selected.

In this discussion, we repeat that, by setting up these specialized units, the
Air Force can simplify the problems of the regular reconnaissance wings. Even if the new
units !all short of the ideal, much will have been accomplished merely if the regular wings do
not have to be concerned with special devices and installations.
Specialized reconnaissance units should be set up within the

Air Force in order to make the most effective use of
speeialized equipment of all kinds - photographic,
radar, microwave, ECM, ferret, and the like.

The units

will return a yield markedly above what can be accomplished
by the regular reconnaissance wings, in both quality and type
of information.

We can save the energ1es of the regular

reconnaissance wings for standard operations, without burdening them with time·consuming special devices and missions.
achieve a wiser division of labor and a more
We can
efficient utilization of the nation's technical skills.

1
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CHAPTER 13
HANDLlNO A."'ID EVALUATION OF lNTELLIGENCE
A. HANDLlNG RECONNAISSANCE DAT A
The problems in handling reco.nnaissanctt data are too well understood by the
Air Force to require restatement hen. To the common problems Qf bulk, incomplete location.al
information, insufficient coverage, and delays inproeessing and interpretation. there is for all
types of reconnaissance material an additional problem of
unequivocally what is on
the material collected.
handling of reconnaissance materials. One
is the need for channels for tl'ansmission of intelligence on a basis that will suffice for the contemplated post-D-Day load, so that the shoek of the reorgani~ation experience in Korea
not
prevail. This problem can be considered
with reference to the equally tirgent needs of many
other agencies with comparable demands. on communications channels. We have no concrete pro·
posa.l to make on this point except to suggest that certain
techniques presently being
investigated should be regarded as a mea.t1s for attacking thiiii problem. Equally helpfuL too would
be any and all efforts tO redUCli\ the VOlUD.'le Ot ITHHerIJH from
data reduction centers to a multi~
tude of users.
The second difficulty i."ldicates a clearly defined need for recogni:dng data re~
duction centers as entities separate I:rom collecting agencie~111nd users. We.recognize that something or this nature is present practice in
of SAC's reconnaissance
squadrons
and we commend the extension or this policy. Collation and evaluation functions should be added
to such reduction centers wherever practical. It is our belief that the voll..lme problem can then
be greatly improved by curtailing the flow of raw data from data reduction centers, carrying out
instead the major portion of the interpretation function and much of the collation and evaluation
functions at these points, and severely restricting the forwardingof original material. We beteletype, radio
lieve that moat interpreted data should be sent as intelligence ir.formation,
and published reports.
Our only com::lusu:m with reg.ard to the handling of reconnaissance data relates

to an improvement in correlating navigational and indexing data with observations in flight. No

reconnaissance information is of value unless and witil it can be identified accurately by time
and location. For short-range tactical missions where SHOR.AN is used for combat aircraft
navigation, it would be a simple matter to record the SHORAN coordinates on the va.dous film
records fas is already being done by eommercial oil companies in their aerial magnetic explorations). Very little developmental work would be needed to adapt the recordi!lg of SHORAN data
for labeling of reconnaissam:e material. For 10'ttger-range missions, future developments such
as LORA,.~ and WHYN can be adapted in much the same way as SHORAN. Other developments
u.n.der way in the Air Force present continuously to the navigator or pilot certain data such as
latitude and longitude of the vehicle. We beli!l've that a study directed toward a light-weight
simple, reliable equipment for a continuously recording navigational log would lead to a device
that could 'be used for continuously impri.'l:Ung locational and indeXing data on reconnaissance
material. There is no obstacle to the immediate design of' labeling devices for reeording
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navigational and operational data on all

re•eo1rtnials1sa.nceJtnror:m~ttl.<~n -

graphs, a.'Jd radar map and EM intercept

visual and radar photofor engineering

development. Considerable time and manpower now devoted to identification would be conserved.
the location would be certain on all collected
and the timeliness f'O:r reconnaissance
information would he improved s1;;m1ncan·t1y
The data reduction. problems
cussed elsewhere in thia Report (see

photographic and ,,-adar data are dis5, 6, ?, and 9). One aspect of photo-

interpretation is di!iH-:ussed in Chapter 14.

B. THE PROBLEM OF HANDLING INTELLIGENCE
One of t."le most difficult problems
a modern air
is the same old and classical problem of military intelligence - the fitting together o! 1n1ll!nen.tary information into an accurate
of a military situation. AUliQugh the eolleetion
of in!ormation gets
up by modern technical contrivances, the reduction of fragmentary
information to intelligence is not susceptible to improvement t;y hardware alone. Thought and
ingenuity are essential ingredients. Nevertheless, certai.n aspects of the data•handlfug f;iroble.m
might be better solved wHh the aid of mechanical
.By frag.mentary information we mean
repoM.s, prisoner interroga•
tions, photo·interpretations and the like, an of which have
be sorted, collated, evaluated and
reduced to a !inished intelligence report on a certain spec.me topic, such ·as, •what is the diS·
tribution o! Soviet.airfields in Eastern Europe?"' We further .C(W..sider these reports the~.Selves
as fragment<!lcy, because they too have to be sorted, collated and reduced to intelligence on
larger subjects, such as "What are Soviet intentions in Eur~pe in 195Z ?"
The asldn.g.. and answering of such questions are activities in the Directorate
of Intelligence, and are described in the •Missiona and Funetio.ns" of
unit. The subjects
a.bout which the units. require information are described .in a voluminous lomn~-leaf manuscript
which serves as a guide !or the Documents and Dissemination {D it D) Branch. These requirements a.re not static, but change from time to time. The mere remembering of all the requirements set forth is almost beyond the capab!Uties of any human 'being,
Four persons now cope with disseminating all incoming docum.enta and two
others deal with WRINGER Reports. Distribution is made on a "customer request• basis.in accordance with the •teaders' bible" (D f.c D Branen Screening Requirements f()r Reading Panel).
These customers are listed in the chart in
13-1 to show the e:lrlent of the distribution list.
The number of. pages that must be reproduced and distributed by D &r D has
grown enormously in the last few years. At the present time; the incoming flow of documents
averages about 1000 per day. In 1951, Z00,000 documents were received and l,300,000 documents
were dispatched - a total of 3.,500,000 pages. The volW'.rul fQr l95i can be e:iqiected to increa~e.
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In many cases the same report may go to 10 or more using agencies. Th.is may
be ascribed to two causes:
(l} Since it is virtually impossible to memorize the thick volume with its

vast catalogue of requests. the reading panel may send out more documents than necessary in order to be on the safe side;
(Z) Because there is an overlapping among the intelligence requirements
of the agencies, there is a duplication of requests for documents con·
taining raw intelligence.
We are not in a position to discuss the problems of overlapping intelligence requirements and the resultant bulk in the dissemination of raw information. We do, however,
propose to treat in some detail the following segments of the data-handling problem:
(l) Facilitating the timely flow of pertinent information and reducing the
ilow pf nonessential data.
(2} Simplifying the process of transforming raw information into finished
intelligence.
(3) Reducing the number of' sheets that must now be reproduced and distributed daily per item of intelligence.
C 1"1ECHANIZED !NFOR MATION HANDLING
l. What to Mechanize
There are two ways of getting intelligence. The first (and probably the best)
is to decide what it is we want to know, set up a team of ex:perts, and send them out to get it.
A typical example is the Alsos Mission. There are, however, many questions that do not warrant such a specific effort, and here we might as well rely on the collection and collation of individual items. Many of the items are of very little intrinsic or ultimate value, but these,
nevertheless, should be recorded somewhere within the Air Force. It is this type of information that we have in mind in this section. Because of its large volume, it is highly desirable to
use mechanical means so far as possible in its dissemination and collation. If this is done effi·
ciently, there is no doubt tha7 on occasion a real nugget of intelligence will be revealed by a
fragment in its proper context.
z. Program !or the Afr Force
The data.handling problem of the Directorate of Intelligence differs only in
detail from the so-called "library problem 11 which plagues the arts and sciences, and modern
civilization in general; but in the Air Force the situation is becoming peculiarly acute. The
existence of this over-all "library" problem is widely recognized, numerous ·methods have been
proposed for solving it, and a few mechanical aids have been assembled. None of these alone
is suitable for the Air Force, but we believe that a combination of several might turn out to be
very useful. The basic ideas we might combine are those represented by the following procedures:
(1) Recording on microfilm;
(Z} Identification by •underlining" words, as in a newspaper morgue;
(3) Converting the letters of the words to a representation {in dots
and blanks) by the same techniques used in Braille printing:

{4) Storage of the key words in the form of minute dots on the photofilm;

(5) RetrieYal from storage by the techniques used in modern computing
machines;
{6} Duplication oft.lie original by V -mail methods.
3,

The incorporation of all these procedures into one integrated system is admittedly a bold step, but the

could be tremendous.

We shall try to illustrate how such

an OYer-all system might work.
D. USE OF MICROFILM
l.

For Air Force requirements.

speaking, the duplication, sorting and

handling of documents (including charts and photographs where loss of very fine resolution is not

i.mportant} can be mechanbed by photographing on microfilm all incoming doc'..1ments. in order

ot accession. Microfilm is a compact practical form of storage.

It is more expensive (7~ a

sheet) than the present methods such as oza.lid (4¢ a sheet}. but this cost will be saved by the

complete mechanization of the subsequent handling of the material, As a further advantage, all
incoming material can be microfilmed, regardless of whether or not it has been prepared by
U.S. personnel; this eliminates previous sorting on this basis.
With the information on microfilm, the actual sorting (determined by means
described in the next section) can be done very efficiently by a technique actually put into practice in the well-kno'l'<'n Rapid Selector. In this machine, on signal, a frame on the original reel
is photographed onto a new reel by the triggering of an Edgerton flash lamp.

Very high speeds

of 5000 pages per minute have been achieved.
If one is willir.g to read microfilm, duplication is also accomplished in this

step. However, we strongly recommend that the user {evaluator or analyst) be not asked to

·study microfilm, bul that he be presented duplicates of the origfaal material in the form of
"blow ups• from the second microfilm reel - by the equipn;1rnt used so successfully during the
war !or duplicating V-ma.iL As we shall see later, the pages of V-mail will constitute a booklet on a topic requested by the eval:uator, containing all pertinent material on the original reel,
in a throw-away form.
Z. Labelin!i of Microfilmed Information
The duplication of selected frames from the microfilm onto another reel, described above, implies a selection process (singling out pertinent frames) and a collation process
(collecting on the several microfilms all material on the same topic). This can be done mechanically by a procedure similar to that used in the Rapid Selector. Let us assume that associated
with each frame there is a number of key descriptive words. How these are chosen is the subject of the next section. For the moment, we might visualize the procedure used in newspaper
morgues of underlining certain key words, or of writing them in the margin. It is necessary to
store these words, alo.ng with the photograph oi' the whole page, on the film in such a way that
they can be recognb:ed mechanically (e,g., by photocells). The straightforward way to do this
is to convert the letters in the words to a suitable form, such as a series of dots and blanks

(technically known as a "binary notation"). For example, the letters ~ould be:
A
0-'0000-

B

c
z

0 - 0 CLO - 0
0-000-0---0-0

Lower case could be:
a

--0000-

etc.
Digits could be in the well-k?lOwnbinary form:
l
000000-

z

00000-0

3

-0 0 0 0 0 - OOQ-00-

9

The
set of conventional symbols - digits, and th~·uppei-- and lowercase alphabet - requires ~even
for identi!icati.on - technica11y k?lOwn as a "bit". This
is the most e!fkient method or storage
To distinguish ordh:mryprinted retters,
we need discrimination in (lbout 9 levels vertically and 7 horizontally - 9r 63 altogether - in
order for the letter to be relatively clear and not too f.tlH•y. (Good printed matter, however, is
n:rnch better resolved than this, using up space for a thousand "bits•,) Thus the. storage of
ters as binary dots. requires lesa space than the printed word. With the best emulsion now avaU~
able, it would be possible to store the contents of all the books in the Lib?'ary ofCongres'lil in a
cubic yard of mm, The' average wq:rd has five
arid requires 35 locations. Thus, there
is ample space to store several hundre.d w~rds in a frame alongside tl\e photograph.
Key words (descriptonl ara typed on a
typewriter~ s~ch as is used in
preparing documents in Braille, which converts the letters to binary notation, which in turn
would be stored photographically as black and white spots on
alongside the photo•
graph or the written material.
3. The Rapid Selector
The Rapid Selector is a piece of equipment designed by Dr. s. Va.rtnevar Bush
and Ralph Shaw, and built by Engineering ReHarcll Associates. The ..machlne has been sucee&S·
ful, and a good deal of engineering data has been accumulated. It costs $75,000, t'eads 5000
frames a minute and can accommodate 6 identi!ic;:a.tion codes.A number of improvements is in·
dicated.• and the National Bureau of Standards is one of several agencies engaged in these tasks.
The Rapid Selector has
had a uvolutionary ettect on bibUognphic tech~
n:iques and is not recommended to .the A.tr Force in its present state. The maJ.n d,ifficulty seems
to be the bottleneck or introducing the identification code. The. delay has nothing to do with the
technical features ot the machine, It 'can be entirely jlttributed to the iu·chaic methods o.! ind~11:~
ing current in bilillography.
E IDENTIFICATION OF MICROFILMED INFORMATION
l. Difficulties of lndexi3
The storage of in!oMlllJt:ion on microf.Um. and its duplication as V ·mail is a
satisfactory technical solution to some ph:aae;ll ot the lfun.ry problem; but so far W+I! have

completely ignored the central difficulty of identifkation by content so that selected topics may
be retrieved.

I
,
I

I

This task in the past has been assumed by librarians, and they seem to have
had little success in solving the problem. It is generally conceded that classification schemes
(such as the Classification Decirnale, or that of the Library of Congress, or any other library)
are of questionable value to the user.
the part of the classifier.

In the first place, they require universal knowledge on

In the Air Force scheme, this would require the most knowledgeable

personnel at the input where the volume is overwhelming.
It is by no means obvious that documentary material needs to be filed, stored

or arranged in a systematic way or in a well-defined sequence.

It is impossible to place docu-

ments on all related subjects close together physically, because they exhibit a multidimensional
relationship to one another.
A user of in.formation requires a cross-cut of documents that is unpredictable

and variable.

The librarian's code makes the information even further remote from the user,

who has to decode the classification scheme into his immediate wants.

Basically. the difficulty

lies in the assumption on the librarlan's part that knowledge can be organized by a universal
classification scheme as plants and animals are arranged in the conventional biological families,
genera. species, etc. ln recent years, it has been recognized that the users of libraries do not
look at information that way.*

An ultimate ideal would be to have every printed word read by a reading machine and mechanically converted to a form that could be stored in some manner, so that any word
could be rapidly located and extracted wHh its context.

There is one objection to this:

ventional key word describing an idea may not, in fact, appear in the text.

the con-

This difficulty could

be to a large extent resolved by search, not on one word, but on whole groups of words.

z, Key Words
A practicable procedure is to put key words, which actually occur in the docu-

ment or which describe the material, into an automatic memory.

As described above, we visu-

alize a device similar to the Rapid Selector in which each document is numbered and recorded
on microfilm.

Associated with each frame, is one (or several} other frames which bear the key

words stored as a pattern of dots, susceptible to recognition by photocells. As many key words
are recorded as is economically possible.

We have in mind about 25. This is essentially the

method used by newspaper Kmorgues" where cuttings are filed away with key words underlined
in red.
The latter system of underlining is excellent for manual retrieval, because
the eye and the mind of the searcher are very active in picking out the right kind of word and
making mental associations.
!' ,,_,

! I

i

I

On the other hand, for a mechanical method of retrieval, it would

probably turn out to be too broad in its coverage of words.
To summarize the discussion of indexing, we have on the one hand the classical
*A better example which is unlikely to turn out to be entirely satisfactory and yet will be fruitful, is a mathematical one (specifically. Boolean algebra). This has at least one great advantage, namely that the sorting and dissemination of information can be adapted to devices similar
to modern large-scale automatic computing machines,
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approach of fitting idea.a into a p!"econceived fixed "biological" scheme. This requires thinking
by the indexer, and for this reason alone bec;)mes a bottleneck. It also implies that the user

thinks in terms of the same scheme, which is rare.1yt?'Ue. On the other hand, we have the
"morgue" scheme -0! merely underlining key words, This requires little thinking
the indexer,
and in fact eould be done mechanicall1
a reading machine ii eru.iugh techtJieal effort wertt .devoted to sueh a project. The objection to this method, when retrieval is attempted by mechanical
means, is that the searcher has to do a 1-0t of thinking in order to write down all possible grammatical form$ in which the idea he is search.fag for might appear ..

3.
We suggest a compromise indexing Bcheme, of "coordinate indexing,

11

wh5.ch

would seem to be adaptable to machine methods and to require a minimum of thinking on the part
of the indexer or retriever. It does not require a code book. We b!itHeve it avoids the m.ajor
obstacle in the use of the Rapid-Selectoi- type of machine, by accelerating the indexing ot. t.'l.e
frames. This method was developed by the Information Division of A.EC and bas been used by
them, arid by the Naval Sectfon of the Libtary of Congress. A factor of S has been achieved
over present methods of classifying documents, and rates up to ZOOO documents per person per
day have been reached
The principal feature of coordinate indexing is that it recognizes that it is
pt'acticable foallow ~erlining 11 ot any kind of word. and that som.e discipline must be imposed
by insisting that the key descriptive words must belong only to certain definite categories. The
choice of categories is determined by the particular body of information that is to be indexed.
For example, if we had the prol::llem of
a
nf the
activities in
the Soviet Union from readlng Euuian newspapers, we
look for words in two categories.
One would be proper names (especially of men 'Nim scientific reputations) and the other would
be sites, including institutes, u.'liversities. military bases, etc. This is because the information we want is basically the knowledge that a certain man with known interests and capabilities
is at for has left) a certain laboratory. The interconnection of these fragments would build up
a very revealing picture of Soviet scientific intentions, By picking out newspaper items containing one or more words belonging to one category simultaneously with one or more words belonging to the $econd category, we could quickly eollec.t. t~ pertinent material.
The pdn:clple of labeling material with words belonging to predetermined categories appropriate to the kind of intelligence required is more .flexible and easier to apply than
a rigid bibliographic index:. It is much simpler than underlining, from the poi.nt o! view of the
searcher who now knows ~ mus.t restrict his inquiries to these particular categories. Otherwise, within each category the actual words are unlimited ones may be added and old ones
dropped as interest& cl1a.'1p, In the original method as developed by M. Taube, the words were
limited to a. given generic level of' broa.driess. Far' example, we might have the category "aircraft" i.n which one inch!des, "'WG-15," "TU-4, •but not.the more generic term "vehicles."
With the proposed mechanization of the procedure, it now seems that this restrictioii can be re-

new

:tr.oved.
4.

The Basic Word Liat
The categories of the word Ust shouldbe. set up in accordam::e with the
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priorities established by the users. but should be equally adapted to the capabilities of the collectors and the working procedures of the reducers. How do we choose the categories? To
answer this, we must answer the question:

What information does Intelligence want? It does

not want to know everything about everything, as one might surmise from reading the official
requests from D &: D. In large part. intelligence is knowledge about Things at Places, such as
"MIGs at Key West," and Activities, such as "Tanks Produced at Omsk.•
To some extent, the nature of the categories depends on the capacity of the
machine that must handle the stored information. I! the scheme we are proposing starts off
with manual methods, the categories must remain about on the level indicated.

With the intro-

duction of mechanical devices, more categories or more detailed categories can be introduced.
(For instance, places might be restricted to towns or districts at first; later factory names
could be used). In any case, the system is flexible and can grow.

There need no longer be

confusion over problems of indexing, such as:
Tanks, production of, at Omsk; or
Omsk, tanks, production of, etc.
The list of categories is not an index.

For mechanical sorting, the words do not even have to

be arranged in alphabetical order. Synonyms can be used. Both generic and simple words can
be used, i.e., "weapons." or "tanks," "self-propelled guns, 11 etc. Abbreviations, which are
often a problem, are being investigated by Project TACIT.
(Stalin. J. and Stalin, Joseph) also offer minor problems.
5. Will It Work?

Double words (Key West) and names

First. let us see whether the collector's activities can be defined in terms of
Things, Places, and Activities, Cleady, the major interest, Military Data, can be listed for
the most part as Things.

For example, in the general category of Basic Weapons (combat ve-

hi.cles, munitions, weapons, fire control, etc.) the words :nould be "aircraft," "TU-4." "ammunition,8 "machine guns," "telemetering equipment,• etc. Far Basic Force (combat units,
transportation units, support units), we would have "troops," "generals," "troop carriers,"
"repair depots, n etc. In the category of Personnel. names with rank can be considered as
Things.
In connection with Military Installations, there are concepts such as "concen-

trations," (in the sense of an observed fact rather than a deduction from the assembly of fragments concerning several Things at the same Place). Until the system has been studied in detail, "concentrate" can be included under Activity. Another difficult concept iS; "communications"
which tentatively might be a Thing, with words such as "road network," "telephone network."
Geophysical, terrain, weather, and hydrographic data are mostly handled by
special projects, and incidental information falls into the scheme fairly well.
The next question is:

Can the users of intelligence define what they want in

these terms? By and large, they probably can. Actually, however, they are not primarily
concerned with the scheme in its detail, since they are isolated from the collectors and sorters
by analysts or evaluators. These are the ones who have to ask the sorter in language used by
the collector for information in which they are interested. For example, the analyst responsible
for Soviet developments of long~range missiles would include in his list •titanium at the Lenin
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Institute, l'f for h.e knows that tito.nium is a key material, and that this tnstitute has the responsibillty of research in the field ot rocket motors,
6 Immediate and Progressive Installation
Such a scheme aa this does not have t.o be introduced all at once. It could
easily be started, and later 11moothly elaborated, by associating .With each document a selection
of word.s covering the major categories of intelligence. Sixty per cent of the documents pre~
pared by Air Foree personnel could be so described (or classified in the general sense) by the
au;thor. The remaining forty per cent would have to be read by a panel which would mark the
principal words occurring (provided they lie in the approved list) or describe the thought in
terms of the approved words, Thts would reqUil:'e reading which is slow, and which calls for- an
intelligent panel, but
higher than any other.known method can be guaranteed. It has the
advantage that the volume
material is reduced.
Note that we

not proposing a code book. The categories are prescribed,

but the words in each category are d~ermined by use. so that nothing is coded or forced into
the scheme. The basic categorj.es with lists of word examples can be sent to collectors, data
reducers and users; These actual and virtual words become, indeed, the only means or com~
munfoation between these three elements in the
of intelligence. More specifically, the
language now .used,
is vague, redundant, full of double meanings and semantic difficulties,
can be repiaced by a list of words beklng'..ng to agreed'.'upon categories. The situation is not

quite like Basic English - for only a few categories are tiermltted - but words can be added or
removed at will (but with caution) by collectors, reducers. or
as the scene changes,
An attracUve feature of this scheme is that
introduced now wi.t.'tout
waiting fcyr mechanized devices. The scheme can be adapted and expanded formachine !land.ling
without any confusion. Furthermore, Ute 1S<:iJeme could be tried out in a limited field.·· sueh as
Air Order of Battle, or Targets.
7. Rate of Search
Careful attention will have to be paid to tile ability of the machine to answer a
sufficient number of qutlstions per day. ·As a base line, let us see what could be done with equipment now in existence. The pt<esent year's take ot fra.gmentarj information is roughly a quarter
of a million p.;i:ges. This could be photographed on three rolls of microfilm. The Rapid Selector
can exa,'l'lit!e a. roll ln 15 minutes. Thus we have a ba8k rate or 45 minutes a question or ten
thousand questions a year. By "question• in this context we mean a.large munber of .logical connectives, consisting of most of the key ideaJJ of a si:n.gle analyst, as will
discussed in the
next section. lf we collld assume pel"fect mutually' exclw.ive questioning, this would be about
the right rate. Averaging 25: pages per question. it works out to 100 pages presented ta an analyst per hour of working day, which is a reaaon;itl:ilt? rate or reading. At the pr11:sent time, the
number of different questions asked is probably much leas than this. However•. some question.a
(such as t.lu:lse connected with Air Order of Battle> need, to be asked many times, - say, once a
week. We may conclude that one machine could disseminate the present flow of .information.
It is to be hoped that the colleetion of information will increue substantially.
by a factor of, say, 10. If the machine is successful, and if users become properly acql:talnted
with its possibilities, there might be a demand tO'r t.he inclusion of other types of written material,
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such as foreign newspapers, magazines and scientific journals. Thus there is unquestionably a
requirement for a considerable increase in speed over the rate based on present performance.
The limit of speed in the Rapid Selector is image motion during the duplication
into a new film. Although an increase in speed in the present equipment would smudge the letters on the final prints the problem is not insoluble. (The :National Bureau of Standards is developing one means.) A speed increase of 10 can be expected.
There is still another way of increasing the speed, namely, by making coarse
sorts of the raw data, for example, into "U.S.S.R. and Others," R'I;echnical and Non-Technical,"
in a fashion similar to the present assignment of priorities 1, 2, 3, or 4 by Dt.D.

This rough

sort could be done before microfilming, or it could be done by making new reels after the first
photography.

The rough sorting of raw data must, however, be conducted with great care,

other~

wise it could destroy one of the principal features of the machine method - the guarantee that a
question will be answered by data of all kinds from all sources.
A simple feedback system could be set up so that the analysts could report on
each document they receive, noting whether it should be kept for future reference, or whether
its timeliness has passed and the document should be put in a dead file.

A simple report on

frame number (to be retained or not} to be filed in a specific category, could be made by the
analyst. All such reports would be used once a year in a run-off of the main film, in order to
make a new one in which material of obviously passing interest is removed.
Similarly, a report could be rendered assigning some documents

t-0

categories when it is obvious that they would have no possible bearing on other fields

•

specific
Again,

such documents could be removed from the main film and copied on a new one.
No doubt other ideas will turn up for re-editing the main film at the end of a
year, so that the amount of outdated material to be searched can be reduced considerably in
volume.
To summarize, we car: expect one machine to handle Air Force requirements
until the volume of material collected is considerably larger than at present; at such time, the
increased volume can be handled by improved components. experience in the necessary flow of
infol:"mation, or at worst by the construction of several machines.
8.

Structure of the Question
Besides offering a framework by which the collector abstracts and describes

his information, the basic word list is a device for matching the analyst to the store of informa

tion. by guiding him in the way he asks questions oi the disseminating machines.

By "question" we mean essentially the definition of the mission of an analyst
or possibly of a whole division, in terms of the rudimentary language. As an example, an analyst in charge of important people has many simple questions, such as those about Marshall
Stalin; any information about hi.tu is useful. A more specific question might concern "Fighters
at Murmansk." Thia wou.ld include several similar questions such as "MIG-lSs at Murmansk,"
or "Jets at Murmansk," with similar questions about other Places.
negative requirements, such as TU-4s

££1 at

forward bases.

One could give examples of

The point of this is that all such

elementary questions, which are essentially logical connectivities, can be asked o! the machine
simultaneously.

The reason for this could be expanded at length, but briefly it is because the
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logical combination "at", "not at", "and", "or" can be represented by veri elementary switching circuits so characteristic o! modern computing machines. Thus the demands of a single
analyst could be stated by a large number or such elementary questions, most of which could be
searched for simultaneously.

F. DATA REDUCERS OR EVALUATORS
At the present time, there seems to be a great confusion concerning who gets

various kinds of information. The setting-up of a set of categories might lead to a clarification
of the role of Directorate of Intelligence and other Air Force agencies. It might reveal a considerable amount of duplication that could be eliminated.
A tentative list of subjects to be treated by data reducers or analysts can be
set up on the basis of Things about which they ask. Ideally, each major subject should be the
responsibility of one man, the best available.
screener.

"Raw" information should be sent to his personal

The analyst then digests selected material and produces reports to be sent to appro-

priate users. On the basis or the approach of Chapter 3, specialists might be assigned to the
following topics.
l.

Ai: Order o! Battle

2. Basic Air Combat Vehicles
3. Air Combat Vehicle Equipments
4.

5.

Soviet Defense Systems
Soviet Offensive Systems

6.

Strategic T,:.rgets

7.

Industrial Potential

IL
9.

Military Potential
Control and Communications Equipment

l 0.

Fundamental Science

11.

Geodesy

ll.

Cartography

'
As suggested by ATIC,
it would be desirable to expand the ranks of analysts
by having scientific and other types of personnel available, possibly on a spot-contract basis.
For example, periodically ATIC puts out a report on Soviet developments in infrared detection.
The raw data could be evaluated by an expert in this field, who would soon educate himself to
prepare a list of key words describing data needed for his evaluation. It would presumably be
much easier to place such contracts if the "leg work" were eliminated by supplying the contractor with the information in readable form as outlined above.
These analysts must be made to give a list of the things they want to know in
order to supply users of intelligence with what they ought to know. Once the system gets es·
tablished, certain words would become standard and be automatically searched for.
The basic word list, as a rudimentary language describing essential elements
of intelligence, can form an intellectual framework for an over-all picture or intelligence,
combining and defining the needs and duties or collectot"s, analysts and wset"s.
G.

DOCUMENTS AND DISSEMINATION LIBRARY
It the procedure outlined above were instituted, there would be little need for
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a library for research work.

The D&D branch may, of course, wish to retain the more valu-

able documents for examination of detail (e.g., color photography) lost in microfilming.

But

requests for information should be directed to the microfilm storage; and the answer, by rapid
selection and quick duplication onto paper, should be given to the requester, with no demand
for its return.
The material retained by D&D can be filed in its librar1 by the category list

Most of this library material is of a nature
These cards would be
made from the original microfilm. They can carry reduced photographs of 60 pages, which as
it happens is ample for most of the items we have seen on the shelves of the D&D library. The
Air Force could well afford to develop a first-class microcard reader, with a view toward the
needs of Air Force analysts, rather than toward the competitive price structure of general aprather than by a universal cataloguing system.

such that it would be very economical to reproduce it onto microcards.

plication.

The saving in space obtained by the use of microcards (a factor of 100 over docu-

ments) would be valuable, particularly in the Pentagon.

Library personnel, now used in cross-

indexing, could be diverted to more useful activities by the introduction of categories instead
of cataloguing.

Such a systematic approach in D&D would permit cheap and quick duplication
(on microcards) of pertinenL material to be sent to libraries of the Intelligence Division of the
various commands and reduction centers of lower echelons.
We should also point out that by having the primary information on microfilm,
accessible to the analyst, who receives a throw-away V-mail compilation satisfying his own reqtiests, we can solve the present problem caused by analysts who secrete original material in
private libraries in their desk drawers.

The point is that the fundamental storage of L'lforma-

tion is on microfilm, so that when a new quest on arises all previous history is searched
mechanically.

The library as such is merely an adjwict.

We should also point ouL that micro-

films can be easily reproduced, in whole or in part, so that each Command could have its own
reels of information and its own searching machine.

H.

INTELLIGENCE REPORTS
Finished reports could be handled in the same basic manner. It might not be
necessary at first to microfilm reports, but each report should be "abstracted," not in the conventional, wordy sense, but by a list of key words belonging to suitable categories, such as the
three mentioned above. Retrieval and dissemination could be carried out by the same techniques
as those applied to fragmentary information. It is possible that only parts of reports would need
to be selected (mechanically), thereby reducing the volume presented to the evaluator.
I. MISCELL&'l'EOUS REMARKS
The problem of disseminating and collating information for Air Force Intelligence is not altogether new, for, as has been remarked, it is very similar to the difficulties
of distributing and coUecting scientific and other written material. The proposed solution has
not been made ad hoc for the Directorate of Intelligence, but is the result of serious work in related fields during the past few years. Essentially, what we recommend is the combination of
two ideas, neither of which alone has yet solved the library problem, namely:
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(1) The high-speed mechanical facilities of duplication, sorting and

collation offered by the Rapid-Selector type of machine.
(Z) The revolutionary concept of ttcoordinate Indexing" which attempts
to classify knowledge by a logical combination of ideas belonging to
definite categories suitable to the field, which requires a minimum
of thinking by the indexer or the retriever.
In the presentation of this proposal we have been aware of other pm1sibilities,
such as the one involving punched card machines (in particular the new IBM selector based on
Dyson's ideas in chemistry). Sorting Rapid Selectors developed by CIA, and other developments
by Engineering Research Associates.

We have also considered indexing schemes of J. W. Perry

and of Zatacoding.

We canMt guarantee our proposal, for no method of handling information has
yet worked perfectly.

But something must be done, and the combination of mechanical handling
and coordinate indexing offers promising possibilities.

!\
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CHAPTER 14

CAREERS IN INTELLIGENCE
A.

THE PROBLEM

W'hy is it customary to think of a "Career in Operations" and.a "Career in. In-

telligence" as differing in opportunities?
operations and .intelligence should be mu.tu.ally
complementary. The best~trained combat crew might be able to navigate accurately to an as-

aiming point with a negligible
but w®ther or not they
defended areas en route and avoid ambush by enemy fighters depends on accurate

signed target and bomb an assigned

evade

information before
The success of the mission h.inges upon other factors also, such as
ground maintenance and crew competence, but the contribution
intelli.gence can hold attrition
to a minimum and establish the proper priorities of targets; The guiding concept should be that
of an operations-intelligence team effort with equal opporturtities to serve and to be rewarded,
otherwise an air tol'ce becom.es a.11 muscles and no mind.
It may be wo.rth while to analyze how successful operations are achieved in
order to apply to .intelligence the lessons learned. The Air Force has recognized from the outset that. in order to !ly aircraft, it must: (l} define the specific jobs to be done by rated indi·
viduals: (!) select personnel according to requisite aptitudes: (3) train this personnel to accomspecialized tasks: and
maintain proficiency by periodic checks. This is a process tr.at
the Air Force has learned to do well The program undergqes continuous scrutiny and review. When new aircraft or new airborne equipment is programed, training programs
are received by operational commands,
are initiated so that, when the aircraft and the
the trained personnel are on the air bases. ln a
nothing is leftto chance. The required
skill of the B·47 pilot and t.he .... three-headed monster" (navigator, bombardier and radar operator) on his crew are the specialized product of personnel selection and intensive training.
The mea.ns emcployed to insure
competence of
personnel
a
good guide for treatment of ground personnel, including those in intelligence. The selection
of maintenance personnel obviously have a direct bearing on the success of all misand
holding "aborts" to a minimum. The extension of these procedures to intelligence
would significantly increase the caliber of the intelligence effort, and simultaneously improve
the effectiveness of operations,
The selection and trs.ining process has been applied in
specialities. but
it has not been applied to an adeqWlte
for personnel .in the collecting and evaluating !unctions. This is readily understandable, The vast and complicated demands upon intelligence
have come about only wlthin the last few years. Overnight, relatively speaking, there have suddenly arisen requ.ifements to 'Coll'ect and evaluate information on a. global scale concerning a
potential enemy who renders practically impossible the pre-war techniques of data collection.
B.

RE.COMMENDATIONS
L Selection and Training for Specia:lized Tasks

War II.

achieved a major role only sm.ce the beginning of World
Air intelligence
The sudden growth or the Army Alr Corps after Pearl Harbor resulted in assignment
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o! rated pel"sonnel to operations, whereas intelligence personnel were recru,ited al.mo.st entiriely
from civ-ilian ranks. Since the function of intelligence was new, there were no established erl·
teria for selection or training
to those of
As. experience was gained
with time, officers with special
we.re assigned to jobs !or which their c!.vilfan back·
ground and training were most user1.1L
the end of the war, the placement o! round pegs in
rou:id holes
to produce improved perJ:ormance.
the end or the war, intelligence has
attracted a few officers with .combat ~;q:ierience plus sped.allied aptitudes and skills pertinent
to intelligen.ce; but in time of war it is
that even these may be assigned back to
operations, thus creating a void to be filled
in World War ll} by earnest btJ.t untrained civil~
ians. It is important, therefore. to determ.ine, while there is still time, what analytical 'luall*
ties and other mental traits are recquired for specialized intelligence tasks: Where officers now
do an outstanding job. the reasons for ~heir pertormanc:e should be analy?.ed and .recorded so
that their competence may
replaced .if rotation removes: them.
The first step indicated
to recognize :that there are specialized intelligence
jobs, to compile a list of these, and to sele<:t personnel whop.ave
necessary aptitudes. Such
a list of specialized intelligence tasks would foelude (in addition to photo-inte.rpretatfon which is
discussed subsequently) collecting,
evalU<1.ting, !.nter.rogating, and distributing, In
'
the collecting eateg<>:ryJ.there already are detailed .instructions for air attaches. and for these a
short instruction course is given, This is a good beginning; but since the Air Force cannot
tolerate complacency. it must aJm at improvement with time. Other categories must be treated
in the same manner - deciding what job has to be done, howJt
best
accomplished by the
minimum expenditure of manpower, and how best to select the m<:>st promising personnel. It
must be ad.:nitted that in many
intelligence jobs have had a slightly nebulous quality,
varying fro.m one command to
Often, newly assigned personnel have been wttoout pre·
vious e)C?erience and have had to learn by on~the-job training. As a result. thei.r eapabilities
va.ry according to their own nal or to the infectious enthusiasm of their superior. However, a.
thorough analysis and definition of task.a, a.mi

selecting andtrainiJlg o,(personnel to perfot'm

them, should contribute immeasurably to more effkient intelligence performance"

2

Criteria to Measure Proficiency

Once the tasks have been defined, and the proper personnel setected and
trained, there is need for a continuing check on btdividual proficiency on the job. The analogy
to operations is again use!ul in approaching this problem. The pilot. fo?' example, must pass
periodic physical examinations, night flight tei;;ts and instrument checks; a minimum number of
flying hours is required: his proficiency is under ;onatant l!crutiny. The same holds for every
combat crew member ..
Efficiency.records are maintained for inteUig!:?n<:e officers. it is true, but

there are no periodic te5ts comparable to a pilot's instrument check.

Why not set up parallel

checks to evaluate the performance of an o!ficer in his intelligence specialty?
it should be

vested where it endangers national

I

lf this were done.

to detect failure to maintain proficiency. so that responsibility is not
We realize that procedures for assessing the capa-

bility of an 1melligem::e officer in his

do not come

vised by appropriate scientific methods.

ready~made.

They have to be de-

If such procedures were developed and applied. it

would very shortly be realized that intelligence. like operations, expects not only a minimum

of competence, but a continuous improvement in performance.
The various means used in industry might be studied and modified in devising
a measuring stick for intelligence jobs,

As an example, a news reporter on any first-class

paper knows that each da.y he must come back with his shield or upon it.

His pa.per cannot
supervisory and execu-

tive personnel are given periodic tests,

The business world realizes that complacency is the

forerunner ot bankruptcy, and uses competitjve means to insure a.lertt1ess and to stimulate
individual pro.ficier'iicy.

Initiative is encouraged and re'l'r<irded.

Air Force intelligence would

benefit by application of these principles.

Perhaps never before in our history has national survival been so largely
dependent on a relatively small number of persons charged with collecting vital information
and accurately evaluating it.

portance of their task,

Their capabilities cannot be left to chance.

we must insist upon the

Because of the im-

degree of competence.

We cannot ·

afford to neglect this area.
Prior to D-Day, we must rely primarily on collectors and evaluators to in·
sure eariy warning and to prevent technological surprise; on them we must place much of the
responsibility for national survivaL

There is thus a challenge to our ability to select and

train the most suitable individuals. Better to have relativ<ely few individuals - the best in the
country - whose judgment we c:l.n rely upon, than a host of pers:ons well-intentioned but lacking in
aptitudes and training for their specialized jobs. Again,. there is a civilian analogy: one top-notch
detective and one equally good laboratory technician often solve a problem that baffles a thousand
well-meaning but technically untrained poUceme:L It ls the degree of compentence that counts.
The Air Force has been quick. to utilize civilian techniq1Jes and scientific approaches in many or its equipment and management problems.

It is highly likely that additional

benefits can be dertved by stu.dying and adapting civilian techniques from other fields of endeavor.

The fitting together of

of information, in order to ascertain what the jig-saw

puzzle looks like, might yield to the methods employed by the
ries in working from the known to the unknown.

or by scientific

lahorato~

This is not meant to imply that the Alr Fon::e

is not cognizant of such techniques. but to suggest that valuable advice might be solicited from
the F.B.I. and other organizations.
Both journalism and intelligence encounter fairly similar problems in the
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collecting of information and the interpretation and evaluation of it under great pressure. Topflight newspapers. like
set an enViable standard in the field ot internatiomil

affairs by their accuracy and speed of transmission.
experience 0cf' foreign correspondents
in> Moscow and Bonn. in addition to that of its
on the

of

U.S. S. R., would be invaluable in any intelligence organization.. An analyais of the selection,
aptitudes and training of these people might well be a serviceable
far our own methods of
collection and evaluation.

To sum up, operations does an excellent job of !lying airplanes under all man~
ner of adverse conditions because nothing is left to chance so far as it ts humanly possible>
the sake of the
of the
and bls crew ... to say nothitig of the cost ot the airplane and its
value as a weapon - speclalists
rigidly trained. No other course is possible.
intelligence, the same
is essential; the very existence or
may
cialized training Of its UlL<U«.1.>••::a1~

ln

Force
upon spe-

Incentives and Rewards m Intelligence
During World War II, the Army Air Corps needed its rated personnel for
combat duty. and as a result
were recruUed
civill~ nnks. In many
cases,
the vast majority o! .,.,.,,1.,.•g•i;rm.;t< offi<.::e.rs had no flying experience. lt was
not unusual for operations to be considered the mostimµort;int part 0£ the.Air Force, with :intel·
Ugence a not~too-necessary adjunct. Because few intelligence
we.re genuinely interested
in obtaird:ng first-hand experience, the hazarda and problems of combat flyL"lg, operations and
intelligence were separately compartmented at many headquarters and operational bases. Rated
officers with vision are to be highly commended for changing this attitude. But the responsibility for much that remains fo be done rest& with the individual intelligence officers.
3.

The
ot operations and intelligence - each mutually complementary to the other ,.. wm come about only through a better understanding o! the interrelation o! jobs. lt would be highly desirable If
intelligence officer had enough experience in
combat-type aircraft to understand the dirficu!Ues
the crew member - fatigue, cold, lack of
space, poor cockpit illumination. gradual decrease of efficiency on long m1"ss1or.1s and a host of
other problems tha.Lmust be experienced to be appreciated. This would lead to a better understanding of the end use of combat intelligence and target materials. Since there is
substitute
tor experience in actual flight operations, there should be a carefully conceived program that
would stimulate intelligence officers to obtain at least short-duration, temporary duty with combat units in order to participate in profile missions. Fortunately, at the present. time ~b.ere a.re at
all levels of intelligence many officers with combat experience, so that u1combat and reconnaissance wings the briefings (general al'ld
a.re conducted
persoruiel with an inti~

no

mate understanding of in-flight problems. This increases the confidence of cornha.l: crews, con~
fidence that was often lacking during World War It As a consequence, intelligence is begiruling
to enjoy a status approaching that of operations. Only when there is a working partnership will
the demarcation between intelligence and operations cea..se to.exist.

·~[@Jiq[J

When intelligence defines more precisely the jobs to be done, selects the bestqualified individuals to perform them, train:;i them thoroughly, establishes criteria. lo measure
proficiency, and eliminates the incompetents - only then wilt ils officers command the same
:respect and recognition now rightly accorded those in opera.tions. The sights must be set high
if. as we believe, mteUigence is to play a major role in national survival.
sure up to these high standards, rewarding careers should be open.

For those wh.o mea-

To the most qualified citi-

zens who apply, we should be able to say, "The Air Force orfers attractive careers in operations,
and equal opportunities in intelligence. If you have the zeal and the aptitude, and the persistenee

train.ing, you can embark on a career that has no peer. We wiU not accept

to undertake
every applicant.
team concept.

We will insist on competence, and will disdain mediocrity. We have a singte-

Show your worth and your mettle, and you, a.s an intelligence officer, will

achieve stature and status as high as an; in the Air Force. "

C.

PHOTO-L"ITERPRETERS

The
'""''""''"' principles apply to all segments of the intelligcence function, but
they have a particular bearing on the specialty known as photo-inLerpretation. Not that this is

the most important function in intelligence - far from it -

~ut

it is an essential !unction, and one

that might assume the aspects of a botUeneck if, at the outset of hostilities, hundreds of: airplanes :suddenly bring back more thousands of new photographs taken over enemy territory.

The

best photograph is useless unless interpreted; and, although anyone can look at a picture, the
capacity to see what is of military significance derives from a combination of native ability and
thorough training.

We believe, therefore, that the Air Force should take steps to insure a supply
of competent, enthusiastic photo-interpreters adequate to meet the peak demands of a. major
war.

Among the steps that might be taken we may list the following.
L

The present group oi photo-interpreters constitutes the nucleus around which the specialty must
be built. The most competent persons within this nucleus should he rewarded with status and
other career incentives commensurate with the crucial nature of their jobs. There should be
more of the mor'ale-boosting

of feedback that comes from a photo-interpreter's knowing

that the results of his work have been put to successful use.
available to the

interpreter:· Like any technical specialty, photo-interpretation is ripe for improvement through
the use of new inventions and new ideas. What helps photography usually helps the photo-interpreter, but some of his needs

e,~tend

beyond the mere provi.si.on of better photographs. He needs

what are called "keys• - better ones in fact.

He needs the benefits of experiments with differ-

ent viewing conditions - transparencies versus prints, for example, and with projection techniques that n::ight enable several photo-interpreters simultaneously to view a scene in stereo
and to commer1t on one another's interpretation.
needed

Better methods and techniques a.re especi.ally

the radar photo-interpreter - such as improved plotting. devices and more realisUc
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handbooks and other aids for the analysis of typical radar returns.
3. Develop selection tests for photo-interpreters:~ If the number of photo~lnterpreters
should need suddenly to be inereased, an efficient and valid selection test would be a trem.endous
asset. The job of the photo-interpreter presumably caUs for special talents not possessed by
everybody. Whal these talents are can be determined only
proper
and research. Who
has these talents, a.nd how many of their posses.so.NI would be
available to serve in an
emez<gency, can be discovered
aiter selection tests have been developed. It might turn
out, for example, thal some
of the photo-interpretation task could be better performed
by women th.an men. If this ts true! we ought to know it.
4,
Training is easier if good selectiQn procedures have first been applied, but close attentlon to a sound train.mg program is certalnly needed
The program. should be streamlined and efficient, and capable or rapid expansion in an emergency.
5. Provide, through orsan1zational planning, for the optimal use of the photo-interpreWith the growing technical capa.cities of Air
pnotography, there will never
be as
photo-interpreters as there are photographs to be looked at - especially come D-Day.
How the photo·interpreter is used, where he ls located, how he fits in with the now of info1n:nation, whether bis work gets needlessly duplicated - these are questions that must be !aced before
the shooting starts. There will be enough phob)~interpreters to go around only if they are used
with maximal efficiency.
by the Air Force.

Foree
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BEACON HILL BRIEFING SCHEDULE
SPEAKER

SUBJECT

HQ. USAF AT PENTAGON, WASHINGTON

MONDAY, 7 JANUARY 1952

Mr. James Doolittle

Welcome and Introduction

Brig. Ger..eral W. M. Garland

Introduction

Colonel Jack E. Thomas

The Importance of Intelligence to :he Users

Colonel Edwin S. Leland

Organization; Functions and Objectives of
Air Intelligence

LL CoL Peter M. Childress

Collection Procedures

Lt. Cot. W. A. Adams, Jr.

Doc:iments and Dissemination

Dr. P.H. Johnstone

Target Programs

Lcdr. Harry Hopkinson

Air Target Objective Program

HQ. t;SAF AT PENTAGON, WASHINGTON

TUESDAY, 8 JANUARY 195l

Col. John G. Ericksen

Technical Intelligence

Cdr. A. M. Ellingson

Air Facilities

Col. George P. Gould

Air Order of Battle

Mr. Leslie Rosenzweig

Ct>un:er-Atomic Offensive

Mr. John S. Patton
Mr. Leslie Rosenzweig
Mr. John S. Patton

Range Extensions

CoL R. E. Leary
Maj. General D. L. Putt

Introduction

Col. Jack W. Saunders

Air Force Reconnaissance Mission and
Objectives

Maj. Richard H. Burn or

Technlcal Reconnal.ssance

Col. B. A. Schriever

Strategic Reconnaissance

HQ. USAF PENT A.GON, WASHING TO~

Lt. Col. P.A. Stears

WEDXESDAY. 9 JANUARY 195.?
Radar Reconnaissance and Intelligence
l Collection

Mr. F. C. McPeak
Lt. Col. P.A. Stears
Lt. Col. W.R. Harpster

Lt. Col. C. A. North

Radar Reconnaissance and Intelligence
II Utilization
Radar Intelligence Research and Development
Electronic Reconnaissance
Aircraft Observer Training in Techniques of
Reconnaissance
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WEDNESDAY, 9 JANUARY 1954

SPEAKER
Mr. Robert C. Sager

Dr. H. T. Straw
Photo Analysts

SUBJECT

Photo Intelligence and Interpretation
Photo Interpretation Research and Development
Demonstr'atians of Photo Analysis

HQ. TACTICAL AIR COMMAND, LANGLEY Am FORCE BASE, VIRGINL!\.
FRIDAY, 1 FEBRUARY 1<15Z

Maj. Gen. G. O. Barcus
Brig. Gen. H. L. Sanders
Colonel J.M. Schweizer, Jr.
Major General E. J. Timberlake
Lt. Colonel P. F. Sollars

Welcome
History and Mission of Tactical Air Command
Intelligence Mission and Organization of
Tactical Air Command
Operational Tactical Mission
Tactical Intelligence in Combat

Major L. R. McKulla and
Colonel R. A. Berg

Tactical Reconnaissance

Mr. R. P. Crouch
Colonel K. w, Klise

Tactical Reconnaissance
Communications Difficulties in Tactical Air
Operations in Korea

Colonel K. W. KUse
Lt. Colonel O'Wighton D. Simpson
Colonel Irving L. Branch
Captain George J. Keegan

TUESDAY, 5 FEBRUARY 195Z
Tactical Air Force Communications
Intelligence Problems in Korea
lntelligence Problems in Europe
Intelligence Problems Confronting TAC

3630 TACTICAL RECONNAlSSANCE WJNG, SHAW AlR FORCE BASE
WEDNESDAY, 6 .FEBRUARY 195Z

Colonel John R. Dyas

Lt. Colonel Cabas

Welcome and Demonstration by Joint AirGround Indoctrination Team - Ease Gymnasium
·
Introduction to Static Displays and on Reconnaissance
MONDAY, 11 FEBRUARY 195Z

HQ. USAF AT PENTAGON. WASHINGTON

Lt. Col. W. W. Shegda
Mr. E. Mayer
Mr. R. c. Grassy
Mr.D.B.Dyer
Mr. A. L. Canfield

Detector Program

Target Division Presentation

a.-10
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MONDAY.
of the Aeronautical Chal:'t and
Service

Lt. Col. W. Hammond
Mr. C. F. Arlosky

Charting Development and De.sign

Mr. C.H. Heller

Air Information Collection and Dissemination

Mr. W. Mussetter

Geodesy

Mr. B. B. Lane

Fhotogramrne~ry

Mr. A. R. Materazz1

Cartography

ARMY MAP SERVICE, WASHINGTON

Mr. O. Y. Hovsepian

TUESDAY. lZ FEBRUARY 195Z
Introd;.iction

CoL J. G. Ladd

and Intelligence Missions and Re.spon of the
of Engineers
.Flow of Intelligence and Information. and Reqtdrements for Intelligence Operations
Intelligence
ted improvements

Capt. A. P. Colvocoresaes

Problems in Mapping and
Opera:iona with Certain

Dr. F. Be:z

Group Presentations on Processing and use of
and Intelligence

Mr. C. Iseminger
Mr. H. Wilcox

Mr, P. Alexander
Mr Frank Bloom
Mr. F.Hough
Mr. J.P. Webb

U.S. NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER. NAVAL AIR STATION, ANACOSTIA, D.C.
Capt. J. A. Ruddy, USN

Introduction and Welcome

Mr. A. C. Lundahl

Introduction to Naval Photographic In:erpretaUon and General Consideration of the P. I. Prob-

LCDR R. N. Colwell, USNR

Basic Consideration of Technical P. I. Problems

LCDR R. DeLancie, USNR

Basic Consideration of
in Photo

LCDR F. J. Brazil, USN
Mr. C.G Coleman

Welcome to !? . 1. C.
Photographic Interpretation

Mr. I. T. Walters

Photog:rammetry

LCDR R.H. Bal.st, USNR

Technical Services

Mr. J. W. Gardner

Training Departments

lem
Non~ Technical

MONDAY, U JANUARY 1952

WRlGHT AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER

Maj. Gen. Fred R. Dent, Jr.

Welcome

Col. R. L. Johnston

The '"'v''""m" Approach

Problems

~-+Ab

e

AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER

MONDAY, 14JANUARY

(cont'd.}

LL Col, R. S. Leghorn

WADC Approach to Research and Development
in Intelligence and Reconnaissance

Lt. Col. R.

Major

Atwood

of Terrain Intelligence

B.
Lt. Col. A. T. Phillipa
Lt. Co!. H. T. Neal

Intelligence

Maj. M. C. Chase

GOPHER

Lt. Col. A. T.

Reconnaissance Systems
Strategic Aircraft

Maj. J. A. Boykin
Capt.H. F.

Tactical Reconnaissance Systems and Recon-

naissance

Figh~r

Types

Maj. J. A.

Capt. C. W. Kuehne

Mr. L. Showen
Capt.P.L.

Gen. Gordon A. Blake
Col.Cl. W.Goddard

W. J. Le'.rison
Mr. J. s. Goldhammer
Capt. W. J. Levi.son
Capt. N. L. :-.t<•r11'n"'

Lt. Col. E. D.
Mr. C. J. Mar$hall
Mr. C. J. Marsh.all
Mr, C. Colbert
P. E. Hockman
Or. P. J. Ovrebo

Guidance Systems

Correlation

TUESDAY, 15 JANUARY 195l
Introduction
Photographic .Reconnaissance
Photographic
borne Intelligence
Equipment

Systems
Summary
Atmospheric Reconnaissance (Airborne and
Gt'oundl
Ferret Reconnaissance
Radar Reconnaissance
AN/APQ~4$

RPI (Radar Presenta:ian Intelligence)
!BOA (Indirect Bomb Damage
Infrared
WEDNESDAY, 16 JANUARY 1qs2

Col. Frank L. Dunn
Maj. Spencer Whedon
LL Col. W. L. Ewbank
Mr. Egan D. Foy
Maj. John E. Libbert
Col. Frank L. Dunn

Welcome .and Introd'..lction

Standard A ·l Briefing
Collection
Aircraft Analysis
Electronic Reconnaissance
Closing Remarks

WEDNESDAY, 16 JA..-.;;UARY 1952

OHIO ST ATE UNIVERSITY
Professor George H. Harding
Dr. J. Allen Hyne!{
Dr. Fred P. Dickey
Mr. Jc•hn R. Wi:llams
Dr. V'i. A. Heiskanen

Welcon:e and Introduction
Missile Aspect and Sky Outlines
Mapplng and Charting by Radar
Shoran Applications to Mapping and Charting
The Gravity Program oi the Laboratory

!vlr. Walter D. Lambert
Mr. W. O. Byrd
Dr ..Earl Church

?;fr. O. M. Miller

Dr. N. T. Bobovnikoff

Geodetic Studies
Phowgrammerry
Cartographic Presentation
Russian Science and Cartographic Intelligence

MONDAY. 2B JANUARY !9S2
HQ. STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND OFFUTT AF'B
Mission of SAC
Gen. C'..lrt\s E. LeMay
Target Array, Order of Battle and Target
Col. J. H. Walsh
Materials
SAC - Comm.and and Control - Current Training and Operations - Bombing Accuracy Trends
- Typical Mission Planning

Maj. Gen. J.B. Montgomery

Collec:ion and Distribu:ion System

Col. J. IL Walsh

Operationti of the SAC Reconnaissance Force

Col. W. H. Yancey

SAC Bombing Problems

Lt. Col. R. Triantafellu

Electronic Coun:er Measures

Col. J.B. Besnc

Electronic Equipment

Lt. Col. L. J. Israel

New and improved Equipment

Col. A. W. Nielsen

TUESDAY, 29 JANUARY 1952

Z8th STRAT. RECON. WING (H)

RAPrD CITY AFB
Welcome
Combat Crew Brie:'ing

Col. R. E. Ellsworth
Lt. Col. R. Taylor

Static Display
Take-Off and Film Drop Demonstration

L:. Col. C.H. Royce

Capt. O. S. Moore

Tour of Laboratory and Film Evaluation

Lt. CoLG. T.Hicks
Maj. J. L. White

Labor;:i.tory

Capt. R.R. Crusey

Display Room
Reproduc~lon

Capt. D. A. Hollander

WEDNESDAY, 30 JANUARY 1952

HQ. EIGHTH AIR FORCE, CARSWELL AFB
Maj. R. P. Lukeman

Section

Eighth Air Force, Briefing Demonstration of a
Typical Mission
Demonstration of ECM (Ferret) Equipment in a
B-50
Demonstra:ion of Ultrasonic Radar Bombing
Trainer, and New Experimental Cathode-Ray
Tubes
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PRO'BLE}.!S OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC METHOD
A,

INTRODUCTION

Since 194">, a number of important papers and reports have been written by
research workers in the United States, England and Canada on the

of photographic re-

solvi."'lg power, contrast and
The problem is n broad one, and .invotvea the observer, means of observation and a number of physical para.meters that. are difficult to disentangle from one another. However, progress is bei.ng made toward an understanding of the
photographic image and there is growing

1tr•e-e·oumt among different workers on various aspects

of the problem.

that since 1945 the problems of aerial photography have become more widely recognized in the Air Force. It is deba~ble, however, whether any real
and lasting improvements not already obtained by Hi45 have been made in actual re:;;ults. The
number of workers in the field has increased considerably, hut there has not as yet been a
noticeable incnase in average picture quality. Much has been accomplished in the study of
the limitations and capabilities of standard equipment in the range from 6· to Z4-inch focal
length, bu.t there has been no appreciable advance in the quality o! the equipment Usel:f. Culmination of instrumental developments initiated some years ago may indeed bring about improvements in time. However, when we visit the operational reconnaissance bases, we find about
~

the same equipment that was used in 1945,
There has been marked progress since HHS in the directionof the large and
specialized cameras, but it iJii debatable, if a choice had to be made, whether this work should
have taken precedence over improvement or standard equipment. Ideally, both developments
should have been carried out, which means that the
eq'Jipment should have come in !or
more attention. This is the case with the 6-, 12,-, and Z4-inch cameras, JL.-id partly the case
with the 36-inch f/k telephoto. At present, the lenses have to be stopped down to give adequate
performance, and then the increased exposure time leads to enhanced image motion and vibration.
It still seems to be true that a combination of a heavy camera (large moment

of inertia), high shutter speed, and sharp-focus hms produces first-quality aerial photographs,
in spite of the large volume of work done on mount characteristics, image motion, haze, contrast, laboratory tests, etc, This means that to date the "brute force" solution is still effecti•i-e, and that we ha11e not as yet brought our accumulated knowledge to bear on improved
rnounts and image-motion compensation. The work in progress along thes~ lines should be
encouraged, with the goal of getting the results into production and into mass use by the recon~

naissance wings.
Enough information is now on hand to enable one to make a careful assessor available photographic
materials and processing. It may be that discovery of a different photographic material cou1d
revolutionize aerial photography where the problems of speed, contrast and graininess are
liquidated all at or.ce. We do not have such a solution nor doef:l the shadow of one hover on the
ment of any given situation in ae.l:'ial photography within the light
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horizon. In Us absence we must plod along with slow improvements in lens quality, mounts,
and shutters.

B. LENS QUALITY
In the

preaent

from time to time that t.he qUallty of
does not represent an important limitation
to the effectiveness ot aerial photography. In the targe, where one considers data handling a.nd
photo· interpretation,
a conetmtfon l.s probably correct. In the small, the conclusion needs
modification.
Inadequate test data exist on

effect o! impedect tens quality on micro-

scopic contrast and ort the recogniti:<:m u! details in the ta.ding-out region of microscopic contrast,* where a good lens shguld make a reaL d.itference - that ts, at a level of, say, 15
mm - the Imperfect lens may present a waahed-out Image of' a tank which in itself is of low contrast, whereas the good lens at 15 lines/mm may sUU give enough contrast in the Image of the
tank to permit recognition. These considet>ations will be discussed in Section D below.
The existing 6-, 12-,
2.4,.inen lenses at full aperture do not
the practicable limit of lens qfuility, though they may.i:rldeed represent the
economical
limit in cost per
However, an increase ill complexity may result in lowered production.
The writer believes that if a tactor-of-two improvement could be worked into each design. in
terms of microscopic contrast at a level
Unes/mi;n, a great deal of ii¢~d would be accomplished in raising the average level o! perfqwance on good photographic days. On poor
days, not much can be accomplished with present emulsions, The question ls whether for a
few per cent increase in cost per lens and for a few per cent lowered production. we might not
achieve a better balance in our standard product. On good days, perhaps a 31.l per cent improvement in microscopic contrast could be achieved at a level
lines/mm, an improvement that
would result in quicker and easier recognition of details at this. level.
One needs only to compare a lens bench test o! the standard Z4-inch at I/6
with the 36-inch telephoto at tfi; to see that there is a real difference in image quality. It
should be possible to obtain a 2.4-fuch f/6 lens with images over the 9 x 18 format not too !ar different from those provided by the
f/8 telephoto, which in itself is not a lens of the
highest quality. The same holds true
the Ia•inch f/5. namely. that a marked improvement

for

is feasible with care ilxercised in design.
The point here is that at a prlitl level of 5 lines/mm, observed Without ma.gni~
fying glass, the difference in microscopic contrast between a good lens and bad lens may be un·
noticeable. At 10 lines/mm, the good lens may continue to give gQOd micrf>scopic contra.St,
whereas the bad lens may already start to show wa,Shed-out linages. AtlS lines/mm. the good
lens may begin to fail, owing primarily to printing lo;;ises, white the bad lenii! has ceased to resolve and the microscopic contrast is zero.

*The term "microscopic contrast" receives a full treatment in Sec. D. Here we can consider
that the expression refers to the density di!feren<;e
the Image on the emulsion, at the reso1u~
tion level cited, between highlight a.nd lowlight•
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If we transfer these observations to a positive transparency and omil the printing on paper, we probably would find the deficiencies of the bad lens more pronounced relative
to the good tens,
the positive transparency will show improved results for both lenses.
Now, it may be that at Z5 li."'les/mm the good tens may still be showing some resolution of low~

contrast targets, whereas the bad lens may show only targets of high :W.herent contrast.
lines/mm, the good lens may be

At 30

to fail on even the high-contrast targets, whereas

the bad lens may have ceased to perform.
Whal: are the conclusions to be reached? We can say that, ii we are interested
in a quality level of only 10

existing lenses are good enough.

on good

for targets of intermediate to high contrast,

If we are interested in a quality level of ZO lines/mm on good

days for t.he same targets, then existing lenses need improving at full aperture, though they
may be adequate when stopped down to f/8.

level of

30 lines/mm for .intermediate to
The above discussion is not intended to indicate that we can achieve any
drastic reduction in size o! equipment by an improvemErit in' lens quality. While a reduction of
the order of 30 per cent might be achieved if all days on which plctui:"es are taken were good
days, the fa.ct is that on many days, especially in Europe and in the U.S. S. R.., there will be
haze and inherently poor target contrast.
in lens quality will he

Under these conditions, the requested improvement

There is a very natural t'1!ndency for ail of us to show only our best work, and
this applies !o organizations as well as to individuals.

Yet, if we are to establish a factual fre-

quency distribution for the resolution and microscopic contrast of aerial photographs, we must
deal with the worst as well as the best.

Accordingly, we should do some aerial testing on bad

and on very bad days as well as on good

. Some thought should be given to assigning a

quality rating to a photographic situation in the air and marking this on the prints along with

other data. Thereafter, we should know what to expect in resolution and contrast at different
altitudes and with different cameras on
targets.

of varying quality.fadex, a.nd on different kinds of

Figure C-1 shows a plot of expected size of recognizable objects on the ground
plotted against fo<:al length for photography at 50,000 feet.

The full

cu~

ilil dr;;.wn through

points plotted on the basis of expected results in tile air across the Une of flight for the different focal lengths of existing equipment.

The 40-inch !/Sis known to give a peak of a.bout Z.5

Hnes/mm at an altitude of 10,000 feet, which here is assumed to be about Z2 lines/mm at an aHi·
rude of 50,000 feet.

The standard 2.4-inch under the same conditions is assumed to give a peak

to its frequency distribution (not the highest vah.ie) of about 14 lines/mm under the same circumstances.

The 60-inch f/6 telephoto is a.ssumed to give 22 lines/mm. The 96-inch

to give 14 lines/mm on the average, the 144-inch
1 O lines/mm.

f/s

f/8 is

assumed

also gives 14 lines/mm and the Z40-i.nc!l

The 12-inch f/5 is as.sumed to give 15 lines/mm, and the 6-inc:h lz. lines/mm

(full aperture}.
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A.'l assumed rule, that it requires four
ofxesolution to yield recognition of the object of plotted
at the thresbO!d of the resolving power observed. is used in
.Fig, C-l. Thus, if the observed threshold is 24 lines/mm. the
of the object as plotted sub~
tends an angle equivalent to 6 Hnes/mm or 0.167 mm divided by
len.s focallength, or has a
ground size equal to 0.167 mm times the scale, lf the
resolution is 12. Unes/mm. one
uses 0. 3 3l mm times the scale,
but for the purposes
at hand U suffices.

The crosses l.ri
c.,, 1 represent the limit to improvem.ent: that might be
obtaine<.\ by improving the lens design
feasible limits.. The circles repr&sent what might
be expected by i.mproving both the lem;i design and the mounting or anti vibration characteristics,
and/or shutter speed. The first !ine~dashed
represents the situation attow contrast, as
on poor photographic days, and/or poor target contrast. This curve is determined by the eon~
dition that the threshold, more or less independent of focal length, is set by haze and low target

contra.st to a level of 5 lines/mm. The size of object is determined by the same rule used before, namely, that it requires four lines of re19olution contained within the object for recog·
nHion to be established. The curve represented
coarse*dashed line indicates the situation
on a very bad photographic day widfthick haze, or could represent the situation for high obliques
from high altitud.e {lransverse object at 50,0QO feet in U.ne of sight) on even fair photographic
Here. one ean expect from Boston University results that more line$ per object are re~
to establish recognition. This curve indicates why the 100,,inch cameJ:"a is useful fo•
near~horizon haze to considerable dishigh obliques and why the 240~inch camera
tances.
The curves demonstrate that an incre~111e in focal length overcomes increase
in quality to an exl:ent dependent on
of the existl.riglense:s and on the day. On good
for a given ground recognition, one can use equipment of :moderate size. On bad days, it is
necessary to resort to a longer focal length to ttt>111 ..1•ve the same objecL One lays a hotizontal
line across the graph to see the i::hange in focal Length required.
The !uU curve in Fig. c~ 1 between 48-inch local tengtn and Z40.,,inch focal
length is based ort operation of the cameras by trained observers. Experience indicates that,
if rou.tine observe rm are used wit_h this large equipment, the corresponding <:urve Hes higher on
the diagram in the general direction of the fine-dashed curve, except that
full curve fairly
well represents results abtaine<.\ by such routine Qpservers up ta 3&-inch focal length. Aclevel or results:
cordingty, routine observers re qui.re longer .local lengths to aehi1we a
conversely, trained observers can gel by wi.th smaller equipment, or can acco.mplish much
more with the
equipment.
of the fine ·dashed curve, then
!! we choose our equipment on the
are likely to recognize the ground detail of indicated size. A true "factor of sal'ety" would go
according to this dashed curve, if we are always to bring
the bacon. However, in most
cases we are not too sure as to what ground detail we may wish to recogniu, or,
least,
have not been instructed along these lines. Such an obscurity removes the zero point of the
diagra.z:n, and we simply work on the basis of !;)ringing bOme whatever results the day permits.
On good days, a given large camera may gi.-e a superfluity o! information. On bad day&~ a

at
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small camera may abort the mission.
In ·the absence of

requirements for a mission on which a factor of

may be determined, one should be prepared to "waste film" in the interest of avoiding
The cost of film is small compared to the costs of plane, mission, and

an aborted mission.
men's lives.

Film becomes dear only if in short supply at the base, or if used in excessive

quantities beyond even the dictates of a prude!lt factor of
We are under no moral obligation to develop or to exair'.ine all the film that
may be exposed on a mission. Thus, if a photographic day turns out to be first-rate, one may
find all the information needed on a 6-inch roll.

or 2.4-inch rot! taken on the same mission.
and then destroyed.

There would then be no need to process a lZ-

The roll ca:n be stored for a limited period of time

However, i! the 6-inch roll fails lo give the results, which may be antici-

pated a.!:iead of time ti' the quality index for the day is bad, then one might decide to process the
ll· or 24-inch roll.

The idea that we must process and print whole rolls of film, without any

need for them, ought to be discouraged.
so much the better.

If we can safely omit exposing the roU to begin with,

Here, common sense applies.

An RB-36 with only 3 roUs of film taken

on a million-dollar mission on only 6-inch equipment might be an abortion an expensive
failul·e.

Here we can safely take along many rolls of film, and expose according to the weather

and judgment of the trained photographer.

we can

imagine a photographic

compartment on a guided missile that hy sheer necessity has only a single camera and a single
roll of £Um.

Here we must

results against choice of the novel installation and vehicle.

In Fig. C-I we see that the curves rise steeply for the short focal lengths.
The plots have deliberately been made on a linear basis to emphasize the losses in going to the
shorter focal lengths.

Thus, in going from 3 to 6 inches, or from 6 to lZ inches focal length.

we obtain a drastic increa:;e on the curves in terms of ground resolution.

At a gi.ven altitude,

the peak of the frequency distr-ibution of ground details of .interest may already have been passed
in gofrlg from 6 to lZ L'lches.

In going to Z4 inches, we may be starting to look for a relatively

few objects. and the law of dJ.rninishing returns will have set in.

In going to 48 inches or to

'

eYen greater focal lengths, we may be interested now in only a few small objects of importance.
Or, if we go to twice the altitude, such as 40,000 instead of 20,000 teet, the increase in focal
length may be needed il we are to stay on the desired side of the frequency distribution of ground
object size.

No one ean determine accurately in advance what the limiting smallness of
details is to be, .for this depends on the mission. If the purpose of the mission is assigned,
then one can determine the focal length likely to be needed.
length - except where it is

However, too small a focal

mad~

exDenuea

mandatory by spaee limitations - is likely to produce inadeeffort.

C-2 represents an approximate plot of equipment cost against focal
length.

The crosses represent actual known posts, which scatter around a lot, owing to special

attachments, format size, shutter type, image-motion compensation, etc. The curve attempts
to be a mean curve through averaged complexity of equipment. Here we assume that control
boxes are necessary for the medium as well as for the large cameras.

We see again that, in

the range from zero to twelve inches, not much Ls gained by miniaturization of focal length

tr
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The law of diminishing returns sets in on Fig. C- 1

length and inadequate ground-detail recognition, and in Fig. C~l

direction of very short focal

the dlrection of long focal

length and great sbe and costs. Thus, thesl<! eurves point to the fact th.at moderate .focal
1.engths yield the biggest returns, and that neither extremely miniature equipment nor excessively large equipment is des.J.rable for mass usage. The very wg:e cameras and lenses thus
belong in the special operations f~eld where the pe~uliarity of the misskm demands and justifies
their use.
Likewise, it is veryea.sy for inadequately trained personnel to misus" the
large came.ras. At least. conditions of use
prevent proper focus and proper pre-flight
maintenance. AU these factors argue against
the large cameras in ordinary use, and
experience has borne this out.
It is to be concluded, therefore, t:hat focal lengths from 6 to 3b inches are
practicable for mass usage in the Air Forces, and that ls..rger eqi.1ipment should be reHrved
for special missions,
by special personnel in suitable planes.
is a need for a.
70-mm film camera for low-altitude ;sweeps. where larger film Is superfluous for most purposes, and where the modern need tor high recycling times dictates the use ot Uris narrow film.
However, for high-altitude work. resort to 70-mm film where 9-1.nch film can be use:d is not to
be encouraged, save where space limitations are se~re (see Chapter
One could plot a frequency
of the industrial output of this country
in terms
dollar costs and camera size.
have the. industrlnl capacity at the present
time to produce as many as three 440-inch camet'as a year, nor is sueh production necessary.
If we set out to mam.1!aeture lhree such cameras,
can do so only by diverting industrial
skills from more desirable chami.elS or by a spedal training effort with a
lead time. This
same effort. again, might be more profitably employed. Our f'inanci.al resources a.re not un•
limited, i:wd we must have a clear Idea or reconnaissance needs befort undertaking production
of too many la..rge cameras.
A moderate peripheral

be accomplished

sucqessfully with

a half-dozen cameras of 100-ineh focal length. It may be that for such "'"'",.,,.,'"'"'"' three Z40-1nch
.cameras will be adequate. Equally important~ it may be that a reduction in she of camera for
loog oblique wo.rk becomes feasible without sacrificing focal length. Or, if the dollar cost can
be lowered drastically by a better design of equipment, then the long focal length lenses may become more practicable. The law of diminishing returns mtist be kept under control. 'It will do
no good to have equipment folded.up with many mirrors, .U: the mirrors vibrate unduly, or are
warped, or become too dusty.
C.

E!ituLSIONS

We are still looking for the high-speed, grainless emulsion with good micro·
scopic contra;i;t, an emulsion that .tnay revolutioniz~ aeriai photography and that may at last
ena.bte a.mall equipment to accomplish what we no~. can obtain only with large equipment. UnHt
Uris hap~ns, we must consider what can be done" wtth emulsions as we know them.
At present we have an appro:icimate relation between speed, microscopic

e

contrast and grairiiness. On the one hand. we have a fairly grainy emulsion like Super-XX. and
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on the other a fine-grain slow emulsion like Microfile, with many others scattered in either
direction. We know that the needs of the Air Force require standardization so far as possible,
and that photography under service conditions must often be attempted in poor illumination.
Thus far, Super-XX appears to be a workable compromise on the basis of speed, graininess,
and other characteristics.

In time, more research on emulsions may lead to a film with the

same speed and with other properties improved.
It has not as yet been determined to the satisfaction of the writer that, for

special missions or under special circumstances, a resort to an emulsion like Microiile might
not have special adva.-itages. Current information goes all the way from drastic quantitative
arguments against the feasibility of using a Microfile-type emulsion with perfected camera
equipment and short focal length* to instructive photographs made with extremely short focal
lengths on a much grainier emulsion. Work carried on at the Boston University Physical Research Laboratories indicates that, from an information content point of view, the use of PanX over Super-XX offers appredabte advantage.

This work, while extensive, shows the need

for an even more elaborate study of different emulsions under varying circumstances.
The present distr-ihution of use of Tr-i-X Pan for night photography, Super-XX
for general use, infrared film and color film is not too far from the best compromise.

Any

benefits brought about by improved en:ulsions for the same purposes, or by improved developing methods, or indeed any improvements that can be passed along routinely to the user
in the field without complicating his probleres, are to be encouraged. Any increase in the
variety of emulsions or elaboration dependent on the user ought to be discouraged or examined
w:.th the greatest of care. Special emulsions and special methods in general ought to be reserved for- the specialized units described in Chapter 12.
D.

MICROSCOPIC CONTRAST

Discussions of microscopic contrast have arisen a number of times in the
BEACON HILL Study Group, owing to the importance of this subject in connection with picture
quality. The terms macroscopic contrast, microscopic contrast, resolution and graininess
:I.re so entangled as to require some treatment all at once.
It is not intended to ignore the important contributions to the above considerations made by a large number of skilled research workers here and abroad. But lhls Report
is not the place for a prolonged and objective discussion of photographic details done better
elsewhere.** The mission of BEACON HILL is to suggest how reconnaissance and intelligence
can be improved. In the photographic problem, there is some possibility that an improvement
in microscopic contrast by development or printing methods may bring about increased informa-

tion content in aerial reconnaissance, or make it possible for the average photo-interpreter
to achieve results heretofore impossible, or accomplished with difficulty by the very best
*According to several workers, an improvement in graininess and microscopic contrast by a
factor of two may correspond to a loss of speed by a factor of between 50 and 500.
"'*For example, the Research Laboratories o! the Eastman Kodak Company have introduced a
new function called "a.cutance" which gives an extremely high correlation with picture quality
or sharpness in psychophysical tests. Acutance goes beyond contrast alone and considera
both functional edge contours and density range. Acutance does not include graininess.
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photo-interpreter,
In discussing contrast, we must mtroduee the term "macroscopic contrast, ..

which means the contrast of large photometric areas on the emulsion. We can consider that an
area of a square 2 mm on a side is 1arge enough to give a contrast not measurably difterent
from a much larger area on the film. In principle, however, we do mean that "maero.scopic
contrast" refers to the contrast ot very large areas, where for present purposes we can consider the term contrast to refer to density differences in the photograph.*
Th.e term "microscopic contrast" refers to the density difference of small
detail on the emu:tsion. More specifically> \'le can consider microscopic contrast as the density
difference at any given tine number N, Where N is
of lines per millimeter. For
large detail, where N is one or even less. the microscopic contrast becomes identical with
?r.acroscopic contrast. At some limiting value of N, depending on the emulsion, lens, target
contrast, eXposure, de~lopment and fo some e)l;tent grain. and the tn.ethod of reduction, microscopic contrast goes to zero. In prae.tke, on suc.h an emutsi<m as Super-XX. this limiting
number can be as large as 90 lL"lesftnm where ped'ected procedures are employed.
The problem must also include the term ~t.a,rget contrast: which here refers
to the equivalent macroscopic contrast that would be observed on the emulsion in terms of
if the target were large enough to image into macro~
scopic areas on the photograph. .As the target size diminishes, we have only to keep the actual
reflectivity factors o.f high- and lowlights unaltered lo be able to
to the ta.rge~ a value for
its target contrs.st.
Intervening haze will superimpose itl:lelf onto the target contrast. The direct
light from the ground target will
attenuated by the seatterini
the atmospheric hazeproducing layers. and then ~he e.ffectl.ve brightness of the r.aze itaelf will sµperimpose rµore or
less uniform stray Light onto the photograph. EXpo.sure control can still cause macroscopic
areas o.f a given brightness, as seen by the lens, to be photographed at a constant macroscopic
density. The net effect thereafter will be a reduction in the contrast at all le~ls o! resolution
from the macroscopic areas to the microscopic. By contrasty development, one can restore
the macroscopic contrast to the level that would obtam in the absence of hue, as measured
again by density of macroscopic areas, but .in so doing the microscopic contrast is only pa.rtl·
ally restored. Because the threshold of resolution so far as the emuision is concerned is a
function of threshold contrast and graininess, loss or microscopic contrast produced by haze
causes an inevitable loss in resolution. However, it takes a substantial amount of haze to
lower the limiting resolution d:rastica.Uy, and th.e curves relating contrast to resolution are
well known. At resolution levels well above
resolution threshold, the loss of microscopic
contrast causes a los.s :in picture quaH.ty. A los.1> of picture qu.ality reduces the probability of
recognizing a given small detail - the loss depending on the sin or the detail to be recognized
and on the level of re::ioluUon. Studies at Boston University show that.for the same microscopic
contrast, more resolution lines per object wiU again increase the probability of recognition.

*Contrast is defined in a number of different ways such as E 2 - log E 1, 1 - Io/Io, etc, Be re we
wish to stay close to emuls:i.on properties after development.
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For a constant level of resolution on the emulsion, this means that, as the object grows larger
at a given poor microscopic contrast, leading to more lines in the

the prt>bability of

recognition is increased. In the limit, a large object has a 100 per cent probability of recognition i! there are enough lines in the object at the
level of resol1,,1tion and contrast above
threshold values.

This in turn means that if the photograph is of low quality, due to haze, low

target contrast, poor lens, or a combination of these factors, an increase in scale will improve
the probability of recognition. Hence, a long focal length tens at a given altitude, producing a

their ground detaiL If we con-

large scale. makes it easier for photo-interpreters to

sider that there is an "average quality" aeriai photograph a photo-interpreter is justified in
concludL-:g that recognition of any given
lens, producing

depends on scale.

In turn, if we have a better

microscopic contrast at a given scale and resolution levet, a given ground

object requires fewer lines per object to be recognized, or in general the probability of recognition for a given nurrber of lines per object (of the order of l to 6 lines per object) is improved.
It is clear that the simple expedient of increasing t.he number of lines per object to obtain

recognition when the microseopic contrast is low cannot go on indefinitely, and the observed
curves do show a limiting contrast below which no increase in lines per object can do any good.
must

require a certain minimum number of lines per object where context, observer skill and pre·
knowledge are ruled out, even when the contrast is excellent.

Boston University curves show

here a value as low as L3 lines per object, but there is given only a SO per cent probability of
:recognition, along with an uncertainty in establishing the probability at this low value and with
a known dependency on the type of object, the nature of which is known to the observer. For
Super-XX and a 100 per cent probability o.f recognition, it still requires a.bout 5 lines per object.

In this connection, Pan-Xis demonstrably superior to Super-XX in requiring only about

2..5 lines per object under similar excellent conditions.

Extension of these results to targets

more or less unknown to the observer, or present in such V'<l..riety as to prevent
produce somewhat different values.

may

Presumably, it requires more lines per object to recog-

nize an unknown type of object from among many possibilities than to distinguish between two
possil>ilities oI a simple kind of target.
superior to Super~X:X.

However, Pa.,"1-X ought to remain systema.tica.Uy

fa the case of most entities o! comple:i1; construction, recognition must depend

on a minimum number of so-called
each to serve in the context.

----itself to be recognized of itself.

which in turn requ.ire a certain deA recognition factor may requiJ:"e several lines wHhi.n

In context, detectability of the recognition factor alone may

serve its purpose as a recognition a.id for the larger entity.
able on the basis of a single recognition factor.
nition factors.

Some entities may be recogniz-

Other entities may require a number of recog-

In many cases, pure detectabitity combined with location will serve to establish

recognition, in which case the detectability becomes a recognition factor for the larger entity.
For example, a blur on a highway may safely be determined to be a vehicle.
The same blur on an airport runway is likely to be an airplane.

tr one needs to know what kind

of vehicle or what kind of airplane, more lines per object must be obtained tc establish recognition, in which the recognition factors of the object play their role anew.
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In the above discussion, there appears a justification for the choice or a long
focal length. lens to produce a. scale large enough to r~nder a given object recognizable at a
given altitude. These !actors are ci:.msistent
the curves drawn in Fig. C-1 from another
point. of view. If a. day
producing low microscopic contrast, then an increase in focal
length will render the

detail more readily recognizable at the expense of coverage.

There is still another possible factor perhaps overlooked by many workers
in the field. Only provisional data are at hand, and it is recommended that quantUative studies
be made on the point. Recently th.e workers i.'1 Canada scanned gi.·ound detail from the air in an
attempt to examine tne frequency of occurrence of different target contrasts on good photographic
ctays. The results indicated that low contrast predomin.at:es as a rule, The workers concluded
that lenses should be tested at
.contrast, inasmuch
that aerial
photography is inherently of low cqntrasL
.Now, these
valid so far as they go, but they are really a part
or a larger pattern. The Canadian workers
inie#nitinu solid angle of the
ot·der of 3' of arc. 2Th~e:._::'.!!:::.:::..E~~~~~~;J?;~~:i!:~~~~:!:!!!..~~~~!.!..;~~~!l..~
well-selected
each size of
spnt grows smaller, the peak of observed frequencies o! ground-target contrast moves toward
larger target cont.rast values. There is no real limit to the smallness of the scanning spot,
and in our daily lives we observe
ex¢ellent contrast in the small objects around us, eve:;.
excepting color contrasts. On the other hand, U' we use
scanning spot than the
Canadians used in their 3' angle, we should e:iq:iect the peak of the frequency distribution of contrasts to move toward still smaller contrast values. If' the spot on the ground is quite
then all the details of such an object as a. hcmse would average out, and houses as a class of objects would show only a slight variation in contrast.
subjectively in our customary
The writer believes that this e!feet shows
and small lenses. The large-scale photographs
comparisons of photographs made with
may seem contrastter or snappier than the smaU-scale, quite
from other differences that is, in addition to the ability to
objects because they are comfortably above the
emulsion Umit and show a better mierosc.opic contrast wfth the larger scale pictu;re. we have
a greater abundance of contrasty objects because of the snmller scanrring spot related to the
angular resolution of the larger tens. AU these ,factors tend to favor the lens of long focal
length. The ?40-inch lens
high altitude appears to give quite a good contrasty picture on
ver-tical shots over city areas where smaU
of high contrast abound. A 6-inch lens from
the same altitude would f'..tse together these
objects. The grosser details leit in the picture that can be distinguished on the average are of lower contrast. The 6-inch picture, apart
from other reasons, then gives a "flatter" photograph; It is recommended that these considerations be examined quantitatively by means of scanning with Wt.l')'ing integrating spots or aper-

tures.
resolution.

There are various ways to depict the effects o! microscopic contrast and
A way preferred by the writer involves the use of pseudo-microphotameter tracings.

These are tracings made by hand to illustrate what a dens.tty microphotometer (Le., with
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logarithmic amplifier) would show under various conditions with the corresponding type of
plmto graphy.
We visualize a test target of the picket-fence type, consisting of long lines in
a geometrical progression of decreasing width and spacing, all the way from quite wide lines to
very narrow lines. This target is photographed according to the test conditions of contrast.exposure, emulsion, lens, and even motion. We imagine that we make a mlcrophotometer tracing
of the pic.ket-fence photograph.
Figure C-3 shows a tracing where recorded density is plotted against resolution in lines per millimeter.

Let us suppose that we have a "perfect

lens~!ilm

combination"

along with maximum target contrast (emission lines on an opaque bacltground so exposed as ta

lead to a. density range of zero to two). Now, if we have a microphotometer slit of length just
short of the length of the lines and perhaps 10 mm tong, and a slit width of perhaps 0.010 mm,
C-3(a). Because the integrating slit is very long,
we would obtain a tracing as shown in
the statistical fluctuation of the grains is minimized.

The tracing goes up and down between

the envelope lines and is quite smooth, owing to the a.b.sence o.f graininess.

The. limit of resolu-

tion occurs at perhaps 50 lines/mm, where the amplitude of the fluctuation goes below the visual
threshold for the residual graininess th.at appears.

Presult'.ably, with an extremely long slit

and great amplificaticm in the photometer, one could follow the resolution down to finer lines.
However, for a slit of the order of 10 mm long and 0.010 mm wide, g:ralniness will still appear
slightly.
Figure C-3(b) shows what happens if we scan with a short slit also 0.010 mm
wide.

Here there is considerable graminess, enhanced

the small slit area.

there is much random fluctuation superimposed on top of the real lines.

Conseq>.1ently,

At a level of 37

mm, the eye falls to distinguish the reality of the lines because of the

Even at much

coarser levels of resolution,the tracing looks bad though resolved.
Figure

C~3(c)

shows a situation similar to what occurs in practice.

Here,

the microphotometer slit has a variable length and a variable width where both are a function
of resolution number. At 5 lines/mm, the slit is 0.500 mm long and 0.100 mm wide. At 2.5
lines/mm. the slit is 0.!00 mm long and O.DZO mm wide.

At 50 l.ines/mm, the alit is 0.050 mm

long and 0.010 mm wide. Thus, the graininess exhibited in the tracing grows rapidly and, in
fact. about as the square of the resolution number.

Our standard

stant ratio of: 5:1 in length over width and spacing of tines.

three~line

pattern has a con-

As the pattern grows smailer, the

requirements on resolution are affected more and more by the graininess.

The tracing of Fig.

C-3(c) is intended to illustrate the rapfdly increasir,g demands on the emulsion as the target

disappears into the grain. In actual aerial photography, we have an analogous situation when
the image of the ground target disappears into the grain or into other sources of limitation on
resolution.
All the remaining figures are to be considered as having a scanning slit with
Figure C-3(d ) shows the case of
1
"imperfect lens-film" for infinite target contrast, where macroscopic areas are geared to a
density range of zero to two. The Lens imperfections cause the image contra.st to pass the threshold about at 28 lines/mm which becomes the resolution limiL Note that at the level of 10
height and width a function o! resolution as in Fig. C-3(c).
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lines/mm the microscopic <:ontrast lS al.ready
in Fig. C-3(c).

to about 70 per cent that at 10 lines/mm

Hence, the imperfect lens has already caused a loss in limiting resolution and

a loss all down the line in
contrast. Moreover, although graininess is not pronounced at ZS Lines/mm, it still interferes with resolution, inasmuch as the ratio o! eontrast to
grain is unfavorable. Figures C-3(d ), (d ) and (d ) show
cQ'rresponding situaUons for di!4
2
3
terent emulsions.
Figure C ·3(e) shows
lens-film" but with much reduced
target contrast. So tar as the emulsion is canc1er11e<l. the e!fects are quite similar to a loss of
contrast caused by an imperfect leM. The rrd.ctoscopic contra.st is lowered and is tow anyway
because the target contrast ls low. Tbe limiting resolution in the figure is z.a Unes/mm, and
the effects
are
The
contrast may be
inberent in the taroverlying haze. If the tatter.• the
would profit b:f a contrasty de~

velopment and contrasty p:rin~ing, wnere the macroscopic contrast mig!lt be restored to a density
range o! zero to two. If thiswere to be done, the resulting
would resemble Fig.C-J(d) that ls, we might consider tha.l in these two cases an imperfect lens on a good day (d ) would
1
give similar results to what a perfect lens might give on a badday, (el
latter being given
contrasty development.
Figure C-3(f) .shows a tracing for
''imperfect
on low target contrast, produced e.ither by low inherent target contrast
overlying ha.Ze on a contrasty target,
o.r both. The
ia only 16
and the contras! poor. Now, if the target contrast
is known to be good so that
development is justlfied,. we see that, if
contrast l.s increased to a den.sity range
zero to two, tne microscopic contrast will be dropping
in the resolution range from 5 tines/mm to the limit of 19 lines/mm.
Figure C-J(ZJ shows the case of Fig. C-3(d ) with very contrasty development
1
in an attempt to recover microscopic contrast. The density range iS now zero lo thne, and th.e
microscopic contrast at about
lines/mm is back to normal with a. density range from 0.5 to
Z.5 or l altogether. The other microscopic contrasts are off-scale in both directions now, arid
the photographwill not appear to be ofpleasing quality.

The various tigures show that the microscopic contrast of the good tens stays
well above that ot the imperfect lens, even though in the Limit the resolution compares only as
42 to 28 lines/mm. At a level of 15 lines/mm in Figs.C·3(c) and C-3(d 1). the microscopic contrast of the imperfect lens is only 35
of the perfect lens, Recogni.tion of' targets at the
l.5~line level ravors the good lens in two ways; (1) the better eontrasU'or a giyen number of
lines per object increa.ses the probability or recognition: (Z.), the better contrast requires fewer
lines per object at a given
of recognition, Then, too, for a given object size, the

good lens can lead to recognition of ground objects of lower contrast, whereas the bad !:ans must
be confined to showing ooly ground objects of good contrast,
Figure C-3{h) shows a tracing for an underexposed tal'get. Here the resolution
is limited to about 3?. lines/mm where there are too few grains ta form an image. Figure C -3(1)
shows a tracing for an overexposec! target. Here the scatter.mg into the spaces limits the
resolution to about ZZ. lines/mm,
the photograph is of poor quality. Graininess is still of
no great importance, although the picture may be unsightly because of.the high density. (Note
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that the ratio of graini.'less to microscopic contrast still sets the lirnlting resolution observed, )
The remaining figures make use ct cmly the envelope lines where one supposes
still that the tracing has been made.
'"~,,,,,.,.,,,<

Figure C-3(j) reproduces Figure C-3(c), and in addition
some

method,

.;:;.........::..~~~~~~~~-=-~~~~~-

The resolution cannot be recovered at the threshold, but
contrast will lead to more easily recog-

1m: n r ova nH! Tl t in

nized objects.

In addition, the photograph will appear to be of greatly enha.'lced quality and will

admit of more satisfactory enlargement.
Figure
reproduces Figure C -3(e). In addition, the microscopic cona presently unknown de'<~lopment method, Where the target contrast
trast has been
has been lowered by haze, another envelope curve is shown where the haze has been eliminated.
Figure C-3{j) is tar better than Fig. C-3(k}, but such is the damage ca.used by haze with present
emulsions,
Figure C-3(lJ shows a case of "perfect lens·fllm" with a target of low inher·
ent contrast and with

haze.

Here the new envelope lines show an elimination of the

haze and improved microscopic contrast.
Figures C-3(j), (k) and (l) are all idea;t:zed, because as yet we have no known
means tor improving the

contra.st in the way that is desi.rable.

There are eleclri ·

cal methods known in television where such is possible, and television pictures o! improved
quality have been obtained in such a manner,

Possibly one could devise a television method of

printing, but we run into drastic new dangers fa any such device,

niques on special

papers that could offer a solution,

There may be printing tech-

Most desirable would be a method

of development that would cause macroscopic areas to be brought to a full densi.ty range .tor the
film (which would eliminate haze for these areas), and with m.l.croscopic contrast improved as
a function of resolution in the desired way,

It is to be noted that, in any such technique, the

graininess must not be enlarged if satisfactory results are to be obtained in the fine lines.
lt is recommended that research be conducted into the nature of any and all
techniques that would improve microscopic contrast while holding macroscopic contra.st at
prope:- values. If this could be achieved, there would be an immediate improvement in photointerpreter speed, accuracy and output, and an increase in the ef!ediveness of standard equipment. One could expect that microscopic contrast to a level of 15 lines/mm would be preserved
and that the standard aerial photograph would take on an impression of high quality. Similarly.
pictures made on good photographic days by good lenses would be extraordinarily fine,
Since we are asking for an unusual improvement in photographic techniques,
we should point out the need for a method of reducing graininess.

Here it would be desirable

to replace a single heavy grain by scattered fln.er ones of equivalent area.

Statistical smoothing

would preserre the resolution, and at the same time the microscopic contrast should be adJusted.

II everything could be done at once, the aerial photograph would become a greatly improved tooL
AH these things point to the need for continued research on emulsions and development techniques, as weU as research on printing methods. Elsewhere, there a.re recommendations being made as to emulsion research for other purposes. A single general recommendation is that active researches should be carried on toward an improvement in the photo-
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graphic method, where the needs of aerial photography a.re kept uppermost in mind.
Figure C-3(m) shows the envelope curves for a perfect lens at best focus, and
again for an imperfect tens focused on the one hand for best resolution and on the other for best
contras~. It is to be noted that at 10 linesJnm, the focal position for best contrast gives a much
superior picture in terms of "quality" than at the focal position !or best resolution. However,
the Boston University results indicate that the focal position for best resolution will yield more
inf.:irmation, in spite of the lowered picture quality. Here we have a case where a bad-looking
photograph gives more results for the desired purpose than the good-looking photograph. On
the other hand, i! there is much haze and lowered threshold resolution on this account, then at
10 tines;mm the focal position for best contrast might yield more information return, that is,
the microscopic contrast at this level would perrnit recognition of many targets that at lower
contrast might be lost.
Figure C~3(n) shows the case of a "perfect lens-film" !or different focal
settings. Here we see that the position of best resolution is also systematically the position of
best microscopic contrast, and that there is a steady progression of both toward low values as
the lens is placed more and more out of focus.
Figure C-3(o) shows a similar case for an "imperfect lens-film". Here the
imperfection in the lens leads to a crossing-over of the positions of best threshold resolution
and best contra.st. Position 3 is the best for microscopic contrast at a level of l3 lines/mm.
The dashed curve shows what an adjustment of microscopic contrast could do to the photograph.
It is to be noted that, ii microscopic contrast values are to be improved by a special method,

the lens should be focused for best resolution {Position l).
l.n the presence of image movement and vibration limitations on resolution
to the level of 13 tines/mm, it would appear that Focal Position 3 might lead to better results
at the present time.
Figure C·3(p) shows the case oC "spurious resoLutiontt and what happens when
the microscopic contrast is adjusted. Spurious resolution is caused by an harmonic agreement
of frequencies in the line pattern with image errors, where in many instances lines and spaces
are interchanged. ln elaborate forms, one may go through spurious resolution twice at different levels.
Figure C-3(q) shows the case of focusing of a "perfect lens-film" for low
target contrast. Figure C-3(r) shows the case of focusing of an "imperfect Lens-film" for tow
target contrast. By adjUsting microscopic contrast a.s indicated by the dashed line, one can
recover some of the quality of the photograph despite all the underlying difficulties.
The adjustment o! microscopic contra.st appears to imply the necessity for
control over the contrast at any given resolution level. Thus, at present we adjust the macroscopic contrast by development. If we are to adjUst the relative microscopic contrast in addition, Figs. C-3(j), (k) and (r) indicate that different degrees of control are needed for the
microscopic contrast according to the target contrast and resolution level. This is asking

quite a lot of research in this field, but anything in the right direction would be a help. ~
search on microscopic contrast or, more particularly, on acutance, microscopic contrast and
graininess, will pay big dividends in improvements in aerial photographs, over and a.hove other

e
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improvements brought about by better lenses, better mounts. etc .• desirable as the latter are,
and will add to the speed and accuracy of the photo-interpreter output.

J.G.Baker
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Fig. C-3{a), "Perfect lens-film,"
maximum target contrast, scanning slit
length 10 mm, scanning slit width O.OJO
mm, Super-XX.

Fig. C-3(b). "Perfect lens-film,"
maximum target contrast, scanning slit
length 0.050 mm, scanning slit width
0.010 mm, Super-X..'C

Fig. C-J(c).

"Perfect lens-film,''

maximum target contrast, scanning slit

length 5/ZN mm, scanning slit width
1/iN mm, Super-XX.

Fig.C-3{d ). "Imperfect lens-film,"
maximum target1contrast, scanning slit
length 5/2N mm, scanning slit width l/.!N
mm, Super-XX.

Fig. C-3(d ). "Imperfect lens-film,"
maximum targetcontrast, scanning slit
length 5/,!N mm, scanning slit width l/iN
mm, Panatomic-X, optimum exposure.

l

Fig. C-3(d ). "Imperfect lens-film,"
3
maximum target contrast, scanning slit
length 5/iN mm, scanning slit width l/iN
mm, Microfile, exposed for macroscopic
areas.

Fig. C-3{d 4 ). "Imperfect lens-film,•
maximum target contrast, scanning slit
length 5/iN mm, scanning slit width I/zN
mm, Microfile, exposed for microscopic
areas.
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Fig. C-3(e). "Perfect lens-film, 11
low target contrast, scanning slit length
5/2.N mm, scanning slit width l/2.N mm,
Super-XX.

Fig. C-3(!). "Imperfect lens-film,"
low target contrast, scanning slit length.
s/;m mm, scanning slit width 1/2.N mm,
Super-X.X:.

Fig.C-3(g). "Imperfect lens-film,1t
maximum target contrast, contrasty development, compare figure C-3(di), Super-XX.
I

)

Fig.C-3(h)
"Perfect lens-film,"
maximum target contrast, Super-XX,
under exposure.

Fig, C-3(il. "Perfect lens-film, n
maximum target contrast, Super-XX,
over-exposure.

Fig. C-3(j).
compare figure.

"Perfect lens-film, n

F1g.C-3(k). "Perfect lcns-!ilm,n
case of maximum target contrast, plus
overlying haze, Super-XX.
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case of
haze.

C-3(1}. nPerfect lens-mm,"
target contrast, and overlying

Fig. C-3(ro}. Comparison o! perfect lensfilm with imperfect lens-!Um, the latter of two
focal settings, resolution 42:28,t".h/Jmicroscopic, contrast improvement.

Fig. C-3{n). Case of perfect lens at
different focal settings
··~

Fig. C-3(oL One side of focus only.
Imperfect lens.

C-J{p). Case ofapurious resolution.

I

Fig.C-3(q). l?er!ect lens of low target
contrast, different focal settings.

C·3(r). Imperfect lens at tow tar•
get contra.st, different focal settings.
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THE EFFECT OF ATOMIC WEAPONS
ON PHOTO-RECONNAlSANCE OPERATIONS
the possibility
Recent advances in the production of atomic weapons
that, in a future war, a hundred or more atomic explosions may occu.r withi.'1 a few days 1 duration.

The

oi photographic materials to radiation from radioactive substances is well

has been raised* whether photo-reconnaissance.operations will still be
feasible in a period following the
release of atomic weapons.
The hazards of radioactive contamination have been consider-ed for three situations in which photographic operations may
near the point of release shortly
alter a bomb has exploded:
(Z) A forward reconnaissance base in a theater of operations in which atomic weapons are .........,......Y"'-'
(3) A
plant producing p.!ttm>!'tI'at:•h materials.
L

Aircraft Near Ground Zero

An aircna.It passing
or through the cloud of radioactive mateirials produced
an atomic explosion is exposed to serious radiation hazards. Experiments made in
conjunction with past tests of atomic weapons have yielded usable photographs on normal negative materials exposed in drone aircraft passing through the cloud a few minutes after the explosion. In a number of tests, !Um left on the ground in locations conaide:red too dangerous for
damage. l,n other cases, some increase i:n
human operators showed no noticeable
level was noted, but this effect was prohibitively large only in cases where radioactive debris
from the primary fallout acted on the film
hours before it was recovered. This ad~
ditional hazard does not arise in an aircraft
near the explosion.
While these experiments suggest that bo•mb·•dam~•g
types of aerial photography will be feasible from aircraft close (in space and time) to an atomic
explosion, it must be borne in mind that the tests were not specifically designed to test photo•

reconnaissance procedures.

We recommend that carefully planned operational experiments in aerial photo-recon.nalssance be performed in con~

nection with future atomic test .11rxplosions to determine what
materials and pr"ocedu:res are least susceptible to radiation

Such tests should include not only measurements or radiatio.n etfects on camera film and control samples placed in t.'le aircraft, but also work done by photo-interpreters

study group i.s especially indebted to Mr~David T.Origgs, Chief Scientist, USAF, who repeatedly pointed out the importance ofthis question. A quantitative study of the problem has
also been urged in the report o! PROJECT VISTA. Series A, Vol. l, p.253.
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or recon.riaiasance photographs is affeded by increments in

to find out .how the actual usefulness
the fog leVl!!!l of the negative material.

z.
The photographic material stored and handled at a forward reconnaissanee
base will be subject to contamination from the radioactive particles carried in large numbers
the air and by the water. The selection of storage facilities and the distribution
plies in a theater of operations should be planned with this danger in mind.

filtn sup-

The worse effect will be em:ountefed where these. particles are permitted to
act on sensitized goods over long periods. Raw film sMu~d therefore: be 1.;;ept in airtight conin the absence of e(!icient a.ir filters, .. aµy radioactive dust settling on the outside of
such containers should be promptly removed. Magazines and cameras mu1Jt be kept dust~free,
and special efforts ma.y be indicated to enforce cli!:anline$fl. in loading l'QQma. Doubtful film<
should be cheeked immediately before use by processing

Particles carried in the
of water used for film p.roceuin:g are less
dangerous because or the relatively short time m which they can ~t on. unexp(:leed. silver hali1fe •
.The larger particles will be removed by the normal water mtel"s employed to protect the processing system from ordinary dirt.
Constant awareness of the dangeJ;" of radioactive contamination is the first and
most essential step toward adequate protection of reconnaissance in forward areas.
Personnel responsible fol' l>hotogr.,.phic operations should
be indoctrinated with respect to the hazards of radioactive
contamination. Frequent tests of the level or :radfoaetivity
should be encouraged, and the necessary monitoring equipment should he made available.

3. Photographic Mant1facturing Plants

The presence or radioactive material in a photographic manufacturing plant
is especially dangerous because any radioactive particle introduced into the film or its wrapping materials will remain in eon:ta6t with the film for the long interval between its m.a.rn.tfactur&
and use. The total
and the cumulative
damage will be severe even
Radioactive fallout from the atmosphere after atomic explc;urlons in the past
has given rise to some difficulties in phofograpnfo manufacture, but .the measures necessary
to control these difficulties are becoming better.l.1£d<?rai;Q<)d. At the. levels at which radioactive
debris has so far been encountered, the industry

will probably be ;ible fo safeguard its products

against prohibitive damage.
Extrapolation to the veey mllc:'!h higher levels that may be encountered after
large-scale use of atomic weap<ms is necessarily uncertain, and, in the absence of any actual
experience under such eonditiooa~.there has been some concern over the industry's ability to
maintain continuous productinn of sePa!itized materials for vital military and civilian needs. A

recent Staff
on thii> problem points to the fact that the radioactive debris from atomic
bomb explosions is concentrated in
that can be efficiently removed by current filtering procedures, so that a,.., Increase in the number of explosions, and thus in the number of
particles, may not be disastrous,

However, it may become necessary in periods of very high

activity to relax current quality standards and to tolerate a higher incidence of spots on film.
It may also be necessary in such situations to resort to changes in packaging

Radioactive contamination of packagi.ng materials bas been one of the most troublethe photographic industry. Large quantities of water are used in the
some problems faced
manufacture of packaging materials at many widely separated mills. so that radioactive debris
carried down by precipitation ha:;; an excellent chance of showing up as a contaminant in paper
and cardboard.

A control program of considerable magnitude is necessary to keep such ma·

terials from being used in film packaging.
None of the precautions that have been outlined will protect the manufacture

of photographic materials from the effects of nearby atomic explosions, Even in the absence
of direct damage fro1r, blast, lengthy interruption of manufacturing schedules must be expected
after the detonation of atomic bombs within a radius of a few miles from a
plant.
The logistic impact of such interruptions can be absorbed to a considerable degree by proper
planning or the distribution of raw film supplies within the Air Fo.rce.

C. F. J. Ove rba.ge

Effecta of Long-Range Airborne Atomic Bomb Debris on the Photographic lr.dustry.
AFSWP-lOZ, Staff' Study by CDR.G. W.Johnson. USN, Z5 Sept. 1951., with Addendum dated
4 January 1952. (Secret, A.EC Restricted Data).
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FLUCTUATIONS OF BRIGHTNESS OF THE RADAJ!E:CHO
The fluctuations in brightness of the target return which

prevalent in

the radar observer to absorb the information that is present on the average.
systems are, as a matter of fact,
i'iculty. In this Appendi,i;: we

suggested for use by SAC in order to overcome this dU.
what can be done about

All the schemes for
target:-eeho
reduce ultimately to
the use of a wider band of frequencies
the determination of the position of .the target in space.
Several methods of
the wider-frequency band will be indicated,
with some of the
merits and demerits of the .various proposals.
ln present-day radar,
frequency carrier is amplitude-modulated on
and off to form a pulse whicb is the transmitted ~. 15 .,..,,•• One
of
fluctuation
is to retain this same system of' modulation, but
signal return may be resolved from interfering
the sources
of variation on the desired signal. This approach has the advantage that better resolution ts
obtained, as well as reduction in target fluctuation.
very serious
in

that much.higher peak -powers are required. T.his follows
a~onsequence of the fact that it is
necessary to maintain :the average
radiated the same in the short-"pulse or long-pulae
system in order to keep approximately constant the ability to detect targets.. The shorter-pulse
system, therefore, obviously must transmit much higher peak powers.
Another method of using a broad frequency band tor tne reduction of target
fluctuation is to use frequency modulation during the on-time of the
In such a system.
the amplitude and frequency characteristics.of the
may be as sketched in Fig.E-1. In
this arrangement, the pulse width is not shortened but
is contained within the signal the
equivalent information or the shortened pulse.
may be demonstrated as follows. Suppose
we pass the frequency~modulated pulse (Fig.E~l)
a delay equalizer as Sltelt:J:l.E'd:
Fig. E-2. The characteristic of the dela.y equalizer is sketched in Fig. E~J. What we wish to do
is to delay the energy components that are emitted during the first portion of the pulse. at f.requency r , by a greater amount than the delay that we give to the frequency components :r that
4
1
are emitted at the end of the pulse. The
result is to" pile
the energy from all portions
pulse, eonta;l."ling frequency
of th'= pulse into a shorter period of time. As a result, the
modulation at the input to the delay equalizer, is transformed into a much shorter pulse at the
output of the
This demonstra~ea that the frequem::y-modulated pulse is equivalent to a much shorter pulse. ln a radar system. the transmission path from the transmitter
to the target and back to the receiver is entirely linear. Th.erefore, it is possible to put the
equalizer or Fig. E·Z in the receiver rather than in the transmitter. Thus it is possible
and still obtain the performance characteristics associated
to emit a :relatively low peak
of shorter duration, These pulse-shortening principles
with a much higher peak power
have been demonstrated in the Radio Research department of the Bell Telephonl!!: Laboratories.
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This particular system will tend. to overcome target.echo fluctuation and, at the same time. give
higher resolution. Further, it does not require high peak power to obtain these charactedstics.
A third possibility is to employ as a carrier an. amplitude waveform that has the
character of random noise. By so doing, there will be no coherence between the.various portions
of the pulsed wavaform, and it wiUnot be possible to produce severe interference effects on combining several such signals. A rough approximation is given in Fig.E-4. To maintain good signal-to.-noiae characteristics, it is necessary tll use as a carrier a band of "noise .. several times
broader than the bandwidth associated with the waveform of the amplitude-modulating pulse. In
thi.s arrangement. there is ,no increased resolution available from the use of the additional bandwidth, but the echo fluctwa.tion t1hould be greatly reduced. Although a random waveform has beeri
assumed here, it is probable that no very important cha,nge in the charaeter of the system perform-

ance would appear from
th.e peaks of the waveform to a considerable extent. Therefore, it
may be that the peak power requii;-ed from the ttanamitter in the "random.• carrier case need not
be appreeiably higher than that required when using a sine-wave carrier as is present practicfh
It may be possible to build a radar or the type indicated above by using a!requency-modulated magnetron. On the other hand, it may prove very desirable to take. advantage
of the broad
band characteristics of the traveling-wave tube and, perhaps. to use an
oscillator-amplifier combination for the transmitter.
combll)ation offers the .advantage of a great deal of fiEntibility not present with the self-excited oscilla:tor. This leads to
the question of high-power traveling-wave. tubes. ,It. is possible to build a traveling-wave tube that
will deliver peak powers oi the order of 100 kilowatts or more, and average powers of the order
of several hundred watts.· Some attention is already being given to the problem of developing such
a tube, but this program would probably benefit from the guidance of specific ideas backed up with
experimental work o.n how such tubes would ac·tually be enipfoy® to best advantage: in a radar.
pulse
amplitude
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CATHODE-RAY TUBE RESOLUTION
HlLL br.ie.fings, it was indicated. to us that
the cathode-ray tubes in

concur in this opinion.

radar sets do not have adequate resolution.

We

The P,resent-day standard cathode-ray tubes display about one-half the

available information when a l.0-mile range sweep is used, and proportionally less of the available mformation with the longer-range sweeps.

This wholly unsatisfactory situation is unneces-

sary, for the available art if properly employed wHl fll'Oduce vastly improved cathode ·ray tubes.
Two factors that influence the cathode-ray tube resolution are the size of the
electron beam when it strikes the tube face .and the characteristics of the phosphor used on the
face of the tube,
ab<YJt by

A quick-fix improvement !or lhe present standard radars can be brought
the cathodewray tubes with new ones that employ an improved phosphor.

the resolution can be improved by a factor o! about two - from l50
teleYision lines to about 500 television lines.

There is w<::>rk under
within the Air Force
{at WADC and Cars.well AFB} and at the Bell Telcph.one
to make use or the new
nee,led and .should be expedited by all possible means,
is
phosphors. This
radars is the fundamental Hmit on the bombin view o!' the fact that the resolution of
ing accuracy that can be obtained.
For the

term, a

additional improvement can be realized.

lt is the

of electron-beam experts that a further improvement on the order of five to
considered
one, corresponding to 2500 television-line re;;1olution, should be achievable. Such a tube might
be employed with a
scan as part of a recording mechanism in connection with the

side-looking radar mentioned in Chapter 9, or, alternately, might be used in the normal PPItype presentation.

There are some practical difficulties to achievLng t.hia improvement, but

the major research and development organizations in this field. sh.ould be ab.le to resolve them.
Other
might present themselves by virtue of aberrations due to m~chanical irregu~
larities in the electron g·un or in the focusing coils, and these would
fore the finer spot could be attained.
increased c:osts. Deflection

to be corrected be~

Thts might mean closer mechanical tolerances and some
i.f not
might seriously
the resolu•

tion at the edges of the screen, but it should be possible to compensate for this in the focusing
circuits. The phosphor itself m.ighi: have to be made finer, but this also could be done. Higher
voltages would be required on the cathode-ray tube, but we are convinced that this repre::i1mts
mare or an lnc.onvenience than a real hazarn or obstacle. In general, it is felt that this addition-al improvement can be obtained in a straightforward mi:µuier; but it will require a careful

application of sct'!nce throughc;-ut the cathode-ray
associated circuit design, rather
than merely new assemblies of existing components. It may be noted that standard television
tubes have a resolution in the range :;oo to 1000
and that the proposed improved radar
tube has a resollltion about five times this.

...
In Order for the human eye to take advi.'1fage of the Z.500-line resolution, it is
nece1sary that su.;:h a tube have a diameter of :five inches or more.
As
..
f'lll:!ara: are improved, U certalnly will be the trend to use shorter impulses
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for better range resolution and sharper beams for improved azimuth resolution. In order to
take advantage of these fundamental radar improvements, it is necessary to develop an improved cathode-ray tube. Furthermore, existing radars require near-ly ZSOO-line resolution
in order to display the available information on the 50-mile {or longed range sweeps. It is
recommended that a qualified contractor be given the job of building a cathode-ray tube with
2 500-Hne resolution, and that the associated higher-voltage power_supplies (and possibly pressurizing techniques} also be developed for Service use.

S.E.Miller
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APPENDIXG
RADAR PREDICTIONS
1. Existing State of the Art and Use of Copper Plates in Ultrasonic Trairlers by SAC
Units
The current practice at each SAC wing is to have its assigned targets care·
folly studied, predictions made according to methods now established, and a copper plate made

for use in the ultrasonic trainer. Each radar observer then uses this plate in the trainer a
It is of obvious value to have on the ground an aid that
simulates the actual target as it is seen on the scope in flight, that stimulates interest in target
study and that increases the ability of the radar observer to recognize definite and critical returns. The methods established for making predictions and the copper plates have served a

certain number of times per month.

useful purpose; but, since many uncertainties and problems still persist in this area, some
members of the BEACON HILL Study Group attempted to investigate the matter in some detail.
This review led to three conclusions:
{a) although the ultrasonic trainer has many inherent limi-

tations, the quality of predictions and plates could
be improved;
(b) some of the basic instructions laid down for making predictions and producing plates are contradictory to known
facts and should be revised;
{c) there should be recognition of the danger of implanting
a fixed impression in the mind of the radar observer
that his target will look very much like what he has repeatedly observed on the ultrasonic trainer.
Many competent radar observers have noted that even persistent returns tend
to describe orbits, or to scint.illate,on the scope, as can be demonstrated in various ways.*
This instability of even strong returns is due to several causes, among them the interrelation-

ship of surfaces of buildings.

This .subject is injected here because in the current prediction

practice each building is treated as though it existed without reference to other adjacent structures. It is commonly admitted that the angle of approach to a surface is of importance in the
specular reflection, yet the current prediction system does not recognize any effect of street
patterns. Irregular copper projections for the plate are made with a pin to include a large
number of buildings built on a rectangular grid pattern. While American cities have rectangular grid street patterns, those of target cities are more irregular, like the old section of New
Orleans.
One of the Air Force publications deals with a wide variety of roof structures
of the U.S.S.R. Yet in the radar prediction instructions all roofs are ignored as though they
*Some work has been done by the Display Unit at the Aircraft Radiation Laboratory at Wright
Field under Mr. C. Colbert and Dr. C. Kober.
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ultrasonic trainer, they will develop an indelible mental picture of what the target will look like
on their actual bombing run. To draw a parallel to football, if a coach put his first team through
repeated drills of one play only. and arranged his scrub team to react always in the same manner, the team would be inadequately trained to cope with an adversary equipped with a bag full
of tricky plays. Instead of each radar operator practicing week after week on the same plate,
it is urged that there be perhaps four or five plates made of each target city, instead of one.
The radar operator would be told in advance that instead of seeing the familiar plate, there
were four new ones. These new plates would try to anticipate how the target would appear if
the city grew in various ways around the periphery of the static center. This would give a clue
to how well the radar operator adjusts his identification of critical reference points. It would
prepare him for possible changes to the left or right of course, for more "clutter" in front of
the target. and for an over~all shape of the city which he may not have expected to see from 40
miles but which, because of its relation to other positively identifiable features, does prevent
him from identifying his assigned 11 haystacku. There may be some merit in occasionally placing in the ultrasonic trainer a "spoof'" plate and in determining whether or not the radar operator recognizes it as: such before he closes in too near to make an effective change o! course.
If some method like this {employing several copper plates}, is not used, the radar operators
are hardly to blame i! they form a mental fixation as to how the target will appear on the scope
on the bomb r-un. They then ma.y try to reconcile what they see on the actual bomb run with what
they r-emember on the trainer, rather than to relate what they see on the scoµe to the new scope
photos that reconnaissance may provide tor them.
{f) Some thought should be given to the problem tha.t may face radar operator-a
when they try to locate an aiming point in an area of bomb damage. The scope photos under
these conditions may appear quite different from those shown by the radar reconnaissance,
prior to the effects produced by earlier bombers on the same mission. We suggest that some
light may be thrown upon the problem by an analysis of radar returns from rubble compared
with returns from undamaged buildings. As an example, U scope photographs of German cities
(such as Darmstadt) were taken before and after bombing with APS/15 by the Eighth Air Force
in World War ll, valuable clues might be pr-ovided for a study of this problem.

G. K. Geerlings
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APPENDIX H

RADAR RECONNAISSANCE lli NORTHERN LATITUDES
The following paragraphs describe a particular lack of ltnowledge by the USAF
in one area, which may provedisastrous, ye't the means
remedying the gap are already in
being.
The routes that certain SAC units, bombers or reconnaisance, wilt take post
D-Day, require accurate landfall. The characteristics of certain coastal areas will prove coneven in the summer because of the serrated pattern. There are rendezvous
control points, and other critical points to which aircraft will have to fly; yet these control points
are in lati-:udes that may show considerable dlf!erences on the
scope, depending upon the
sea.son of the year.
Last autumn, LIFE magazine printed some illustration.a of possible ice landing fields in northern latitudes,
of both close-up visual oblique photos and radar*
scope photos. The scope photos showed positive returns from the smooth part of the ice. this
with viaual oblique ones. This •.tti.version"
the Alaskan

being confirmed by comparing

{positive radar returns where n.egative ones are expected) has also been noted

Air Cornmarui, with rivers producing
winter.

returns in the summer but positive returns in

Another problem is. the outline of coastlines in very northerly latitudes. The
Royal Canadlan Air For-ce l.s
to have done consll:l.erable work in developing
skills
in recogni.zing the location of the actual
line, even though the entire a.rea is under snow
and ice from the landfall in question to the N.;;>rth Pole.
It is recommended
an effort be made to have all known
collected for
immediate study, that the aid of the RCAF be enlisted to contribute what they already know, and
that the RCAF be
to d.ovetail their
<:or.junction with the USAF so that
the maximum information can

b~

learned Crom the fewest possible ....15 ......... ··•

lf weather aircraft are or can be

with the APS-23 radar, it would add to
needed information concerning variable radar retun:;s due to seasonal changes. Most navigators are
to expect radar returns to
same :relationship
their maps that they

have experienced in more temperate latitudes. It would be ideal if the

could be

briefed by being shown a series of visual photos (vertical or oblique)
photos, taken in autumn. after flooding, after freezing
any snow
fallen, a.!ter succes ~
sive snows have piled up on the lee and drifted and smoothed abrupt banks, after melting and
beds reduced to only a
flooding have taken place, and :iirially after mid-summer with
should be taken on the
trickle o.f wat~r. To have ma.¥.imum utility, such a series or
same cour3e, at the same altitUde, with the .same equipment, resulting in photos taken always

from above the same series of points on the ground.

G. K. Geerlings
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APPENDIX I
ACOUSTIC SENSING TECICTIQUES FOR INTELLIGENCE USE

There is a recording technique commonly known as LOFAR in which acoustic
waves are displayed on a chart that has time on one axis and frequency of radiation along the
other axis, with the intensity of received acoustic radiation shown as an intensity variation on
the chart.

This system, which is peculiarly adapted for displaying radiations that a.re con-

cent r-a:ed in one or severol portions of the acoustic band, was originaUy developed in connection
with the Bell Telephone Laboratories' work on visible speech. The technique is apparently
very sensitive. For example, it may prove possible to detect the sound from a propeller-type
airplane at a distance of about 10 or 20 miles using an acoustic receiver at a quiet ground-

based location.

As another example of the sensitivity of this type of equipment, it is said to be

about 50 db more sensitive than the ear at 100 cycles.

This is quite striking and means that a

great many things that the human cannot hear will be detected by such equipment:

f

Exploratory work along this tine is being carried out at the Bell Telephone
Laboratories under the Office of Naval Research Contract known as PROJECT JEZEBEL.
It is quite apparent that airplanes are not suitable vehicles for an acousticsensing technique, due to the high level of ambiant noise. A balloon is an ideal vehicle for
carrying an acoustic-sensing set; but, unfortunately, at altitudes that are discussed for
GOPHER (Le., at attitudes of approximately 100.000 feet} the mean free path is on the order of
the wavelength of a 1000-cycle acoustic wave. It is thus anticipated that rather large attenua~ions would be present, and it is somewhat doubti'ul whether sounds from the grourtd could be
detected. At the present time, therefore, we do not see a way of applying the acoustic-sensing

technique in airborne reconnaissance.
It is possible, however, that acoustic sensing may be of value from the intelligence standpoint for listening for aircraft at ground stations near the front lines, or for the
detection and analysis of the shock waves that travel through the ground.
It is recommended that the results of PROJECT JEZEBEL be watched carefully and that continued thought be given to possible uses o! acoustic sensing for

intelligence~

gathering purposes.

S.E.Miller
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